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The study suggests that the maximum velocity distribution shifts inward toward 

the convex bank of a channel bend at high water levels after gravel removal from a point 

bar, assuming that sediment transport rates and resupply from upstream are the same as 

before bar scalping. The inward shift of the maximum velocity distribution causes 

changes of boundary shear stress distribution in pool zones. Weaker boundary shear 

stresses are expected in pool zones after bar scalping. This will result in fewer incipient 

motion events in pool zones over each runoff season. As a result, the pool will 

experience net sediment deposition as a long-term effect of sediment transport events 

separated by periods of bed stability. 
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MODELING SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY AND
 

GRAVEL MINING IN RIVER BENDS
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

aBiround of the Study 

One fundamental concern of river engineers is to have a quantitative knowledge 

of unsteady and non-uniform flow patterns in natural curved channels and the resulting 

interactions with sediment transport and channel morphology. The flow of water and 

sediment and the evolution of the channel configuration by a meandering stream are 

complicated because of curved flow, which results in centrifugal forces, superelevation of 

the water surface, and secondary or helical motions. These phenomena are not easily 

explained and are still difficult to model mathematically. The most striking feature of a 

three-dimensional flow field in a bend is the helical flow pattern that develops. In the 

simplest case, this involves the flow near the water surface having velocity vectors 

directed towards the outside of the bend and velocity vectors near the bottom directed 

inwards. This induces transverse shear stresses on the bed, causing transverse 

components of sediment transport and leading to the formation of a bar (known as a point 

bar) near the inner bank (known as the convex bank) and a pool near the outer bank 

(known as the concave bank), as described by Geldof and De Vriend (1983), among 

others. 

Gravel, cobbles and sand are major components of the sediment found in the 

channels and banks of alluvial rivers. They provide a variety of natural functions, 

including frictional resistance to flow and substrate habitat for the spawning and food 

supply of fish. They are often mechanically extracted from bars and low-water channels 

of rivers to obtain aggregate for industrial use or for other out-of-channel purposes. They 

are also removed from some channels to restore or maintain flood capacity. 
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Extraction of gravel in excess of its replenishment by transport from upstream 

sources has been argued to cause degradation (bed elevation lowering) of the river bed 

locally, upstream and downstream of the removal site. Degradation of the river bed can 

have numerous detrimental consequences. These include undermining of bridge piers, 

pipe lines, or other engineering structures in the river, changes in the morphology of the 

river bed, effects on fish and benthic habitat, lowering of groundwater levels, dewatering 

and destruction of riparian vegetation, and induced bank erosion and collapse. Some 

positive consequences of bed degradation are that flooding and flood heights can be 

reduced as bed elevations decrease and the channel can be thus maintained to convey 

flood waters or to improve passage where draft is inadequate for vessels. 

Numerous laboratory and theoretical studies have been conducted of curved 

channel flow and sediment transport over the past several decades. Despite these studies, 

development of theoretical-numerical hydraulic models that compare well with field data 

for rivers subject to gravel mining has been difficult because of the complexity of flow in 

bends and the lack of sufficient field data. 

Research Objectives 

In this research, an analytical technique and model applicable to sediment 

transporting flow in natural curved channels is presented. The goal of this research is to 

develop a means to determine the direct and cumulative effects of river bar scalping on 

sediment transport and channel morphology, with particular emphasis on pool depth. 

Such changes affect fish habitat and other river uses involving meandering rivers. 

Specific objectives are: 

1. Review the interactions of water flow, sediment transport and channel 

morphology in meandering channels and the impacts of bar dredging on these 

interactions. 
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2. Review computer models that might be used or adapted for use to study how 

bar dredging affects flow fields, sediment transport and bed morphology in meandering 

channels. 

3. Develop an analytical method to evaluate the interaction of water, sediment and 

bed morphology for meandering channels having bars that are subject to removal by 

scalping. 

4. Apply the analytical method to a variety of cases of bar scalping in channel 

bends to determine effects on boundary shear stress and pool depth. 

5. Compare results of analytical work with field situations indicative of 

unscalped/scalped bars in meandering channels and channel bends. 

6. Assess the cumulative effects of bar scalping on channel morphology and pool 

depth. 

Research Scope 

The research is composed of analytical model development and use. The 

developed method is also tested against field data collected for Oregon streams partially 

subjected to gravel mining, with comparisons to other streams having similar 

circumstances. Field data collected by other researchers are also used for assessing the 

model's validity. 

Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is organized in the following sequence to address the research topic of 

gravel-mining impacts at river bends. First, Chapters II, III and IV present a detailed 

review of the literature, separated into (1) a review of the basic theory applicable to 

sediment transport in bends of meandering alluvial channels (Chapter II), (2) a review of 

computational methods that use this basic theory (Chapter III), and (3) a summary of 
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river gravel mining effects on channel morphology (Chapter IV). Next, Chapter V 

presents the development of research hypotheses and analytical methodologies that are 

evaluated in this thesis. Chapter VI presents the development of analytical approaches 

for this evaluation. Chapter VII summarizes the field data used for hypothesis evaluation. 

Then, Chapter VIII presents the results of hypothesis testing, including modifications 

made to the hypotheses based on field data used. Finally, Chapters LX and X cover the 

applications and implications of the research. 
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II. BASIC THEORY OF FLOW AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN MEANDERING
 
RIVERS 

The available literature containing basic concepts and theory on open channel 

hydraulics, sediment transport, channel morphology and meandering channel has been 

reviewed. A summary follows of the basic theory applicable to the research of this thesis. 

Open Channel Hydraulics 

The movement of water is basic to all fluvial processes. The sediment that is 

transported in a river and the shape and form (morphology) of the river channel are 

governed by the hydraulic conditions in that channel. This part of the literature review 

summarizes the principles, conditions and parameters of fluid mechanics and open 

channel hydraulics that are important for rivers (Klingeman, classnotes). 

Types of Flow 

Steady flow is defined where flow conditions such as channel slope, cross section, 

flow depth and mean velocity are constant over time at one location; unsteady flow is 

defined where flow conditions change over time at one location. Flow conditions in 

uniform flow stay the same throughout the whole of the fluid; flow conditions in 

nonuniform flow may change from point to point (Henderson, 1966). 

Channel Shape 

Terminology concerning channel shape is defined in the sketch in Figure 1. In 

Figure 1, it is shown that Z is bed elevation from datum, d is channel water depth, V is 
V2

mean flow velocity, 2g is velocity head, g is gravitational acceleration, T is channel top 
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Energy Grade Line 

V2/2gWater Surface 

T 

Channel Bed 

Datum 

(a) Longitudinal section (h) Cross section 

Figure 1. Definition sketch for channel shape 

width, A is cross section area, and P is wetted perimeter. Hydraulic radius, R, is defined 
A

as the ratio of flow cross-sectional area to wetted perimeter: P. 

Channel Roughness 

In 1889, the Irish engineer Robert Manning presented a formula for channel 

velocity and boundary roughness. This was later modified to its present form for use in 

U. S. customary units: 

v 1.486 R213 St/2
 
n
 

where V is the mean velocity in ft/s, R is the hydraulic radius in ft, S is the channel slope 

in ft/ft, and n is the coefficient of roughness, known as Manning's n, with dimensions of 

ft". and 1.486 is a conversion factor between metric units and U. S. customary units (it 
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becomes 1.0 when all other variables are given in metric units). Owing to its simplicity 

of form and to the satisfactory results in practical applications, the Manning formula has 

become the most widely used of all uniform-flow formulas for open channel flow 

computations (Chow, 1959). 

When a channel cross section has different roughness at different parts of the 

boundary (i.e., at the bank and bed) as shown in Figure 2, the Manning's n for the 

composite section should be used. The composite roughness, ncomposite can be calculated 

as 

qp1n13/2) (p2n23/2) (p3n33/2) 2/3 
ncomposite [ P1 + P2+ P3 

Here, the subscripts allow for all three parts of the boundary to have different lengths and 

roughnesses. 

The Strickler relation gives a rough estimate of the relation between the 

Manning's n and the equivalent particle size lc, for a stationary boundary. The 
k 1/6

relationship is n 2;3, where ks is the roughness height in ft, and ks is usually taken as 

D65 (particle size for which 65 % of the bed particles are finer by weight) (Klingeman, 

classnotes). More generally, D## represents the particle size for which ## % of the bed 

particles are finer by weight. 

n2 p2 

Figure 2. Composite cross section with variable boundary roughness 
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Velocity Distributions in Channels 

The shear stress, T, at any point in a turbulent flow moving over a solid boundary 

is given by Prandtl as 

dv 2
= p 12 (Thy- ) 

where p = mass density of fluid 

1= a characteristic length known as the mixing length in turbulent flow, 
dv = velocity gradient at some point
dy 

v = local velocity at some point, and 

y = distance of that point from a boundary. 

For the region near the boundary, Prandtl introduced two assumptions: (1) the 

mixing length is proportional to y; and (2) the shear stress is constant (Chow, 1959). 

From these two assumptions, 1= icy and t = To and the above relation becomes 

,\ITo
dv =I
 

p Y
 

where ic is a universal turbulence constant and tc, is the boundary shear stress. The value 

of K has been determined by many experiments to be about 0.4. 

A "shear velocity", u*, has been defined (Chow, 1959) for the boundary as 

to 
1.1*= 

Although the parameter is based on the boundary shear stress, it has the 

dimensions of a velocity; hence its name. 

Substituting the shear velocity for -\il to in the above equation and integrating 
P 

gives 
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u = 1 ln y + C.
u* K 

where u has replaced v to represent local velocity according to conventional 

notation used with this logarithmic equation for velocity distribution near a channel 

boundary, y is the distance from the solid boundary, and C is a constant of integration. 

The logarithmic velocity distribution equation can be expressed in different ways, 

depending upon boundary roughness. 

For a smooth boundary: 

u
u* 

= 5.75 logio + 5.50 

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

For a rough boundary: 

u = 5.75 logo k + 8.50.
u* 

For smooth or rough boundaries, including the transition: 

YXu = 5.75 logio + 8.50
u* 

where x is a correction factor for velocity with smooth-rough-transition boundaries. 

The logarithmic velocity distribution is valid for values of ranging from 

approximately 30 to 500. For the range of Y-1-- from 0 to approximately 500, the velocity 

distribution is called the law of wall (Chow, 1959; Roberson and Crowe, 1985; and 

Klingeman, classnotes). 

Shear Stresses 

As a river flows "downhill" from headwaters to the sea, the potential energy of the 

flow is transformed into heat by means of friction. This friction is usually described in 
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terms of shear stress (Klingeman, classnotes). In open channel flow, the shear stress can 

be expressed as 

to = 7 R Se 

where To is the average boundary shear stress, y is the specific weight of the water, and Se 

is the slope of the energy grade line. 

Local shear stresses at the channel boundary also depend on the local velocity 

gradients normal to the boundary. In turbulent flow, the basic shear stress relation is 

expressed as (Henderson, 1966): 

dv dv 2 dv 2 
= (P + = + 1 

where µ = dynamic viscosity of water 

rl = eddy viscosity of flow 
dv = velocity gradient of flow.
dy
 

dv
The shear stresses, = in turbulent flow are termed apparent shear stressesdy' 

or Reynolds stresses (Roberson and Crowe. 1985). 

Flow Regime 

The state or behavior of open channel flow is governed basically by the effects of 

viscosity and gravity relative to the inertial forces of the flow (Chow, 1959). 

The effect of viscosity relative to inertia can be represented by the Reynolds 
v L

number, Re, defined as Re = where L is a characteristic length of a conduit. For open 

channel flow, the characteristic length is represented by the hydraulic radius, R, of the 

channel. The flow is laminar if the viscous forces are so strong relative to the inertial 

forces that viscosity plays a significant part in determining flow behavior. The flow is 

turbulent if the viscous forces are weak relative to the inertial forces. Between the 

laminar and turbulent states there is a mixed, or transitional, state. For practical purposes, 
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v 

the transitional range of Re for open channel flow is assumed to be 500 to 2000 (Chow, 

1959). 

The effect of gravity upon the state of flow is represented by a ratio of inertial 

forces to gravity forces (Chow, 1959). The ratio is given by the Froude number, Fr 
*N1 g d 

where d is the hydraulic depth or hydraulic mean depth and d is celerity ofA7g
small gravity waves. Here, d is the channel cross-sectional area A divided by the top 

width T. If Fr is less than unity, or v<Ngd, the flow is subcritical. If Fr is greater 

than unity or v>"\ig d, the flow is supercritical. The possibility or impossibility of 

propagating a gravity wave upstream can be used as criterion for distinguishing between 

subcritical and supercritical flow. 

For more practical purposes, Robertson and Rouse (1941) proposed four regimes 

of flow in an open channel. Those are (1) subcritical-laminar, (2) supercritical-laminar, 

(3) supercritical-turbulent, and (4) subcritical-turbulent. The depth-velocity relationships 

for the four regimes of open-channel flow are shown in Figure 3. 

To determine the regime of the channel of interest, calculation of the Froude 

number and the Reynolds number are needed from field data. It can be seen that laminar 

open channel flow is quite unlikely to occur. Furthermore, the typical velocities of flow 

in natural channels are roughly in the range of 0.5 to 20 ft/sec with 0.5 to 20 ft of 

hydraulic depth. Therefore, from the depth-velocity plot the flow regime for typical 

natural channels is assumed to be subcritical-turbulent flow. 
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Figure 3. Depth-velocity relationships for four regimes of open-channel flow 
(After Robertson and Rouse, 1941) 

Slopes in Open Channel Flow 

Three slopes in the longitudinal section of channel are defined. In Figure 1 (a), 

the slope of energy grade line is termed energy slope, Se; the slope of the water surface or 

hydraulic grade line is termed water-surface slope, SW; and the slope of the channel bed is 

termed the bed slope, So. 

At channel bends, centrifugal forces act outwardly on the water as it flows around 

the bend. The strength of this force varies with velocity, which also varies vertically 

through the water column. Due to the outward-acting centrifugal force, the fast-flowing 

surface water moves strongly towards the outer bank region. The flux of water to the 

outer bank region causes a build-up of water adjacent to the outer bank, known as 

superelevation (Chow, 1959; Markham and Thorne, 1992). This provides a transverse 

slope of water in the cross section of the channel bend. 

http:blOYI.SK
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Secondary Flow and Circulation in Bends 

At a channel bend, the tilting of the water surface in the cross section causes an 

inward-acting pressure gradient force. Water accumulates at the outer bank until the 

centrifugal and pressure forces are equal and opposite. However, the pressure gradient is 

equal only to the depth-averaged centrifugal force. Near the surface, the centrifugal force 

exceeds the cross-stream pressure gradient and water is driven outwards. Near the bed, 

the pressure gradient force is dominant and water flows inwards. The net result is a 

circulation or helix (Markham and Thorne, 1992). The resulting patterns are shown in 

Figure 4. 

outside inside 

surface current 

1 bottom current 

(a) Section view (b) Plan view 

Figure 4. Helical flow patterns in channel bends 

General Concepts of Sediment Transport 

Alluvial Channels 

The characteristics of an alluvial channel are determined by the discharge of 

water, the slope of the channel, and sediment characteristics such as sediment 

concentration, particle size, and particle size distribution. A change in any one of these 

variables changes the characteristics of the channel (Vanoni, 1975). 
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Shen (1962) investigated the development of roughness due to different bed 

patterns in alluvial channels. He has found that with uniform-size materials, the variation 

of resistance due to the sediment bed irregularities is a function of both the sediment 

transport rate and the Reynold's number, with the latter based on the fall velocity of the 

sediment particle. 

Engelund (1966) noted that from a theoretical point of view, alluvial rivers are of 

special interest. This is because it may be assumed that under quasi-steady conditions 

they will adopt some definite bed configuration that has a dominating influence on the 

magnitude of the hydraulic resistance. Engelund studied hydraulic resistance in alluvial 

streams and found that the behavior of alluvial streams is in accordance with a simple 

similarity principle. 

Gladki (1979) discussed the relationship of flow resistance to average flow 

velocity in alluvial channels with coarse bed material based on the study of the Raba 

River in Poland. She concluded that during movable-bed periods, the Reynolds number, 

Re, and boundary roughness, ks, are difficult to define separately. She determined the 
Re

ratio as a function of excess shear stress and the Raudkivi parameter, M, which is M = 

where u., is the critical shear velocity at the threshold of particle motion. 
u.2 u.,2 

Jaramillo and Jain (1983) solved analytically for the characteristic parameters of 

the non-equilibrium processes of aggradation and degradation in alluvial channels of 

finite length. They concluded that: (1) the aggradation and degradation processes are 

similar to each other and that their characteristic parameters are governed by the same 

equations; (2) the analytical solution for a small time period is identical to that for a semi-

infinite reach; and (3) the deviation of the experimental data from the analytical results is 

due to two simplifications introduced in the model, which are neglect of small-order term 

in the governing equation and linearization of the governing equation. 
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Gravel-Bed Channels 

Gravel-bed rivers are common in many parts of the world and are 

characteristically associated with mountainous regions. They are particularly common 

where the bedrock consists of igneous and metamorphic material, as well as in areas of 

glacio-fluvial deposits (Vanoni, 1975). 

Hey (1979) investigated the influence of flow geometry, cross-sectional variation 

in roughness height, and roughness height of graded gravel-bed sediment on the 

resistance to uniform flow in straight gravel-bed rivers. He presented a standardized 

approach for the estimation of flow resistance. He concluded that the resistance to 

turbulent flow in straight regular channels with fixed rough boundaries of uniform 

material can be defined by the Colebrook-White equation: 

R1 = 2.03 log ( )
ka 

in which f = friction factor
 

a = coefficient varying with the cross-sectional geometry of the flow.
 

Hey also concluded that the effect of cross-sectional channel shape on the flow 

resistance is defined by the value of the coefficient, a, and the Colebrook-White equation 

has to he modified in situations where the roughness height of the bed and bank sediment 

are dissimilar. He determined that the roughness height of nonuniform gravel material is 

defined by 3.5 D84. Thus, the fully modified Colebrook-White equation is given by 

1 R' 
(3.5Ni f u84
 

A

where R' = = effective hydraulic radius 

P' = Phed V bank = effective wetted perimeter 

P'hank = effective wetted perimeter for channel bank
sine' 

0' = angle between channel bed and bank. 
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Hey found that for riffle sites the standard error of estimate of flow resistance is ± 

12.7 % and that for estimating discharge is ± 4.7 %; at pool sections these values are ± 

153.7 % and ± 30.0 %, respectively, due to the development of backwater effects. 

Flow resistance or hydraulic roughness coefficients are used principally to derive 

depth-discharge relations necessary in waterway design and in the computation of 

sediment transport rates. Griffiths (1981) derived gravel-bed river flow resistance 

prediction equations suitable for use in engineering design and fluvial studies. 

Parker and Klingeman (1982) investigated bedload transport in poorly sorted 

gravel-bed streams. It was hypothesized that the pavement seen in gravel-bed streams at 

low flow is in fact in place during typical transport events capable of moving all available 

sizes. The pavement can provide the equalizing mechanism by exposing proportionally 

more coarse particles to the flow. They used field data to quantify this concept and to 

develop a predictive relation for river pavement. They also studied the size distribution 

of bedload by similarity analysis and developed a method for calculating bedload size 

distribution that accounts for deviation from similarity. 

Bed load transport in gravel-bed rivers is accomplished by means of the 

mobilization of particles exposed on the bed surface. Substrate particles can participate 

in the bed load to the extent that local or global scour results in their exposure on the 

surface. Therefore, calculation of the bedload transport rate of mixtures should be based 

on the availability of each size range in the surface layer. For example, Parker (1990) 

transformed an existing empirical substrate-based bedload relation for gravel mixtures 

into a surface-based relation. 

Dip las (1987) obtained data from Oak Creek, Oregon and used them to study the 

bedload transport in gravel-bed streams. He used a similarity approach to delineate a 

functional relationship obtained for the bedload transport rate based on a dimensional 

analysis reasoning. He concluded that the bedload transport in gravel-bed streams 
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depends on Di/Dg in addition to the Shields stress, where Dg is subsurface geometric 

mean particle size and Di is mean particle size of ith particle-size subrange. 

Kuhn le and Southard (1988) conducted flume experiments to investigate the 

mechanisms of transport of a gravel-sand mixture by shallow unidirectional flows. They 

concluded that: (1) sediment transport rates varied quasi-periodically in runs for which 

the unit feed was varied by a factor of 30; (2) fractional transport rates for different size 

fractions in the sediment mixture varied with time; (3) the bed surface developed an 

armor much coarser than the original sediment mix in all runs except that with the highest 

transport rate; and (4) bed shear stress decreased and then increased with increasing 

sediment rate due to the varying coarseness of the bed surface. 

Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) studied entrainment of mixed-size gravel bed 

material in nine reaches of three powerful, nonuniform gravel-bed streams in Scotland 

and Norway. They concluded that: (1) the threshold shear stress for gravel entrainment 

depends more on relative than absolute particle size, but does increase with absolute size; 

(2) this conclusion is supported by a progressive increase in median bedload diameter 

with increasing shear stress and a decrease in the percentage movement of and mean 

distance moved by progressively coarser classes of tracer pebbles; (3) size-selective 

entrainment is also necessary to explain the rapid downbar and downstream fining of 

surface sediments in all three rivers; and (4) precise equal mobility of small and large 

particles was approached in the data set with the highest shear stresses and transport rates. 

In a gravel-bed river, when a hydraulic condition of large-scale resistance or 

transition to large-scale resistance exists, the semilogarithmic flow resistance equation 

can he applied only if it results from an empirical correlation. In the commonly accepted 

equations for evaluating the friction factor parameter, the hydraulic radius (or water 

depth) and a characteristic diameter (D50. D84. D90) are generally included. In some 

equations. the concentration of coarser bed elements is also included. Ferro and 

Giordano (1991) found that these equations, empirically deduced, have a power or 
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semilogarithmic form. They carried out an experimental study to evaluate the influence 

of the concentration of coarse bed elements on the friction factor. They confirmed that 

the semilogarithmic equation gives the best fit to the experimental data and showed that 

the use of D84 or D90 as the characteristic diameter implicitly includes the effect of the 

particle concentration. 

Haizhou and Graf (1993) studied friction in unsteady open-channel flow over 

gravel beds. They investigated different hydrographs experimentally. They determined 

the friction velocity using the equation of motion and expressed the unsteadiness of the 

flow with dimensionless Clauser parameters. They found that: (1) for a given hydrograph 

the friction velocity is usually larger in the rising limb (accelerating flow) than in the 

falling limb (decelerating flow), reaching its maximum value before the arrival of the 

peak of the hydrograph; and (2) during the passage of a hydrograph, the friction 

coefficient, f, is usually larger in the rising limb and smaller in the falling limb of the 

hydrograph. 

Song et al. (1994) studied mean flow properties and turbulent characteristics of 

uniform open-channel flow experimentally in a moderately steep channel with an 

erodible gravel bed. The results showed that the mean velocity profile could be 

expressed by the log-law with the constant of integration 8.42 in the inner region. The 

Reynolds stresses were found to be linearly distributed over the depth and the flow was 

nearly two-dimensional. 

Gomez (1993) studied the particle roughness of stable armored beds formed in a 

laboratory flume under a range of steady flows acting on rounded, flat or angular gravel. 

He found that armor roughness increased with increasing flow and that stable armored 

beds tended to maximize the ratio of shear from drag on representative roughness 

elements compared to total shear. 

Ferro and Baiamonte (1994) carried out velocity measurements in a rectangular 

flume with a gravel bed. They concluded that the Dean profile was usable to establish the 
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velocity profile for small- and large-scale roughness, where the Dean profile has the 

following mathematical shape: 

= ho + bi logZ + b2 Z2 (1-Z) + b3 Z' 2 u. 

in which Z = relative depth,i

y = distance above the channel bottom 

h = uniform flow depth 

bo, bi, b2, and b3, are numerical constants to be estimated using velocity measurements. 

Bedform Resistance 

A free-surface flow over an erodible bed generates a variety of different bedforms 

and bed configurations (Vanoni, 1975). With sand-bed channels it is common to 

experience ripples and dunes followed by a transition zone connecting upper regime 

conditions where standing waves and antidunes occur. For gravel-bed channels, ripples 

do not form, but it is possible to form typical dunes at high velocities or shear stress. 

For sand-bed channels the resistance to flow is a function of the channel shape, 

the discharge and its duration, the type of bedforms, the size and gradation of the bed 

material, the bars, their geometry, and their location. For gravel-bed systems the 

resistance to flow is largely a function of the particle size, the particle size distribution 

and the degree to which the space between the larger particles may be filled with finer 

sediment (Vanoni and Hwang, 1967). 

In dealing with natural streams with movable beds, the scientist is confronted with 

the problem of evaluating frictional losses. Solutions of the problem usually depend on 

judgment and experience. Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) studied friction losses due to 

particle roughness, channel irregularities, and other factors and suggested a rational 

method of friction evaluation for practical application. They expressed friction loss due 

to channel irregularities as a function of sediment transport and determined the 
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relationship from actual measurements for several rivers. With this relationship, they 

suggested a procedure to determine the stage-discharge relationship when adequate 

hydraulic data are lacking for close determination of the stage-discharge relationship of a 

particular stream. 

Vanoni and Hwang (1967) investigated a relationship between the friction factors 

of beds covered with dunes or ripples and the size and other geometric properties of these 

bedforms. They experimented in two flumes with different fine sands in each flume. 

They concluded that: (1) the ripple beds generated in the experiments were 

hydrodynamically rough, and the bed friction factors for the two stabilized beds were 

independent of the Reynolds number; (2) the pressure on a ripple has its minimum value 

at the crest, where the local velocity is highest, and reaches a maximum on the upstream 

face near the point where the streamline dividing the lee eddy from the main flow meets 

the ripple surface; (3) the roughness length, e H , is a satisfactory roughness length for 

beds of ripples of small steepness, where e is the exposure parameter and H is the mean 

dune or ripple height; (4) experimental results show that the roughness height, e H , for 

rippled beds is more appropriate than the classical equivalent sand roughness height, ks; 

and (5) the friction factor of beds of very steep ripples depends on the spacing and 

arrangement of the ripples. 

Parker and Peterson (1980) studied bar resistance of gravel-bed streams. They 

developed an expression for a grain resistance coefficient, CG. This is given as 

-112 = [ In (D90)) + A]
L.90 

in which lc = Von Karman's constant, usually equated to 0.4 for clear water 

A = In ( m ) = a combining variable 

m = -
ks 

=a combining variable.
L.,90 

Total flow resistance in gravel-bed streams that are wide and shallow (high 

width/depth ratios) and have low sinuosities is thought to be primarily a result of particle 
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and bar roughness. The relative importance of particle and bar resistance was examined 

by Prestegaard (1983) for 12 straight and divided gravel-bed reaches at bankfull stage by 

using Keulegan equation to determine a resistance division of energy slope. She found 

that in most of the reaches, bar resistance accounted for about 50 60 % of the total 

resistance, with additional resistance to flow caused by turbulence around individual 

boulders. 

Hey (1988) investigated flow resistance in unvegetated gravel-bed rivers. He 

found that resistance to flow in such rivers is basically dependent on skin resistance due 

to surface bed material and to bar form resistance due to accelerations and decelerations 

in the flow between pools and riffles. He also found that overall resistance to flow, in 

terms of the total roughness height due to bed forms and particles for equivalent uniform 

flow, is determined from the riffle and reach average flow geometry and the particle 

roughness height. He concluded that from field data of 62 sites in England, bar 

roughness heights at bankfull flow are generally in the range of 0 0.5 m, although values 

as high as 1.5 m are also observed. 

Whiting and Dietrich (1990) used a single near-bed velocity measurement in the 

law of the wall and an estimate of the surface roughness to calculate local boundary shear 

stress in hydraulic and geomorphic studies. They found that the roughness caused by 

mobile, naturally packed, heterogeneous-in-size beds is three times greater than that 

predicted by the Nikuradse formula, which was developed from nearly uniform and 

smoothly packed surface. 

Different bedforms develop at the interface between the flow and the river bed. 

Many previous studies suggested division of total resistance into skin resistance and form 

resistance. The form resistance due to bedforms can be rather large and can cause 

significant rise of flood levels. Shen, Fehlman, and Mendoza (1990) investigated the 

form resistance, skin resistance, and total resistance for a series of rigid two-dimensional 

dunes in a laboratory flume. They concluded that: (1) skin resistance and form resistance 
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together make up the total resistance to flow of modeled alluvial bed forms for the case of 

open channel flow with Froude numbers less than 0.4; (2) the form drag depends on the 
A

relative roughness, --d-, where A is bed form height and d is average flow depth; (3) the 

local skin shear stress varies with position on the bed form surface, increasing in value 

from zero at the flow reattachment point to a maximum at the crest; and (4) the shape of 

the skin shear stress distribution over the uniform rough bed form is similar to the 

distribution over the uniform smooth bed form. 

Particle Size Distribution 

Knowing the sizes of sediment being moved as bedload by a given stream is 

important for load calculations and stability analyses. Kuhn le (1989) used the concept of 

the effective shear stress rather than the total shear stress to get the relation of sediment 

transport rate and bed surface particle size to shear stress in a gravel-bed channel. The 

effective shear stress is defined as the shear stress available for transport of sediment. He 

found that the mobile-bed armor layer in a gravel-bed laboratory channel gradually 

disappeared as the effective shear stress was increased, with the size distribution of the 

transported sediment the same in all runs. Kuhn le and Willis (1992) also calculated the 

mean bedload size distribution using the weighting coefficients of the rate of transport 

and stage frequency. They found that even when the size distribution of the bedload is 

much finer than the size distribution of the bed material subsurface over much of the 

range of sediment transporting flows, the rate of transport at high flows, and the 

frequency of flows act to render the mean size distribution of the bedload to be nearly that 

of the bed subsurface material. 

Lisle (1995) investigated differences in particle size distributions between bedload 

and subsurface bed material in 13 gravel-bed streams to study selective transport. He 
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found that the average particle size of bedload transported over a period of years could be 

finer than the average size of subsurface bed material in a natural gravel-bed channel. 

Bed load Transport 

Bed load is defined as material moving on or near the bed by rolling, sliding, and 

sometimes saltating. In the past, numerous bedload equations have been proposed. 

Many of them are very similar. They can be categorized into five approaches: the 

Du Boys-type equation, based on shear stresses; the Schoklitsch-type equation, based on a 

discharge relationship; the Einstein-type equation, based on statistical considerations of 

the lift forces; the Bagnold-type equation, based on stream power; and Kennedy-type 

equation, based on regime theory (Klingeman, classnotes). 

The first and the oldest approach to a bedload formula is based on the shear stress 

principle initially suggested by Du Boys. This approach is based on the concept that the 

boundary shear force on the bed causes successive layers of sediment to slide one upon 

the other. The top layer of the bed is set into motion by the fluid shear force when it 

becomes larger than the particle force resisting motion. The rate of bedload transport 

determined experimentally was found to be a function of the difference of these two 

forces (e.g., Paintal, 1971b; Vanoni, 1975). A general form of the Du Boys equation can 

be given as 

gs to (to tic) 

where gs is the sediment transport rate, To is boundary shear stress, and 'cc is critical 

boundary shear stress (Vanoni, 1959). 

The second approach is based on discharge or velocity, as formulated by 

Schoklitsch and others. The Schoklitsch formula is based on data from experiments by 

Gilbert in small flumes with well-sorted and also graded sediments with median sizes 

ranging from 0.3 mm to 5 mm. Sediment discharges calculated with the formula also 

agreed well with bedload discharges measured with samplers in two European rivers that 
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have gravel beds. This suggests that it is a bedload formula that should not be applied to 

sand-bed streams that carry considerable bed sediment in suspension (Vanoni, 1975). A 

typical form of the Schoklitsch equation can be given as (Klingeman, classnotes) 

86.7G= 5312 b (q q0) 
.\IT5 

where G = bedload in lb/sec 

D = particle size in inches 

b = channel width in feet 

q = unit channel discharge in cfs/ft 

go = critical unit channel discharge where the particles first move. 

The third approach is based on lift forces and probability and has a long period of 

development. Einstein (1942) proposed a method for the representation of bedload data 

which is based on the concept that bedload transportation is the movement of bed 

particles, as governed by the laws of probability. By means of this approach, he obtained 

an equation which describes a great number of experiments in channels with uniform 

beds. 

Kalinske (1947) proposed the rate of bedload transport as a product of the number 

of particles participating in the motion, the average velocity of the bedload particles, and 

the particle volume. He assumed that the areal bedload concentration, defined as the total 

projected area of particles in motion, has a constant value of 0.35. Luque and van Beek 

(1976) argued that this assumption is incorrect. They found that the areal bedload 

concentration increases almost linearly with the difference between the average bed shear 

stress and the critical bed shear stress at the threshold of continuous sediment motion. 

Einstein (1950) developed a detailed bedload function that applied some of his 

earlier probability ideas. He expressed the rate of bedload transport as the number of 

particles eroded from the bed surface per unit area and time, considering the particle 

volume and the average distance covered by the bedload particles from the moment they 
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are eroded until the moment they are deposited on the bed. The general Einstein bedload 

function can he given as (Klingeman, classnotes) 

iB qB 
0-F lb 

A1 LS
D21 3Ts 

where (1),, = intensity of bedload transport 

qB = rate at which bedload moves through a unit width of the cross section 

iB = fraction of qB in a given particle-size range or particle size 

ib = fraction of bed material in a given particle-size range or particle size. 

Bagnold (1956) proposed a theory for bedload transport based on the work done 

by the fluid to transport the sediment. He considered the stress equilibrium in steady 

flow, introducing the concept of a "dispersive" particle pressure on the bed surface, and 

assumed that at low bedload concentrations the fluid component of the turbulent bed 

shear stress equals the critical bed shear stress at the threshold of sediment motion, while 

at high bed load concentrations the fluid component of the turbulent bed shear stress may 

he neglected. 

Yalin (1963) derived an expression for the rate of bedload transport based on 

dimensional analysis and the dynamics of the average saltating motion of the particle. He 

assumed that the saltation of a particle is analogous to the ballistics of a missile, in the 

sense that the particle gains its maximum level during a saltation owing to its initial 

velocity when it is lifted from the bed surface, and not to the continuous action of a 

driving force. This assumption was criticized by Luque and van Beek (1976) as being 

invalid for saltation in water. 

Wilson (1966) investigated bedload transport at high shear stress using 

pressurized conduits. He noted that it was formerly not possible to distinguish the 

Einstein bedload formula from the Meyer-Peter and Muller formula for the stress ranges 
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covered, but the two equations diverge considerably in the high-stress range covered by 

his data. 

Luque and van Beek (1976) measured several parameters in water as a function of 

the time-mean bed shear stress: the mean critical bed shear stress at the Shields' particle-

movement condition and at the initiation of non-ceasing scour, the rate of bedload 

transport, the average particle velocity, the rate of deposition, and the average length of 

individual steps of saltating bedload particles. They experimented in a closed rectangular 

channel at different slopes of the bed surface and used five different bed materials (two 

sands, gravel, magnetite and walnut grains). They found that the rate of particle 

deposition was proportional to the rate of bedload transport and that the average length of 

individual particle steps was a constant. This implies that the probability of a bedload 

particle being deposited when striking the bed surface is independent of the flow rate 

within the experimental range. 

Bagnold (1977) discussed bedload transport by natural rivers. Using data 

covering three seasons collected from Snake and Clearwater Rivers, with data from East 

Fork River, he suggested a general empirical relation between stream power, co and 

sediment transport rate, ib: 

lb [(CO -000) 1/2 v -2/3 

(15)
(0) -U)0) (00 

where ib = bedload transport rate 

co = stream power 

coo = threshold value of co 

y = flow depth 

D = particle size. 

Widening and lateral migration of rivers are known to accompany lateral bedload 

transport. Ikeda(1982) studied lateral bedload transport on river side slopes using a 
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laterally inclinable wind tunnel and proposed a Du Boys-type bedload function to express 

the experimental results. 

Holtrorff (1983) developed a theory to predict the bed material load for steady 

fluid and sediment flow. The theory is based on the assumption that the total power of 

the fluid and sediment flow are constant for steady-state flow. He concluded that the 

power of the sediment flow increases as the power of the fluid flow decreases. He also 

obtained a solution for the flow stage producing maximum sediment transport. 

Misri et al. (1984) investigated the bedload transport of different fractions in a 

mixture. They proposed a conceptual model for the effect of a particular size of sediment 

on the transport rates of other sizes of sediment. They argued that Einstein's bedload 

function does not accurately predict the transport rates of individual fractions in a 

mixture, primarily because his correction for sheltering effect is at variance with 

experimental data. 

Samaga et al. (1986) conducted experiments on alluvial beds with a sediment 

mixture. The new data allowed them to modify Misri's method of calculation of the 

bedload transport for individual fractions, to make it applicable over a wide range of 

parameters by introducing a multiplying correction factor. 

The influence of channel width on bedload capacity in a river reach of given 

slope, water discharge, and bed material was examined by Carson and Griffiths (1987). 

They demonstrated the existence of an optimum width that maximizes capacity, which is 

a consequence of (a) the nature of the relationship between bedload transport rates and 

flow intensity and of (b) the relationship between flow resistance and depth. 

According to Neill (1987) relationships exist between long-term bed material 

transport and systematic channel processes at macro-scale, such as meander shifting, bar 

formation and decay, degradation and aggradation. He investigated some principles of 

sediment balance that link long-term volumetric transport to large-scale changes in 

channel morphology, both external and internal, in three cases. These are: (1) down
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valley migration of meanders; (2) channel cross section changes associated with bar 

formation and decay; and (3) channel degradation below dams including the effect of 

armoring. He concluded that in the case of systematic meander migration, sediment-

balance relationships may be used to estimate long-term transport from known 

morphological behavior, to estimate the limits of local channel shift from known 

sediment transport, or to estimate the effects of an altered sediment transport regime on 

morphological changes. In the case of channel degradation below dams, he noted that 

sediment-balance considerations lead to interesting conclusions about the effect of 

armoring and the practicability of controlling degradation. 

When sediment of a single size is transported in the presence of bed forms, a 

strong interaction has been found to exist between sediment transport and bed 

configuration. Wilcock and Southard (1989) measured fractional transport rates, bed 

surface texture, and bed configurations after a mixed size sediment had reached an 

equilibrium transport state in a recirculating laboratory flume. They concluded that: (1) 

the fine and coarse fractions are somewhat less mobile than the central fractions and this 

size-dependent difference in mobility decreases as the bed shear stress increases; (2) at 

values oft < 2t (critical shear stress), when the bed and transport adjust from the well-

mixed start-up condition toward an equilibrium condition, the mobility of the fine and 

coarse fractions consistently decreases with time, moving away from a condition of equal 

mobility; (3) the decrease in mobility of the fine and coarse fractions as the system 

adjusts toward equilibrium is explained by the development of a partial static armor, 

wherein some proportion of grains from the coarse fractions find stable resting places and 

become effectively immobile, even though grains from all fractions are still found in 

transport; (4) the degree to which the equilibrium transport departs from equal mobility 

decreases as bed shear stress increases; (5) it is demonstrated that a coarse surface layer 

can develop as a mixed size sediment bed adjusts toward equilibrium transport; (6) the 

degree to which natural mixed size transport systems may be represented by feed or 
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recirculating flumes depends on the time and space scales of the problem; and (7) a 

coarse surface layer and bed forms coexist over a finite range of T. 

Low (1989) experimented with transport by water of synthetic lightweight 

sediments with specific gravities in the range 1.0 < Ss < 2.5 and having uniform particle 

size, D = 3.5 mm, where Ss is specific gravity and D is representative diameter. He 

confirmed that the volumetric specific sediment transport rate is proportional to a simple 

power relation of the quotient: shear velocity/particle fall velocity. An empirical formula 

based on dimensional analysis and experimental results was found to be equivalent to the 

Einstein-Brown bedload formula. 

Phillips and Sutherland (1990) studied temporal lag effects, which were viewed as 

the inability of an alluvial system to immediately respond to changing flow conditions 

under bedload sediment transport. They concluded that the temporal response of the 

alluvial system is characterized by a single variable, the equivalent steady flow rate. 

Hardwick and Willetts (1991) used a sediment trap to investigate laboratory 

bedload phenomena. The trap was designed to enable bedload activity to be related to 

elapsed time. It was concluded that for sediments of mixed particle size the transport rate 

was not only a function of flow and particle parameters but also of time. 

Marginal bedload transport describes the condition when relatively few bed 

particles are moving at any given time. Andrews (1994) studied marginal bedload 

transport and associated hydraulic characteristics of Sagehen Creek, California, a small 

mountain gravel bed stream. He found that bed particles resting in the shallowest bed 

pockets move when the dimensionless shear stress, t *, exceeds a value about 0.020 and 

that as T. increases, the number of bed particles moving increases. Significant motion of 

bed particles (i.e., when a substantial fraction of the bed particles are moving) occurs 

when t* exceeds a value of about 0.060. Thus, marginal bedload transport occurs over 

the domain 0.020 < t* < 0.060. Andrews found that as dimensionless shear stress varied 

from 0.032 to 0.042, bed particles as large as the 80th percentile of the bed surface were 
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transported. He concluded that the general form of the Parker bedload equation was good 

with shear stresses and bedload transport rates in the range of 0.020 < T* < 0.060. 

Given the problems associated with conventional methods of estimating the 

bedload transport rate in dynamic rivers, measurement of the transfer of bed material, as 

indicated by morphological changes in river channel form, may be an alternative. This 

methodology has been employed to estimate medium-term bedload transport rates at the 

reach scale. Lane et al. (1995) illustrated such a technique and estimated spatially 

distributed patterns of bedload transport. 

Critical Shear Stress 

When the hydrodynamic force acting on a particle of sediment or an aggregate of 

particles of a cohesive sediment has reached a value that, if increased even slightly will 

put the particle or aggregate into motion, critical or threshold conditions are said to have 

been reached (Vanoni, 1975). Under critical conditions, the particle lying on the bed of a 

stream is about to move by rolling about its point of support or by sliding. When such a 

motion is impending, the bed shear stress attains the critical shear stress, tie. More 

generally, when critical conditions occur, the values of such quantities as the bed shear 

stress, the stage of a stream or its mean velocity are said to be critical values. 

Most data on critical shear stress for noncohesive sediments have been obtained 

from flume experiments. Such experiments show that the motion of sediment particles at 

the bed of a stream is highly unsteady and nonuniformly distributed over the bed area. 

Observation of a large area of a sediment bed when the shear stress is near the critical 

value shows that the incidence of gusts of sediment motion appears to be random in both 

time and space. This suggests that the process of initiation of motion is probabilistic in 

nature (e.g.. Paintal, 1971a and 1971b; Vanoni, 1975). 

Shields and several other researchers obtained data from experiments in flumes 

with fully-developed turbulence flow and artificially flattened beds of noncohesive 
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sediments. With assumptions that initiation of motion is determined by the variables tc, 

(7, y), Ds, the density p, and viscosityµ of the fluid, Shields obtained the relation 

U*c Ds 

(Ys Ds 

where 7, = specific weight of sediment 

D, = sediment particle size 

f denotes "function of "," 

and other terms are as already defined. 

The left-hand variable of the equation is called the critical dimensionless shear 

stress and is commonly denoted by t*, and the right-hand variable is the critical value of 

the boundary Reynolds number, Re*, and is commonly denoted by Re*c (Vanoni, 1975). 

This relationship is shown in Figure 5. A line is drawn in the diagram so that the value of 

T.f. is read at the intersection with the Shields curve, from which tic can be calculated 

(Vanoni, 1975). 

Figure 6 is a graph of -cc against mean sediment size, D calculated from Shields 

curve of Figure 5 for quartz sand and water at several temperatures. Several values of the 

boundary Reynolds number, Re*, have been shown in the graph. The largest temperature 

effect occurs for sand with sizes from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm. It is seen that for the finest 

sediment, 'cc becomes independent of sediment size. Figure 6 also shows values of is 

recommended by Lane for design of irrigation canals with noncohesive beds that are to 

convey clear water. The value of 'c recommended by Lane for the coarse material and 

shown in Figure 6 is given by 

"Cc = 0.0164 D75 

where D75 is the particle size for which 75 % of the bed material by weight is finer 

(Vanoni, 1975). 
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Paintal (1971a) studied the problem of defining the critical flow condition 

associated with the initial instability of bed material particles in relation to existing 

concepts. He collected and analyzed data to indicate that a distinct condition for the 

beginning of movement does not exist. He also concluded that a limiting bed shear stress 

for a bed material can be defined below which the bedload transport is of no practical 

importance. 

An expression for the critical shear stress of noncohesive sediment was derived 

from the balance of forces on individual particles at the surface of a bed by Wiberg and 

Smith (1987). They concluded that the resulting equation, for a given particle size and 

density, depends on the near-bed drag force, lift force to drag force ratio, and particle 

angle of repose. They also verified that calculated values of the critical shear stress for 

uniformly sized sediment correspond closely to those determined from Shields' diagram. 

Wilcock (1988) discussed two methods for determining the critical shear stress for 

individual fractions in mixed-size sediment. One associates the critical shear stress with 

the largest particle in the mixture that can be moved by a given flow. The other 

approximates the critical shear stress as that shear stress that produces a small reference 

transport rate of a given fraction. He concluded that the reference transport method is 

preferable to the largest-particle method. 

Sediment Transport Formulas 

There are numerous sediment transport formulae developed by different 

investigators for the prediction of bedload, suspended load, and total bed material load in 

alluvial channels. Much of the early development of bedload transport equations was 

influenced by the work of Du Boys. He assumed that bedload moves in layers and the 

rate of bedload transport should be directly related to shear stress. Although many later 
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researchers modified Du Boys' original concept, they basically assumed that the rate of 

bedload transport could be determined by the shear stress along the bed (Vanoni, 1975). 

Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) derived an empirical law of bedload transport 

based on experimental data. They concluded that the general law of bedload transport 

must include the shear stress as a decisive parameter. This could be expressed as the 

difference of two terms, one involving the shear stress produced by the flow and the other 

involving a shear stress needed to initiate motion of the stable bed. 

Bagnold (1966) introduced the concept of stream power to sediment transport 

work from concepts of general physics. He assumed that the rate of energy used in 

transporting sediment should be related to the rate of work being done in transporting 

sediment. He defined stream power as the product of shear stress along the bed and the 

average flow velocity. Thus, the stream power has the dimension of power per unit bed 

area. He used the stream power concept to develop a bedload equation first, and then 

extended it for the computation of suspended and total load. 

Ackers and White (1973) used Bagnold's concept to develop a new sediment 

transport function in terms of three dimensionless groups; D (size), F (mobility), and G 

(transport). The function is based on 1,000 flume experiments. Proffitt and Sutherland 

(1983) modified the Ackers-White and the Paintal transport formulae so that transport 

rates and size distributions of transported material can be predicted knowing the hydraulic 

conditions and the bed material particle size distribution. 

Yang (1972) assumed that the rate of sediment transport or concentration should 

he related to the rate of energy dissipation per unit weight of water. He defined unit 

stream power as the product of average flow velocity and energy slope. This unit stream 

power concept was used to develop a dimensionless unit stream power equation for 

sediment transport. 
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Gomez and Church (1989) tested 12 bedload sediment transport formulae 

developed for use in gravel-bed channels. They concluded that no formula is capable of 

generally predicting bedload transport in gravel-bed rivers. 

Nakato (1990) tested 11 existing sediment transport formulae against the field 

data measured at two USGS gauging stations along the Sacramento River. The formulae 

are the Ackers-White, Einstein-Brown, Engelund-Fredsoe, Engelund-Hansen, Inglis-

Lacey, Karim, Meyer-Peter and Mueller, Rijn, Schoklitsch, Toffaleti, and Yang 

equations. He found that the computed values deviate significantly from the measured 

values except for a very few cases. He reported that the test results clearly showed how 

difficult it is to predict sediment discharges in natural rivers. 

Yang and Wan (1991) also compared seven bed-material load formulae. 

Laboratory and river data were used to compare the accuracy of the equations, and the 

data were regrouped in accordance with the values of measured bed material 

concentration, Froude number, and slope. When applied to laboratory flumes, the overall 

accuracy of formulae in descending order was found to be the formulas of Yang, 

Engelund and Hansen, Ackers and White (D50), Laursen, Ackers and White (D35), Colby, 

Einstein, and Toffaleti. When applied to natural rivers, the accuracy in descending order 

was found to be the formulas by Yang, Toffaleti, Einstein, Ackers and White (D50), 

Colby, Laursen, Engelund and Hansen, and Ackers and White (D35). 

Yang and Kong (1991) compared three theories based on the concept that rate of 

energy dissipation of flowing water should be related to the rate of sediment transport or 

concentration: 1) unit stream power by Yang, 2) the stream power by Bagnold, and 3) the 

gravitational theory by Velikanov. The theories were compared with measured data, 

leading the authors to conclude that the dimensionless unit stream power in Yang's theory 

was the best parameter for determination of sediment transport rate or sediment 

concentration. 
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Interaction of Suspended Sediment and Bed Material 

The interchange of fine sediment in transport with that stored in a natural gravel 

channel is an important link between the sediment transport regime and the suitability of 

the streambed to exchange surface and ground water or as benthic habitat for stream 

organisms. For example, incubating salmonid eggs in streambeds are often threatened by 

deposition of fine sediment within the gravel. 

Lisle (1989) measured infiltration of fine sediment into clean gravel-beds, bed 

material size distribution, scour-fill depths, and sediment transport during 10 storm flow 

events to relate sedimentation of spawning gravel-beds to sediment transport. He 

concluded that: (1) fish excavate a pit, deposit eggs, and cover them with a mound of bed 

material that has flushed clean of fine sediment; (2) during rising stage of a subsequent 

storm flow, increasing amounts of suspended sediment and fine bedload are transported 

over the bed; (3) as the entrainment threshold of the bed surface is exceeded, the 

topography of the redd is obliterated, and a surface seal of sand forms; (4) as bedload 

transport fluctuates during peak flow, the bed scours, eroding and forming seals at 

successively lower levels; (5) alternatively, bedload is deposited over the bed and forms a 

thick seal in combination with ingressing sand deposited below the original bed surface; 

and (6) little change in bed material occurs after scour and fill cease during waning stages 

of the hydrograph. 

Gravel-bed rivers experience dynamic conditions of flow and sediment transport. 

Long periods of bed stability are interrupted by shorter periods of bed mobility when 

major changes and corresponding adjustments occur. Klingeman and MacArthur (1990) 

discussed the interrelations of habitat characteristics, sediment transport, and bed material 

movement for gravel-bed rivers that can be expected for dynamic river conditions. 
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Channel Morphology 

Bed Features 

The concept of unification, the opposite of branching theories used in biological 

sciences, was introduced to investigate the behavior of bed features in alluvial channels 

under unidirectional flow by Raudkivi and Witte (1990). According to the concept, the 

features propagate at speeds inversely proportional to their heights, which leads to 

coalescence and rearrangement of the general pattern of bed features. 

Chiew (1991) studied the formation of bed features in nonuniform sediments in a 

laboratory flume. He concluded that the size of the bed features formed at lower velocity 

was related to the availability of fine sediment at the bed surface. At high velocity, when 

all the particles in the mixture were mobile, the preferred bed form was transition flat 

beds (plane bed with sediment transport). 

Schreider and Amster (1992) investigated bedform steepness using field and 

laboratory data of alluvial streams during low flow regime. They reported that the use of 

the dimensionless particle shear stress, T., represented sediment transport intensity and, 

therefore, the observed evolution of bedform steepness. 

Nnadi and Wilson (1995) studied laboratory sediment transport at high shear 

stress using a pressurized-conduit system. The bed materials were three sands (1.1 mm, 

0.6 mm, and 0.4 mm) and bakelite (1.0 mm and 0.7 mm). They concluded that: (1) as the 

dimensionless shear stress (the Shields parameter) increases toward unity, a condition is 

reached where the steepness of the bedforms diminishes abruptly, indicating a sudden 

shift, rather than a gradual transition, from bedform regime to upper-plane-bed (sheet 

flow) regime; (2) upper-plane-bed-flow has a larger frictional resistance than that of a 

conventional rough boundary; (3) the bedform results indicate that the frictional 

characteristics of the bedform regime cannot be expressed in terms of dimensionless 
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shear stress alone; and (4) as a solid-transport mechanism, sand waves may be more 

efficient than upper-plane-bed flow. 

Ripples, Pools, and Dunes 

Ripples and dunes form on the beds of alluvial channels for a wide range of flow 

conditions. Ripples are rather small and form from beds composed of fine sand under 

conditions of low velocity. Dunes are markedly larger and form over a wider range of 

sand sizes, but at higher flow rates (Vanoni, 1975). 

Gill (1971) investigated the height of sand dunes in open channel flows. He 

showed that the formula proposed by Yalin in 1964 for the height of ripples and dunes 

could be obtained directly from Exner's hydraulic model. In Exner's model, sediment 

transport rate per unit width, qs, is assumed to be directly proportional to the velocity, v. 

Therefore, the continuity equation for the sediment flow rate can be given as (Henderson, 

1966); 

av az
K + =o 

ax at 

where K = constant 

v = local velocity near the dunes 

x = channel longitudinal axis 

Z = height of the bed above datum 

t = time. 

Richards (1980) made a two-dimensional stability analysis of flow of low Froude 

number over an erodible bed. His theory predicted the occurrence of two separate modes 

of instability, with wavelengths related to the roughness of the bed and the depth of the 

flow. The results were strongly dependent on two parameters: the roughness length of 

the bed and the effect of the local bed slope on the bedload transport. 
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Hague and Mahmood (1985) presented a kinematic theory for ripples and dunes. 

This predicted uniquely defined nondimensional shapes for upstream faces of the bed 

forms. 

Yalin (1985) conducted laboratory experiments to determine the geometry of 

ripples. He concluded that the dimensionless quantities related to the geometry of ripples 

are functions of two dimensionless variables. One of them is a combination reflecting the 

intensity of sediment-transporting flow, the other is an arrangement of parameters 

characterizing the physical nature of the liquid and solid phases involved. 

Dinehart (1989) documented that dunes in the North Fork Tout le River at Kid 

Valley, Washington were composed of coarse sand and fine gravel and migrated at flow 

velocities ranging from 1.6 to 3.4 m/sec and flow depths of 0.8 to 2.2 m. He concluded 

that the processes of dune growth and decay were both time-dependent and affected by 

changes in streamflow. He also estimated rates of migration for typical dunes to be 3 

cm/sec and dune wavelengths to be 6 to 7 m. 

Montgomery et al. (1995) surveyed pool spacing of stream channels in forested 

mountain drainage basins in southwest Alaska and Washington. They found that pool 

spacing depended on large woody debris loading and channel type, slope and width. 

Armoring 

After the construction of a dam, the clear water released from the reservoir usually 

causes the downstream river to degrade (Vanoni, 1975). At some time during the 

degradation process, not all particles in a given mixture can be transported by a given 

flow. Under this condition, the median size of the bed material exposed at the surface 

becomes coarser and coarser over time and gradual armoring takes place. 

Shen and Lu (1983) studied the development of bed armoring and the final 

composition of particle size distribution. They derived regression equations to predict the 

median size, D30 and D84, of the final armoring bed material size distribution for different 
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gradations of the initial bed material and several flow conditions. They also argued that 

Shields' diagram is valid only for normal turbulent fluctuations and uniform sediment 

size. 

Garde et al. (1977) determined that the major coarsening of the surface layer in a 

degrading stream takes place in a relatively short period of time. Thereafter, the 

coarsening process becomes extremely slow. 

Ettema (1984) presented a method for interpreting surface samples of an armor 

layer in order to determine particle-size distributions. He concluded that armor layers 

have a thickness which is approximately equivalent to the length of the minor axis of the 

d15 particle-size distribution determined for the surface sample of the armor layer. 

According to Jain (1990) the main distinction between armor and pavement was 

that the former was associated with an immobile surface layer while the latter was 

associated with an active surface layer. He concluded that with increasing shear velocity, 

the surface layer coarsened in the armor region and became less coarse in the pavement 

region. Parker and Sutherland (1990) also mentioned that mobile armor layers which 

form during bedload transport of non-uniform sediments were closely related to the static 

armor layers that form by selective erosion as a result of the action of clear-water flows. 

Gradation /Degradation 

Aggradation in an alluvial stream due to an "overloading" increase in sediment 

supply rate has been studied analytically and reported by Soni et al. (1980). They 

predicted analytically the transient bed and water surface profiles under the condition of 

a22radation. According to Jain (1981), when their analytical results failed to agree with 

their experimental data, Soni et al. empirically modified the value of the aggradation 

coefficient to achieve conformity between predicted and measured bed profile. Jain 

(1981) criticized several simplifications made in their analytical model and presented an 

analytical solution of the aggradation problem with a different boundary condition. His 
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new boundary condition is based on the requirement that the volume of sediment between 

the initial bed profile (t=0) and the bed profile at time t must be equal to the volume of 

additional sediment supplied at x=0 during time t. His analytical results were compared 

with the laboratory experimental data of Soni et al. (1980). Jaramillo and Jain (1984) 

also studied one-dimensional nonequilibrium processes in alluvial channels due to a 

sudden variation in sediment transport rate at the upstream end of the stream. They 

developed a nonlinear parabolic model which is applicable to both aggradation and 

degradation processes if the solution is applicable to aggradation processes in which the 

relative variation in sediment discharge is less than or equal to 100 %. 

Stability of Channel 

Little and Mayer (1976) studied the effects of sediment gradation on channel 

armoring in a laboratory flume. They formulated criteria for determining the distribution 

of particle sizes on an armored bed from experimental results. These results were 

obtained by synthesizing known original sediment distributions, which were then 

subjected to constant flow until sediment outflow had ceased. The particle size 

distribution for the armored bed was then analyzed and correlated to the flow properties 

which had generated that particular armor layer. 

Channel Confluences 

Best (1986) studied the morphology of channel confluences in a laboratory flume 

regarding processes of flow, the nature of sediment transport and the bed morphology that 

was developed at stream junctions. He found that at both asymmetrical and symmetrical 

planform junctions, bed morphology is dominated by avalanche faces, which form near 

the mouth of each channel, by a central scour through these faces and by bars within the 

post-confluence channel. He also concluded that the flow dynamics and patterns of 
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sediment transport within the confluence are largely controlled by junction angle and the 

ratio of the discharges for the confluent channels. 

Behavior of Meandering Alluvial Channels 

Hydraulic Theory of River Meanders 

It is well known that scour takes place at the outer banks and deposition occurs 

along the inner banks in meandering rivers (Vanoni, 1975). This situation and a 

definition sketch for several commonly used terms are shown in Figure 7. One of the 

most characteristic features of the flow in curved channels is a helical motion due to the 

difference of centrifugal forces between the upper and lower portions of the flow. 

Therefore, it is assumed that helical motion, which transports the bed load downstream 

toward the inside bank from upstream sources along the outside of the bend, is 

responsible for determining the transverse bed profile as well as the uneven distribution 

of the shear stress along the channel bottom. 

Ikeda et al. (1981) developed a stability theory for channels with sinuous banks. 

They described the stability criterion in terms of the growth rate of lateral bend 

amplitude, and used 'bend' theory, as opposed to 'bar' theories. They concluded that a 

comparison with predictions from one of the 'bar' theories indicated that, for alluvial 

streams, bar and bend instabilities operated at similar wavelengths when sinuosity was 

not too large. 

Pacheco-Ceballos (1983) determined the friction factor coefficient in bends. He 

expressed the relation of the loss of energy in section d in the curved channel as shown in 

Figure 8: 

V= 0.47 [ log (y1- ym) log BI 

where V = average velocity 

B = a function of the angle of curvature 
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Figure 7. Definition sketch for flow in channel bends and symbols used 
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(b) cross section d 

Figure 8. Cross section d in the curved channel of Pacheco-Ceballos' laboratory flume 
(after Pacheco-Ceballos,1983) 

Yi = flow depth if the channel were straight 

yn, = actual average depth in the bend. 

Blondeaux and Seminara (1985) developed a two-dimensional model of flow and 

bed topography in sinuous channels with erodible boundaries and used it to investigate 

the mechanism of meander initiation. They discovered that a 'resonance' phenomenon, 

which is related to the idea of bend amplification, occurs when the value of the relevant 

parameters falls within a range of certain critical values. They concluded that such 

resonance controls the bend growth and is connected in some sense to bar instability. 

Hasegawa (1989) studied a relation for the rate of bank erosion and channel shift 

derived from the equation of sediment continuity in meandering rivers. The final results 

indicated that the bank erosion rate should be proportional to the near-bank excess 

longitudinal flow velocity, defined to be the difference between near-bank and centerline 

depth-averaged longitudinal flow velocity. 
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The bed of an initially straight channel often deforms into a series of migrating 

alternate bars that can cause bank erosion and the development of periodic planform 

curvature which is often expressed as a meandering channel trace (Whiting and Dietrich, 

1993a). The planform curvature in turn leads to topography similar to alternate bars, but 

stationary with respect to the meander. The migration of alternate bars over the steady 

topography may lead to interactions influencing meander initiation and meander 

wavelength selection. Whiting and Dietrich (1993a) studied these interactions in flume 

channels with bends of various lengths, angles, and width-to-depth ratios. They 

concluded that migration was nonuniform and bars temporarily stalled when in phase 

with the curvature-induced topography, leading to amplification of the topography. They 

also noted that the amplification of bar-pool topography in bends where free alternate 

bars are stalled enhances scour of the bank, which leads to selection of a meander 

wavelength equal to that of the alternate bars. Whiting and Dietrich also studied (1993b, 

c) bed topography and flow patterns in large-amplitude meanders. They observed 

multiple bars within a single loop, as well as planforms that were asymmetric or had 

subsidiary bends. 

Ervine et al. (1993) investigated the main parameters affecting water conveyance 

in laboratory meandering compound river channels, which have composite cross sections. 

They found that the conveyance of a meandering compound channel was significantly 

less than that computed based on boundary roughness. 

Water Surface Elevation and Flow Velocity in Meandering Channels 

It has been recognized that the water surface elevation in a channel bend is 

relatively higher along the outside bank and lower along the inside (Yen and Yen, 1971). 

It was also assumed that the centripetal force due to the channel curvature and the 

pressure force due to the inclined water surface in the transversal direction are in balance. 

The presence of helical motion introduces radial shear stress and radial momentum flux 
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terms, in addition to the pressure and centripetal acceleration terms, into the equation of 

flow motion. Yen and Yen (1971) used the equations of motion to investigate how the 

water surface profile and superelevation were influenced by the helical motion and by the 

channel bed topography. They concluded that the transversal surface slope and profile 

could be predicted by using their mathematical expressions, provided that the 

longitudinal and transversal components of the velocity were known. They also noted 

that the channel cross-sectional configuration and helical motion were important factors 

in determining the water surface profile. 

Geldof and De Vriend (1983) discussed the velocity field in a curved stream, 

assuming the bed to be fixed and the discharge to be constant. They analyzed the main 

velocity distribution using a mathematical model and measurements of the longitudinal 

velocity component in two consecutive sharply curved short bends in the river Dommel, 

The Netherlands. The mathematical model solved the depth-averaged balance equations 

for mass and momentum, with the vertical distribution of the main flow velocity assumed 

invariant throughout the flow. Formulated in the `channel-fitted' coordinate system (s,n), 

with axis s parallel to, and axis n perpendicular to the channel longitudinal axis, the set of 

depth-averaged equations is as follows: 

a a v d 
continuity: ( u d) + ( v d) + 0 

rs 

l a 1 1 ap g u
i 

s-momentum: u- c1) +z-f( u v d) + 2 
u v 

.1N ( an I., as C2 d 
P 

convective main flow inertia longitudinal bed pressure 
friction gradient 

U 1 ap
n-mornentum: 

Rs an 

centripetal transverse
 
acceleration pressure gradient
 

where s = axis parallel to the channel longitudinal axis 

n = axis perpendicular to s axis 

v = depth-averaged velocity components in the s- and n-direction, respectively 
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P = total pressure 

d = local water depth 

rs = local radius of curvature of the s-lines 

Rs = local radius of curvature of the streamlines of the depth-averaged flow field 

C = Chezy resistance factor. 

Fares and Herbertson (1993) experimented by introducing a side overflow channel 

on the outer side of a channel bend to determine the changes in the flow characteristics. 

These included water surface profiles, depth-averaged velocities, and deviation angles of 

the horizontal resultant velocities. They found that with low to medium weir crest levels, 

a separation zone formed at the upper end of the weir and a stagnation zone on the inner 

side of the channel bend. Fares (1995) further analyzed the characteristic changes in the 

boundary shear stress field of a channel bend at the intersection with a side overflow by 

mathematical and experimental approaches in the idealized model study. He reported 

that continual reduction in shear stresses occurred in the bend at the side overflow region, 

due to the development of stagnation and separation zones at the channel intersection 

associated with strong lateral outward currents. 

Flow and Sediment Transport in Meandering Channels 

Hooke (1975) conducted laboratory experiments to determine the bed shear 

stresses, the bed geometry, the distribution of sediment in transport, and the strength of 

secondary flow. He found that the zones of maximum bed shear stress and maximum 

sediment discharge per unit width coincided. He reported that they occurred on the point 

bar in the upstream part of the bend, crossed the channel centerline in the middle or 

downstream part of the bend, and followed the concave or down-valley bank to the next 

point bar downstream. 

Dietrich et al. (1979) considered the physics of flow and sediment transport in a 

sand bedded river bend by investigating the boundary shear stress pattern and the 
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superelevation of the water surface in a meander on a small stream. They used two 

equations representing a frictionally dominated force balance. They found that bedform 

migration rates reflected the boundary stress field and that bedform crest orientations 

responded to gradients in the shear stress field by becoming oblique to the general flow 

direction. 

Leschziner and Rodi (1979) presented a computational model for simulation of 

the three-dimensional free-surface flow in strong curvature bends. The model, based on a 

finite-difference solution of the full three-dimensional equations of continuity and 

momentum components, was used to predict the gradual formation and decay of 

transverse surface slope and secondary motion and the reversal of the transverse 

asymmetry in the longitudinal velocity. 

Kalkwjk and De Vriend (1980) developed a mathematical model for analyzing 

steady flows in shallow rivers of moderate curvature and with gradual depth changes. 

They derived depth-averaged balance equations for mass and momentum in channel-

fitted coordinates, analyzed the influence of the secondary flow on the main flow, and 

compared results with experimental data. 

Falcon and Kennedy (1983) formulated uniform flow in curved, wide, erodible-

bed channels on the basis of the conservation of flux of moment-of-momentum to obtain 

relations for the vertical distributions of the radial-plane velocity component and radial 

shear stress. They expressed the radial stress exerted on the bed in a force-equilibrium 

analysis of the moving bed layer to obtain relations for the average transverse slope of the 

bed and for the radial bed profile. The reduction of primary bed shear stress due to the 

net radial transport of streamwise momentum toward the outer bank was then calculated, 

by introducing the derived expressions for the velocity components into the momentum 

equation for the primary-flow direction. They found that the stress reductions in deep 

narrow channels could exceed 50 %. 



Development of a point bar in a curved channel greatly modifies the pattern of 

flow and the downstream and cross-stream force balances. Dietrich and Smith (1983) 

studied the influence of the point bar on flow through curved channels. They showed that 

shoaling over the point bar in the upstream inside part of the bend forced the high-

velocity core of the flow toward the pool on the outside of the bend, which was 

accomplished by a convective acceleration-caused decrease in the cross-stream water 

surface slope and a resulting dominance of the vertically averaged centrifugal force. 

They noticed that there was an outward flow over the top of the point bar, which meant 

that the particle force balance used to determine bed morphology should include this 

effect, such that net cross-stream sediment transport could be predicted. 

Van Alphen et al. (1984) investigated the low-flow characteristics of river flow 

and grain size in a bend of the sand bedded meandering River Dommel, The Netherlands. 

They found that secondary circulation was restricted to the thalweg area in the bend and 

that it existed over the entire cross section only in the downstream part of the bend. 

Therefore, it was concluded that on the entire point bar platform, which comprised the 

larger part of the bend, the median sedimentation diameter of the bed load material was 

governed by the distribution of the longitudinal components of the bed shear stress only. 

Dietrich and Smith (1984) studied bed load transport in Muddy Creek, Wyoming, 

a sand-bedded meandering river with stable bottom topography. They found that the 

zone of maximum sediment flux shifted across the channel, being near the inside bank in 

the upstream part of the bend and toward the outside pool further downstream where the 

minimum radius of curvature occurred. They also found that the zone of maximum bed 

load transport followed an outward-shifting region of maximum boundary shear stress in 

the downstream direction along the bend, although at the downstream end of the bend the 

sediment transport maximum tended to stay closer to the centerline than the boundary 

shear stress maximum, due to particle size influences. 
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Hicks et al. (1990) examined the flow changes near a sloped bank in a 270° open 

channel bend in a laboratory flume, including the effect of varying the side slope. They 

found that the longitudinal flow redistribution was fully developed at the downstream end 

of the 270° bend, although the spiral flow developed much more quickly. In the straight 

reach upstream of the bend, the friction factor on the sloped bank was more dependent on 

channel shape than on local velocity-shear stress relationship. Within the bend, velocities 

and shear stresses on the sloped bank increased significantly, with the shear stress 

correlating more directly with the local velocity. They also studied profile-averaged 

velocity and bed shear velocity distribution to understand flow mechanics for riprap 

protection. They found that a correlation of the velocity and bed shear stress on the bank 

was given by a form of the Colebrook-type flow resistance equation. They also found 

that lateral momentum transfer by secondary flow and turbulent stress was significant in 

the bank vicinity. 

Bed Topography in Meandering Channels 

Yen (1970) studied bed topography effects on flow in a meandering channel by 

theoretical analysis and laboratory experiments. He concluded that the pattern of bed 

topography in a fixed-wall meander with a given plane channel-geometry is a function of 

width-depth ratio, the Froude number and the ratio of particle fall velocity to the mean 

flow velocity. 

Engelund (1974) investigated helical flow in circular bends and developed a 

theory to describe bed topography as well as the main hydraulic features. He concluded 

that in the case of steady flow in meanders with fixed side walls, it was possible by 

considerations of the sediment balance to obtain a first approximation to the large-scale 

bottom geometry. 
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Kikkawa et al. (1976) examined the mean flow characteristics and bed shear stress 

distribution of the fully developed region in curved open channels. The change of bed 

profile with time and the maximum depth of scour occurring at the outside banks were 

also investigated theoretically and were compared with experimental values and field 

observations. They concluded that at the fully developed region, the distribution of the 

secondary flow is expressed as a function of f , d/r and u.a/Ua, where f is the distribution 

of the velocity of the main flow (U0) normalized by the average velocity in a cross 

section (Ua) in the radial direction, d/r is depth of flow/radius of curvature, and u*a/Ua is 

shear velocity averaged in the radial direction divided by average velocity in a cross 

section. They also found that: the distribution of U0 in the vertical is expressed by the 

velocity defect law; the bed shear distribution derived on the basis of this forced vortex 

distribution represents the actual wall; sand waves that have a regular pattern are detected 

for all movable bed runs; and segregation phenomenon (the smaller size particles are 

piled near the inside wall of the curved channel flume and the larger ones remained near 

the outside) could be detected in curved open channels. 

Any analytical model of flow in river bends must include a mathematical 

description of the secondary flow and its effect on the local direction and rate of sediment 

transport. Zimmermann and Kennedy (1978) developed a model for the analysis of such 

secondary flows. It was based on a balance between the torques produced by boundary 

shear and by the interaction of streamline curvature and the vertical gradient of 

streamwise velocity. They used their model to predict the transverse bed slope in 

erodible channel curves. 

Odgaard (1981) also examined and compared existing models for the prediction 

of the steady state transverse bed slope in channel bends, using laboratory and field data. 

He proposed an alternative model based on a theory for the critical conditions for 

sediment entrainment, whereas earlier models were based on equations of motion for the 

sediment particles in the bed load. 
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Odgaard (1982) described the steady state distributions of flow and bed 

characteristics in an alluvial channel bed. He used the approach based on a combination 

of the principle of moment-of-momentum flux and a critical-shear-stress analysis to 

explain observed transverse variations of depth, depth-averaged velocity, and mean grain 

size in a bend of the Sacramento River. He concluded that the local transverse bed slope 

varied linearly with d/r (the ratio of depth, d, to radius of curvature, r) and almost linearly 

with the bed-surface particle Froude number, Fr , where ps is particle 

mass density and D is particle diameter. 

Struiksma et al. (1985) studied the large-scale bed formation in alluvial rivers 

with relatively stable banks. They explained bed deformation in river bends in terms of 

wave length and damping with a linear analysis of the water and sediment motion for the 

steady state. From the analysis, they concluded that the point bar height and pool depth 

in bends cannot be predicted solely from local conditions. They found that a significant 

part of the lateral slope was due to an overshoot effect induced by the redistribution of the 

water and sediment motion in the upstream part of the bend. 

Markham and Thorne (1992) studied geomorphology of gravel-bed river bends. 

In their study they concluded that the width-to-depth ratio of the cross section is the most 

important control over the distribution of flow in the section. They also stated that where 

the ratio was large, depths above the point bar were small and the inward-acting 

transverse pressure gradient force acting on the flow there was unable to balance the 

outward-acting centrifugal force. As a result, the transverse component of flow was 

directed radially outwards over the whole flow depth. Where the ratio was small, 

separation was likely to occur at the inner hank, with a weak inwardly directed secondary 

component above the point bar. These phenomena will be discussed in great detail in 

Chapter VIII. 
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III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 

The literature review continues with discussion of water profile modeling and 

computations, one-, two-, and three-dimensional sediment transport modeling and 

computations, channel morphology modeling and computations, the general model by 

Bridge and co-workers, and general modeling and experiments concerning sediment 

transport. 

Computer modeling and simulation of hydrodynamic and sediment transport 

phenomena have been used in investigations to enhance our understanding of the basic 

characteristics of hydraulic systems as well as to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 

alternative designs for hydraulic engineering projects. 

Van Rijn (1989) considered four classes of sediment transport models according 

to the number of space dimensions and the spatial orientation. These are: one-

dimensional models (1D), two-dimensional vertical models (2DV), two-dimensional 

horizontal models (2DH), and three-dimensional models (3D). 

One-dimensional models are most frequently used to simulate large-scale flows 

and morphological changes in rivers and estuaries. In this case, the system of channels is 

modeled as a network system in which only vertical bed level changes are considered. At 

each cross section, only the average values of parameters are considered. Thus, changes 

only occur in the longitudinal direction. 

Two-dimensional vertical modeling adds average vertical gradients to flow field. 

It has been used by many scientists. One attempt was made based on laterally-integrated 

momentum and continuity equations for the fluid and sediment phases and a "one

equation" turbulence closure model to represent the fluid shear stresses and diffusion 

coefficients. Others have presented relatively simple two-dimensional model neglecting 

vertical convection and horizontal diffusion. The vertical variation in the fluid field is 

typically represented by logarithmic velocity profiles. 
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Two-dimensional horizontal flow, sediment transport and bed evolution models 

are based on the depth-integrated equations of fluid motion in combination with a 

sediment transport formula or in combination with a depth-integrated sediment model. 

Lateral variations in depth, flow strength, etc., are then considered. 

Basically there are two types of modeling in three-dimensional models. These are 

the depth-integrated approach and the full three-dimensional approach. An advantage of 

the depth-integrated approach is the relatively low computer cost compared with that of 

the full three-dimensional models. 

A starting point for all modeling of sediment transport is the determination of 

water depths and the water surface profile. 

Water Profile Modeling and Computations 

Molinas and Yang (1985) developed methods to compute water surface profiles 

through hydraulic jumps as well as through gradually varied open-channel flows. To do 

this, they used the energy equation in conjunction with the momentum equation. 

Laurenson (1986) discussed the method of estimating the average friction slope 

for non-uniform flow in irregular channels. He used three methods to approximate the 

average slope; the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means of reach-end friction 

slopes. He concluded that the best single averaging procedure was the arithmetic average 

of reach-end slopes, which gave the best chance of minimizing the errors. 

Burnham and Davis (1990) studied the effect of data errors in stream cross-

sectional geometry, hydraulic roughness and Manning's n-value on the accuracy of 

computed steady-flow water surface profiles. They developed techniques for 

successively adjusting the data-set cross-sectional geometry coordinate points to simulate 

alternative survey technologies and accuracy, and for adjusting the roughness coefficient 

to simulate reliability of Manning's n-value. They found that cross-sectional geometry 
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obtained from aerial spot elevation surveys was about twice as accurate as that obtained 

from topographic maps derived from aerial surveys for the same contour interval. 

Steffler et al. (1985) studied water surface configurations in the vicinity of an 

abrupt change in channel curvature. They assumed that the lateral water surface slope 

was an algebraic function of the local channel curvature. They also investigated the 

effect of Froude number on the water surface configuration. They presented a relation for 

nondimensionalized depth, h., as 

h. I (yh V2 bin 
g ro ) 

where h = uniform flow depth 

V = mean flow velocity 

b112 = channel half-width 

ro = minimum radius of curvature. 

Johannesson and Parker (1989a) developed a theoretical model for the calculation 

of secondary flow in mildly sinuous channels. Their analysis was based on that of Ikeda 

and Nishmura (1986) for sand-silt rivers. They showed that downstream convective 

acceleration of the secondary flow caused a phase lag between the secondary flow and 

channel centerline curvature. Their analysis also indicated that although the predicted lag 

should be accounted for in the simulation of the flow field and the bed topography in 

many experiments, it could be neglected without making a large error for most natural 

meandering rivers. Johannesson and Parker (1989b) also presented an analytical model 

for calculating the lateral distribution of the depth-averaged primary flow velocity in 

meandering rivers. From the analysis they found that the convective transport of primary 

flow momentum by the secondary flow was an important cause of the redistribution of 

the primary flow velocity, although often neglected. 
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Jin (1994) developed two probabilistic models for backwater profile computation. 

He used the theory of random differential equations to analyze the statistical properties of 

the water profile. This was applied to one-dimensional, steady, gradually varied flow. 

One-Dimensional Sediment Transport Modeling and Computations 

HEC-6 is a one-dimensional numerical model of river mechanics that computes 

scour and deposition by simulating the interaction between the hydraulics of the flow and 

the rate of sediment transport (United States Army Corps of Engineers, 1991). The 

model was designed to be used for the analysis of long-term river and reservoir behavior 

rather than the response of stream systems to short-term, single-event, floods. HEC-6 

does not simulate bank erosion or lateral channel migration. HEC-6 is designed to 

simulate long-term trends of scour/deposition in a stream channel that might result from 

modifying the frequency and duration of the water discharge/stage or from modifying the 

channel geometry. HEC-6 can be also used to simulate deposition in reservoirs, design 

channel contractions required to maintain navigation depths or decrease the volume of 

maintenance dredging, predict the influence that dredging has on the rate of deposition, 

estimate maximum scour during large flood events, and evaluate sedimentation in 

concrete channels (United States Army Corps of Engineers, 1991). 

In HEC-6, the one-dimensional energy equation is used for water surface profile 

computation using the standard step method and Manning's equation. The hydraulic 

parameters needed to calculate sediment transport capacity are velocity, depth, width and 

slope. Sediment transport capacity is calculated for each time interval. The transport 

potential is calculated at each particle size class in the bed as though that size comprised 

100 gc of the bed material. Transport potential is then multiplied by the fraction of each 

size class present in the bed to yield transport capacity for that size class. The sediment 

transport functions for bed material load available in the program are Toffaleti's 

modification of the Einstein procedure, Madden's modification of Laursen's relationship, 
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Yang's stream power for sand, Du Boys, Ackers-White, Colby, Toffaleti and Schoklitsch, 

Meyer-Peter and Muller, Toffaleti/Meyer-Peter and Muller combination, and 

Parthenaides/Ariathurai and Krone for cohesive sediments (United States Army Corps of 

Engineers, 1991). 

Since HEC-6 is a one-dimensional simulation model using a sequence of steady 

flows to represent discharge hydrographs, there is no provision for simulating the 

development of meanders or specifying a lateral distribution of sediment load across a 

cross section. 

Borah et al. (1982) developed a one-dimensional numerical model for simulating 

the movement of well graded sediments through a stream network. In the model they 

considered the effect of sediment gradation on the stream's potential transport capacity 

and the effect of particle exchange between the sediment load and the bed, while 

simulating aggradation, degradation and armoring of the bed. 

Parker et al. (1982) conducted laboratory experiments which modeled natural 

streams with poorly sorted gravel beds at reduced scale. Through the study they found 

that pavement was a mobile-bed phenomenon which acted to decrease the inherent 

difference in mobility between large and small particles by overrepresenting the 

percentage of large particles exposed to the flow. They also found that even during 

floods the particles in the immediate subpavement were only occasionally disturbed and 

the deeper particles were hardly ever moved. This explained, for example, the survival of 

buried salmon eggs during floods. 

De Vantier and Larock (1983) presented a mathematical model of sediment laden, 

density affected turbulent flows. They used the finite element technique in conjunction 

with the Newton iterative method to solve the resulting partial differential equations in 

the model. They concluded that the model could well predict velocity and sediment 

concentration profiles for uni-directional open channel flows and that the model could be 

extended to multi-dimensional flows. 
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Lyn (1987) examined the one-dimensional differential equations describing 

unsteady sediment transport in a wide prismatic rectangular channel. He used a formal 

perturbation approach to the movable-bed problem, which treated the characteristic 

equation associated with the hyperbolic system. He ended up with a new definition of a 

morphological time scale and a unified treatment of two prevalent approximations used in 

numerical modeling. 

Morse and Townsend (1989) examined the possible errors in calculated 

suspended sediment concentrations for river flows carrying sediment mixtures that arise 

from the choice of representative particle size to use with diffusion-dispersion models. 

Under certain conditions, errors were significant. They proposed a correction factor to 

account for the resulting discrepancies. 

Rahuel et al. (1989) presented a methodology for fully coupled simulation of 

unsteady water and sediment movement in mobile-bed alluvial rivers. Their 

methodology differed from those previously used through its coupled, implicit solution of 

the governing equations of the problem, representation of nonuniform sediments, and 

inclusion of the phenomenon of spatial delay between equilibrium and actual bedload. 

They tested their model on a schematic river reach having hydraulic and sediment 

characteristics in common with the lower Rhone River in France. Holly and Rahuel 

(1990) further developed their model based on use of the full de St. Venant flow 

equations, treatment of sediment mixtures, recognition of the different physics of 

suspended load and bedload movement, use of a spatial-delay loading law for bedload, 

and fully coupled, implicit numerical solution of the resulting set of partial-differential 

equations. 

Mac Murray and Jaeggi (1990) conducted computer modeling of erosion in a river 

having a sand bed with lower layers that contained a significant proportion of very fine 

material. They concluded that even when the silt was a considerable proportion of the 

bed sediment, a model based on a transport equation for the sand-sized material could be 
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made to give adequate results by using a wash-load factor. This analytically reduced the 

amount of eroded material transported to the next length step, to account for the transport 

of the silt in suspension. 

Reichert and Wanner (1991) presented an one-dimensional modeling of transport 

in rivers based on a simplified transverse velocity profile, with a flow velocity of zero 

near the riverbanks and a constant value in the center of the river. They insisted that their 

model was not more complex than more basic one-dimensional models but yielded a 

good description of substance transport for about 80 % of the initial period. 

The net transport of sediment by suspension is typically calculated by integrating 

the product of the sediment concentration and velocity over the water depth (Vanoni, 

1975). McLean (1991) calculated depth-integrated suspended load, and offered plots to 

make estimates of suspended sediment transport rates for a variety of conditions. 

Hsu and Holly (1992) proposed a conceptual transport model for bed load 

mixtures, where the transported gradation was predicted using the concept of joint 

probability. In this approach they considered the relative mobility of each particle size 

and the availability of each size class on the bed surface, instead of using a hiding factor 

or exposure correction as done by Einstein (1950), and many subsequent investigators. 

The total transport rate was then determined by mean hydraulic conditions of the flow 

and properties of the transported material. 

Hoey and Ferguson (1994) ran a numerical model for the routing of gravel-sized 

sediment. They applied a step-backwater approach in hydraulic calculations and the 

method of Parker (1990) in sediment transport. They concluded that strong concavity of 

the backwater profile could force rapid downstream fining even though bedload transport 

was only slightly size selective. 

Pizzuto (1995) also used a network-based routing model to determine how spatial 

variations in sediment supply influence rates of downstream fining in a small watershed 

in central Pennsylvania. He reported that as resistant quartz sandstone ridges occurred 
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primarily in the basin headwaters, spatial variations in supply strongly influenced rates of 

downstream fining. 

Two-Dimensional Sediment Transport Modeling and Computations 

Bed load Sediment Transport Modeling 

Bennett and Nordin (1977) developed a general conceptual two-dimensional 

mathematical model to simulate unsteady sediment transport in a natural stream with 

tributaries. The model was demonstrated by means of a numerical example. They 

concluded that the total bed load outflow for the simulation period was 20 % greater than 

that obtained from bed load discharge measurements and 94 % greater than a rough 

estimate of volumetric change obtained from observations of bed elevations. 

Bell and Sutherland (1983) examined the response of a gravel bed reach to 

imposed steady flow under nonequilibrium conditions, where the bed load inflow was 

zero. They conducted two-dimensional experiments to examine the transient bed 

response for different reach lengths. They also measured non-equilibrium bed load 

transport rates to compare with local equilibrium capacity rates at selected time intervals 

and distances for a common mean flow velocity. They found that differences occurred 

between non-equilibrium transport rates and comparable equilibrium capacity rates, with 

a maximum difference near the beginning of the reach but diminishing towards the 

downstream end of a local scour hole. They argued that this spatial variation of the 

transport rate deficit exists because the flow requires a finite length of bed to erode 

sufficient bed material to satisfy its equilibrium transport capacity. 

Wiberg and Smith (1985) developed a two-dimensional theoretical model for 

saltating grains in water. They solved a set of differential equations numerically to 

describe the trajectory of saltating grain as a function of time. They considered two 

effects in the model: (1) additional lift due to particle spin and orientation in the flow, and 
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(2) collisions at the bed that imparted energy to the moving grains. They predicted the 

trajectories well by the model with the available data for naturally shaped particles 

saltating over beds composed of the same material. 

Wiberg and Smith (1989) also developed a two-dimensional bed load transport 

model based on the mechanics of sediment moving by saltation. They predicted values of 

bed load flux as a function of boundary shear stress, particle diameter and particle 

density. Their model differed from other methods of calculating transport in the bed load 

layer in that the formulation proceeded directly from the equations of motion for a 

particle in a fluid and it contained no coefficients set using bed load transport 

measurements. 

Swamee and Ojha (1991) proposed two-dimensional empirical equations for bed 

load and suspended load transport rate of nonuniform sediments. They described the 

nonuniformity of sediments by an empirical three-parameter grain-size distribution 

equation for unimodal shapes and established a link between parameters of lognormal 

size distribution and the proposed size distribution. 

Voogt et al. (1991) investigated the predictive capability of the sediment transport 

formulas of Engelund and Hansen, Ackers and White, and van Rijn in the high-velocity 

range of 1-3 m/s for sand bed material in the range of 0.1 0.4 mm in a two-dimensional 

study. They concluded that for transport-rate predictions in tidal flow, the van Rijn 

formula is preferred over the Engelund-Hansen and Ackers-White formulas because the 

predicted transport rates according to the van Rijn formula are less sensitive to the 

Nikuradse bed roughness. 

Sekine and Parker (1992) presented a new relation for bed load transport under 

the influence of transverse slopes. They obtained the two-dimensional relation from a 

computation of particle saltation by simultaneous solution of the streamwise and 

transverse equations of motion for a particle saltating on a transversely tilting bed of 
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moderate slope. They found that saltating particles tended to move down a side slope as 

they moved downstream due to the transverse gravitational effect. 

Suspended Sediment Transport Modeling 

Kerssens et al. (1979) developed a model for suspended sediment transport. In 

their solution, the water flow was considered to be one dimensional and the transport of 

the noncohesive sediment was considered to be two dimensional by means of the 

sediment diffusion-convection equation. Their method seemed to be suitable for small-

scale problems such as the prediction of sedimentation in sediment traps and maintenance 

dredging of trenches and navigation channels. 

Van Rijn et al. (1990) performed flow-velocity and sediment-concentration 

measurements in a tidal channel with a fine sand bed to verify two-dimensional vertical 

and three-dimensional mathematical models for suspended sediment transport. They 

found that the two-dimensional computations showed that the depth-integrated transport 

rates could be reasonably predicted (within a factor of 2) in the case of diverging flow but 

were less satisfactory for converging flow. The three-dimensional computations showed 

no difference in predicting flow velocities, sediment concentrations, and transport rates, 

both for flood and ebb flows. They concluded that in a statistical sense the results of the 

two-dimensional verification were more valuable and reliable than those of the three-

dimensional verification. 

Ingram et al. (1991) presented a two-dimensional procedure for computing total 

sediment discharge (TSD) using point-sampled suspended sediment data. The procedure 

was tested with field data. The TSD procedure was also compared to the modified 

Einstein procedure and it was concluded that the use of the TSD procedures gave an 

alternative to depth-integrated suspended sediment sampling and was advantageous over 

the modified Einstein procedure because the TSD procedure included realistic sediment 

discharge estimates, greater control in obtaining suspended sediment samples, automatic 
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sampling, the collection of near-continuous measurements, and time integration for 

determining the true sediment transport. 

Ni and Wang (1991) presented a two-dimensional calculation model for the 

vertical distribution of suspended sediment concentration. They concluded that their 

model could be obtained without introducing any velocity-distribution model and could 

be usable if the influence of the concentration on the settling velocity is included for 

flows with sediment hyperconcentrations. 

Rickenmann (1991) examined the effect of an increasing fluid density and 

viscosity on the flow behavior and the bed load transport capacity of the flow in a two-

dimensional analysis. He found that viscous effects became important below a limiting 

particle Reynolds number of about 10; above this limiting value, density effects caused 

an increase in the bed load transport rates as compared to similar conditions with clear 

water as the transporting fluid. 

Sediment-Laden Flow 

Turbidity currents are sediment-laden gravity currents that exchange sediment 

with the bed by erosion or deposition as the flow travels over the downslope. Akiyama 

and Stefan (1985) examined two-dimensional spatially varied turbidity currents with 

erosion and deposition of sediment. They concluded that three types of turbidity currents 

exist: accelerating erosive, decelerating erosive, and decelerating depositive turbidity 

currents. Each current was explained in terms of the negative buoyancy flux and 

Richardson number, which is defined as 

BH cos0 
Ri 

U2 

where Ri = Richardson number 

B = buoyancy force 

H = turbidity current layer thickness 
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0 = angle between channel bed and horizontal plane in the longitudinal direction. 

Parker and Coleman (1986) applied a two-dimensional theoretical model of 

sediment-laden flow to dilute open channel suspensions. They found that the effect of 

the sediment was apparent in terms of reduced depth, reduced coefficient of resistance, 

and increased mean velocity of flow. 

Lyn (1991) studied the effect on flow resistance in uniform two-dimensional flat

bed open-channel flows due to suspended sediment in a laboratory channel. He 

concluded that the presence of suspended sediment resulted in an increase in flow 

resistance, in contrast to the finding by Parker and Coleman. 

Umeyama and Gerritsen (1992) developed a two-dimensional theoretical model to 

predict the velocity distribution for sediment-laden flow by means of a new mixing-

length theory. They generalized the older mixing-length hypothesis proposed by Prandtl 

for clear-water flow and assumed the new mixing length for sediment-laden flow to be a 

function of the suspended sediment concentration. They also inferred a wide range of 

probable velocity distributions from the new hypothesis. By comparisons of the 

theoretical velocity distribution with experimental data, they found that the wake for the 

clear-water flow existed and that their theory could be applied to simulating the velocity 

field in an alluvial channel. 

Stochastic Model 

Paintal (197 1 b) expressed bedload transport on the basis of a stochastic two-

dimensional analysis which considered that the particle exposures were uniformly 

distributed, the turbulence was normally distributed, and the length of steps by particles 

followed a negative exponential distribution. He also mentioned that a distinct condition 

did not exist for the beginning of sediment movement. 
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Three-Dimensional Sediment Transport Modeling and Computations 

Nicholson and O'Connor (1986) developed a mathematical model which 

simulated the transport of cohesive sediment. They solved the three-dimensional version 

of the diffusion-advection equation using a splitting method in conjunction with a 

characteristics technique and a mixed explicit-implicit finite difference approach in the 

model. They also incorporated the effects of flocculation, deposition, consolidation, 

erosion and slump of the sediment in the model, and applied it to a harbor siltation 

problem. 

Shimizu et al. (1990) developed a three-dimensional flow model and tested it for 

an experiment flume having a 180° bend with a fixed bed. They found that evaluation of 

momentum transport caused by the secondary flow, which was neglected in the two-

dimensional model, was necessary for the precise prediction of the flow field. They also 

found that the method used in two-dimensional models to decide the intensity of the 

secondary flow, assuming a fully developed secondary flow, was able to predict the bed 

topography to a certain extent but was not sufficient for the correct prediction of the bed 

configuration. 

Sekine and Kikkawa (1992) presented a three-dimensional numerical model of 

saltation which was deterministic in the computation of particle trajectory but 

probabilistic in terms of bed collision. They reported that their model had three 

advantages over that obtained by Wiberg and Smith (1989): (1) their model allowed for a 

description of cessation of saltation as a particle fell into random cavities associated with 

the bed stricture; (2) their model included a description of the effect of collision with the 

bed on bed resistance; and (3) because the random structure of the bed was specified in 

three dimensions, a particle was free to move in the transverse as well as streamwise 

direction. 
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Channel Morphology Modeling and Computations 

Channel Morphology in Alluvial Channels 

Ripples and dunes form on the beds of alluvial channels for a wide range of flow 

conditions ( Mercer and Haque, 1973). Ripples are rather small and form from beds 

composed of fine sand under conditions of low velocity. Dunes are markedly larger and 

form over a wider range of sand sizes, but at higher flow rates. Although these two types 

of bed forms exhibit different behavior, their profiles are very similar. Each has a gently 

sloping upstream face, which is usually slightly concave upstream; each becomes convex 

downstream towards the crest; and each has an abrupt downstream face inclined at 

approximately the angle of repose (Mercer and Haque, 1973). 

Mercer and Haque (1973) modeled mathematically ripple profiles based on 

potential flow over a linearized boundary composed of a periodic series of modified 

wedges and eddy shear lines. They discussed that developing ripples, which are growing 

in height, should have positively sloping surfaces at their crests and eddy lengths greater 

than one-third the ripple length. They added that mature ripples, with height constant, 

should have zero slopes at their crests and eddy lengths approximately one-third the 

ripple length. 

For modeling dune population behavior in an unsteady river, Yalin's rule has been 

used for predicting the chief attributes of the individual components (Allen, 1978). 

According to Yalin's rule, both dune wavelength and dune height increase linearly with 

flow depth and slope. The rules are representative of steady, uniform, equilibrium 

conditions. In a better approximation, Allen (1978) used Stein's rule, in which dune 

height relative to mean flow depth is a maximum for an intermediate value of the Shields-

Bagnold nondimensional bed shear stress within the domain of stresses appropriate to 

dunes. He introduced theoretical phase relationships between dune height and discharge 
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for populations governed by unsteady flow by use of Stein's rule, while retaining Yalin's 

Formula for dune wavelength. 

The regime associated with perturbations caused by deviations from the 

equilibrium state is referred to as a "bed transient". Ponce et al. (1979) developed a 

mathematical model to simulate bed transient formation and propagation in alluvial 

channels. They insisted that their model represented an improvement over other models 

in that instability due to ill-posing of the bed material transport function was 

circumvented, and errors in mass conservation due to improper formulation of the 

boundary condition were avoided by use of a strictly nonlinear formulation. 

Fredsoe (1982) calculated the shape and dimensions (length, height) of sand 

dunes in rivers by use of the measured bed shear stress distribution downstream a 

rearward-facing step. McLean and Smith (1986) also solved a boundary layer equation 

beneath a wake-type velocity field forced by asymmetric ripples and dunes. 

Thomas and Prasuhn (1977) presented a computer program to give estimates of 

changes in stream bed profiles, bed composition, water surface profile, and sediment load 

resulting from changes in geometry, gradation amount of inflowing sediment load, 

gradation of material in the streambed, or water discharge hydrograph. Their program is 

a one-dimensional model with no provision for simulating the development of meanders 

or specifying a lateral distribution of sediment across the section. 

Struiksma (1985) developed mathematical models for the computation of time-

dependent, two-dimensional bed formation in alluvial channels. The model conditions 

involved dominant bedload transport without significant particle-sorting effects and with 

approximately constant width. Struiksma and Crosato (1989) also studied river bed 

topography with the time-dependent two-dimensional model. They argued that a steady-

state analysis is more appropriate to describe the meandering process. They also noted 

that for conditions prevailing in meandering rivers, the result of the interaction between 

water and sediment motion depends on the ratio of two characteristic adaptation lengths 
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which govern two independent equations, one for the flow and one for the bed 

deformation, respectively. 

Park and Jain (1986) determined the rate and extent of bed aggradation resulting 

from sediment overloading by means of computer-based numerical experiments. They 

found that the sediment diffusion coefficient is a function of the rate of sediment 

overloading. Jain and Park (1989) also studied riverbed degradation to find that the depth 

of degradation depended on the Froude number, the geometric standard deviation, and the 

normalized median size of the bed material. 

It is evident that relationships exist between long-term bed material transport and 

systematic channel processes at macro-scale, such as meander shifting, bar formation and 

decay, degradation and aggradation (Vanoni, 1975). Neill (1987) studied down-valley 

migration of meanders, channel cross section changes associated with bar formation and 

decay, and channel degradation below dams, including the effect of armoring. He 

concluded that: (1) the key to relating sediment transport to morphological changes is the 

average length of travel of sediment particles between erosion and deposition; (2) 

principles of sediment balance, applied to the case of degradation below dams in gravel-

bed rivers, lead to inferences about the effects of natural and artificial armoring of the 

bed; and (3) simplified idealizations should not be applied to particular cases without 

careful consideration of actual circumstances as revealed by historical data and field 

investigation. 

Shimizu and Itakura (1989) developed a depth-averaged two-dimensional model 

to evaluate the variation of the bed topography in alluvial streams. They simulated the 

symmetric and asymmetric meander loops with three types of bed configurations: 

alternating bars, braided bars, and no bars. 

Mendoza and Shen (1990) predicted the turbulent-flow field above dunes with 

equations describing the transport of the kinetic energy of turbulence (x), its rate of 
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dissipation (c), and algebraic relations derived from a second-moment turbulence closure 

(Algebraic Stress Model). 

Mantz (1992) analyzed bed-form data from laboratory experiments using 

cohesionless, fine silica solids in shallow water flows to develop dimensionless 

relationships for geometry and friction factor. 

Winterwerp et al. (1992) conducted field surveys and experiments in a tilting 

flume on hyperconcentrated sand-water mixture flows. They presented a one-

dimensional model to study the behavior of triangular schematized bars. They concluded 

that an increase in erosion rate requires an increase in bed slope to maintain equilibrium 

flow conditions. 

Garcia and Nino (1993) conducted an experimental study on the formation and 

development of sediment bars in straight and meandering channels. They concluded that 

linear theories of free bars by Blondeaux and Seminara (1985) were fairly successful in 

predicting the wavelength, celerity and critical conditions for the formation of alternate 

bars. 

Lisle et al. (1993) investigated the response for a channel with alternate-bar 

topography to reductions in sediment supply. They used a laboratory flume filled and fed 

with a sand-gravel mixture. After a series of quasi-stationary alternate bars were formed 

under equilibrium sediment transport, the feed rate was reduced in two steps to one third 

and on tenth the initial rate while discharge was held constant. They observed that the 

primary response was an increase in bed surface particle size. Bed surface coarsening 

was accomplished by narrowing of the zone of bedload transport, accretion of coarse 

particles onto emerging bar heads, and winnowing of inactive areas of the bed. 

Karim (1995) proposed an approach to predict alluvial channel resistance in the 

framework of the Manning equation. He replaced the use of n values in the Manning 

equation by a relation that incorporated directly the role of bed configuration in 

determining alluvial bed resistance. 
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Channel Hydraulics 

A characteristic feature of alluvial rivers is the tendency for a gradual decrease in 

particle size in the downstream direction (Vanoni, 1975). This downstream fining is due 

to some combination of selective sorting, by which finer particles are preferentially 

transported downstream, and abrasion, by which individual particles are reduced in size. 

Parker (1991a,b) developed a framework for the simultaneous treatment of both 

phenomena and applied this to the Red Deer River, in Alberta, Canada, as well as several 

hypothetical cases. He concluded that in the case of quartzite, selective sorting controlled 

downstream fining; in the case of limestone, abrasion and selective sorting were roughly 

equal importance; and in the case of a mixture of quartz and limestone, abrasion ceased to 

be important beyond some characteristic length scale required to grind the gravel-sized 

limestone out of existence. 

Yeh and Kennedy (1993a, b) developed a hybrid integral-differential moment and 

momentum model for fixed-boundary and erodible-bed channel-bend flows. They 

concluded that the average radial bed slope, primary velocity-profile exponent, and 

secondary rotational and translational velocities exhibited much larger variations along 

the channel in erodible-boundary bends than in fixed-boundary bends. They attributed 

the increased variation and oscillatory behavior of these quantities to moment-of

momentum conservation and interaction of bed topography and flow. 

Channel Geometry 

Chang (1979) developed an analytical model to compute the equilibrium 

geometry of sand-bed rivers based on three independent relationships: (1) a sediment 

transport formula, (2) a flow resistance relationship, and (3) the minimum stream power 

assumption. His concept was that the width, depth, and slope of regime rivers were 
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governed by the given water discharge and sediment inflow and that the stable 

equilibrium channel geometry represented that of the best hydraulic efficiency, i.e., 

minimum stream power. Chang later (1982) added to his model a function to account for 

changes in both channel width and channel-bed profile of aggrading and degrading 

streams. He continuously evolved his model (Chang, 1984, 1985, 1987, 1990; Chang et 

al., 1992) and applied it to many cases to simulate river channel changes. 

River engineers are often confronted with the problem of evaluating transverse 

river-bed profiles during floods. Komura (1986) computed transverse river-bed profiles 

by using aerial photographs taken during floods. 

Dip las (1990) examined the characteristics of straight, stable, self-formed alluvial 

channels with both bed and banks composed of the same coarse material in the presence 

of bedload transport. He indicated that the logarithmic law for velocities at rough walls 

was a valid approximation to the velocity file along lines normal to the boundary for the 

whole channel depth. He also determined that the turbulent-diffusion model was more 

realistic for flow in straight channels than was the threshold-channel model. 

Millar and Quick (1993) presented an analytical model that predicts the stable 

equilibrium geometry of alluvial gravel river channels. The model was applied to alluvial 

gravel rivers where the banks are composed of material similar to that being transported 

as bedload. They calculated the mean bed and bank shear stress and assessed bank 

stability. They concluded that increased hank stability induced by bank vegetation had a 

significant influence on channel geometry; the vegetated channels were narrower, deeper, 

and less steep. For well-developed bank vegetation, the channel widths, depths, and 

slopes were in the order of 0.6, 1.4, and 0.9 times their respective unvegetated channel 

dimensions. 
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Bed Armoring 

River beds are typically partially armored, with spatial differences in the degree of 

armoring. The extent of armoring also varies with seasonal changes in the rates of flow 

and sediment transport (Klingeman, classnotes). To fully evaluate a channel-bed's long-

term stability, it is necessary to be able to relate the degree of armoring to characteristics 

of the flow and sediment in the channel (Lee and Odgaard, 1986). Lee and Odgaard 

(1986) tried to obtain such a relationship and developed a numerical procedure for 

correlating the temporal change of the composition of the bed-surface layer with changes 

in the rate of sediment transport near the channel bed. 

Gess ler (1990) investigated friction factors of armored river beds at the discharge 

that forms the armor layer. He determined that the friction factor was rather independent 

of particle size distribution of the material forming the bed and the maximum particle size 

of this material. He reported that the major controlling parameter was the slope of the 

energy grade line. 

Worman (1992) conducted experiments with noncohesive sediments consisting of 

two fractions distinctly different in size to study incipient motion during armoring. He 

found that variation in the specific armor area might significantly affect the mobility of 

the finer particle fractions. 

Berezowsky and Jimenez (1994) presented a procedure for determining the 

evolution of the armor layer over time. The method was developed for log-normal 

particle size distributions. They insisted that their method based on the IALLUVIAL 

procedure is capable of sound predictions for the overall armoring process and the bed 

evolution tendencies. 
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Aggradation/Degradation 

Bed aggradation and degradation occur in natural streams if the delicate balance 

among water discharge, sediment flow, and channel shape is disturbed by natural or 

manmade factors such as construction of a dam, change in sediment supply rate, base-

level lowering, or migration of knickpoints (Bhallamudi and Chaudhry, 1991). 

Many experimental and analytical studies have been conducted to study the long-

and short-term bed-level changes in alluvial changes. Holly and Karim (1986) predicted 

the future course of bed degradation in the middle Missouri River using a numerical 

simulation model called IALLUVIAL. This model computed quasi-steady water and 

sediment flow in natural rivers having nonuniform bed sediments. Holly and Karim 

concluded that the worst of the degradation is now over and that channelization, rather 

than upstream flow and sediment regulation, is primarily responsible for the degradation. 

They also developed formulations for bed armoring and hydraulic sorting of bed 

sediments in alluvial streams and applied them to Missouri River bed evolution. 

Zhang and Kahawita (1987) presented a nonlinear parabolic model for 

aggradation processes in alluvial channels due to a sudden constant increase in upstream 

sediment discharge. They later obtained the exact linear solution for the sediment 

transport and bed form evolution for one-dimensional two-phase motion of sediment and 

water using the St. Venant shallow-water equations with quasi-steady flow (Zhang and 

Kahawita, 1990). They used the solution to predict aggradation in a channel due to 

constant overloading. 

Bhallamudi and Chaudhry (1991) solved the St. Venant equations describing 

unsteady flow in open channels and the continuity equation for the conservation of 

sediment mass to predict bed-level changes due to sediment overloading, development of 

longitudinal profile due to base-level lowering, and bed-level changes associated with the 

migration of knickpoints. 
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Lower reaches of tributaries to the Missouri River were straightened in the late 

19th and early 20th century; as a result channel degradation has progressed upstream 

(Lenau and Hjelmfelt, 1992). Lenau and Hjelmfelt (1992) solved a diffusion model and 

an hyperbolic model, each describing channel degradation due to straightening of the 

tributaries using a Laplace transform approach. They obtained a closed-form solution for 

the diffusion model, and used numerical methods for evaluation of the inverse transform 

of the hyperbolic model. 

Morphology of Channel Bends 

River channel changes generally include bed aggradation and degradation, width 

variation, and lateral migration in channel bends (Vanoni, 1975). 

Allen (1970) studied lateral deposition in curved stream channels. He defined 

lateral deposition as the process of accumulation of sediment on the inner bank of a 

curved channel in harmony with the erosion on the outer bank. According to his model, 

particle size decreased inward in a lateral deposit and the sedimentary structures changed 

from those denoting large stream powers upward to structures indicative of small stream 

powers. Allen also showed that the proportion of flat-bedded sand-grade material in a 

lateral deposit was essentially independent of stream power but controlled by channel 

curvature and hence by general channel sinuosity. 

Erosion and deposition in streams depend on the divergence of the sediment-flux 

field. This is governed by the distribution of boundary shear stresses. Consequently, 

erosion and deposition patterns in such systems are sensitive to spatial variations in 

boundary shear stress, which, in turn, can be induced by the complex interplay between 

the flow and bed and bank topography. Smith and McLean (1984) presented a method 

whereby variations in boundary shear stress can be calculated for flows that are broad in 

relation to their depth and for which the bed slopes are small. 
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Ikeda and Nishimura (1985, 1986) presented a mathematical model for defining 

the lateral bed topography in bends of sand-silt rivers. The model included the effects of 

suspended sediment. They suggested that the lateral convective transport of suspended 

sediment induced by secondary flow might considerably affect the bed profile at the outer 

region of river bends, while the lateral diffusion due to turbulence had negligible effect 

on the profile everywhere. 

Odgaard (1986a,b, 1989a,b) developed a steady, two-dimensional model of flow 

and bed topography in an alluvial channel with variable curvature based on solution of 

equations for conservation of mass (water and sediment) and momentum, with a stability 

criterion for sediment particles on the stream bed. From the model, he calculated the 

velocity and depth distribution in meandering channel, and the rate and direction of 

channel migration. 

Ikeda et al. (1987) developed a mathematical model for defining the bed 

topography and the bed material size distribution in uniformly curved bends of alluvial 

rivers. They predicted the coarsening of sediment size toward the outer bank and 

calculated the bed topography considering the lateral sorting. They found that lateral 

sorting reduced the depth of scour considerably in the outer area of bends. 

Yen and Ho (1990) simulated temporal bed evolution in channel bends with fixed 

walls to investigate influences of various factors on bed evolution. They found that the 

process of bed evolution in channel bends with steady discharge and uniform sediment 

could be approximated by a complementary exponential decay function of a 

dimensionless time parameter. 

Demuren (1993) presented a finite-volume numerical model for the calculation of 

three-dimensional turbulent flow in meandering channels with natural bed configurations. 

The governing equations were written in a general curvilinear coordinate system so that 

all singly connected geometrical configurations can be accommodated. He insisted that 
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the numerical procedure is very general so that it can deal with complex cross sections 

and separated flow. 

Channel resistance to flow can be significantly increased by the presence of bends 

or curves (James, 1994). James (1994) evaluated various methods for predicting bend 

loss in meandering channels. He concluded that the USDA-SCS (Soil Conservation 

Service) method of accounting for bend losses by adjusting the friction factor on the basis 

of sinuosity gave acceptable results, although it could not account for the effects of bend 

length and radius, channel shape, or losses in individual bends. 

The General Model by Bridge and Co-Workers 

The computer model developed by Bridge (1992a,b) for water flows, sediment 

transport, bed topography and particle size in natural river bends was examined in detail. 

It is used to fit the objectives of this study. This part of the literature review summarizes 

his work. 

Bridge researched bed topography and particle size in open channel bends by 

modifying Engelund's (1974) theoretical bed topography model for curved channels 

(Bridge, 1976). From Engelund's analysis, Bridge derived equations of flow depth and 

sediment diameter as follows: 

r I l (tano)
y = hm ( r ) 

3 p Se y
D 

2 tan(1) ( ps- p) 

where hm = maximum flow depth 

r = radius of curvature to the location where y is measured 

ri = radius of curvature at the thalweg 

tan0 = dynamic friction coefficient 
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location 
where y is 
measured 

(a) plan view of the bend	 (b) cross section A-A 

Figure 9. Definition sketch for Bridge's 1976 model 

and other terms are previously defined. 

Bridge (1977) then developed a more generalized three-dimensional model to 

predict bed topography, particle size and sedimentary structure in open channel bends by 

considering the balance of fluid, gravity and frictional forces acting on bedload particles. 

Bridge (1984) also evaluated several theoretical-empirical models for unsteady and 

nonuniform flow, sediment transport, and bed geometry in natural rivers. 

Bridge and Jarvis (1976) supported Allen's (1970) point bar sedimentation model 

by studying channel geometry, flow and sedimentation in a meander bend of the River 

South Esk, Scotland. Bridge and Jarvis (1977) then presented vertical velocity profiles 

measured over various bed configurations (plane beds, ripples, and dunes) of the River 

Esk in semilogarithmic format, and calculated local bed shear stress and roughness height 

from the lowermost parts of the profile using the Karman-Prandtl law of the wall. Bridge 

and Jarvis later (1982) also made detailed observations over a large range of river stages 

of mean velocity distributions, secondary circulation, water surface configuration, bed 

shear stress and resistance to flow, bed configurations and bedload transport rates. Data 
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were collected with the aid of stable scaffolding bridges spaced along the length of a bend 

of the River South Esk. 

Bridge and Dominic (1984) expressed bed particle velocity and sediment 

transport rate as, 

Ub = a (11.-u.c) 

ib = (dtanO) (u * -u.b) (To-t.) 

where
 

Ub = mean bedload particle velocity
 

a = parameter equal to 1/K ln(yriyi)
 

ib = bedload transport rate as immersed weight passed per unit width.
 

In 1992, Bridge and Gabel reported on the interaction between channel geometry, 

flow, sediment transport and deposition associated with a midstream island in a braided 

to meandering reach of the Calamus River, Nebraska Sandhi lls. They concluded that the 

bcd topography, water surface topography, water velocity, bed shear stress, bedload 

transport rate and particle size in the curved channels adjacent to midstream bars could be 

modeled with a reasonable degree of accuracy using models developed for single curved 

channels. 

Bridge continued his development with other investigators. Van Niekerk et al. 

(1992) developed a one-dimensional sediment routing model for simulating water and 

sediment transport of heterogeneous size-density material within a relatively straight, 

non-bifurcating alluvial channel. They considered turbulent fluctuations of bed shear 

stress, minimization of calibration factors, and multiple particle densities in their model. 

Vogel et al. (1992) verified their model with data collected in flumes, the San Luis canal, 

Colorado, and the East Fork River. Wyoming. 

Bridge and Bennett (1992) presented a model for the entrainment and bedload 

transport of sediment particles of different sizes, shapes, and densities by a uni-directional 

turbulent flow. The model was given in terms of (1) sediment types available for 
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transport, (2) the mean and turbulent fluctuating values of fluid forces acting upon the 

sediment particles, and (3) the nature of the interaction between turbulent fluid forces and 

available sediment, resulting in entrainment and transport of particles as bedload or in 

suspension. 

Bridge (1992b) revised his previous model by considering the effect of bedload 

particle sorting on sediment transport and bed topography. His theoretical model 

consists of five parts. These are summarized as follows, with terms shown in Figure 10: 

(1) Force balance on bedload particles moving over a bar surface 

The force balance of a moving particle in s direction (downstream) on s-n plane 

can be related as; 

FDs = P (W-FL) 

The force balance of a moving particle in n direction (across stream) on s-n plane 

can be related as; 

FIN tans* + W tang = t (W-FL) tanv 

where FDs = downstream drag force 

FL = lift force 

W = immersed particle weight 

8* = angle between the resultant drag force on the particle, FD, and the downstream 

direction 

a = traverse bed inclination 

W = angle between the bedload particle path and the downstream direction 
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Figure 10. Definition diagram for channel bend in Bridge model (after Bridge, 1992b) 

Bridge derived a new relationship from the above force balance equations: 
tan a 

tan 11/ = tan S + 

where 5 = angle between the direction of bed shear stress, c, and the downstream 

direction 

E = dimensionless function of friction coefficient and suspension criterion. 

(2) Mean particle size of bedload 

A balance among the shear resistance of the bedload, the fluid shear stress acting 

on the bedload, and the immobile bed leads to 

Bu* 
= 1-1 Wb [1- ( vz )21 

Wt, = Cb Zs (Ps p) g 

where Wb = immersed weight of bed load per unit bed area 

B = dimensionless coefficient of vertical turbulence anisotropy 

V, = terminal settling velocity of particle 
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Cb = volume concentration
 

Z, = mean thickness of the bedload layer (saltation layer).
 

Bridge rearranged the above relationship to give a transport stage function (tsf) as 

tc Cb Zs Bu*
tsf D [1- ( V, )1
(PsP) g D
 

and mean particle size, D, is defined as 

D
 
(PsP) g tsf
 

(3) Primary and secondary velocities in steady, uniform curved flows 

Calculation of tan S requires definition of the s and n components of flow velocity 

(primary and secondary velocities) at the bend. Using a velocity defect law, 

tan 8 = Ubn d 
bs r 

where Ubr, = component of flow velocity at mean level of bedload particles in the n 

direction 

Ubs. component of flow velocity at mean level of bedload particles in the s 

direction 
-r tan S

A = a dimensionless function equal to . 

(4) First approximation to the bed topography in uniform curved channel 

For steady, uniform flow, mean bedload transport is parallel to the s direction so 
n a ad d

that tan lif = 0, and tan 8 + 0, which becomes = 7 AE. 

Integrating of the above equation, and rearranging it, 
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27csd = (1+ 
n 

cos 
rorodo 1'0 

where do = centerline flow depth 

ro = centerline radius of curvature 

c = a dimensionless function equal to AE 

rom = minimum centerline radius of curvature 

M = centerline channel length in one meander wavelength 

(5) Second approximation to the bed topography in nonuniform curved channel 

From a simplified and reduced form of the equations of motion of steady, 

nonuniform flow in bends, depth-averaged flow components are obtained as follows: 

Us = Uso (1+Au) 

Au = n (a sin Ms b cos 
2ics 

) 

Un = GJ Uso 

r d 2TCS c 2ns w 
(.0 = d M [a cos ) sin [ (i)2-n2]

r 

where Us = vertically averaged component of flow velocity in s direction 

Uso = centerline value of Us 

Au = small increment in dimensionless velocity 

a. h = dimensionless coefficients used in definition of Au 

Un = vertically averaged component of flow velocity in n direction 

cu = dimensionless transverse mean velocity 

w = channel width 

For a stable bed surface the sediment continuity equation is 
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ro ais gin inr as + + = u 

which ends up with 

d -o) iso ,1 
as s- anE an Us' f 1/2 r is 

8 .5 (tjTjt) (g) 

where is = component of bedload transport rate as sediment volume per unit width in unit 

time in s direction 

in = component of bedload transport rate as sediment volume per unit width in 

unit time in n direction 

4 = depth correction factor 

f = Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient 

p = dimensionless parameter in bedload transport equation. 

The last equation is integrated numerically to get bedload transport rates, is and in. 

Bridge tested his model against four data sets collected in the River South Esk, Muddy 

Creek, River Dommel, and Hooke's laboratory channel. He concluded that the mean 

particle size and transport rate of bedload were critically dependent on the effective bed 

shear stress acting over beds covered with different bed configurations (e.g., ripples, 

dunes, and armor layers). 

General Modeling and Experiments Concerning Sediment Transport 

De Vriend (1977) derived the vertical distribution of the secondary flow in a 

shallow curved channel starting from a logarithmic mean velocity profile. He also 

developed a numerical method for computation of the depth-averaged flow field and bed 

shear stress. He found that the secondary circulation has one vertical and two horizontal 

components. The horizontal component in the main flow direction arose from the 

longitudinal acceleration of the main flow while the transverse horizontal component was 
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due to the curvature of the main flow. He also stated that the bed shear stress caused by 

the secondary flow is of minor importance in the depth-averaged computations. De 

Vriend (1981) continued to study velocity redistribution in curved rectangular channels. 

He confirmed that the secondary circulation in curved channel flow could give rise to 

considerable deformations of the main velocity distribution at intermediate and high 

values of the Dean number, De = Re 51/2 where Re is Reynolds number and 5 is ratio of 

flow depth to radius of curvature, r. De Vriend and Geldof (1983) compared results of a 

mathematical model for the depth-averaged main flow velocity in shallow river bends 

with measurements in two consecutive sharply-curved short bends in the River Dommel, 

The Netherlands. Their model required inclusion of the secondary flow convection to 

work well near the bend exits. 

Mayer le et al. (1991) investigated bedload transport of noncohesive sediments in 

a fixed bed with no deposition. They computed the critical (self-cleansing) velocity as a 

function of sediment size, density, and concentration and of conveyance size, shape, and 

roughness from the data. 

Wang and Kron (1991) studied theoretically and experimentally the problem of 

time distortion and its effect on the similarity between sediment scale models and their 

prototypes. They concluded that the longer the modeled reach and the larger the 

coefficient of time distortion, the larger was the influenced area and the more serious the 

deformation of the bed profile. They suggested that the effect of time distortion could be 

reduced if counter-measures were taken during the test. One such measure would consist 

of feeding water into the model during the rising period of the flood wave and 

withdrawing water from the model during the receding period at several locations along 

the reach. 

The ASCE Task Committee on Sediment Transport and Aquatic Habitats (1992) 

summarized knowledge regarding associations between sediment and riverine aquatic 

habitats. They concluded that: (1) physical processes govern aquatic-habitat quality and 
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development; (2) stream reaches and the habitats they provide might be categorized by 

dominant bed-material type such as boulder-cobble, cobble-gravel, sand, or fine bed; (3) 

as the particle size distribution of the bedload approaches that of the bed material, the 

number of benthic species decline; (4) sediments provide cover and spawning sites for 

fish and habitat for fish food organisms; and (5) sediment also serves as an indirect 

indicator of fish-habitat quality. 

Movable sediment beds can be said to comprise two types of particles, termed 

undisturbed and disturbed particles. The probability of entrainment by flow is higher for 

the disturbed particles than for the undisturbed particles. The lag in bedload transport is 

due to the difference in the entrainment probabilities of the two types of particles. Jain 

(1992) developed a model to predict lag in bedload transport. He concluded that both the 

lag distance and lag time decrease with increasing equilibrium bedload discharge. 

Nino et al. (1994) reported laboratory observations of the saltation of natural 

gravel particles in a steep, movable-bed channel. They used standard video-imaging 

techniques to measure and analyze particle motion. They described the saltation of gravel 

particles in terms of statistical properties of particle trajectories, such as mean values and 

standard deviations for saltation height, length, and streamwise particle velocity. Nino 

and Garcia (1994) developed a Lagrangian model for the motion of a sediment particle in 

water flow based on their laboratory observations. They applied their saltation model to 

estimate bedload transport rates from modeled mean saltation streamwise velocity and a 

dynamic friction coefficient. 

Hassan and Church (1994) examined the burial of transported material in gravel-

bed rivers using several hundred magnetically tagged particles. They found that three 

factors affect the shape of the burial depth distribution: (1) the magnitude and duration of 

the flow events; (2) the number of events since the first seeding of the tracers; and (3) the 

surface structure and texture. Their observations showed that exponential distributions 
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were yielded for "simple" (single-peak) flow events, and distributions with secondary 

peaks were obtained from large and multiple events. 

Powell and Ashworth (1995) studied the spatial pattern of flow competence and 

bedload transport in a divided gravel-bed river. They showed that different zones of bed 

structure and stability in a channel would control the incidence and spatial pattern of 

bedload transport but not necessarily the medium and long-term bedload yield. 
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IV. RIVER GRAVEL MINING AND EFFECTS ON CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY 

Population growth and economic development since World War II has led to a 

growing demand for sand and gravel throughout the United States. According to Lagasse 

et al. (1980) there has been a significant increase in gravel mining on river systems in 

recent years. While alluvial rivers have been a source of sand and gravel for many 

decades, the impact on river morphology has only recently been recognized. They report 

that on some European rivers the mining/dredging of gravel is said to be closely 

controlled by the agencies responsible for flood control, navigation, and river stability. 

Coarser materials are removed from the river only after due consideration has been given 

to possible adverse effects. Where gravel mining is permitted, improvement of the reach 

of river is the primary consideration, and the obtaining of gravel is a secondary benefit. 

They also state that the impact of gravel mining is closely related to the role played by the 

coarser fraction of the bed material in controlling and stabilizing channel patterns and bed 

forms. This coarser fraction, if of sufficient size and quantity, has a tendency through 

hydraulic sorting to armor the river bed, thereby retarding or arresting excessive bed 

scour, stabilizing the bed, banks and bars, and preventing sediment movement. 

The literature review in this chapter begins with methods for gravel mining, 

followed by studies of mining effects. 

Methods for Gravel Mining 

There are two ways commonly practiced for gravel mining in natural stream 

channels. These are bar scalping and in-channel dredging. With bar scalping, the gravel 

at river bars is typically extracted down to the level of low-water, dry-season stages. This 

is done to maximize the amount of material exposed and hence maximize the amount of 

material that may be removed. It is also partly done in such a way to maintain good 

water quality by not causing turbidity problems downstream. For this reason, bar 
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scalping is preferred in Northwest of the United States. With in-channel dredging, gravel 

is extracted from the main channel that carries flow at all times. Such dredging may 

occur from barges or from the shore (drag lines and hydraulic excavators being typical 

shore-based methods). The practice has largely been halted because of potential adverse 

impacts. However, dredging still occurs occasionally in conjunction with development 

projects on large rivers (Oregon Water Resources Research Institute, 1995). 

Sikonia (1990) studied means of maintaining the flow carrying capacity of river 

channels such as the lower Puyallup, White, and Carbon Rivers of western Washington. 

Three alternative approaches for managing sediment deposition in the rivers were 

compared using the HEC-6 computer model. The three were: (1) to continue gravel 

mining by the procedure of scalping gravel bars, (2) to install sediment traps, or (3) not 

to intervene at all with sediment-control measures on the river system. Cross section 

surveys and computer model results indicated that the rivers were degrading rather than 

aggrading throughout much of the study area. Accordingly, non-intervention was 

suggested because the other two courses of action mitigate aggradation, rather than 

degradation. 

Studies of Mining Effects 

Lagasse et al. (1980) noticed that the quantitative effects of gravel dredging on the 

nation's rivers are not known and there has been little documentation thk would permit 

predicting precisely the short or long range effects of indiscriminate removal of gravel. 

Qualitative consideration of river system hydraulics and morphology indicates that the 

effects may be very significant. If the removal of coarse sediment from a river system 

exceeds the natural production rate, it could cause major changes in the characteristics of 

the bed material, which in turn would affect resistance to flow, channel geometry, the 

magnitude and rate of degradation. and many other important aspects of river 

morphology. 
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Collins and Dunne (1990) summarized the effects of gravel extraction on river 

morphology and sediment transport from published field studies and unpublished studies. 

They assessed gravel harvesting effects and proposed management of gravel mining, 

including four case studies. The summarized effects of gravel extraction on river 

morphology and sediment transport were: (1) extraction of bed material in excess of 

replenishment by transport from upstream causes the bed to lower upstream and 

downstream of the site of removal; (2) bed degradation can undermine bridge supports, 

pipe lines, or other structures; (3) degradation may change the morphology of the 

riverbed, which constitutes one aspect of the aquatic habitat; (4) degradation can deplete 

the entire depth of gravely bed material, exposing other substrates that may underlie the 

gravel, which could in turn affect the quality of aquatic habitat; (5) if a floodplain aquifer 

drains to the stream, groundwater levels can be lowered as a result of bed degradation; (6) 

lowering of the water table can destroy riparian vegetation; (7) flooding is reduced as bed 

elevations and flood heights decrease, reducing hazard for human occupancy of 

floodplains and the chance of damage to engineering works; (8) the supply of overbank 

sediments to floodplain is reduced as flood heights decrease; (9) rapid bed degradation 

may include bank collapse and erosion by increasing the heights of banks; (10) in rivers 

where sediments are accumulating on the bed in the undisturbed condition, gravel 

extraction can slow or stop aggradation, thereby maintaining the channel's capacity to 

convey flood waters; (11) the reduction in size or height of bars can cause adjacent banks 

to erode more rapidly or to stabilize, depending on how much gravel is removed, the 

distribution of removal, and on the geometry of the particular bend; and (12) removal of 

gravel from bars may cause downstream bars to erode if they subsequently receive less 

bed material than is carried downstream from them by fluvial transport. 

To characterize the supply of gravel to downstream reaches and to assess or 

predict the effects of gravel removal, Collins and Dune (1990) reviewed processes of 

basin sediment production, processes by which sediment is transported along rivers and 
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the controls on those processes, processes of bedload transport, gravel-bar accretion, 

floodplain formation, and channel migration at river bends, and methods for estimating 

bedload transport. A general approach was also proposed for the management of gravel 

extraction from rivers: (1) appropriate rates and locations of gravel extraction should be 

determined based on (a) the rate of upstream replenishment (b) whether the riverbed 

elevation under undisturbed conditions remains the same over periods of decades, or if 

not, a determination of the aggradation or degradation rate (c) historical patterns of 

sediment transport, bar growth, and bank erosion in particular bends (d) projection of 

anticipated effects on the riverbed and banks including, when possible, analysis of present 

or past effects of gravel extraction at various rates (e) analysis of the desirability of the 

anticipated effects of extraction at different rates; (2) records of extraction quantities 

should be maintained; (3) monitoring subsequent to implementation of a regulated 

harvesting rate should document effects to the riverbed, banks, and bars, using cross-

sections and aerial photographs, with data analyzed immediately after collection; and (4) 

permitted extraction rates should be periodically reviewed in light of the information 

generated by the monitoring program. Case histories taken from the western United 

States and New Zealand were presented to illustrate how effects of gravel extraction on 

river channels have been assessed and managed. 

Collins and Dunne (1989) also evaluated the components of a long-term sediment 

mass balance for three rivers of southwestern Washington: the Humptulips, Wynoochee 

and Satsop rivers. This was done in order to determine sustainable rates of gravel 

removal, which has the potential to adversely affect anadromous fish habitat. They 

concluded that annual bedload supply decreased downstream through deposition and 

storage in response to declining gradient and from attrition during transport. Through a 

survey of gravel-bar harvesting operations they showed the annual replenishment rate has 

been exceeded for up to three decades, often by more than tenfold. By analysis of data 

from nine stream gauging stations over a 55-year period they also indicated degradation 
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of about 0.03 m/year in these reaches and suggested that bed degradation has produced 

the difference between the replenishment rates and the volumes of gravel harvested from 

the riverbeds and bars. 

Cotton and Ottozawa-Chatupron (1990) described an analysis procedure 

developed for the Arizona Department of Transportation to estimate the short-term 

longitudinal channel response due to in-stream mining. The model, which is modular in 

design, included computation routines for a water balance within the excavation, 

combined subcritical and supercritical flow regimes, alluvial channel roughness, sediment 

transport, bed adjustment, and bed armoring. The sediment transport rate for sand bed 

conditions was computed using the Zeller-Fullerton formula, which is a simplified form 

of the Meyer-Peter and Muller and the modified Einstein procedures. Simulations were 

conducted to create several synthetic data sets from which general dimensionless 

relations were developed. Formulas for the maximum depth and length of scour 

upstream and downstream of an in-stream excavation for a flood hydrograph were then 

determined. 

Chang (1987) applied a mathematical model to evaluate stream channel changes 

induced by gravel mining. He used the concept that an alluvial stream is constantly 

seeking to establish equal power expenditure per unit channel length in addition to the 

ordinary physical relations governing the flow and sediment transport processes. He 

described the progressive stream channel changes induced by gravel mining in San Juan 

Creek as headward erosion, downstream erosion, gravel pit deposition and gradual 

establishment of a continuous stream bed profile. He also found that the scour and fill of 

the channel bed were usually accompanied by greater changes in channel width 

throughout the processes. He concluded that time and spatial variations in width, whether 

they are in the direction of spatial uniformity or non-uniformity, were consistent with the 

channel's tendency in seeking equal stream-power expenditure per unit channel length 

(i.e., a straight water surface profile along the channel). 
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Chang and Stow (1989) also studied the delivery and yield of coarse sediment 

(sand and gravel) in the Santa Clara River through mathematical modeling of spatial and 

temporal variations of sediment characteristics for time-dependent fluvial process-

response. The interactive effects on sediment yield due to sand and gravel mining, a 

major grade-control structure, and the dams in the drainage basin were integrated in the 

mathematical modeling. The simulation results were used to identify river reaches 

subject to potential erosion and deposition and to obtain mean annual yields at different 

river locations. The study also showed how scour and fill of the channel bed were 

accompanied by significant changes in channel width, which may contribute significantly 

to sediment storage. Thus, sediment yield can be quantified by an erodible-boundary 

model, as opposed to an erodible-be model. 

Jones and Chang (1991) used the FLUVIAL-12 computer model to simulate the 

recharge of sand mining pits in the San Luis Rey River during a large storm. The model 

showed more and earlier deposition of sediment in the upstream mined cross sections, 

which were closer to the sediment source, than in the downstream mined cross sections. 

It also showed more and earlier deposition in the deeper portions of the sand mining pits 

as opposed in the shallower overbank areas. 

Mars land and Hall (1989) assessed the impact of gravel extraction on the 

resources of the Denge gravel aquifer, Kent, England. A finite difference model was 

developed that incorporated the findings of extensive investigations over the past 10-15 

years. A scheme was described to reduce groundwater discharge to surface water courses 

by restoring gravel workings at the edge of the aquifer with less permeable silt. 

Modeling showed that this scheme would maintain and increase water levels in the 

aquifer, compared with those predicted for the original restoration proposal. 

Kornis and Laczay (1988) performed hydraulic model tests and field 

investigations to assess consequences of long-term and extensive dredging along the 

Danube River in Hungary. Through hydraulic model tests, they suggested that within a 
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channel of given dimensions the dredging pits must not be made shorter than the channel 

width nor wider than about half the width to avoid undesirable flow disturbance and bed 

erosion. They also found by experiments that the bed erosion, induced by the head drop 

at the upstream end of the dredged pit, would recede in the upstream direction to the next 

crossing even at reasonably mild water surface slopes. 

Harvey and Schumm (1987) studied a 21.5 km reach of Dry Creek, downstream 

of Warm Springs, California, to determine its response to land use change, gravel mining 

and dam closure. They noticed that early land use changes (1850-1870) caused 

aggradation and then degradation, but the channel was in equilibrium by 1900. They also 

noticed that gravel mining in Dry Creek and Russian River (1900-1950's) reduced the 

base level of Dry Creek by 3m and that by 1984 the mean channel width and depth, at 

bankfull stage, had increased from 9.8 to 101.8 m and from 1.4 to 5.8 m, respectively. 

Therefore, they concluded that the major response of Dry Creek to the imposed change 

was an increase of width. They also stated that dam closure in 1983 did not cause the 

expected further degradation of Dry Creek because of channel armoring, tributary 

contribution of sediment, the installation of three grade-control sills, and the presence of 

bedrock outcrops in the channel. 

Klingeman (1987) studied the erosion, transport and deposition of coarse 

sediment in the lower tributaries and main stem of the Willamette River. He discussed 

major natural influences which include the river's recent geological history, meandering, 

natural streambed armoring, constraints on bedform development due to natural channel 

constrictions, and the presence of bedrock outcrops and old cemented gravels. He also 

explained major human influences which include bank stabilization revetments, gravel 

mining activities, and upstream reservoir regulation. Together, these influences were said 

to be modifying the Willamette's channel morphology and sediment transport regime. 

Lloyd (1984) found that gravel extraction from pits affected the groundwater flow 

patterns on a short-term basis when dry working was carried out and on a long-term basis 
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when poor permeability back-filling was used. He also found that the potential 

groundwater development of gravel aquifers could, in many situations, be irrevocably 

reduced by inadequate planning of gravel extraction. He suggested that gravel extraction 

should progress in harmony with water supply with adequate hydrogeological data 

obtained and the effects of extraction and backfill methods tested. 

Lagasse et al. (1980), as part of their review of the impact of gravel mining on 

river system stability, presented data from the lower Mississippi River indicating trends 

which can be attributed to the removal of the gravel armor from the bed, bars, and islands 

of the river by gravel dredging. They noticed a significant change with time for both the 

size and the gradation of bed material. It was thought that much of this change was 

related to the removal of the coarse fraction of the bed material by dredging gravel. They 

also noted that the observed changes coincident with gravel mining might have also 

occurred without the removal of gravel from the river bed, but the observed changes may 

have been increased in magnitude or accelerated by the removal of gravel from point 

bars. 

Li and Simons (1979) analyzed erosion and deposition problems in San Juan 

Creek and Bell Canyon associated with a gravel mining operation. They used a 

mathematical model for routing sediment by size fraction to estimate the erosion and 

deposition response of the stream and gravel pit subject to different hydrologic inputs and 

operational alternatives. Four engineering alternatives that consider rehabilitation of the 

Casper Regional Park and mining of sand and gravel were evaluated. Alternative I was a 

"do nothing" plan terminating the mining of sand and gravel. This would allow natural 

healing processes in the form of aggradation to take place. No mitigation measure would 

he imposed on the existing stream. Alternative II was essentially the same as Alternative 

I except it permitted regular mining. Alternative III proposed construction of a drop 

structure located near the upstream end of the gravel pit. Alternative IV proposed 

construction of a series of small gahion check dams near and upstream of the gravel pit 
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boundary coupled with regular gravel mining. They evaluated the four alternatives and 

concluded that Alternatives I and II required a long period of time to allow the healing of 

the creek by natural processes unless some large flood events occur in the future; 

Alternative III was a feasible engineering solution but unattractive; and Alternative IV 

was the most feasible and attractive engineering plan for meeting the objectives. 

Bull and Scott (1974) discussed effects of sand and gravel mining from urban 

stream beds in the U.S. Southwest. They described techniques for monitoring stream-

channel changes that could result from mining and other urban activities. They showed 

that removal of coarse material from a streambed would result in overall downcutting of 

the channel upstream from the mining operation. They also showed that for aggregate 

removed from many locations along a stream, the removal rate of coarse material 

generally exceeded the rate of replenishment from the urban and natural watershed. This 

would increase the potential for undermining bridge piers during times of major 

streamflow. Deepening of the stream channel as a result of gravel mining also seemed to 

increase channel capacity, but to make the stream banks more susceptible to erosion. 

They pointed out that streambed mining might also reduce recharge to the groundwater 

table. 

Mining pits in a riverbed are thought to be very unstable and subject to scouring 

and deposition, which results in migration of the pits. Lee et al. (1993) conducted 

experiments to investigate the migration behavior of several rectangular pits of different 

sizes composed of uniform bed material. They found that the maximum scour depth 

decreased as sediment transport capacity increased and that the effective length varied 

inversely with sediment transport capacity. Based on their experiments, Gill (1994) 

formulated an approximate theoretical solution for the behavior of the mining pits of any 

regular geometrical shape carved into an erodible bed, spanning full width, over which a 

steady stream flowed initially. 
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River and Seguier (1985) investigated physical and biological effects of gravel 

extraction in river beds. They suggested ways of reducing its negative effects by: (1) 

strict limitation of quantity extracted to the natural yield, duly evaluated, with isolation of 

the worksite; (2) provision of effective devices for enabling fish to get past any structures 

in the river that might impede their migration; (3) banning of extraction in all biologically 

sensitive zones where sediment transport is little or nil mainly because of the presence of 

dams, rivers used by migratory fish, and zones of great ecological interest because of the 

presence of particular species; (4) limitation of the extraction authorizations issued within 

a given period and obligation to restore the environment after closure of the works; (5) 

obligation, when any new request for extraction is submitted, to prepare a study on the 

impact including all the measures to be taken to ensure protection of the environment; 

and (6) orientation of extraction towards other sources of supply, such as rock masses, 

particularly where the use of alluvial gravel is not absolutely necessary. 
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND TESTING
 
METHODOLOGY
 

Flow Assumptions for Analysis of Flow in Bends 

Several assumptions are made in hypothesis development. They are: (1) bend 

flow occurs; (2) flow is steady and nonuniform, so that local acceleration of flow due to 

time variation is not considered but convective acceleration due to spatial variation is 

considered; (3) flow is subcritical; (4) bankfull discharge is considered because that is 

thought to be the channel forming flow (Leopold et al., 1957); (5) width of channel varies 

little in bends so that cross-sectional averaged flow velocity varies little in downstream 

direction; and (6) suspended sediment transport is not considered because its effect on the 

flow and bed topography is generally somewhat limited in gravel-bed rivers, as 

postulated by Bridge (1992). 

The boundary shear stress relationship can be derived by balancing the retarding 

shear force at the boundary against a propulsive force acting in the direction of flow. In 

open channel flow the propulsive force is supplied by the downstream component of the 

weight of the flowing water, which depends upon the channel slope (Henderson, 1966). 

In nonuniform, steady flow, the mean boundary shear stress, To , is expressed as 

tc, = y R Sf 

with all other terms the same as previously defined. 
vThe shear stress can be also expressed as T1) i= (.t + Ti) in turbulent flow, with all 

terms as previously defined. The eddy viscosity, 11, is considered as a coefficient of 

momentum transfer, expressing the transfer of momentum from points where its 

concentration is high to points where it is lower. In turbulent flow, there is violent 

interchange of momentum between adjacent layers of fluid. Therefore, the eddy 

viscosity, rl, is generally much larger than the dynamic viscosity, .t (Streeter and Wylie, 
dv1979). The local shear stress is proportional to the local velocity gradient, , between 
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two isovels in the cross section. An isovel is a velocity contour which has same value of 

velocity at all points along the contour line. 

Conceptual Hypothesis for Hydraulic Changes from Bar Scalping Natural Bends 

Conceptual hypotheses are developed regarding velocity distributions, isovel 

patterns and boundary shear stress distributions in the cross section of a natural bend after 

bar scalping. The changes hypothesized for each hydraulic category due to bar scalping 

are explained with illustrations in this section. 

Figure 11 shows a conceptual bend for a natural channel in cross-sectional view 

and plan view. Bar scalping is assumed to occur at the stage of low water (the water 

stage in the dry season). Both the low-water stage and the high water (the water stage in 

the wet season) are shown. 

Isovel patterns and corresponding boundary shear stress distributions can be 

hypothesized for this conceptual bend. These are shown in Figure 12 for the natural, 

unscalped bend. 

For the same natural, scalped bend, but with bar scalping, the changed isovel 

pattern and corresponding boundary shear stress distribution can be hypothesized to be as 

shown in Figure 13. 

As a result of scalping, the flow velocity distribution is hypothesized to shift in 

the direction of the point bar. Accordingly, the boundary shear stress distribution 

changes because the shear stress is proportional to the velocity gradient, dv 
The 

hypothesized change in isovel position and the net change in boundary shear stress 

distribution due to bar scalping are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. 
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(a) Cross section view 

Figure 11. Sketch of natural channel bend with bar scalping 
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Figure 12. Hypothesized isovel pattern and boundary shear stress distribution for natural 
unscalped bend 
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Figure 14. Hypothesized isovel changes in natural bend due to bar scalping 
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Figure 15. Hypothesized net change of boundary shear stress distribution in natural bend 
due to bar scalping 
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In the pool zone of the cross section, the widened intervals between the stretched 

isovels result in weaker local boundary shear stresses and weaker shear stresses within 

the flow. Therefore, it is hypothesized that bank and bed erosion are expected to 

diminish and sediment deposition is expected to increase in the pool zone in the long run. 

At the face of the point bar where the pool and point bar meet, increased local shear 

stresses are expected because of "protruding" bed feature after bar scalping and the 

narrowed spacing between the isovels there. At the scalped zone of the point bar, 

reduced local boundary shear stresses are expected because of widened isovel intervals. 

In sand-bed streams, the rate of re-deposition in the scalped bar is expected to be 

relatively faster than that in gravel-bed channels. This is because sand requires smaller 

shear stresses than gravel to induce motion and sustain transport. Hence, material from 

upstream can be carried into the scalped point bar zone to deposit most easily if this 

material is small. 

Conceptual Hypothesis and Analysis for Hydraulic Changes from Bar Scalping an
 
Equivalent Rectangular Bend
 

Conceptual hypotheses are developed regarding velocity distributions, isovel 

patterns and boundary shear stress distributions in the cross section of a composite 

rectangular bend equivalent to the previous natural bend after bar scalping. The changes 

hypothesized in each hydraulic category due to bar scalping are explained with 

illustrations. The changes of the water stage and boundary shear stresses due to bar 

scalping are investigated. 

A conceptual version of a composite rectangular bend equivalent to the previous 

natural bend is shown in cross-sectional view and plan view in Figure 16. This is 

essentially a low-flow rectangular bend within a larger high-flow rectangular bend. As 

before, provision is made for bar scalping. This is done by enlarging part of the high-

flow rectangle. 
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Isovel patterns and corresponding boundary shear stress distributions are 

estimated and shown in Figure 17 for the equivalent rectangular bend before bar scalping. 

In the same cross section as in Figure 17, but with bar scalping, the changed 

isovel pattern and boundary shear stress distribution are hypothesized to be as shown in 

Figure 18. 

The flow velocity distribution represented by the isovel pattern and the boundary 

shear stress distribution are hypothesized to shift inwardly toward the convex side of the 

channel as the result of bar scalping. The net change of boundary shear stress due to bar 

scalping is shown in Figure 19. 

As described in the section on natural channel bends, the shifts of isovel and 

boundary shear stresses toward the convex side of the channel are hypothesized in the 

equivalent rectangular bend. Accordingly, weaker boundary shear stresses and weaker 

erosion are expected in the pool zone. Since a composite rectangular cross section is 

assumed, the net change in the maximum boundary shear stress in the deep pool zone 

seems to be smaller, and the net change in boundary shear stresses at the face of the point 

bar seems to be larger than those in the case of the natural bend. 
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Figure 16. Sketch of an equivalent rectangular bend with bar scalping 

Figure 17. Hypothesized isovel pattern and boundary shear stress distribution for 
equivalent rectangular bend before bar scalping 
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Figure 18. Hypothesized isovel pattern and boundary shear stress distribution for 
equivalent rectangular bend after bar scalping 

reduced boundary shear stress

reduced boundary shear stress \ 
increased boundary 
shear stress 

Figure 19. Hypothesized net change of boundary shear stress distribution for equivalent 
rectangular bend due to bar scalping 
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Development of Methodology to Calculate Mean Bed Shear Stresses 

Next, the changes of water stage and boundary shear stresses when the flow enters 

the scalped area are investigated. The methodology developed in this section is applied 

to shear stress analyses in the following chapter. 

In the following analysis it is assumed that the energy loss incurred in flow 

around the bend is small and may be neglected, as suggested by Henderson (1966). Thus, 

the bottom slope and the slope of the energy grade line are parallel. 

In Figure 20, specific energy diagram used in the development of methodology to 

investigate the changes of the water stage and boundary shear stresses due to bar scalping 

is shown with plan view, cross-sectional view and profile view of a channel reach. This 

stretch of a channel is assumed to have a point bar in a gradual bend or an alternate bar in 

a straight reach of a channel. In subcritical flow through a bend with a scalped point bar, 

the water stage increases when the flow enters the bend. 

This change in water surface elevation can be explained on the basis of specific 

energy and total energy changes. The total energy is energy from a given datum to 

energy grade line and the specific energy is energy from channel bottom to energy grade 

line. 
V A 2

The total energy at point A is yA + + ZA and the total energy at point B is yE, +
2g 

V 
Se-ALAB if the kinetic energy correction factor a is equal to unity. Also, ZA2 g B 

V2ZB = So.ALAB. The specific energies at points A and B are equal to the sum of y + -h- at 

the corresponding point. Furthermore, So = Se for the unscalped condition if the local 

expansion loss at the start of scalped zone is ignored. Hence, the energy equation 

becomes 

V A VB2y.+ 
A 2g 2g
 

which is, EA + AZ = EB
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(c) Profile view (d) Specific energy diagram 

Figure 20. Schematic diagram of channel and associated specific energy curve for a 
scalped point bar with subcritical flow 
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where ym3 = depth of water at points A and B, respectively 

VA B = velocity of flow at points A and B, respectively 

ZA,B = bed elevation at points A and B, respectively 

Se = energy slope 

So = channel bottom slope 

ALAS = longitudinal distance between points A and B 

AZ = elevation change at the point bar 

Em3 = specific energy at points A and B, respectively. 

Therefore, EB EA = AZ. As water flows from point A to point B, the mean 

depth is increased from yA to yB, as shown in the upper limb of the specific energy line of 

the specific energy diagram, and the velocity is decreased from VA to VB, from 

conservation of mass principles and as shown in the profile view. 

Since only the point bar is scalped (not in the pool), there will be an increase of 

depth and water surface elevation mainly in the scalped bar. This incremental increase of 

water stage in the scalped zone is assumed to spread out to the outer bank. As the water 

stage of the outer bank was higher before scalping than that of the inner bank, because of 

superelevation effects from the centrifugal force in the bend, the rise of water stage at the 

point bar somewhat offsets superelevation effects and decreases the transverse water 

slope in the cross section. 

In the following analysis the effect of superelevation is not considered and the 

effect of the bed difference due to bar scalping in the point bar on the water stage is 

assumed uniformly distributed through the entire cross section. While causing some 

inaccuracy for flow in bends, this assumption is considered reasonable with alternate bars 

and allows the main effects of bar scalping on water surface elevation to be evaluated. 

Furthermore, the extent of inaccuracy at bends can not be evaluated reliably without 

experimental data at large scale (prototype, perhaps) to create measurable superelevation. 
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In the equivalent rectangular channel, it is supposed that the bend has a composite 

cross section made of two different rectangular shapes as an extreme case for illustration. 

This is shown in Figure 21. 

(2) 

(1) T 

T 
Section II 

h1 Section I (1) 
V 

(2) 
h point bar 

pool 
V 

(1) = before bar scalping (h1, h2, h3, w1, w2) 

(2) = after bar scalping (h1', h2, h;', w1, w2) 

Figure 21. Cross section of composite rectangular channel before and after bar scalping 
in subcritical flow 

The local bed shear stress of Section I (pool) is investigated for subcritical flow. 

The shear stress is expressed as tc, = y RS, where tc, is the average boundary shear stress, 

y is the specific weight of water, R is hydraulic radius, and S is energy slope. As y is 

constant, only the changes of R and S are considered. If the changes of R and S are 

increased, the boundary shear stress is accordingly increased. If both changes are 

decreased, the boundary shear stress is decreased. If one is increased and the other is 

decreased, the shear stress depends on the channel geometry, hydraulics, and sediment 

properties. 

The change of area, 

AA' = AI -AI = thi = W1(h1' -h1), 
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and the change of wetted perimeter, 

API = PI -PI = (wi+hi = (h11-ht)+(h2'-h2), 

where A = final value initial value. 

Therefore, the change of hydraulic radius, 
A' A A'P AP'

ARI = RI = pip 

Since the sign of the denominator is always positive, the sign of the numerator is 

considered. The numerator, Ai?' = (wt h'1) (w1+ hi + h2) - (wt (wt + + h2') 

wi[ w1( hi) + 2 hi h2i)]. Since hi' > hi and hi' h2 > hih2', all terms in 

numerator is positive. Therefore, the change of RI is positive in Section I. 

Usually the change of bed elevation after scalping is smaller than the change of 

water stage after scalping in subcritical flow if the whole cross section is scalped. This 

can be shown in the specific energy curve (Figure 20d). In the curve the slope of the 

upper limb, which is in the range of subcritical flow, is greater than the 1:1 value of the 

E=y line. Therefore, Ay is greater than AE, namely AZ. This means that (hi'-h1) > (hi

h2'); then (h1' -h1) + (h2'-h2) > 0 . But, the point bar is only scalped as shown in Figure 21 

(cross section view). In this case, the change of water stage depends on the ratio of pool 
wi

width to bar width, 2. If the pool width (w1) is much larger than the bar width (w2), the 

change of water stage, 111'-h1 will be smaller than the change of bed, h2-h2', or vice versa. 

The local shear stress of Section II (scalped bar) is found in the same manner. 

The change of area in Section II, 

AAH = Ad-Ali = w2h3'-w2h3 = w2(h31-h3), 

and the change of wetted perimeter, 

APII = = (w2+h3')-(w2+h3) = h31-h3. 

Therefore, the change of hydraulic radius, 
A ' A A'P AP'

ARH = RH' RH = )11 -1-s)ll ptp )11 

Since the sign of the denominator is always positive, the sign of the numerator is 

considered. The numerator, AH'PH AHPH' = w2 h3' (w2 + h3) w2h3 (w2 + h31) = w22(h3' 
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h3). Since h3'-h3 is always positive, OR is positive. That means hydraulic radius, R is 

increased. In the to = y RS relationship, the boundary shear stress, To is increased in 

Section II for subcritical flow. 

It is likely that the value of R will increase, based on the numerator analysis. 

However, the increase in water elevation will also cause decrease in slope, S, countering 

the increase in R and possibly reducing the boundary shear stress at the pool. More 

investigation of boundary shear stresses will be conducted in the next chapter, case by 

case. 

A similar analysis could be made for supercritical flow. However, subcritical 

flow is the prevailing flow regime in all typical situations where bar scalping has been 

practiced. Therefore, no analysis is presented here for supercritical flow conditions. 

In a natural non-rectangular channel which is somewhat like a composite 

trapezoidal cross section, the hydraulic radius usually increases with increasing depth of 

flow because the increase of flow area exceeds the increase of wetted perimeter. 

Therefore, the change of shear stress should be calculated case by case depending on the 

channel characteristics. 
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VI. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

Computational Method 

Changes in the channel morphology due to bar scalping are investigated by first 

calculating the hydraulic parameter values for seven cases of artificial composite 

trapezoidal cross sections. 

The composite trapezoidal cross section is chosen because it represents the natural 

channel relatively well. The dimensions for channel geometry are arbitrarily taken from 

some typical cross sections of the middle Willamette River, near Corvallis. Sediment 

properties are taken from those of the Willamette River at Albany. The unpublished data 

were collected by Klingeman and co-workers in the early 1980s. 

The general sketch of the selected cross section is shown in Figure 22. The 

channel is assumed to be meandering as shown in plan view and to have the shape and 

dimensions shown in the cross section view. The cross section is composed of a pool and 

point bar. The combined channel bottom width is 300 feet plus the step height between 

the pool and the bar. The point bars are 3 ft, 4 ft, or 5 ft higher than the bottom of the 

pool and are scalped by 1 ft, 2 ft, or 3 ft. The bank slopes are 1V:2H and the longitudinal 

slope of the channel is 0.0018 ft/ft. The radius of curvature to the thalweg of the channel 

is assumed to be 1000 ft. The sinuosity, which is the ratio of the channel length to the 

downvalley length is 1.57 for this channel 

The seven cases considered involve differences in bar width, depth of bar 

scalping, initial (pre-scalped) transverse slope of the scalped bar, and size of exposed bar 

bed material before and after scalping. Basic features of the seven cases are summarized 

in Table 1. 
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(a) Cross section view (not to scale) 

(b) Plan view 

Figure 22. Schematic diagram of artificial composite trapezoidal cross section 

Table 1. Comparison of basic features for seven study cases 

Depth of Transverse Bar Important case 

Case Bar width bar slope of Armor Subarmor comparisons 

scalping unscalped D50 D65 D50 D65 to make 

(ft) (ft) bar (mm) 

1 150 1 horizontal 16.5 24 12.5 19.5 Base case 

2 150 1 horizontal 40.9 46.5 15.8 21.8 2 vs 1 

3 154 0 2 2 : 150 16.5 24 12.5 19.5 3 vs 1 

4 154 0 2 2 : 150 40.9 46.5 15.8 21.8 4 vs 2 

5 150 2 horizontal 16.5 24 12.5 19.5 5 vs 1 

6 150 3 horizontal 16.5 24 12.5 19.5 6 vs 5 vs 1 

7 50 1 horizontal 16.5 24 12.5 19.5 7 vs 1 
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In cases 2 and 4, the pre-scalping bar material has the same size characteristics as 

does the pool, whereas in the other five cases the bar material is somewhat smaller in size 

(the more normal situation in a natural river). The important comparisons to be made use 

Case 1 as the base or reference condition. The effect of bar width is to be based on 

comparing Cases 1 and 7. The effect of bar material size is to be based on comparing 

Cases 1 and 2. The effect of depth of bar scalping or height of bar scalped is to be based 

on comparing Cases 1, 5 and 6. The effect of initial bar transverse slope (whether 

horizontal or inclined) is to be based on comparing either Cases 1 and 3 or Cases 2 and 4, 

allowing the additional aspect of bar material size to be considered. 

Case 1 

In this case the cross section is composed of a pool and point bar of the same 

width 150 ft. The point bar is 3 ft higher than the pool bed and is scalped by 1 ft. The 

bed material of the pool is composed of gravel for which D50 = 40.9 mm and D65 = 46.5 

mm. This falls within the 32 64 mm range, which is classified as very coarse gravel 

(Vanoni, 1975). For the armor layer of the point bar, D50 is 16.5 mm and D65 is 24 mm. 

The subarmor layer of the point bar has D50 = 12.5 mm, and D65 = 19.5 mm (medium 

gravel). The Strickler relation gives an estimate of the relation between the Manning n 

and the equivalent particle size ks, which is D65 in the analysis. That is, n 
29.3 with ks 

in feet. Thus the Manning n value for the channel before and after scalping are 0.024 and 

0.023, respectively. 

The effect of depth of flow is considered based on 1-foot increments from 2 ft 

(low water) up to 10 ft (high water) in the pool. The cross-sectional shape is shown in 

Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 1 

The actual bed shear stresses for the pool and point bar are computed before and 

after bar scalping. The calculation procedure is shown in Table A-1 in Appendix A. 

The terms used in the Appendix tables are: 

bi = channel bottom width of the pool 

= channel bottom width of the point bar 

D50 = particle diameter such that 50 % of the bed material is finer by weight 

D65 = particle diameter such that 65 % of the bed material is finer by weight 

W.S.E1. = water surface elevation 

Se = energy slope 

zi = inverse bank slope at the pool 

z2 = inverse bank slope at the point bar 

Ai = flow area in the pool 

A: = flow area in the point bar 

Pi = wetted perimeter of the pool 

P2 = wetted perimeter of the point bar 

R i = hydraulic radius of the pool 

R2 = hydraulic radius of the point bar 

act t = actual shear stress 
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u* = shear velocity 

Re* = boundary Reynolds number 

T* = dimensionless shear stress 

crit c = critical shear stress 

nt = Manning's roughness coefficient in the pool 

nz = Manning's roughness coefficient in the point bar 

n = composite Manning's roughness coefficient 

V = mean flow velocity 

A = total flow area in the cross section 

Q = total flow rate in the cross section 

E = specific energy 

A Z = equivalent bed elevation difference 

y = depth of water. 

An example of the calculation procedure is given for a flow depth of 10 ft in Case 

1 (all cases use same procedure) as follows: 

a) Before bar scalping the pool depth is 10 ft and the point bar depth is 7 ft. With 

the calculation of the flow area, wetted perimeter, and hydraulic radius, the 

actual bed shear stresses are obtained from the relation to = y R S for the pool 

and the point bar. They are 1.036 lb/ft2 and 0.745 lb/ft2, respectively. The 

shear velocity, u*, is based on the actual bed shear stress. The boundary 
u*Ds 

Reynolds number, Re*, is , is based on letting Ds be D50 of the bed 

material, and letting the kinematic viscosity be for water at 50° F. From the 

Shield's diagram the dimensionless critical shear stress t*, is determined. Then 

the critical shear stresses for the pool and the point bar are obtained from 'c = 

T* (7,-7) Ds. They are 0.829 lb/ft2 and 0.334 lb/ft2 in the pool and the point bar, 

respectively. Manning's roughness coefficients for pool (n1) and for point bar 
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(n2) are calculated from the Strickler relation. They are 0.025 in the pool and 

0.022 in the point bar. The overall roughness coefficient for the channel is 

calculated from ncomposite relationship described in Chapter II. It is 0.024. 

The mean flow velocity is calculated using the Manning's equation with the 

composite roughness coefficient, overall hydraulic depth and channel slope. It 

is 10.61 ft/s. Then, the discharge for the channel is obtained from mean flow 

velocity multiplied by the flow area. 

b) After bar scalping the flow depth is computed by the conceptual model 

developed in Chapter V. First, the Froude number is investigated to find 

the flow regime of the current situation. The Froude number for this flow is 

based on the mean flow velocity and the hydraulic mean depth and is 0.658, 

which is subcritical flow. Therefore, it is anticipated that the water stage will 

rise when the flow enters the expanded area of the scalped zone. Since only the 

point bar is scalped, there will be an increase of water surface elevation on the 

scalped bar. The effect on water stage of the bed difference due to bar scalping 

is assumed to be uniformly distributed through the entire cross section. Hence, 

the equivalent difference of the bed elevation, AZ for the whole cross section is 

taken to be one-half of the depth of the scalped zone, which is 0.5 ft, since the 

point bar has a half of the width of the entire cross section in this case. In the 

field the head losses for bend and expansion of flow area do exist and the 

change of water stage after scalping becomes even less. This is because AZ-111_, 

is smaller than AZ in the equation E-E1= AZ-4, which comes from the more 

direct equation El+AZ = E2 +4 (see Figure 20c and the associated discussion). 

But, in this analysis the head losses have been ignored, as stated before. 

c) The increased water stages are calculated from the relation Eri-AZ = E2 and E2 
2 

2gA2B,, where A2 = F(y2), with bar stage being 2 feet smaller than= Y2 -4

pool stage. They are 10.8 ft and 8.8 ft in the pool and the point bar, 
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respectively. Note that since the discharge is the same before and after bar 

scalping in the given cross section, the increased area of flow makes the flow 

velocity decrease after scalping, as can be found from the continuity equation. 

The new energy slope, Se can be computed from Manning's equation with 

changed velocity and flow area. In this case the slope is decreased from 0.0018 

to 0.0011. 

d) The boundary shear stresses are calculated in the same way as before scalping. 

The actual bed shear stresses after scalping are 0.677 lb/ft2 and 0.561 lb/ft2 in 

the pool and the point bar, respectively. The critical shear stresses are 0.829 

lb/ft2, and 0.253 lb/ft2 in the pool and the point bar, respectively. 

Case 2 

The channel geometry is the same as for Case 1, but the bed material in the point 

bar is assumed to have the same particle size distribution as in the pool. Therefore, a 

larger critical shear stress is expected on the point bar compared to Case 1. The cross-

sectional shape is shown in Figure 24. 

Case 3 

The channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for Case 1 

except that the point bar has a lateral slope of 2V:150H before bar scalping to represent a 

situation close to the natural shape of bars, as shown in Figure 25. 

Case 4 

The channel geometry is the same as for Case 3, but the bed material in the point 

bar is assumed to have the same particle size distribution as in the pool. The cross-

sectional shape is shown in Figure 26. 
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Case 5 

The channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for Case 1 

except that the point bar is 4 ft high and has been scalped by 2 ft instead of 1 ft, as in 

Case 1. The cross-sectional shape is shown in Figure 27. 

Case 6 

The channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for Case 1 

except that the point bar is 5 ft high and has been scalped by 3 ft instead of 1 ft, as in 

Case 1. The cross-sectional shape is shown in Figure 28. 

Case 7 

The channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for Case 1 

except that the width of the pool is 250 ft and the width of the point bar is 50 ft, compared 

to 150 ft, each in Case 1. The cross-sectional shape is shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 24. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 2 
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Figure 25. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 3 
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Figure 26. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 4 
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Figure 27. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 5 
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Figure 28. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 6 
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Figure 29. Schematic cross-sectional shape in Case 7 
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Computer Model 

There are three computer models suitable for this study. They are the Bridge 

model, the Chang model (FLUVIAL-12), and the HEC-6 model. Each model has the 

capabilities to simulate hydrodynamic and sediment transport phenomena for their 

purposes and each has limitations to apply to the real case. In particular, these computer 

models do not simulate the effect of bar scalping in bends. They thus need to be 

modified to fit this purpose. A comparison of the model capabilities and limitations is 

tabulated in Table 2. 

Bridge Model 

When this research was initiated, the use of an available model, such as that by 

Bridge(1992), was of major interest. His model received particular attention because it 

was thought that the model might produce bend morphological features. Therefore, his 

computer model was run with the input data of Case 1 in the stages of the research to 

explore its suitability. 

The cross-sectional shape was shown before in Figure 23. The plan view is added 

here to explain use of the Bridge model and is shown in Figure 30. 

For use of the Bridge model, the reach of interest is arbitrarily taken to be 3142 ft 

long. It has three cross sections to be analyzed, numbered in Figure 30 progressing 

upstream. Each cross section has 29 stations and each station has four points in a vertical 

profile. The radius of curvature to the centerline is taken as 1000 ft, and the sinuosity is 

1.57. The channel width, which is taken as flow width between thalweg and inner bank 

in Bridge's computer model, is assumed to be 300 ft. The mean depth is 8.09 ft before 

bar scalping, and is 9.25 ft after scalping -- from the results of the analytical modeling. 

The centerline water surface slope is reduced from 0.0018 to 0.0011 over the horizontal 

distance of 3142 ft after scalping. With these input data, the program gives output of 
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flow velocities, water surface elevations, bed topography, particle sizes, and bedload 

transport rates in the channel bend of interest. The input data and output results are given 

in Appendix B. 

The results show that at cross section 2 in the middle of the reach, the bed shear 

stress at the thalweg is computed as 118 N/m2 before scalping and 76 N/m2 after scalping. 

The bed shear stress at the point bar is from 22.8 N/m2 before scalping and 17.1 N/m2 

after scalping. The depth of flow at the thalweg is increased from 10.58 m (34.70 ft) to 

11.69 m (38.36 ft) and the depth in the middle of point bar is also increased from 0.16 m 

(0.52 ft) to 0.26 m (0.84 ft), while the mean depth is increased from 2.47 m (8.08 ft) to 

2.82 m (9.25 ft). Thus, the model shows that bed shear stress decreases and water depth 

increases midway along the bend for both the pool and point bar. 

As shown in Table 2, the critical input data to control the cross-sectional 

geometry are only three parameters; the mean depth, centerline water surface slope, and 

radius of curvature to the centerline of the channel. With these three parameters it is not 

sufficient to consider the initial channel shape and the change in bed material size 

distribution in the point bar due to bar scalping. Therefore, the Bridge model does not fit 

the purpose to investigate the effect of bar scalping in the bend. 

Cross-section 2 

Cross-section 1 

Cross-section 3 
1.4 

Figure 30. Plan view of the reach used in computer model 
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Table 2. Comparison of the Bridge, Chang and HEC-6 models 

Numerical Model Capabilities 

Model 

The simulates water flow velocities, 

Bridge water surface elevations, bed 

model topography, sediment transport rate 

and mean grain size of bedload in 

river bends 

simulates steady flow through 

channel bends where width and 

cross-sectional averaged flow 

velocity vary little in the 

downstream direction and where 

bed topography is in equilibrium 

with water flow and bedload 

sediment transport 

needs four types of input 

parameters: channel geometry, 

hydraulic parameters, sediment 

parameters, and dune parameters 

Model Limitations 

needs only two input parameters 

in hydraulic calculation (mean 

depth and water surface slope at 

crossovers in the bend); therefore 

insufficient for considering the 

initial cross-sectional shape of the 

bend 

no capability of simulating effects 

of gravel mining 

no capability of inputting of 

sediment supply to the reach 

simulates cross-sectional changes 

only between thalweg and inner 

bank of the bend 

output is the result of equilibrium, 

therefore no capability of temporal 

results 

is designed mainly to simulate 

sand-bed channels 
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Table 2. Comparison of the Bridge, Chang and HEC-6 models (Continued) 

Numerical Model Capabilities 

Model 

The simulates flow hydraulics, 

Chang sediment transport and river 

model channel changes for a given flow 

period 

simulates channel bed scour and 

fill, width variation, and changes in 

bed topography induced by the 

curvature effect 

evaluates general scour at bridge 

crossings, sediment delivery, 

channel responses to sand and 

gravel mining, channelization 

six sediment transport equations 

are provided: Graf, Yang, 

Engelund-Hansen, Parker, Achers-

White, and Meyer- Peter and 

Muller equations 

shows results for a specified time 

period 

input data are in HEC-2 format 

Model Limitations 

applied to the bend whose 

concave bank is rigid (i.e. no 

capability of simulating lateral 

movement of the stream) 

shows a considerable difference 

in channel changes and sediment 

transport rate, depending on the 

different sediment transport 

equations 
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Table 2. Comparison of the Bridge, Chang and HEC-6 models (Continued) 

Numerical Model CapabilitiesModel 

The simulates long-term changes in 

HEC-6 stream bed profile 

model the hydraulic computations reflect 

changes in cross sections due to 

scour and/or deposition 

transport computations and scour/ 

deposition are performed by grain 

size; therefore, hydraulic sorting 

and armoring of the bed can be 

simulated 

local inflows and outflows of 

water and sediment due to 

tributaries and diversions can be 

included 

user may select the sediment 

transport function that best suits the 

stream 

geometric input is in HEC-2 

format 

can use up to 150 cross sections, 

15 grain sizes, and 9 tributaries 

simulate long-term river and 

reservoir behavior 

Model Limitations 

- one-dimensional approximations 

for both flow and sediment 

no capability for calculating 

lateral movement of the stream or 

bank erosion 

- subcritical flow computations 

only 

flow is assumed to be quasi-

steady, i.e. composed of a series of 

steady states. Sediment transport 

capacity is assumed to be in 

equilibrium with the flow 

hydraulics for each computational 

cycle 

no capability of considering effect 

of river bend in calculations 

limitations and uncertainties in 

the theoretical computation of 

sediment transport rates, armoring 

and hydraulic sorting are reflected 

in the model 

- does not simulate stream response 

to short-term, single event, floods 
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Chang Model 

The Chang model is based on the stream power theory. The transient behavior of 

an alluvial river undergoing changes reflects its constant adjustment toward dynamic 

equilibrium, although under the changing discharge the true equilibrium may never be 

attained. 

In this simulation analysis his model is avoided because the model needs test and 

calibration from field data in choosing the sediment transport equation, roughness 

coefficient, bed erodibility factor, bank erodibility factor, and so on, to get the 

satisfactory results. For example, the cross-sectional shape varies much after bar scalping 

depending on which sediment transport equation and bed erodibility factor are chosen. 

Sometimes the pool experiences deposition and sometimes it experiences erosion after 

scalping, depending on the sediment transport equation and erodibility factor used even 

though other flow conditions are the same. 

Since the difference in sensitivity of simulated results to each relation or empirical 

coefficient is apparent, extensive field data are generally required for test and calibration 

of the model. With the limited field data available, the model might not give reliable 

results. 

HEC-6 Model 

The HEC-6 model is basically a one-dimensional computer model. Although it 

has special use for considering dredging in the channel, it cannot simulate the cross 

section changes in the channel bend due to bar scalping because it does not have the 

capability to employ curvature effects in the modeling. 
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Decision 

The computer models are not suitable for the purpose of finding the effects of bar 

scalping in the bend nor can they be rewritten to do so without major "structural" changes 

in the codes. Therefore it was decided not to pursue use of these models. Instead, the 

investigation mainly relies on analytical approaches already presented, together with field 

data collected in several rivers. These data are presented in the next chapter. 
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VII. SUPPORTING FIELD RESEARCH 

The effects of bar scalping on hydrodynamics and channel morphology in bends 

is investigated using the data sets collected and available in published or unpublished 

literature. These data are from the Chetco River, South Santiam River, Oregon; East 

Fork River, Wyoming; and Rhone River, France. Several cross sections which have 

relatively distinct shapes of pool and point bar were chosen to be studied in the reach of 

interest in each river. The available data of cross-sectional geometry and particle size 

distribution of bed material are tabulated or plotted in this chapter. They are analyzed in 

the next chapter. 

Chetco River 

The Chetco River is a coastal stream located in southwest Oregon as shown in 

Figure 31. According to Oregon State Water Resources Board (1963b) the river is 58 

miles long with average gradient is 69 ft/mile. The drainage area of the basin is 271 

square miles, and the average annual discharge at the river mouth is 2,168 cfs . The 

lower Chetco River is the reach of the interest for this study: This reach extends between 

a Forest Service bridge at River Mile 10.7 and Tide Rock at River Mile 3.0. This reach is 

a typical meandering alluvial stream with a moderate grade of 7 ft/mile, which is 0.0013 

ft/ft. The Chetco is characterized by an active low flow meander belt contained within a 

very well-defined high flow channel. The Chetco River is a gravel-bed river for much of 

its course. There have been extensive gravel mining activities in the lower Chetco River 

up to River Mile 10 for many years. 

Data are available for five cross sections in the lower Chetco River from the 

Oregon Division of State Lands (DSL) and U. S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS). Each 

cross section has data from three years: May 6 20, 1981; May 25 26, 1982; and July 11 

12, 1989. The cross sections where the measurements were made are located from 
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River Mile 3.25 to River Mile 9.6. Four of the cross sections are at presently non-mined 

zones. These cross sections are identified as SCS #14, DSL B, DSL A, and SCS #56. 

The fifth cross section, DSL C, is in a presently mined zone. The locations of the cross 

sections and their cross-sectional geometry are shown in Figures 32 through 35. The 

cross-sectional shapes near or in mined areas are compared over time to find if bar 

scalping and gravel mining have had identifiable impacts on the bend geomorphology. 

The radius of curvature at each cross section was measured on a U. S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute topographic map. Hydrologic data for the related years were 

taken from USGS Water Resources data reports. Maximum pool depth on the 

observation date and corresponding channel width were determined from the cross 

sections. Resulting information is tabulated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Pool depth, channel width, and radius of curvature at lower Chetco River 
cross sections 

Maximum pool Corresponding Radius of 

Cross section Location depths on channel widths curvature for 

name measurement date channel 

(River Mile) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

1981 1982 1989 1981 1982 1989 

SCS #56 3.25 4.5 8.5 5.75 195 180 157.5 3000 

DSL A 3.9 5.5 8.25 5.5 195 170 140 1800 

DSL B 5.9 8.0 8.25 5.05 197.5 190 165 1700 

DSL C 7.4 5.5 8.0 5.25 205 195 203 2100 

SCS #14 9.6 4.4 6.4 3.15 170 175 143 2200
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The ratio of pool depth to channel width and ratio of channel centerline radius of 

curvature to channel width are tabulated in Table 4. The hydrologic data from USGS 

Water Resource data reports are given in Tables C-1 through C-3 in Appendix C. 

Table 4. Ratio of pool depth to channel width and ratio of radius of curvature to channel 
width at lower Chetco River cross sections 

Cross section Ratio of pool depth to Ratio of radius of curvature 

name channel width to channel width 

1981 1982 1989 1981 1982 1989 

SCS #56 0.023 0.047 0.037 15.38 16.67 19.05
 

DSL A 0.028 0.049 0.039 9.23 10.59 12.86
 

DSL B 0.041 0.043 0.031 8.61 8.95 10.30
 

DSL C 0.027 0.041 0.026 10.24 10.77 10.34
 

SCS #14 0.026 0.037 0.022 12.94 12.57 15.38
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Figure 32. Location of the cross sections in the lower Chetco River study reach 
(source: Oregon Division of State Lands) 
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Figure 33. Cross sections SCS#56 and DSL A in the lower Chetco River 
(source: Oregon Division of State Lands) 
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Figure 34. Cross sections DSL B and DSL C in the lower Chetco River 
(source: Oregon Division of State Lands) 
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Figure 35. Cross section SCS#14 in the lower Chetco River (source: Oregon Division of 
State Lands) 

South Santiam River 

The South Santiam River is located in the Santiam Subbasin of the upper 

Willamette Basin in Oregon. It is 68 miles long and has average gradient of 9 ft/mile or 

0.0017 ft/ft in the valley region, according to Oregon Water State Resources Board 

(1963a). 

The drainage area at mouth of the South Santiam River is 1,040 square miles. 

The mean annual discharge at the Waterloo gaging station (River Mile 23.3) is 2,903 cfs 

for 72 years of record. The flow is regulated since 1966 by Green Peter Reservoir and 

Foster Reservoir. Hydrologic data for the 1994 Water Year from USGS Water Resources 
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Data are in Table C-4 in Appendix C, together with relevant information about the station 

and its record. 

Two cross sections were selected at Sanderson Bridge. They were measured for 

cross-sectional geometry and flow velocities in summer 1995. Four bed material samples 

were collected at the two cross sections. The location of study area is shown in Figure 

36. Photos of the study area are shown in Figure 37. 

The reach of interest is about 600 ft long. The two cross sections are 145 ft apart 

on a secondary channel. The cross section downstream under the bridge is named 

Transect 1 and the cross section upstream of the bridge is Transect 2. The schematic 

locations of Transects 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 38. The middle bar in the study area 

acts as a point bar for the bend at Transect 2. The bar there has a coarse and steep surface 

while the bar near Transect 1 has a flat surface. Figure 39 shows photos of the bar 

surfaces beside Transects 1 and 2. Based on cross-sectional shape and bar features, it is 

assumed that Transect 1 represents a scalped bar zone (either a scalped point bar in a 

bend or a scalped alternate bar in a straight reach) and Transect 2 represents an unscalped 

zone in a bend. 

The Cross-sectional shapes and velocities were measured twice at each cross 

section during summer 1995. Measurements of velocity were made at one-to-five depths 

(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, surface) at each vertical position across the transect, with verticals 

spaced at 2-foot intervals. Depths were determined at each vertical and at some 

intermediate points. Results are plotted in Figures 40 through 43. The radius of 

curvature was also measured to the centerline of the channel at Transect 2 on August 3, 

1995, and is 209 ft. Pool depth, channel width and radius of curvature at each cross 

section are shown in Table 5. 

The ratio of pool depth to channel width and ratio of radius of curvature to 

channel width are shown in Table 6. 
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Figure 36. South Santiam River study area (source: Oregon State Water Resources
 
Board. 1963a)
 



a) View upstream past Transect 2 

b) View upstream past Transect 1
 

Figure 37. Photos of South Santiam River study area 
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Figure 38. Schematic location of transects in South Santiam River study reach 
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a) bar at ransect 

Figure 39. Photos of gravel bars beside transects in the South Santiam River study 
reach 
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Figure 40. Bed elevation and mean velocity at South Santiam River Transect 1 on June 10, 1995 
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Figure 41. Bed elevation and mean velocity at South Santiam River Transect 1 on August 3, 1995 
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Figure 42. Bed elevation and mean velocity at South Santiam River Transect 2 on June 12, 1995 
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Figure 43. Bed elevation and mean velocity at South Santiam River Transect 2 on July 31, 1995 
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Table 5. Pool depth, channel width, and radius of curvature at South Santiam River cross 
sections 

Cross section Maximum Corresponding Radius of curvature 
name pool depths channel widths for channel 

(ft) (ft) (ft) 

6/10 6/12 7/31 8/3 6/10 6/12 7/31 8/3 

Transect 1 2.65 2.22 55 55.3 

Transect 2 5.70 5.30 40.5 38 209 

Table 6. Ratio of channel width to pool depth and ratio of radius of curvature to channel 
width at South Santiam River cross sections 

Cross section Ratio of pool depth to channel Ratio of radius of curvature to
 

name width channel width
 

6/10 6/12 7/31 8/3 6/10 6/12 7/31 8/3 

Transect 1 0.048 0.040 

Transect 2 0.141 0.139 5.16 5.50 

Particle size distributions were obtained for four bed material samples of the 

armor layer at Transects 1 and 2. Three were taken in shallow water near the east (inner) 

hank and one was taken near mid-channel. Results are compared in Figure 44. The bed 

material collected near mid-channel at Transect 1 on August 3 was chosen for the 

representative bed material for the reach. Its particle sizes are relatively uniformly 

distributed and quite simiilar to those for the two samples taken at Transect 2. Its D50 is 

60 mm and D65 is 70 mm. 
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East Fork River 

According to Emmett et al. (1980 a, b), the East Fork River heads in the Wind 

River Range of Wyoming west of the Continental Divide and south of Mt. Bonneville as 

shown in Figure 45. Field data such as bed elevation, river stage, river discharge, bed 

material particle size, water surface slope, and rate and gradation of transported sediment 

were collected by several researchers during the snowmelt runoff season of 1979 in a 3.3 

km reach of the East Fork River. 

The level of the flood plain corresponds with the bankfull stage of the river, at 

which the water has an average depth of about 1.2 m. The bankfull discharge is about 20 

m3/sec. In spring 1979, bankfull stage was exceeded on 8 days. Maximum discharge was 

about 32 m3/sec, which has a recurrence interval of about 2 years. 

Composition of the streambed of the East Fork River at the study area is 

predominantly sand, but gravel bars occur throughout the reach. Gravel-size particles 

generally constitutes 10 to 40 percent of the bedload. The median particle size, D50 is 

1.28 mm; D35 and D65 are 0.50 and 2.88 mm, respectively, and D16 and D84 are 0.30 and 

13.31 mm, respectively. 

The average water surface slope in the reach is 0.0007 m/m and varies little with 

river stage. Bed load transport rates ranges from a little less than 0.001 to a little more 

than 0.1 kilogram per meter of channel width per second. 

Cross sections were placed an average centerline distance of 81 m apart at a total 

of 39 locations in the study reach, as shown in Figure 46. Among 39 cross sections, four 

cross sections were chosen for study here. They are Transects 0421, 1662, 2510, and 

2874. The cross-sectional shape at each cross section is shown in Figures 47 through 50. 

The radius of curvature was measured to the channel centerline at each cross section 

using the cross section location map (Emmett, 1980a,b). Pool depth, channel width, and 

radius of curvature at each cross section are shown in Table 7. All data are reported in 

S.I. units in this case. 
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The ratio of pool depth to channel width and ratio of radius of curvature to 

channel width are shown in Table 8. 

Table 7. Pool depth, channel width, and radius of curvature at East Fork River cross 
sections 

Cross section Maximum Corresponding Radius of curvature 

name pool depths channel widths for channel 

(m) (m) (m) 

Transect 0421 1.40 26.2 91 

Transect 1662 2.05 24.4 77 

Transect 2510 1.58 26.0 86 

Transect 2874 1.53 33.1 116 

Table 8. Ratio of channel width to pool depth and ratio of radius of curvature to channel 
width at East Fork River cross sections 

Cross section Ratio of pool depth to Ratio of radius of curvature 

name channel width to channel width 

Transect 0421 0.053 3.47 

Transect 1662 0.084 3.16 

Transect 2510 0.061 3.31 

Transect 2874 0.046 3.50 
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Figure 45. Location of East Fork River study area (source: Emmett, 1980a,b) 
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Figure 47. Bed elevation at East Fork River Transect 0421 on May 23, 1979 
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Figure 48. Bed elevation at East Fork River Transect 1662 on May 23, 1979 
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Figure 49. Bed elevation at East Fork River Transect 2510 on May 23, 1979 
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Figure 50. Bed elevation at East Fork River Transect 2874 on May 23, 1979 
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Rhone River 

The upper Rhone River in eastern France extends southwest from Lake Geneva to 

the Mediterranean Sea. The study reach is below Motz Dam at Chautagne hydropower 

bypassed reach. Four cross sections had data for bed elevations and velocities, collected 

in November 16, 1992. Two of these were selected for use in this study: Transects 

137,500 and 142,300. The locations of the study reach and cross sections are shown in 

Figures 51 and 52. 

The average water surface slope in the reach is 0.00105 m/m. The cross-sectional 

shapes and the mean velocities at several points across Transects 137,500 and 142,300 

are plotted in Figures 53 and 54. Maximum pool depth and channel width at each cross 

section are shown in Table 9. All data are reported in S.I. units in this case. 

Table 9. Pool depth, channel width, and ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width at 
upper Rhone River cross sections 

Cross section Maximum Corresponding Ratio of pool depth 

name pool depths channel widths to channel width 

(m) (m) 

Transect 137,500 7.1 142 0.050 

Transect 142,300 7.65 105.5 0.073 
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VIII. TESTING OF HYPOTHESES AND MODEL REFINEMENTS 

The shear stress testing methodology presented in Chapter VI is applied to the 

seven cases of artificial cross sections and to the data for cross sections in natural channel 

bends presented in Chapter VII. Analyses and interpretations are made in this chapter. 

Shear Stress Conditions for Artificial Cross Sections 

Case 1 

In Case 1, the pool and bar have the same width, 150 ft, and the point bar is 3 ft 

high above the bottom of the pool, with 1 ft of bar scalped. The bed material of the point 

bar is not as coarse as that of the pool. The results of shear stress calculations are 

summarized in Table 10. Calculations of ratios of actual shear stress to critical shear 

stress before and after bar scalping are summarized in Table 11. The supporting 

calculations are given in Appendix A. The summary results are also plotted in Figures 55 

and 56. 

From Table 10 and Figure 55 it is clearly shown that the actual shear stress 

increases with discharge in the pool zone and bar zone both before and after scalping, as 

is to be expected. At any given discharge, shear stresses are greater in the pool than at the 

point bar, both before and after scalping. Bar scalping has the effect of increasing the 

channel cross-sectional area and reducing shear stresses. 

From Table 11 and Figure 56 it is clearly shown that the ratio of actual to critical 

shear stress increases with discharge, as expected. The shift in ratio values for the pool 

due to bar scalping is explained by the reduced stresses in the pool. However, the shift in 

ratio values for the bar is additionally due to the exposure of subarmor material, with a 

lower value for critical shear stress. 



Table 10. Comparison of the actual shear stress before and after bar scalping in each case of artificial composite cross sectio 

Case 1 
11)1=150 ft b2=150 ft 
Dso=40.9nun Dso=16.5mm(armor) Dso=12.5mm(subarmor) 
1365=46.51mn D65= 24mm(armor) D65=19.5nun(subarmor) 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb/ft') 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
3788 0.428 0.111 0.141 0.082 

6627 0.533 0.221 0.233 0.154 
10074 0.636 0.329 0.316 0.226 

14083 0.738 0.435 0.406 0.307 

18620 0.838 0.540 0.496 0.390 
23662 0.938 0.643 0.588 0.476 

29189 1.036 0.745 0.677_ 0.561 

Case 3 
bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 
Dso=40.9mm Dso=16.5mm(armor) Dso=12.5nun(subarmor) 
D65=46.5nun D6s=24mm(armor) D6s=19.5mm(subannor) 
lateral bar slope=2/150=1013 I 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb/ft') 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
2186 0.325 0.056 0.112 0.051 

3791 0.432 0.112 0.153 0.088 
6608 0.536 0.222 0.192 0.145 

10024 0.640 0.330 0.276 0.218 

13994 0.741 0.436 0.362 0.297 

18486 0.842 0.541 0.451 0.379 

23476 0.941 0.645 0.539 0.461 

28944 1.039 0.746 0.626 0.544 

Case 2
 
bi=150 ft 'b2=150 ft
 
Dso=40.9mm Dso=40.9mm(annor) D50=15.8nun(subannor)
 
D6s=46.5mm D6s=46.5nun(armor) D6s=21.8nun(subarmor)
 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (1b/f2) 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
3601 0.428 0.111 0.131 0.076 

6301 0.533 0.221 0.211 0.139 
9577 0.636 0.329 0.294 0.210 

13388 0.738 0.435 0.377 0.285 

17701 0.838 0.540 0.460 0.361 
22493 0.938 0.643 0.545 0.441 

27745_ 1.036 0.745 0.628 0.520s 

Case 4 
bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 
Dso=40.9mm Ds0=40.9nun(armor) D50=15.8mm(subarmor) 
D6s=46.5nun D6s=46.5mm(annor) Do=21.8mm(subarmor) 
lateral bar slope=2/150.013 I 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb/ft') 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
2115 0.325 0.056 0.108 0.049 

3604 0.432 0.112 0.142 0.081 

6282 0.536 0.222 0.180 0.135 

9530 0.640 0.330 0.256 0.202 
13304 0.741 0.436 0.337 0.275 
17574 0.842 0.541 0.419 0.351 

22317 0.941 0.645 0.500 0.427 
27514 1.039 0.746 0.583 0.506 



Table 10. Comparison of the actual shear stress before and after bar scalping in each case of artificial composite cross section 
(Continued) 

Case 5 
bt=150 ft b2=150 ft 
D5o=40.9m D5o=16.5nun(armor) D5o=12.5nun(subannor) 
D65=46.5m D65=24nun(armor) D65= 19.5mm(subarmor) 

bar height: 4 ft Ibar scalping by 2 ft 
Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb /ft') 

(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

Pool bar pool bar 
5187 0.528 0.111 0.104 0.072 
8360 0.631 0.221 0.170 0.126 

12118 0.733 0.329 0.242 0.187 
16423 0.833 0.435 0.316 0.253 
21246 0.933 0.540 0.393 0.323 
26565_ 1.031 0.643 0.472 0.3% 

Case 7
 
bi=250 ft b2=50 ft
 
D5o=40.9m D5o= 16.Smm(armor) D5o= 12.5mm(subarmor)
 
D65=46.5m D65= 24mm(armor) D65= 19.Smm(subarmor)
 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb/ft') 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar Pool bar 
6292 0.436 0.110 0.310 0.161 
9583 0.543 0.214 0.412 0.245 

13414 0.650 0.315 0.514 0.330 
17754 0.756 0.412 0.615 0.415 
22582 0.860 0.505 0.718 0.499 
27877 0.964 0.595 0.815 0.579 

Case 6 
bt=150 ft b2=150 ft I 

D5o=40.9m D5o= 16.5mm(armor) D5o= 12.5mm(subarmor) 
D65=46.5m D65=24mm(annor) D65= 19.5mm(subarmor) 

bar height: 5 ft Ibar scalping by 3 ft 

Flow rate Actual shear stress (lb /ft') 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
6777 0.625 0.111 0.091 0.069 

10274 0.727 0.221 0.144 0.114 
14338 0.827 0.329 0.204 0.166 
18936 0.927 0.435 0.268 0.223 
24043 1.025 0.540 0.335 0.284 

33625_ 1.067 0.683 0.914 0.659 

http:D65=46.5m
http:D5o=40.9m
http:D65=46.5m
http:D5o=40.9m
http:D65=46.5m
http:D5o=40.9m


Table 11. Comparison of the ratio of actual shear stress to critical shear stress before and after bar scalping in each case 
of artificial composite cross section 

Case 1 Case 2 

bi=150 ft b2=150 ft bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 

Dso=40.9nun D50=16.5mm(armor) Dso=12.5rnm(subarmor) Dso=40.9mm Dso=40.9mm(annor) DS0=15.8mm(subarmor) 

D6s=46.5mm D6s=24rnm(annor) D6s=19.5min(subannor) D65=46.5mm D6s=46.5nun(annor) D6s=21.8nun(subarmor) 

Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress 

(cfs) before scalping after scalping (cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar pool bar pool bar 

3788 0.516 0.333 0.171 0.324 3601 0.516 0.134 0.158 0.237 

6627 0.642 0.661 0.282 0.606 6301 0.642 0.267 0.254 0.435 

10074 0.767 0.984 0.382 0.893 9577 0.767 0.397 0.355 0.657 

14083 0.890 1.302 0.490 1.211 13388 0.890 0.525 0.455 0.889 

18620 1.011 1.615 0.598 1.538 17701 1.011 0.652 0.555 1.127 

23662 1.131 1.924 0.710 1.879 22493 1.131 0.776 0.657 1.376 

29189 1.249 2.228 0.816 2.213 27745 1.249 0.899 0.758 1.623 

Case 3 Case 4 

ln=150 ft b2=150 ft bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 

Dso=40.9mm Dso=16.5nun(armor) Dso=12.5mm(subannor) Dso=40.9nun Dso= 40.9mm(armor) Dso=15.8nun(subannor) 

D6s=46.5nun D6s=24nun(armor) D6s=19.5mm(subarmor) D65=46.5nun _D6s=46.5nun(armor) D6s=21.8nun(subarmor) 

lateral bar slope=2/150.013 1 
lateral bar slope=2/150.013 

Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress 

(cfs) before scalping after scalping (cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar pool bar pool bar 

2186 0.393 0.168 0.135 0.203 2115 0.393 0.068 0.130 0.154 

3791 0.521 0.336 0.185 0.348 3604 0.521 0.135 0.171 0.254 

6608 0.647 0.664 0.232 0.571 6282 0.647 0.268 0.217 0.421 

10024 0.772 0.987 0.333 0.862 9530 0.772 0.398 0.309 0.632 

13994 0.894 1.305 0.437 1.171 13304 0.894 0.527 0.407 0.860 

18486 1.016 1.619 0.544 1.495 17574 1.016 0.653 0.505 1.0% 

23476 1.135 1.927 0.650 1.821 22317 1.135 0.778 0.603 1.334 

28944 1.254 2.232 0.755 2.149 27514 1.254_ 0.900 0.703 1.581 



Table 11. Comparison of the ratio of actual shear stress to critical shear stress before and after bar scalping in each case 
of artificial composite cross section (Continued) 

Case 5 Case 6 
bi=150 ft b2=150 ft bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 

Dso=40.9mm Dso=16.5mm(armor) Dso=12.5nun(subarmor) Dso =40.9mm Dso=16.5mm(annor) Dso=12.5mm(subarmor) 

D6s=46.5nun D6s=24mm(annor) D65:.---19.5nun(subannor) D6s=46.5nun D6s=24nun(annor) Do=19.5nun(subarmor) 

Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress 

(cfs) before scalping after scalping (cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar pool bar pool bar 

5187 0.636 0.333 0.126 0.285 6777 0.754 0.333 0.109 0.271 

8360 0.761 0.661 0.205 0.496 10274 0.877 0.661 0.174 0.450 

12118 0.884 0.984 0.291 0.738 14338 0.998 0.984 0.246 0.653 

16423 1.005 1.302 0.381 0.999 18936 1.118 1.302 0.323 0.881 

21246 1.125 1.615 0.474 1.275 24043_ 1.237 1.615 0.404 1.120 

26565 1.244_ 1.924_ 0.570_ 1.565 

Case 7 
1)1=250 ft b2=50 ft 
Dso=40.9mm Dso= 16.Smm(armor) Dso=12.5nun(subarmor) 
D6s=46.5nun D6s=24nun(armor) D6s=19.5tnrn(subarmor) 

Flow rate Actual shear stress/Critical shear stress 
(cfs) before scalping after scalping 

pool bar pool bar 
6292 0.526 0.328 0.374 0.634 
9583 0.656 0.641 0.497 0.968 

13414 0.784 0.942 0.620 1.304 

17754 0.911 1.231 0.742 1.637 

22582 1.038 1.510 0.866 1.970 
27877 1.163 1.780 0.983 2.286 
33625 1.287 2.041_ 1.102 2.600 
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In Figure 56, the pool experiences sediment transport at flow rates above about 

25,000 cfs before bar scalping. But after bar scalping the pool no longer experiences 

scouring at this flow (nor for even larger flows) because of the weakened scouring force 

due to bar scalping. In the case of the point bar, there is only a slight weakening of 

scouring after bar scalping. The point bar experiences scouring at flow rates over 10,000 

cfs before and after bar scalping. Again, this is because of the exposure of subarmor 

material that is more susceptible of transport. 

Case 2 

In Case 2, The channel geometry is the same as for Case 1, except that the bed 

material in the point bar has the same coarse particle size distribution as in the pool. 

Results from calculation of shear stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a 

corresponding flow rate of 27,745 cfs, are summarized in Tables 10 and 11, with 

supporting calculations given in Appendix A, as already noted. The summary results are 

plotted in Figures 57 and 58. 

Table 10 and Figure 57 show that the actual shear stress increases with discharge 

in the pool zone and bar zone both before and after scalping, as is to be expected. At any 

given discharge, shear stresses are greater in the pool than at the point bar, both before 

and after scalping. Bar scalping increases the channel cross-sectional area and reduces 

shear stresses. 

Table 11 and Figure 58 shows that the ratio of actual to critical shear stress 

increases with discharge, as expected. The shift in ratio values for the pool due to bar 

scalping is explained by the reduced stresses in the pool. However, the shift in ratio 

values for the bar is additionally due to the exposure of subarmor material, with a lower 

value for critical shear stress. 
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Even though the actual shear stresses decreased in the pool and point bar after 

scalping, the ratio of actual to critical shear stress increased at the point bar after scalping 

while it decreased at the pool after scalping. This is mainly because the bed material in 

the point bar is quite coarse and the critical shear stress is large before bar scalping. But, 

after scalping the critical shear stress becomes much less whereas the actual shear stress 

experiences less change. In this case, the scalped bar is likely to experience more erosion 

over a wider range of discharges after scalping. The pool will experience less scour and 

more deposition. 

Case 3 

In Case 3, the channel geometry and sediment properties are the same as for Case 

1 except that the point bar has an initial lateral slope of 2V:150H before bar scalping. 

Results from calculation of shear stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a 

corresponding flow rate of 28,944 cfs, are summarized in Tables 10 and 11 from 

supporting calculations in Appendix A. The summary results are plotted in Figures 59 

and 60. 

Results for the actual shear stresses in Case 3 are very similar to those for Case 1. 

The change of ratio of actual to critical shear stress due to bar scalping also represents a 

very similar pattern to Case 1 except that the ratio values in the pool and point bar are 

slightly lower in Case 3 than those of Case 1. That means slightly more deposition is 

likely to occur due to weakened scouring compared to Case 1. 

Case 4 

In Case 4, the channel geometry is the same as for Case 3 (initial lateral bar slope) 

but the bed material in the point bar has the same coarse particle size distribution as in the 
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pool. Results from calculation of shear stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a 

corresponding flow rate of 27,514 cfs, are summarized in Tables 10 and 11 from 

supporting calculations in Appendix A. The summary results are plotted in Figures 61 

and 62. 

The results show that even though the actual shear stress decreased for the entire 

cross section after scalping, the ratio of actual to critical shear stress increased after 

scalping for the point bar but decreased for the pool, as was observed in Case 2. 

Therefore, the responses after scalping in Cases 3 and 4 seem to be similar to those in 

Cases 1 and 2, even though the magnitudes of shear stresses and the ratios are a little 

different. 

Case 5 

In Case 5, the channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for 

Case 1, except that the point bar is four feet high and has been scalped by two feet. 

Results from calculation of shear stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a 

corresponding flow rate of 26,565 cfs, are summarized in Tables 10 and 11 from 

supporting calculations in Appendix A. The summary results are plotted in Figures 63 

and 64. 

In this case the equivalent bed difference for the entire cross section, AZ, is taken 

to be 1 ft, as a half of the scalped depth of the point bar. Tables A-1 and A-5 in Appendix 

A show that the water stage is higher and the energy slope is lower for Case 5 than those 

of Case 1. The actual shear stress and the ratio of actual to critical shear stress are 

reduced more in the entire cross section after scalping in Case 5 compared to Case 1. 

This implies that the entire cross section seems to experience more deposition after 

scalping. From Figure 64, the pool is seen to experience sediment transport at a flow rate 

of about 18,000 cfs before bar scalping, but after scalping the pool no longer experiences 

scouring at this flow rate. By comparison with Case 1, the pool experiences more 
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scouring before bar scalping but less scouring after bar scalping at any given flow rate. 

The point bar experiences less scouring, both before and after bar scalping, compared to 

the Case 1 situation. 

Case 6 

In Case 6, the channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for 

Cases 1 and 5, except that the point bar is now five feet high and has been scalped by 

three feet. Results from calculation of shear stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a 

corresponding flow rate of 24,043 cfs, are summarized in Tables 10 and 11 from 

supporting calculations in Appendix A. The summary results are plotted in Figures 65 

and 66. 

In this case the equivalent bed difference for the entire cross section, AZ, is taken 

to be 1.5 ft, as half of the scalped depth of the point bar. Results show that the actual 

shear stress and the ratio of actual to critical shear stress are reduced more in the entire 

cross section after scalping, compared to Case 5. Therefore, it can be said that the deeper 

the bar is scalped the weaker became the boundary shear stresses in the pool and the point 

bar. It is also expected that more deposition occurs in the entire cross section, if other 

conditions are same, than in Case 5. 

Case 7 

In Case 7, the channel characteristics and sediment properties are the same as for 

Case 1, except that the width of the pool is 250 ft and the width of the point bar is 50 ft 

compared to 150 ft and 150 ft, respectively, in Case 1. Results from calculation of shear 

stresses for water depths up to 10 ft, with a corresponding flow rate of 33,625 cfs, are 

summarized in Tables 10 and 11 from supporting calculations in Appendix A. The 

summary results are plotted in Figures 67 and 68. 
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In this case the equivalent bed difference for the entire cross section, AZ, is taken 

to be 0.2 ft, as one fifth of the scalped depth (1 ft of point bar scalping, because the width 

of the point bar, is equivalent to one fifth of the width of the pool). The effect of bed 

difference of the point bar on the change of water stage after scalping is diminished 

compared to Case 1. Also, the change of boundary shear stresses differs spatially. From 

Tables 10 and 11 and Figures 67 and 68, it is found that the actual shear stress and the 

ratio of actual to critical shear stress decreased in the pool but increased in the point bar 

after bar scalping. This is because the change of hydraulic radius, R, and energy slope, S, 

due to bar scalping are small enough to have little effect on the change of actual shear 

stress in the point bar, whereas the exposure of the subarmor layer by bar scalping affects 

the critical shear stress much compared to the actual shear stress, thus affecting the ratio 

of actual to critical shear stress. 
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Geomorphic Relationships for Artificial Cross Sections 

The relationship between water stage and the ratio of maximum pool depth, dmax, 

to hydraulic mean depth, d , is analyzed and plotted for each case. The ratio of 

maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth is an important hydraulic index to 

represent the channel morphology in the river bends. 

In rectangular channels the ratio of maximum depth to hydraulic mean depth stays 
dmax dmax Tdmax wdmaxat 1 for all stages. This is because 1, where A is flowA/T A wdmax 

area, T is top width of the channel, and w is width of the channel. 

dmax dmax Tdmax
In triangular channels the ratio stays at 2 for all stages because 

d A/T A 

2mdmaxdmax 
2' where m is the inverse slope of the bank.

1/2.2mdmax2 

d max dmax w+2mdmaxIn trapezoidal channels the ratio _ _ This ratioA 
umax w+mdmax 

w+2mdmax 

increases as stage increases for fixed w and m. This ratio has values between 1 and 2, 

depending on the inverse slope, m. For m = 0 (a rectangular channel) the ratio has a 

value of 1 and for w = 0 but m # 0 (a triangular channel) the ratio has a value of 2 for all 

non-zero values of m. 

In composite trapezoidal cross sections, the ratio 
dmax 

iis different from the other 

cases stated, as are the changes with water stage. When the water stage is low and 

confined in the pool area, the ratio would be similar to the simple trapezoidal section, 

where the ratio increases between 1 and 2, or similar to the simple triangular section, 

where the ratio is 2. When the water stage is higher than the low-water trapezoid level 

and the flow area extends over the point bar, the ratio becomes small as stage goes up. 

This is best shown by analysis of individual cases. 

For example, in Case 1 the ratio 
dmax 

becomes: 
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dmax Tdmax 300dmax + 4dmax2 
Thus when dmax is 4 ft, the ratio is 1.616, and

d A 300dmax + 2dr,ax2 

when dmax is 5 ft, the ratio becomes 1.455. This implies that the rate of increase of 

hydraulic mean depth with increasing depth exceeds the rate of increase of maximum 

pool depth when the stage is above low-water-level. That is because the flow area 

increases faster compared to the increase of top channel width. 

These phenomena are characteristics of the composite trapezoidal cross section. 

Figure 69 shows the relationship between stage and ratio of maximum pool depth to 

hydraulic mean depth for Case 1. After scalping the relation shifted to smaller values of 

maximum depth compared to hydraulic depth and became steeper. The reason for the 

shift is that hydraulic mean depth increased for a given water stage because of the 

increase of flow area due to bar scalping while the maximum pool depth remained the 

same. The steeper line results because the cross-sectional area becomes closer to a 

simple rectangular or trapezoidal cross section due to bar scalping (the line is 

perpendicular in the case of a rectangular or triangular cross section and nearly vertical 

for a simple trapezoid that is wide compared to the depth). 

In Case 2, the relationship is the same as in Case 1 because the cross-sectional 

shapes are the same. 

In Case 3, shown in Figure 70, the relationship is almost the same as in Case 1 

except that the line after bar scalping moved slightly more toward smaller values of the 

maximum-depth to hydraulic-mean-depth ratio. That means that the hydraulic mean 

depth is a little increased compared to that of Case 1 due to increased flow area after 

scalping when water stage is higher than the low-water level. 

Case 4 has a relationship that is the same as in Case 3. 

In Case 5, shown in Figure 71, the line before scalping is located to the right side 

of the line for Case 1 (larger ratio in Case 5). This is because at any given stage the 
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hydraulic mean depth is smaller in Case 5 before scalping occurs. After scalping, the 

channel shape is the same as that in Case 1 and the line is identical. 

In Case 6, shown in Figure 72, the line before scalping is located even farther to 

the right side because the hydraulic mean depth is smaller than in Cases 1 and 5 for any 

given water stage. 

In Case 7, shown in Figure 73, the lines before and after scalping are very similar 

in position and steepness compared to other cases. This is because the geometric shape of 

the Case 7 cross section approaches that of a simple trapezoidal or rectangular cross 

section. The hydraulic mean depth in this situation approaches the pool depth. 

Therefore, the ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth approaches a 

constant value. 

The foregoing analyses give indications that hydraulic mean depth approaches the 

maximum pool depth due to bar scalping when the comparison is made on the basis of 

water stage. This is a useful finding for use if river conditions related to water surface 

levels may be of major concern. It shows that there is less geomorphic difference 

immediately after bar scalping pool depth and bar depth become more similar 

immediately due to bar scalping. 

However, for a given discharge, the water stage actually rises in the scalped zone 

as a result of bar scalping. For example, Appendix A shows that in Case 1 a pre-scalping 

water stage of six feet allows a discharge of 10,074 cfs. After bar scalping, this same 

discharge moves through the scalped zone with a water stage of 6.70 feet. Similar 

comparisons can he made for other water stages. The shift in stage in the bar-scalped 

reach is noted in Figure 69 for two flows to illustrate this situation. 
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Figure 69. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth for Case 1 
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Figure 70. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth for Case 3 
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Figure 71. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth for Case 5 
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Figure 72. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth for Case 6 
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Figure 73. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth for Case 7 
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Chetco River Relationships 

Cross-sectional data collected in three years (May 1981, May 1982, and July 

1989) from the lower Chetco River are used in the analysis. The water stages range from 

3 to 8.5 ft at the cross section; in some cross sections these represent only the pool 

characteristics. 

The relationship between water stage and ratio of maximum pool depth to 

hydraulic mean depth at each cross section is plotted in Figure 74. 

At Transect SCS#56, the rate of increase of maximum pool depth exceeds the rate 

of increase of hydraulic mean depth as stage increases. This is because the pool is deep, 

narrow, and nearly triangular in appearance, especially in 1982 when the stage is the 

highest among three observations. 

At Transect DSL A, the ratios of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth 

for two years (1981, 1989) at a stage of 5.5 ft are the same while the ratio for 1982 is 

larger. This is because the cross section shapes in 1981 and 1989 look like simple 

trapezoidal sections while that in 1989 looks deeper and narrower and has a triangular 

section in the deepest pool. 

At Transect DSL B, the cross-sectional shapes in 1981 and 1989 look similar with 

simple trapezoidal shapes, except for differences in maximum pool depth. Therefore, the 

two cross sections in 1981 and 1989 have nearly the same value of the ratio of maximum 

pool depth to hydraulic mean depth. The cross section in 1982 has a narrower and deeper 

section in the pool and a higher value of the ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic 

mean depth, compared to the 1981 data for a similar stage. 

At Transect DSL C, the cross section has a relatively wide and large pool as stage 

increases, therefore the rate of increase of maximum pool depth becomes smaller than the 

rate of increase of hydraulic mean depth with increasing stage. 

At Transect SCS#14, the cross section in 1989 at a stage of 3.15 ft has a relatively 

narrower and smaller pool compared to the cross section in 1981 with a stage of 4.4 ft. 
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Therefore, the ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth in 1989 is greater 

than the ratio in 1981. But, the cross section in 1982 at a stage of 6.4 ft has a much 

narrower pool and has a nearly triangular shape. Then, the ratio of maximum pool depth 

to hydraulic mean depth is the highest among the three sets of data. 

The ratio of radius of curvature to channel width vs. ratio of maximum pool depth 

to channel width is plotted in Figure 75. A line of best fit is added by regression analysis 

with the curve of trendline using all data in the lower Chetco River. From the graph, it is 

weakly indicated that the ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width is inversely 

related to the ratio of radius of curvature to channel width. Such relation implies that a 

sharp bend has a tendency to have relatively deeper pool compared to a smooth bend. 

The lack of strong relationship for the Chetco River may suggest that past bar scalping 

has affected pool depth and weakened the expected relationship. Unfortunately, this can 

not be checked from available Chetco River data (i.e., if a cumulative effect has occurred, 

it is too late now to reconstruct past data). 
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width in the lower Chetco River 
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South Santiam River Relationships 

The observed relationships between water stage and ratio of maximum pool depth 

to hydraulic mean depth at two cross sections of the South Santiam River at Sanderson 

Bridge are plotted in Figure 76. Data represent two discharge conditions at each transect. 

At Transect 2, the rate of increase of maximum pool depth is smaller than the rate of 

increase of hydraulic depth as stage increases. At Transect 1, the rate of increase of 

maximum pool depth is still smaller than the rate of increase of hydraulic mean depth, but 

the slope of the line is much steeper than that of Transect 2 in the graph. When these are 

compared to Case 1 of artificial cross sections, Transect 2 acts like a cross section before 

bar scalping, and Transect 1 acts like a cross section after bar scalping. Since it is 

assumed that Transect 2 is in the unscalped zone and Transect 1 is in the scalped zone, 

the assumptions seem to match with the field data. 

Ratio of radius of curvature to channel width vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to 

channel width at Transect 2 is plotted by regression analysis in Figure 77. Although 

radius of curvature is measured only at Transect 2 and for a limited range of discharge, it 

is shown that ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width is inversely related with 

ratio of radius of curvature to channel width as same as other natural channels. Results in 

Figure 77 differ greatly from those for the Chetco River, where bar scalping actually 

occurred. 

Point velocities were measured twice at each cross section in the summer of 1995. 

Velocity contours were constructed at each cross section. These are shown in Figures 78 

through 81. The viewpoint is that of looking downstream. At Transect 2, where the 

gravel-bar is assumed to be unscalped, the plot of velocity contours shows that high 

velocity contours are located outside of the deepest pool towards the outer bank in both 

measurements (June 12 and July 31, 1995), as shown in Figures 80 and 81. At Transect 

1, where the bar is assumed to be scalped, the plot of velocity contours shows that the 
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Figure 79. Velocity contours at South Sanliam River Transect 1 on August 3,1995 
(view looking downstream) 
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Figure R 1. Velocity contours at South Santiam River Transect 2 on July 31,1995 
(view looking downstream) 
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high velocity contours are located inside of the deepest pool toward the inner bank in 

both measurements (June 10 and August 3, 1995), as shown in Figures 78 and 79. Since 

the cross-sectional shapes before scalping at Transects 1 and 2 were supposed to be 

similar within the short reach of the study, the velocity contours at Transect 1 would have 

had the same pattern as those at Transect 2 before scalping. The velocity contours after 

scalping at Transect 1 show that the core of maximum velocity moved inwardly toward 

the bar. 

Boundary shear stresses at the channel bed are analyzed at each cross section 

using the concept of relative shear stress. Since the boundary shear stress is proportional 
dv

to the velocity gradient, the values of the velocity gradient at each subsection of the 

cross section are calculated using the point velocities measured nearest the channel bed. 

This is called relative shear stress here and has dimensions of 1/sec. The relative shear 

stress with dimensions of 1/sec is multiplied by the unit area of the subsection bottom to 

have an area of relative shear stress with dimensions of ft2/sec. This area is compared to 

the area of actual shear stress calculated from to = yRSe. By equating these two areas, 

the ratio of area of actual shear stress to area of relative shear stress can be found. By 

multiplying relative shear stress (with dimensions of 1/sec) by the ratio of area of actual 

shear stress to area of relative shear stress, relative shear stress with dimensions of lb/ft2 

at the channel bed is obtained. These relationships are plotted in Figures 82 through 85. 

Again, the viewpoint is that of looking downstream. The calculation procedure at each 

cross section is tabulated in Tables D-1 through D-4 of Appendix D. 

At Transect 2 in Figures 84 and 85, the relative shear stress with lb/ft2 units has 

higher values in the deepest pool on June 12, 1995 (when the discharge was somewhat 

larger) and outside of the deepest pool toward the outer bank on July 31, 1995. At 

Transect 1 (Figures 82 and 83), the relative shear stress at the channel bed has the highest 

value inside the deepest pool toward the inner bank for both discharges. Therefore, the 
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maximum boundary shear stress moved inwardly, matching the high velocity contours 

after assumed scalping at Transect 1. 

It should be noted that the outside bank of the bend has been riprapped to protect 

against erosion. The large angular boulders greatly reduce the near-bank velocity. At 

Transect 1 these boulders cover the bed for 4 6 feet from the edge of water. At Transect 

2, the boulders may extend 8 10 feet from the water's edge. Hence, the velocities and 

shear stresses are less severe there than for a natural bend. 
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1995 
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1995
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East Fork River Relationships 

Cross-sectional data collected in 1979 from four transects in the East Fork River 

are used in the analysis. Although gravel mining was not involved in this study reach, 

channel morphology in the East Fork bends is investigated to obtain general 

morphological characteristics for channel bends. 

The ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width is plotted with respect to ratio 

of radius of curvature to channel width in Figure 86. It is shown that the tight bend has a 

high value of ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width in the graph. Results agree 

with those of the Chetco River in spite of differences of actual radius of curvature and 

channel width for the two rivers. 

The actual shear stresses are computed from the relationship to = yRSe. The 

calculation procedure at each cross section is tabulated in Tables D-5 through D-8 of 

Appendix D. The actual shear stresses at each cross section are plotted with bed 

elevations in Figures 87 through 90. From the graphs, it is seen that the maximum shear 

stress is generally located at the deepest pool. 

The ratio of maximum shear stress to average shear stress plotted against the ratio 

of radius of curvature to channel width is shown in Figure 91. The line of fit was 

obtained by regression analysis using all data in the reach. From the graph, it is indicated 

that sharper bends may have relatively higher maximum shear stresses with respect to 

average shear stress. 
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Figure 88. Bed elevation and shear stress at East Fork River Transect 1662 on May 23, 1979 
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Figure 89. Bed elevation and shear stress at East Fork River Transect 2510 on May 23, 1979 
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Figure 90. Bed elevation and shear stress at East Fork River Transect 2874 on May 23, 1979 
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Rhone River Relationships 

Cross-sectional data collected in 1992 from two transects of the upper Rhone 

River are used in the analysis. 

The relationship between water stage and ratio of maximum pool depth to 

hydraulic mean depth in the reach is plotted in Figure 92. The line in the graph 

represents characteristics of a typical composite cross section, such as in Case 1 of the 

artificial cross sections presented earlier. The rate of increase of maximum pool depth is 

less than rate of increase of hydraulic mean depth as stage increases in the reach. 

The velocity contours are drawn at each cross section in Figures 93 and 94. By 

way of comparison, Markham and Thorne (1992) insisted that the ratio of maximum 

depth to width in the cross section is the most important control over the distribution of 

flow in the cross section. They stated that where the ratio is small, depths above the point 

bar are small and the inward-acting transverse pressure gradient force acting on the flow 

is unable to balance the outward-acting centrifugal force. As a result, the transverse 

component of flow is directed radially outwards over the whole flow depth in the point 

bar, and pushes the high velocity contour outside toward the outer bank. These 

phenomena described by Markham and Thorne are well shown at Transect 137,500 in 

Figure 93. Where the ratio is large, the transverse pressure gradient force becomes large 

in the point bar and flow separation is likely to occur with a weak inwardly directed 

component above the point bar bottom. Therefore, the high velocity contour moves 

inward to the inner bank compared to the case when the ratio is small. This latter 

circumstance is shown at Transect 142,300 in Figure 94. 

Boundary shear stresses at channel beds are analyzed at each cross section using 

the concept of relative shear stress already described in the case of the South Santiam 

River. The computation procedure at each cross section is tabulated in Tables D-9 and D

10 of Appendix D. The relationships are plotted in Figures 95 and 96. From the graphs, 

it is shown that at Transect 142,300 the maximum relative shear stress with N/m2 unit is 
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located in the deepest pool and the next high relative shear stress is at the point bar face. 

At Transect 137,500 the highest shear stress is located inside of the deepest pool towards 

point bar. These phenomena are also observed in the South Santiam River. Where the 

ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width is small, the secondary currents flow 

inwardly on the channel bed and meet outward shoaling flow across the point bar at the 

point bar face. Since these two currents collide at the point bar face, the shear stress 

becomes high there. Where the ratio is large, the secondary flow at the channel bed flows 

to the point bar without colliding with the outward secondary flow over the point bar 

because there is flow separation over the point bar and the secondary currents move 

outwardly through the water surface. 

In the Rhone River, analysis using the radius of curvature is avoided. It is not 

accurate to determine the radius of curvature on the map because the reach containing the 

cross section to be measured is not an exact arc. Also, because of hydropower reach 

dewatering effects, the measurement of the radius of curvature depends on the season 

when the map was made. In the analysis, it is recommendable to use the ratio of radius of 

curvature to channel width taken from the relationship of the ratio of radius of curvature 

to channel width and the ratio of maximum pool depth to channel width which is made 

from sufficient data points in that channel, instead of using single ratio of radius of 

curvature to channel width from the map. 
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Figure 92. Water stage vs. ratio of maximum pool depth to hydraulic mean depth in the upper Rhone 
River 
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IX. APPLICATION TO LONG-TERM MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF GRAVEL
 
MINING 

General Aspects of Long-Term Effects 

Cumulative effects have an important bearing on stream health. Such effects arise 

in situations where the incremental effects of separate activities, even if small or isolated 

in space and time, become additive through interaction. The interactions may even be 

synergistic (i.e., the combined effect is greater than the sum of individual effects). Large-

scale changes may occur due to cumulative effects, even if individual actions are too 

small to produce such changes when taken alone (Oregon Water Resources Research 

Institute, 1995). 

Gravel extraction from the channel usually results in a variety of on-site and 

cumulative impacts on channel morphology. Cumulative impacts are characterized by 

being dispersed over a large distance from the impact activity site and by tending to be 

long term (Oregon Water Resources Research Institute, 1995). 

By removing sediment from the channel bar, bar scalping interrupts the continuity 

of sediment transport. Kondolf (1993) pointed out that the pit created in the river bed by 

gravel mining traps bedload transported from upstream, allowing clear water to pass 

downstream. This 'sediment-starved' or 'hungry' water possesses excess energy that 

would have otherwise been used to transport sediment. but instead will erode the river 

bed and banks to regain at least part of its former bedload. He also noted that the bed is 

over-steepened at the upstream end of the pit, creating an unstable 'knickpoint' which will 

migrate upstream, causing bed incision there. Bed incision may result in general bed 

degradation (lowering of the river bed). This can undermine bridges and other structures 

and can expose pipelines and water supply facilities buried in the river bed. 

Bed degradation is frequently accompanied by coarsening of the bed material 

downstream of the scalped zone, as more easily transported particles are carried 
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downstream by 'hungry water', leaving only a lag deposit of cobbles or large gravels, as 

discussed by Kondolf (1993). 

Specific Expectations 

It has been shown in this research that the bed shear stresses are decreased in the 

pool zone of a channel after bar scalping. Analysis of scalped artificial composite 

sections shows that deposition of sediment transported from upstream sources is likely to 

occur in the pool if sediment transport rates and resupply from upstream are the same 

after scalping as before scalping. Thus, one long-term morphological effect of gravel bar 

scalping is to cause some shoaling of pools adjacent to scalped bars. 

Where multiple sites are scalped in a reach, the downstream sites would receive 

decreased amounts of new sediment transported from upstream sources while the 

upstream sites are being replenished. In this case, pools at the downstream sites might 

experience some lowering of bed elevation due to overall bed degradation downstream of 

the upstream scalped site, depending on the amount of gravel removal and the sediment 

transport rate, while new gravel input to the reach is intercepted there and some clear-

water scour is initiated downstream of that site. High flows may scour the disturbed 

material on the scalped bars and cause some loss of elevation there. If this material 

deposits in pool zones at downstream scalped sites, this may offset any general bed 

degradation but will also lead to loss of pool depth and volume. 

Thus, for multiple scalping sites another long-term morphological effect is to 

starve the downstream sites from resupply, other than from local disturbed bars, while 

upstream scalped bars rebuild. It can be generally said that there is a high chance of 

having a decreased rate of deposition in the pools at downstream cross sections after bar 

scalping along a reach because of a net reduced sediment supply. It can be also said that 

pools would get deposition in the long run after scalping due to weaker shear stress 
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provided that the sediment transport rates from upstream are same before and after bar 

scalping. 

Point bar scalping may cause the widening of a channel bend and shift of the 

thalweg inward toward the convex bank and away from the concave bank. At high water 

levels this will alleviate scouring forces exerted on the outer bank because the maximum 

boundary shear stress has moved inward and the outer bank has weaker shear stress after 

bar scalping. Thus, another long-term morphological effect of gravel bar scalping is to 

cause some reduction of bank erosion at the concave bank and to decrease meandering 

tendencies and planform instability for a period. It is noted, however, that this effect can 

be quickly changed due to major floods because of the resulting large increases in 

sediment resupply to the scalped zone from upstream. 
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X. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary and Synthesis of Work 

The primary objective of the research was to develop a means to determine the 

direct and cumulative effects of river bar scalping on sediment transport and channel 

morphology, with particular emphasis on pool depth. This objective has been 

accomplished at least in a qualitative way. 

Research hypotheses were developed and tested against the cases of artificial 

composite cross sections and against field data collected for the Chetco and South 

Santiam rivers in Oregon, the East Fork River in Wyoming, and the upper Rhone River in 

France. The hypotheses are that (1) the large magnitudes of velocity in the velocity 

distributions shift inward toward the convex bank of the bend after bar scalping; 

therefore, (2) the large magnitudes of shear stress in the boundary shear stress distribution 

accordingly shift toward the convex bank, resulting in weaker sediment transport and 

greater likelihood of shoaling of the pool zone near the convex bank. 

These hypotheses are tested in seven cases of composite trapezoidal cross 

sections. The channel geometry is arbitrarily taken as a schematic form of the typical 

cross section of a Willamette River bend. Analysis of boundary shear stress shows that 

the calculated local boundary shear stresses are reduced in pool zones after bar scalping 

in all seven cases. The ratios of calculated local boundary shear stress to critical 

boundary shear stress are also reduced in the pool zone after bar scalping in all cases. 

The calculated local boundary shear stresses in the scalped bar zones are reduced after bar 

scalping in all cases except Case 7. In Case 7, the calculated local boundary shear 

stresses are increased in the point bar zone after bar scalping for flow rates up to 20,000 

cfs. The ratios of calculated local boundary shear stress to critical boundary shear stress 

are reduced in the point bar zone after bar scalping in Cases 1, 3, 5, and 6. In Cases 2, 4, 

and 7, the rates are increased in the point bar after bar scalping. 
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The hypotheses are also tested against field data collected for four natural rivers. 

In the South Santiam River, two cross sections are chosen to represent a natural 

unscalped cross section (Transect 2) and a cross section (Transect 1) similar in shape to a 

scalped cross section in the study reach. The velocity distribution at the scalped cross 

section (Transect 1) shows that the maximum velocity contour was positioned inward 

toward the convex bank compared to the velocity distribution pattern of the unscalped 

cross section (Transect 2). Therefore, the hypotheses are supported by the shear stress 

analysis in the artificial composite cross sections and by the velocity distribution in the 

South Santiam River 

Main Conclusions of Work 

The main conclusions of the research are as follows: 1) the maximum velocity 

distribution shifts inward toward the convex bank of a channel bend at high water levels 

after gravel removal from a point bar, assuming that sediment transport rates and resupply 

from upstream are the same as before bar scalping; 2) the inward shift of the maximum 

velocity distribution causes changes of boundary shear stress distribution in pool zones; 

3) weaker boundary shear stresses are expected in pool zones after bar scalping. This will 

result in fewer incipient motion events in pool zones over each runoff season; and 4) as a 

result, the pool will experience net sediment deposition as a long-term effect of sediment 

transport events separated by periods of bed stability. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

The shear stress analysis has been conducted from an analytical approach with 

limited field data of cross section measurements. It is recommended that cross section 

measurements such as bed elevation, point velocity of flow, channel slope and bed 
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material sizes be made in reaches with actual scalped zones before and after bar scalping, 

continuing over a long period to determine residual effects. 

It is also recommended that analysis of the sediment balance in study reaches be 

made along with known amounts of sediment extracted by bar scalping, to attempt to 

calculate the amount of deposition in the reach. 

It may be necessary to conduct laboratory experiments to support the results made 

in this research. However, scale effects are likely to prevent reliable simulation of 

transverse and three-dimensional flow conditions with models much smaller than 

prototype size. Yet the three-dimensional effects are critical to true hydraulic and 

sediment transport conditions. Numerical modeling is also recommended for future 

research. Existing computer models need to be modified to fit this future objective with 

reliable simulation of three-dimensional flow fields. 
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APPENDIX A:
 

Comparison of Shear Stress Before and After Bar Scalping
 

in Case 1 through Case 7
 



Table A-1. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 1 

Case 1 b,=150 ft b2=150 ft 
D.=40.9mm D.=16.5nun(armor) D,o=12.5mm(subarmor) 
D63=46.5nun D65=24nun(armor) D.=19.5nun(subarmor) 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, d, z, A, P, R, act T D, u. Re. T crit T 

(ft) 
2 

(ft/ft) 
0.0018 

(ft) 
150 

(ft) 
2 2 

(ft2) 

308 
(ft) 
158.94 

(ft) 
1.94 

(1b/ft2) 

0.218 
(ft) 

0.134 
(ft/s) 

0.335 3189 0.06 
(Ib/ft2) 

0.829 

3 0.0018 150 3 2 468 163.42 2.86 0.322 0.134 0.407 3877 0.06 0.829 

4 0.0018 150 4 2 631 165.65 3.81 0.428 0.134 0.470 4472 0.06 0.829 

5 0.0018 150 5 2 796 167.89 4.74 0.533 0.134 0.524 4989 0.06 0.829 

6 0.0018 150 6 2 963 170.12 5.66 0.636 0.134 0.573 5451 0.06 0.829 

7 0.0018 150 7 2 1132 172.36 6.57 0.738 0.134 0.617 5872 0.06 0.829 

8 0.0018 150 8 2 1303 174.60 7.46 0.838 0.134 0.658 6259 0.06 0.829 

9 0.0018 150 9 2 1476 176.83 8.35 0.938 0.134 0.696 6619 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1651 179.07 9.22 1.036 0.134 0.731 6957 0.06 0.829 

After bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, d, Z1 AI P, R, act T D. u. Re. T crit T 

(ft) 
4.63 

(ft/ft) 
0.0005 

(ft) 
150 

(ft) 
4.63 2 

(ft2) 

730 
(ft) 
164.83 

(ft) 
4.43 

(1b/ft2) 

0.141 
(ft) 

0.134 
(ft/s) 

0.270 2571 0.06 
(1b /ft2) 

0.829 

5.62 0.0007 150 5.62 2 893 167.04 5.35 0.233 0.134 0.347 3303 0.06 0.829 

6.7 0.0008 150 6.7 2 1073 169.45 6.33 0.316 0.134 0.404 3845 0.06 0.829 

7.73 0.0009 150 7.73 2 1246 171.76 7.26 0.406 0.134 0.458 4357 0.06 0.829 

8.76 0.0010 150 8.76 2 1422 174.06 8.17 0.496 0.134 0.506 4814 0.06 0.829 

9.77 0.0010 150 9.77 2 15% 176.32 9.05 0.588 0.134 0.551 5244 0.06 0.829 
10.8 0.0011 150 10.8 2 1776 178.62 9.94 0.677 0.134 0.591 5624 0.06 0.829 



Table A-1. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 1 (Continued) 

Bar 
act z/ D. n1 b2 d2 z2 AT P2 R2 act r D. u. Re. 

crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb /ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 
0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.388 0.153 0.025 
0.516 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 151 152.24 0.99 0.111 0.054 0.240 921 

0.642 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 304 154.47 1.97 0.221 0.054 0.338 1297 

0.767 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 459 156.71 2.93 0.329 0.054 0.412 1582 

0.890 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 616 158.94 3.88 0.435 0.054 0.474 1820 

1.011 0.153 0.025 
r 

150 5 2 775 161.18 4.81 0.540 0.054 0.528 2027 
1.131 0.153 0.025 150 6 2 936 163.42 5.73 0.643 0.054 0.576 2212 
1.249 0.153 0.025 150 7 2 1099 165.65 6.63 0.745 0.054 0.620 2381 

Bar AZ(ft).= 1 

act t/ D. n1 to: d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act r D. u. Re. 

crit z (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (Ibife) (ft) (ft/s) 
0.171 0.153 0.025 150 2.63 2 401 155.88 2.58 0.082 0.041 0.206 599 
0.282 0.153 0.025 150 3.62 2 556 158.09 3.52 0.154 0.041 0.282 819 
0.382 0.153 0.025 150 4.7 2 727 160.51 4.53 0.226 0.041 0.342 994 
0.490 0.153 0.025 150 5.73 2 892 162.81 5.48 0.307 0.041 0.398 1157 

0.598 0.153 0.025 150 6.76 2 1060 165.12 6.42 0.390 0.041 0.448 1304 
0.710 0.153 0.025 150 7.77 2 1226 167.37 7.32 0.476 0.041 0.496 1442 
0.816 0.153 0.025 150 8.8 2 1397 169.68 8.24 0.561 0.041 0.538 1564 



Table A-1. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 1 (Continued) 

T. crit 't act t/ D. n2 n V A Q E(before)+AZ E (after) d (after) 

(1b/ft2) crit r (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

0.06 0.334 0.333 0.079 0.022 0.024 4.844 782 3788 4.86 4.86 4.63 

0.06 0.334 0.661 0.079 0.022 0.024 6.025 1100 6627 6.06 6.02 5.62 

0.06 0.334 0.984 0.079 0.022 0.024 7.084 1422 10074 7.28 7.28 6.70 

0.06 0.334 1.302 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.056 1748 14083 8.51 8.51 7.73 

0.06 0.334 1.615 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.961 2078 18620 9.75 9.75 8.76 

0.06 0.334 1.924 0.079 0.022 0.024 9.810 2412 23662 10.99 10.99 9.77 

0.06 0.334 2.228 0.079 0.022 0.024 10.614 2750 29189 12.25 12.25 10.80 

T crit r act z/ D. n2 n V A Q 
(1b/ft2) crit .1 (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) 

0.06 0.253 0.324 0.064 0.022 0.023 3.346 1132 3788 

0.06 0.253 0.606 0.064 0.022 0.023 4.573 1449 6627 
0.06 0.253 0.893 0.064 0.022 0.023 5.597 1800 10074 

0.06 0.253 1.211 0.064 0.022 0.023 6.585 2139 14083 

0.06 0.253 1.538 0.064 0.022 0.023 7.504 2481 18620 

0.06 0.253 1.879 0.064 0.022 0.023 8.385 2822 23662 
0.06 0.253 2.213 0.064 0.022 0.023 9.198 3173 29189 



Table A-2. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 2 

I 

Case 2 b,=150 ft b,=150 ft 
1:4)=40.9mm Dm,=40.9nun(armor) D,.=15.8mm(subannor) 
D.,=46.5rmn D6,=-46.5nunOrmor) D.5=21.8trun(subarmor) 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, d, z, Al PI RI act t D. u. Re. T. crit T 

(ft) 
2 

(Mb 
0.0018 

(ft) 
150 

(ft) 
2 2 

(12) 
308 

(ft) 
158.94 

(ft) 
1.94 

(lMr) 
0.218 

(ft) 
0.134 

(ft/s) 
0.335 3189 0.06 

(lb/ft') 
0.829 

3 0.0018 150 3 2 468 163.42 2.86 0.322 0.134 0.407 3877 0.06 0.829 

4 0.0018 150 4 2 631 165.65 3.81 0.428 0.134 0.470 4472 0.06 0.829 

5 0.0018 150 5 2 796 167.89 4.74 0.533 0.134 0.524 4989 0.06 0.829 

6 0.0018 150 6 2 963 170.12 5.66 0.636 0.134 0.573 5451 0.06 0.829 

7 0.0018 150 7 2 1132 172.36 6.57 0.738 0.134 0.617 5872 0.06 0.829 
8 0.0018 150 8 2 1303 174.60 7.46 0.838 0.134 0.658 6259 0.06 0.829 

9 0.0018 150 9 2 1476 176.83 8.35 0.938 0.134 0.696 6619 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1651 179.07 9.22 1.036 0.134 0.731 6957 0.06 0.829 

(After 
bar scalping 

Pool 
W.S.E1. 

(ft) 
4.62 

S. 

(ft/ft) 
0.0005 

hi 

(ft) 
150 

d, 

(ft) 
4.62 

zi 

2 

AI 

(ft2) 
729 

P, 

(ft) 
164.80 

R, 
(ft) 

4.42 

act T 
obift2) 

0.131 

D,. 
(ft) 
0.134 

u. 
(ft/s) 

0.260 

Re. 

2473 

To 

0.06 

crit T 

(l bift2) 
0.829 

5.65 0.0006 150 5.65 2 898 167.11 5.37 0.211 0.134 0.330 3140 0.06 0.829 

6.67 0.0007 150 6.67 2 1068 169.39 6.30 0.294 0.134 0.390 3710 0.06 0.829 

7.70 0.0008 150 7.7 2 1241 171.69 7.23 0.377 0.134 0.441 4199 0.06 0.829 

8.73 0.0009 150 8.73 2 1417 173.99 8.14 0.460 0.134 0.487 4636 0.06 0.829 

9.74 0.0010 150 9.74 2 1591 176.25 9.03 0.545 0.134 0.530 5047 0.06 0.829 
10.76 0.0010 150 10.76 2 1769 178.53 9.91 0.628 0.134 0.569 5418 0.06 0.829 



Table A-2. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 2 (Continued) 

Bar 
act ti D6, n1 b2 d2 Z2 A2 P2 R2 act T D., u. Re. To 

crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb /ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.388 0.153 0.025 
0.516 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 151 152.24 0.99 0.111 0.134 0.240 2282 0.06 
0.642 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 304 154.47 1.97 0.221 0.134 0.338 3214 0.06 
0.767 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 459 156.71 2.93 0.329 0.134 0.412 3921 0.06 
0.890 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 616 158.94 3.88 0.435 0.134 0.474 4510 0.06 
1.011 0.153 0.025 150 5 2 775 161.18 4.81 0.540 0.134 0.528 5024 0.06 
1.131 0.153 0.025 150 6 2 936 163.42 5.73 0.643 0.134 0.576 5483 0.06 
1.249 0.153 0.025 150 7 2 1099 165.65 6.63 0.745 0.134 0.620 5901 0.06 

Bar AZ(ft)= 1 

act ti D. n, b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act T D., u. Re. T 
crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) 

(ft2) 
(ft) (ft) (lb /ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.158 0.153 0.025 150 2.62 2 400 155.86 2.57 0.076 0.052 0.198 728 0.06 
0.254 0.153 0.025 150 3.65 2 561 158.16 3.55 0.139 0.052 0.268 985 0.06 
0.355 0.153 0.025 150 4.67 2 722 160.44 4.50 0.210 0.052 0.329 1211 0.06 
0.455 0.153 0.025 150 5.7 2 887 162.75 5.45 0.285 0.052 0.383 1409 0.06 
0.555 0.153 0.025 150 6.73 2 1055 165.05 6.39 0.361 0.052 0.432 1587 0.06 
0.657 0.153 0.025 150 7.74 2 1221 167.31 7.30 0.441 0.052 0.477 1753 0.06 
0.758 0.153 0.025 150 8.76 2 1391 169.59 8.20 0.520 0.052 0.518 1904 0.06 



Table A-2. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 2 (Continued) 

crit T act t/ D., n2 n V A Q E(before)+,62 E(after) y(after) 
(lb/ft') crit T (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) WO (ft) (ft) (R) 

0.829 0.134 0.153 0.025 0.025 4.605 782 3601 4.83 4.83 4.62, 
0.829 0.267 0.153 0.025 0.025 5.728 1100 6301 6.01 6.01 5.65 
0.829 0.397 0.153 0.025 0.025 6.735 1422 9577 7.20 7.20 6.67 
0.829 0.525 0.153 0.025 0.025 7.659 1748 13388 8.41 8.41 7.70 
0.829 0.652 0.153 0.025 0.025 8.518 2078 17701 9.63 9.63 8.73 
0.829 0.776 0.153 0.025 0.025 9.325 2412 22493 10.85 10.85 9.74 
0.829 0.899 0.153 0.025 0.025 10.089 2750 27745 12.08 12.08 10.76 

crit t act t/ D., n2 n V A Q 
(lb /R2) crit T (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) 

0.320 0.237 0.072 0.022 0.024 3.191 1129 3601 
0.320 0.435 0.072 0.022 0.024 4.319 1459 6301 
0.320 0.657 0.072 0.022 0.024 5.350 1790 9577 
0.320 0.889 0.072 0.022 0.024 6.289 2129 13388 
0.320 1.127 0.072 0.022 0.024 7.162 2471 17701 
0.320 1.376 0.072 0.022 0.024 8.000 2812 22493 
0.320 1.623 0.072 0.022 0.024 8.781 3160 27745 



Table A-3. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 3 

Case 3 b,=150 ft 1)2=150 ft 

D.=40.9nun D.=16.51mn(armor) D.=12.5mm(subannor) 
D6,=46.5mm _1365=24mrn(annor) D6,=19.5mm(subannor) 
lateral bar slob =2/150.013 

Before bar scalping 

W.S.E1. S. 

Pool 
b, d, z, AI P, R, act T Ds. U. Re. t crit t 

(ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb/ft') (ft) (ft/s) (lb /ft2) 

2 0.0018 150 2 2 308 158.94 1.94 0.218 0.134 0.335 3189 0.06 0.829 
3 0.0018 150 3 2 467 161.18 2.90 0.325 0.134 0.410 3900 0.06 0.829 
4 0.0018 150 4 2 628 163.42 3.84 0.432 0.134 0.472 4491 0.06 0.829 
5 0.0018 150 5 2 791 165.65 4.78 0.536 0.134 0.526 5007 0.06 0.829 
6 0.0018 150 6 2 956 167.89 5.69 0.640 0.134 0.574 5467 0.06 0.829 
7 0.0018 150 7 2 1123 170.12 6.60 0.741 0.134 0.619 5887 0.06 0.829 
8 0.0018 150 8 2 1292 172.36 7.50 0.842 0.134 0.659 6273 0.06 0.829 
9 0.0018 150 9 2 1463 174.60 8.38 0.941 0.134 0.697 6632 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1636 176.83 9.25 1.039 0.134 0.732 6969 0.06 0.829 

After bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, d, z, A, P1 R, act t D30 u. Re. .r. crit t 
(ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (1b/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) (lb /ft=) 

3.6 0.0005 150 3.6 2 563 162.52 3.47 0.112 0.134 0.241 2290 0.06 0.829 
4.53 0.0006 150 4.53 2 714 164.60 4.34 0.153 0.134 0.281 2676 0.06 0.829 
5.67 0.0006 150 5.67 2 901 167.15 5.39 0.192 0.134 0.315 29% 0.06 0.829 
6.70 0.0007 150 6.7 2 1073 169.45 6.33 0.276 0.134 0.377 3591 0.06 0.829 
7.73 0.0008 150 7.73 2 1246 171.76 7.26 0.362 0.134 0.432 4114 0.06 0.829 
8.75 0.0009 150 8.75 2 1420 174.04 8.16 0.451 0.134 0.482 4591 0.06 0.829 
9.78 0.0010 150 9.78 2 1598 176.34 9.06 0.539 0.134 0.527 5017 0.06 0.829 

10.81 0.0010 150 10.81 2 1778 178.64 9.95 0.626 0.134 0.568 5409 0.06 0.829 



Table A-3. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 3 (Continued) 

act z/ D. n1 

Bar 
b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act r D. u. Re. t 

crit r (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (1b/ft2) (ft) (f't/s) 
0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.393 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 37.5 75.01 0.50 0.056 0.054 0.170 654 0.06 
0.521 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 150 150.01 1.00 0.112 0.054 0.241 924 0.06 
0.647 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 301 152.25 1.98 0.222 0.054 0.339 1300 0.06 
0.772 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 454 154.49 2.94 0.330 0.054 0.413 1585 0.06 
0.894 0.153 0.025 150 5 2 609 156.72 3.89 0.436 0.054 0.475 1822 0.06 
1.016 0.153 0.025 150 6 2 766 158.96 4.82 0.541 0.054 0.528 2029 0.06 
1.135 0.153 0.025 150 7 2 925 161.19 5.74 0.645 0.054 0.577 2214 0.06 
1.254 0.153 0.025 150 8 2 1086 163.43 6.65 0.746 0.054 0.621 2383 0.06 

act t/ D. n1 

Bar 
b2 

eZ(ft)= 
d2 

1.0 

Z2 A2 P2 R2 act t D. u. Re. t 
crit r (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lbift2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.135 0.153 0.025 150 1.6 2 240 151.00 1.59 0.051 0.041 0.163 474 0.06 
0.185 0.153 0.025 150 2.53 2 380 152.00 2.50 0.088 0.041 0.213 620 0.06 
0.232 0.153 0.025 150 3.67 2 633 155.73 4.06 0.145 0.041 0.273 795 0.06 
0.333 0.153 0.025 150 4.7 2 792 158.04 5.01 0.218 0.041 0.336 976 0.06 
0.437 0.153 0.025 150 5.73 2 953 160.34 5.94 0.297 0.041 0.391 1138 0.06 
0.544 0.153 0.025 150 6.75 2 1115 162.62 6.85 0.379 0.041 0.442 1286 0.06 
0.650 0.153 0.025 150 7.78 2 1280 164.92 7.76 0.461 0.041 0.488 1419 0.06 
0.755 0.153 0.025 150 8.81 2 1447 167.23 8.66 0.544 0.041 0.530 1542 0.06 



Table A-3. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 3 (Continued) 

crit T act t/ Do n2 n V A Q E(before)+DZ E(after) y(after) 

(1b/ft2) crit T (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

0.334 0.168 0.079 0.022 0.024 4.332 505 2186 3.79 3.79 3.6 

0.334 0.336 0.079 0.022 0.024 4.873 778 3791 4.87 4.87 4.53 

0.334 0.664 0.079 0.022 0.024 6.051 1092 6608 6.07 6.07 5.67 

0.334 0.987 0.079 0.022 0.024 7.109 1410 10024 7.28 7.28 6.70 

0.334 1.305 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.080 1732 13994 8.51 8.51 7.73 

0.334 1.619 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.983 2058 18486 9.75 9.75 8.75 

0.334 1.927 0.079 0.022 0.024 9.831 2388 23476 11.00 11.00 9.78 

0.334 2.232 0.079 0.022 0.024 10.633 2722 28944 12.26 12.26 10.81 

crit T act ti Do ri2 n V A Q 
(1b/ft2) crit T (ft) (ftls) (ft') (cfs) 

0.253 0.203 0.064 0.022 0.023 2.721 803 2186 
0.253 0.348 0.064 0.022 0.023 3.466 1094 3791 

0.253 0.571 0.064 0.022 0.023 4.307 1534 6608 
0.253 0.862 0.064 0.022 0.023 5.376 1864 10024 

0.253 1.171 0.064 0.022 0.023 6.363 2199 13994 
0.253 1.495 0.064 0.022 0.023 7.293 2535 18486 
0.253 1.821 0.064 0.022 0.023 8.158 2878 23476 
0.253 2.149 0.064 0.022 0.023 8.975 3225 28944 



Table A-4. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 4 

Case 4 bi=150 ft b2=150 ft 
D.=40.9mm D.=40.9nun(armor) D.=15.8nun(subannor) 
1363=46.5mm 13,5=46.5mm(annor) D65 21.8nun(subannor) 
lateral bar slo -2/150.013 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b1 dI Z1 A1 PI R1 act t D. u. Re. To crit T 
(ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) (lwe) 

2 0.0018 150 2 2 308 158.94 1.94 0.218 0.134 0.335 3189 0.06 0.829 
3 0.0018 150 3 2 467 161.18 2.90 0.325 0.134 0.410 3900 0.06 0.829 
4 0.0018 150 4 2 628 163.42 3.84 0.432 0.134 0.472 4491 0.06 0.829 
5 0.0018 150 5 2 791 165.65 4.78 0.536 0.134 0.526 5007 0.06 0.829 
6 0.0018 150 6 2 956 167.89 5.69 0.640 0.134 0.574 5467 0.06 0.829 
7 0.0018 150 7 2 1123 170.12 6.60 0.741 0.134 0.619 5887 0.06 0.829 
8 0.0018 150 8 2 1292 172.36 7.50 0.842 0.134 0.659 6273 0.06 0.829 
9 0.0018 150 9 2 1463 174.60 8.38 0.941 0.134 0.697 6632 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1636 176.83 9.25 1.039 0.134 0.732 6969 0.06 0.829 

After bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. th d, z, A, PI R1 act x D. u. Re. To crit z 
(ft) (ft/ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb /ft2) (ft) (ft/s) (lb/ft2) 

3.59 0.0005 150 3.59 2 562 162.50 3.46 0.108 0.134 0.236 2245 0.06 0.829 
4.52 0.0005 150 4.52 2 713 164.58 4.33 0.142 0.134 0.270 2574 0.06 0.829 
5.64 0.0005 150 5.64 2 896 167.08 5.36 0.180 0.134 0.304 2898 0.06 0.829 
6.68 0.0007 150 6.68 2 1069 169.41 6.31 0.256 0.134 0.364 3461 0.06 0.829 
7.70 0.0007 150 7.7 2 1241 171.69 7.23 0.337 0.134 0.417 3969 0.06 0.829 
8.72 0.0008 150 8.72 2 1415 173.97 8.13 0.419 0.134 0.465 4424 0.06 0.829 
9.75 0.0009 150 9.75 2 1593 176.27 9.03 0.500 0.134 0.508 4832 0.06 0.829 

10.76 0.0009 150 10.76 2 1769 178.53 9.91 0.583 0.134 0.548 5219 0.06 0.829 



Table A-4. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 4 (Continued) 

Bar 
act t/ D. n1 b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act T D. u. Re. T 
crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (lb /ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.393 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 37.5 75.01 0.50 0.056 0.134 0.170 1620 0.06 
0.521 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 150 150.01 1.00 0.112 0.134 0.241 2291 0.06 
0.647 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 301 152.25 1.98 0.222 0.134 0.339 3222 0.06 
0.772 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 454 154.49 2.94 0.330 0.134 0.413 3928 0.06 
0.894 0.153 0.025 150 5 2 609 156.72 3.89 0.436 0.134 0.475 4516 0.06 
1.016 0.153 0.025 150 6 2 766 158.96 4.82 0.541 0.134 0.528 5030 0.06 
1.135 0.153 0.025 150 7 2 925 161.19 5.74 0.645 0.134 0.577 5488 0.06 
1.254 0.153 0.025 150 8 2 1086 163.43 6.65 0.746 0.134 0.621 5906 0.06 

act -c/ D,, n1 

Bar 
b2 

AZ(ft)= 

d2 

1 

z2 A2 P2 R2 act t D. u. Re. t 
crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (113/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.130 0.153 0.025 150 1.59 2 239 151.00 1.58 0.049 0.052 0.159 586 0.06 
0.171 0.153 0.025 150 2.52 2 378 152.00 2.49 0.081 0.052 0.205 754 0.06 
0.217 0.153 0.025 150 3.64 2 627 155.67 4.03 0.135 0.052 0.264 970 0.06 
0.309 0.153 0.025 150 4.68 2 787 157.99 4.98 0.202 0.052 0.323 1188 0.06 
0.407 0.153 0.025 150 5.7 2 947 160.27 5.91 0.275 0.052 0.377 1386 0.06 
0.505 0.153 0.025 150 6.72 2 1108 162.55 6.82 0.351 0.052 0.426 1565 0.06 
0.603 0.153 0.025 150 7.75 2 1274 164.86 7.73 0.427 0.052 0.469 1726 0.06 
0.703 0.153 0.025 150 8.76 2 1438 167.12 8.60 0.506 0.052 0.511 1879 0.06 



Table A-4. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 4 (Continued) 

crit T 
(lb/ft2) 

act t/ 
crit T 

D. 
(ft) 

n2 n V 
(ft/s) 

A 
(ft2) 

Q 
(cfs) 

E(before)+a 
(ft) 

E(after) 
(ft) 

y(after) 
(ft) 

0.829 0.068 0.153 0.025 0.025 4.191 505 2115 3.77 3.77 3.59 

0.829 0.135 0.153 0.025 0.025 4.633 778 3604 4.83 4.83 4.52 

0.829 0.268 0.153 0.025 0.025 5.753 1092 6282 6.01 6.01 5.64 
0.829 0.398 0.153 0.025 0.025 6.759 1410 9530 7.21 7.21 6.68 
0.829 0.527 0.153 0.025 0.025 7.681 1732 13304 8.42 8.42 7.70 
0.829 0.653 0.153 0.025 0.025 8.539 2058 17574 9.63 9.63 8.72 

0.829 0.778 0.153 0.025 0.025 9.345 2388 22317 10.86 10.86 9.75 
0.829 0.900 0.153 0.025 0.025 10.108 

-
2722 27514. 12.09 12.09 10.761 

crit 'I act z/ D. n2 n V A Q 
(1b/ft2) crit z (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) 

0.320 0.154 0.072 0.022 0.024 2.642 800 2115 
0.320 0.254 0.072 0.022 0.024 3.305 1091 3604 
0.320 0.421 0.072 0.022 0.024 4.125 1523 6282 
0.320 0.632 0.072 0.022 0.024 5.133 1857 9530 
0.320 0.860 0.072 0.022 0.024 6.081 2188 13304 
0.320 1.096 0.072 0.022 0.024 6.965 2523 17574 
0.320 1.334 0.072 0.022 0.024 7.786 2866 22317 
0.320 1.581 0.072 0.022 0.024 8.581 3207 27514 



Table A-5. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 5 

Case 5 b,=150 ft 1)2=150 ft 

D.=40.9nun D.=16.5nun(armor) D.=12.5nun(subannor) 
D.5=46.5mm Do=24mm(armor) D63=19.5nun(subarmor) 
bar height: 4 ft bar scalping by 2 ft 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, d, z, A, P, RI act T D. u. Re. T. crit T 

(ft) 
2 

(ft/ft) 
0.0018 

(ft) 
150 

(ft) 
2 2 

(ft2) 
308 

(ft) 
158.94 

(ft) 
1.94 

(lW) 
0.218 

(ft) 
0.134 

(ft/s) 
0.335 3189 0.06 

(Ibift2) 
0.829 

3 0.0018 150 3 2 468 163.42 2.86 0.322 0.134 0.407 3877 0.06 0.829 

4 0.0018 150 4 2 632 167.89 3.76 0.423 0.134 0.467 4445 0.06 0.829 

5 0.0018 150 5 2 799 170.12 4.70 0.528 0.134 0.522 4965 0.06 0.829 

6 0.0018 150 6 2 968 172.36 5.62 0.631 0.134 0.571 5430 0.06 0.829 

7 0.0018 150 7 2 1139 174.60 6.52 0.733 0.134 0.615 5852 0.06 0.829 

8 0.0018 150 8 2 1312 176.83 7.42 0.833 0.134 0.656 6241 0.06 0.829 

9 0.0018 150 9 2 1487 179.07 8.30 0.933 0.134 0.694 6602 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1664 181.30 9.18 1.031 0.134 0.729 6941 0.06 0.829 

Alter bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. 

(ft) 
6.23 

S. 
(ft/R) 

0.0003 

bi 

(ft) 
150 

di 

(ft) 
6.23 

z, 

2 

AI on 
994 

P, 
(ft) 
168.40 

R4 

(ft) 
5.90 

act T 

(lb/ft2) 
0.104 

D. 
(ft) 

0.134 

u. 
(11/s) 

0.232 

Re. 

2208 

To 

0.06 

crit t 
(lbift2) 

0.829 

7.29 0.0004 150 7.29 2 1172 170.77 6.86 0.170 0.134 0.2% 2817 0.06 0.829 

8.34 0.0005 150 8.34 2 1350 173.12 7.80 0.242 0.134 0.353 3360 0.06 0.829 

9.40 0.0006 150 9.4 2 1532 175.49 8.73 0.316 0.134 0.404 3842 0.06 0.829 

10.45 0.0007 150 10.45 2 1715 177.84 9.64 0.393 0.134 0.450 4286 0.06 0.829 

11.49 0.0007_ 150 11.49 2 1897 180.16 10.53 0.472 0.134 0.494 4698 0.06 0.829 



Table A-5. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 5 (Continued) 

Bar 
act t/ Da n, b2 d2 Z2 A2 P2 112 act T D50 U. Re. To 

crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (11)/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.388 0.153 0.025 
0.510 0.153 0.025 
0.636 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 151 152.24 0.99 0.111 0.054 0.240 921 0.06 

0.761 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 304 154.47 1.97 0.221 0.054 0.338 1297 0.06 

0.884 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 459 156.71 2.93 0.329 0.054 0.412 1582 0.06 

1.005 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 616 158.94 3.88 0.435 0.054 0.474 1820 0.06 

1.125 0.153 0.025 150 5 2 775 161.18 4.81 0.540 0.054 0.528 2027 0.06 

1.244 0.153 0.025 150 6 2 936 163.42 5.73 0.643 0.054 0.576 2212 0.06 

Bar eZ(f)= 2 

act ti D. n1 b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act r D. u. Re. T 
crit T (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (Iblft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.126 0.153 0.025 150 4.23 2 652 159.46 4.09 0.072 0.041 0.193 562 0.06 

0.205 0.153 0.025 150 5.29 2 821 161.83 5.08 0.126 0.041 0.255 740 0.06 

0.291 0.153 0.025 150 6.34 2 991 164.18 6.04 0.187 0.041 0.311 904 0.06 

0.381 0.153 0.025 150 7.4 2 1165 166.55 6.99 0.253 0.041 0.361 1051 0.06 

0.474 0.153 0.025 150 8.45 2 1339 168.89 7.93 0.323 0.041 0.408 1188 0.06 
0.570 0.153 0.025 150 9.49 2 1514 171.22 8.84 0.3% 0.041 0.452 1315 0.06 



Table A-5. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 5 (Continued) 

crit t act .r/ D., n2 n V A Q E(before)+AZ E(after) y(after) 

(1b/ft2) crit z (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

0.334 0.333 0.079 0.022 0.024 5.460 950 5187 6.46 6.46 6.23 

0.334 0.661 0.079 0.022 0.024 6.572 1272 8360 7.67 7.67 7.29 

0.334 0.984 0.079 0.022 0.024 7.583 1598 12118 8.89 8.89 8.34 

0.334 1.302 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.518 1928 16423 10.13 10.13 9.40 

0.334 1.615 0.079 0.022 0.024 9.392 2262 21246 11.37 11.37 10.45 

0.334 1.924 0.079 0.022 0.024 10.217 2600 26565 12.62 12.62 11.49 

crit r act .t/ D. n2 n V A Q 
(lb /ft2) crit z (ft) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) 

0.253 0.285 0.064 0.022 0.023 3.150 1647 5187 
0.253 0.496 0.064 0.022 0.023 4.194 1993 8360 
0.253 0.738 0.064 0.022 0.023 5.176 2341 12118 
0.253 0.999 0.064 0.022 0.023 6.090 2697 16423 

0.253 1.275 0.064 0.022 0.023 6.958 3053 21246 
0.253 1.565 0.064 0.022 0.023 7.788 3411 26565_ 



Table A-6. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 6 

Case 6 b,=150 ft 1)2=150 ft 

D,.=40.9mm D30=16.5nun(armor) Dse12.5mm(subannor) 
D.,=46.5mm De=24mm(armor) Do=19.5tnm(subarmor) 
bar height: 5 ft 'bar scalping by 3 ft 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. b, di z, A, P, RI act r D., u. Re. T crit 1 

(ft) 
2 

(ft/ft) 
0.0018 

(ft) 
150 

(ft) 
2 2 

(ft2) 
308 

(It) 
158.94 

(ft) 
1.94 

(1b/ft2) 

0.218 
(ft) 
0.134 

(ft/s) 
0.335 3189 0.06 

(1b/ft2) 

0.829 

3 0.0018 150 3 2 468 163.42 2.86 0.322 0.134 0.407 3877 0.06 0.829 

4 0.0018 150 4 2 632 167.89 3.76 0.423 0.134 0.467 4445 0.06 0.829 

5 0.0018 150 5 2 800 172.36 4.64 0.521 0.134 0.519 4936 0.06 0.829 

6 0.0018 150 6 2 971 174.60 5.56 0.625 0.134 0.568 5403 0.06 0.829 

7 0.0018 150 7 2 1144 176.83 6.47 0.727 0.134 0.612 5828 0.06 0.829 

8 0.0018 150 8 2 1319 179.07 7.37 0.827 0.134 0.653 6218 0.06 0.829 

9 0.0018 150 9 2 1496 181.30 8.25 0.927 0.134 0.692 6581 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 150 10 2 1675 183.54 9.13 1.025 0.134 0.727 6921 0.06 0.829 

After bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. S. bi d, z, A, PI R, act T D,4 u. Re. T. crit t 
(ft) 

7.83 
(ft/ft) 

0.0002 
(ft) 

150 
(ft) 
7.83 2 

(ft2) 

1263 
(ft) 
171.98 

(ft) 
7.34 

(lb/ft') 
0.091 

(ft) 
0.134 

(ft/s) 
0.216 2058 0.06 

(lb/ft') 
0.829 

8.90 0.0003 150 8.9 2 1446 174.37 8.29 0.144 0.134 0.273 2597 0.06 0.829 

9.98 0.0004 150 9.98 2 1633 176.79 9.23 0.204 0.134 0.324 3084 0.06 0.829 

11.04 0.0004 150 11.04 2 1818 179.16 10.15 0.268 0.134 0.372 3539 0.06 0.829 

12.11 0.0005 150 12.11 2 2008 181.55 11.06 0.335 0.134 0.416 3955 0.06 0.829 



Table A-6. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 6 (Continued) 

Bar 
act t/ 
crit z 

De 
(ft) 

n1 b2 

(ft) 
d2 

(ft) 

z2 A2 
(ft2) 

P2 

(ft) 
R2 

(ft) 
act t 
(lb/ft2) 

D,0 

(ft) 

u. 

(ft/s) 
Re. T. 

0.263 0.153 0.025 
0.388 0.153 0.025 
0.510 0.153 0.025 
0.629 0.153 0.025 
0.754 0.153 0.025 150 1 2 151 152.24 0.99 0.111 0.054 0.240 921 0.06 

0.877 0.153 0.025 150 2 2 304 154.47 1.97 0.221 0.054 0.338 1297 0.06 

0.998 0.153 0.025 150 3 2 459 156.71 2.93 0.329 0.054 0.412 1582 0.06 

1.118 0.153 0.025 150 4 2 616 158.94 3.88 0.435 0.054 0.474 1820 0.06 

1.237 0.153 0.025 150 5 2 775 161.18 4.81 0.540 0.054 0.528 2027 0.06 

Bar AZ(ft)= 3 

act t/ D, n, b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act t D, u. Re. T. 

crit t (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (lb/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.109 0.153 0.025 150 5.83 2 908 163.04 5.57 0.069 0.041 0.188 548 0.06 

0.174 0.153 0.025 150 6.9 2 1083 165.43 6.54 0.114 0.041 0.242 705 0.06 

0.246 0.153 0.025 150 7.98 2 1261 167.84 7.51 0.166 0.041 0.292 850 0.06 

0.323 0.153 0.025 150 9.04 2 1438 170.21 8.45 0.223 0.041 0.339 987 0.06 

0.404 0.153 0.025 150 10.11 2 1619 172.61 9.38 0.284 0.041 0.383 1113 0.06 



Table A-6. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 6 (Continued) 

crit x act z/ D. n2 n V A Q E(before)+1Z E(after) y(after) 

(1b/ft2) crit t (ft) (ft/s) (ft) WO (ft) (ft) (ft) 

0.334 0.333 0.079 0.022 0.024 6.040 1122 6777 8.07 8.07 7.83 

0.334 0.661 0.079 0.022 0.024 7.096 1448 10274 9.28 9.28 8.90 

0.334 0.984 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.064 1778 14338 10.51 10.51 9.98 

0.334 1.302 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.966 2112 18936 11.75 11.75 11.04 

0.334 1.615 0.079 0.022 0.024 9.813 2450 24043 13.00 13.00 12.11 

crit T act T/ D. n2 n V A Q 
(1b/ft2) crit t (ft) (ft/s) (ft ) (cfs) 

0.253 0.271 0.064 0.022 0.023 3.121 2172 6777 
0.253 0.450 0.064 0.022 0.023 4.064 2528 10274 

0.253 0.653 0.064 0.022 0.023 4.956 2893 14338 

0.253 0.881 0.064 0.022 0.023 5.816 3256 18936 
0.253 1.120 0.064 0.022 0.023 6.630 3626 24043 



Table A-7. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 7 

Case 7 1)1=250 ft b2=50 ft 
D"=40.9nun Ds0=16.5mm(annor) 13,0=12.5mm(subarmor) 
D0=46.5mm De=24nmi(annor) D,=19.5nun(subarmor) 

Before bar scalping 
Pool 

W.S.E1. 

(ft) 

S. 

(ft/ft) 
b, 

(ft) 

d, 

(ft) 

z, A, 
(ft2) 

P1 

00 
R, 
(ft) 

act t 
(lb/if) 

D" 
(ft) 

u. 
(fVs) 

Re. To crit z 
(1b/ft2) 

2 0.0018 250 2 2 508 258.94 1.96 0.220 0.134 0.337 3209 0.06 0.829 
3 0.0018 250 3 2 768 263.42 2.92 0.327 0.134 0.411 3912 0.06 0.829 
4 0.0018 250 4 2 1031 265.65 3.88 0.436 0.134 0.474 4514 0.06 0.829 
5 0.0018 250 5 2 1296 267.89 4.84 0.543 0.134 0.530 5039 0.06 0.829 
6 0.0018 250 6 2 1563 270.12 5.79 0.650 0.134 0.579 5511 0.06 0.829 
7 0.0018 250 7 2 1832 272.36 6.73 0.756 0.134 0.624 5942 0.06 0.829 

8 0.0018 250 8 2 2103 274.60 7.66 0.860 0.134 0.666 6341 0.06 0.829 
9 0.0018 250 9 2 2376 276.83 8.58 0.964 0.134 0.705 6712 0.06 0.829 

10 0.0018 250 10 2 2651 279.07, 9.50 1.067 0.134 0.742 7062 0.06 0.829 

After bar scalping 

W.S.E1. S. 

Pool 
th d1 z, Al P, R, act z D u. Re. V. crit X 

(ft) 
4.28 

(ft/ft) 
0.0012 

(ft) 
250 

(ft) 

4.28 2 
(ft2) 

1101 
(ft) 
264.04 

(ft) 
4.17 

(1b/ft2) 

0.310 
(ft) 
0.134 

(Ws) 
0.400 3805 0.06 

(1b/ft2) 

0.829 

5.29 0.0013 250 5.29 2 1368 266.30 5.14 0.412 0.134 0.461 4389 0.06 0.829 

6.30 0.0014 250 6.3 2 1636 268.56 6.09 0.514 0.134 0.515 4901 0.06 0.829 
7.31 0.0014 250 7.31 2 1906 270.82 7.04 0.615 0.134 0.563 5362 0.06 0.829 

8.31 0.0014 250 8.31 2 2176 273.05 7.97 0.718 0.134 0.609 5792 0.06 0.829 

9.33 0.0015 250 9.33 2 2453 275.33 8.91 0.815 0.134 0.649 6172 0.06 0.829 

10.34 0.0015 250 10.34 2 2729 277.59 9.83 0.914 0.134 0.687 6535 0.06 0.829 



Table A-7. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 7 (Continued) 

act z/ 14, n, 

Bar 
b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act t D,,, u. Re. t 

crit x (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (1b/ft2) (ft) (ft/s) 
0.266 0.153 0.025 
0.395 0.153 0.025 
0.526 0.153 0.025 50 1 2 51 52.24 0.98 0.110 0.054 0.238 913 0.06 
0.656 0.153 0.025 50 2 2 104 54.47 1.91 0.214 0.054 0.333 1277 0.06 
0.784 0.153 0.025 50 3 2 159 56.71 2.80 0.315 0.054 0.403 1548 0.06 
0.911 0.153 0.025 50 4 2 216 58.94 3.66 0.412 0.054 0.461 1769 0.06 
1.038 0.153 0.025 50 5 2 275 61.18 4.49 0.505 0.054 0.510 1960 0.06 
1.163 0.153 0.025 50 6 2 336 63.42 5.30 0.595 0.054 0.554 2128 0.06 
1.287 0.153 0.025 50 7 2 399 65.65 6.08 0.683 0.054 0.594 2279 0.06 

Bar t2(ft)= 1 

act t/ D. n, b2 d2 z2 A2 P2 R2 act 'I D,,, u. Re. T 
crit t (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2) (ft) (ft) (Me) (ft) (ft/s) 

0.374 0.153 0.025 50 2.28 2 119 55.10 2.16 0.161 0.041 0.288 837 0.06 
0.497 0.153 0.025 50 3.29 2 175 57.36 3.06 0.245 0.041 0.356 1035 0.06 
0.620 0.153 0.025 50 4.3 2 233 59.62 3.92 0.330 0.041 0.413 1201 0.06 
0.742 0.153 0.025 50 5.31 2 294 61.87 4.75 0.415 0.041 0.463 1346 0.06 
0.866 0.153 0.025 50 6.31 2 355 64.11 5.54 0.499 0.041 0.508 1476 0.06 
0.983 0.153 0.025 50 7.33 2 420 66.39 6.33 0.579 0.041 0.547 1590 0.06 
1.102 0.153 0.025 50 8.34 2 487 68.65 7.09 0.659 0.041 0.583 1696 0.06 



Table A-7. Comparison of shear stresses before and after bar scalping in Case 7 (Continued) 

crit t act t/ D. n2 n V A Q E(before)+AZ E(after) y(after) 

(lb/ft') crit t (ft) (8A) (ft2) (cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

0.334 0.328 0.079 0.022 0.025 5.816 1082 6292 4.73 4.73 4.28 

0.334 0.641 0.079 0.022 0.025 6.845 1400 9583 5.93 5.93 5.29 
0.334 0.942 0.079 0.022 0.025 7.790 1722 13414 7.14 7.14 6.30 
0.334 1.231 0.079 0.022 0.024 8.669 2048 17754 8.37 8.37 7.31 

0.334 1.510 0.079 0.022 0.024 9.496 2378 22582 9.60 9.60 8.31 

0.334 1.780 0.079 0.022 0.024 10.279 2712 27877 10.84 10.84 9.33 
0.334 2.041 0.079 0.022 0.024 11.025 3050 33625 12.09 12.09 10.34 

. . 

crit z act T./ D. n2 n V A Q 
(1b/R2) crit t (ft) (ft/s) (ft') (cfs) 

0.253 0.634 0.064 0.022 0.024 5.155 1221 6292 
0.253 0.968 0.064 0.022 0.024 6.211 1543 9583 
0.253 1.304 0.064 0.022 0.024 7.175 1869 13414 

0.253 1.637 0.064 0.022 0.024 8.071 2200 17754 

0.253 1.970 0.064 0.022 0.024 8.922 2531 22582 
0.253 2.286 0.064 0.022 0.024 9.703 2873 27877 
0.253 2.600 0.064 0.022 0.024 10.456 3216 33625 
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APPENDIX B:
 

Input Data and Outputs for the Bridge Computer Program
 

Before and After Bar Scalping in Case 1
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APPENDIX B-1:
 

Input Data for the Bridge Computer Program
 

Before Bar Scalping in Case 1
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32q 4
 
lo
 

41.44,1915.,1.57,2.47
 
.0418,.03,.8,1000.,.4,.041001
 
21,50.,.1,,.4,3.,1.
 

.84,0.,I.
 

http:41.44,1915.,1.57,2.47
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APPENDIX B-2:
 

Output for the Bridge Computer Program
 

Before Bar Scalping in Case 1
 



INITIAL PARAMETERS
 

CHANNEL WIDTH
 
CENTERLINE CHANNEL LENGTH IN ONE WAVELENGTH
 
MINIMUM CENTERLINE RADIUS OF CURVATURE
 
MEAN DEPTH
 
SINUOSITY
 
CENTERLINE WATER SURFACE SLOPE AT CROSSOVERS
 
CENTERLINE DEPTH-AVERAGED S-VELOCITY
 
CENTERLINE BED SHEAR STRESS IN S-DIRECTION
 
CENTERLINE SHEAR VELOCITY IN S..-E,IRECTICN
 .29884 11
 

DARCY-WEISBACH FRICTION FACTOR
 
1000,9nFLUID DENSITY
 

SEDIMENT DENSITY
 2850,no P01 
DYNAMIC GRAIN RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
 
STATIC GRAIN RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
 .000
 

KARMAN CONSTANT
 
P IN BEDLOAD TRANSPORT EOUATION
 :.09
 

.88
BIG B IN SUSPENSION CRITERIA
 
.00000100
 

GRAIN SIZE CORRECTION
 
KSK
 
NUMBER OF CROSS-SECTIONS
 
S-DISTANCE BETWEEN CROSS-SECTIONS.
 

KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
 

4T8.
 

NUMBER OF STATIONS IN A CROSS SECTION
 
N-DISTANCE BETWEEN STATIONS
 .27
 

NUMBER OF POINTS IN A VERTICAL PROFILE OF VELOCITY
 
DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS IN A VERTICAL PROFILE, DZ/D
 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO DETERMINE GRAIN SIZE
 18
 

1
ITERATION NUMBER
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES
 
.81:1 M/S.
SETTLING VELOCITY
 
.07!) 1!..
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 

4.488 PATCAL:,
 CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.9087818 M
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

2
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
.732 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 

.081 M/5
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 8.988 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .09974988 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 .854 11/1
 

.097
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 

9.475 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .0118'2818 U
 

4
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 
.971 M
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 

.111 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 12.594 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .01902970 11
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER 5
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 1.051 11/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .120 m/2.
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 14.491 PASCAL::
 

.01:11148 M
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER 8
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 1.057 A/f
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .1211 m/:
 

14.504 PASCALS
 CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.02342918 II
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

7
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .1.9 ."LS
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 14.489 PAT:CALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .02114858 U
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER 8
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 1.958 11,15
 

.129 11/Z
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
14.482 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 

.02117420 II
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 1.050 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .ITO M/11
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 14.477 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .02810514 11
 

10
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .120 11/5
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 14.479 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 8H7 M
 

11
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 
1.058 M:
 SETTLING VELOCITY
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CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR ELOSITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BEL SHEAR" STRE4:.
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATE: .9F CENTERLINE VALUES T E1-AT NuNREI
 

SETTLING VELOCIT:S
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALGES :7ERAT: ;:-MBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOcITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BEE- CHEAP. STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITE1_4:1": N,(5004 1:
 

SETTLING VELo:',CITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BEL SHEAR. =ES.:
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATE : OF CENTERLINE VALUES :TERAT: NuMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN 512.1"
 

FINAL ESTIMATE: SF CENTERLINE 'COLORS
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 ' :'.
 

-
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
.
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 14.47- LA. AL.
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 
HI GA = TANDELTA.R9 DO
 
E COEFFICIENT
 
C = -BIGA'E
 

CROSS SECTION NUMBER
 

S-DISTANCE 1411.2515
 

CENTERLINE RADII!: S,F OIRVATIIRE
 

CENTERLINE DEPTH
 
TRANSVERSE WATER SURFACE SUPERELEVATI ON
 
A .0127 .0074
El
 

N(M)
 
45.72 42.45
 
29.19 11'.59
 

13.00 0.80 b.53 1.27
 

-3.27 -9.80 -1=-00
 
-19.59 13
 

-35.92 -39.10 -42.45 -45.72
 

INITIAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 
.0011971 .0014412 .0017144
 .1111:21)(14 

.0026579 .0030191 .00343):: 04 

.0046937 .005109 .0056o90 .,r)61914 

.0073045 .0078957 .0085W'9 .00914'0 

.0104903 .0111065 .011925' .d126778 

.0142512 .0150723 .01591.5 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 

.0009026 .0011511 .0014490 .0089271 

.0110738 .0119929 .0130144 .0141158 .0:L4830 

.0165271 .0178267 .0192980 .:121337,, 

.0254759 .0276545 .0298951 901, .0141,08 

.0169099 .030000 .0417542 .011420f, .04i,04 
.0431384 .051f070 .0540i.:78 066 

SETTLING VELO:ITY (M/S) 

.150 .218 

.775 .932 

.919 .948 .992 
1.092 1..27 
1.202 1.1,4 '.150 1.157 I . 

1.4.10 1.445 1474 1.501 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY (M.-S) 
.019 .024 .079 

.088 .092 .095 .098 

.105 .108 .112 .110 

.124 .129 .132 .130 .14" 

.144 .148 .151 .155 

.101 1u5 .108 .171 

http:TANDELTA.R9
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CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED. SHEAR STRESS (PA:
 
.344 4))7 .553 6.299 7.1,3
 

7.797 8.379 8.298 9.640 10.104
 

10.985 11.180 12.521 13.480 14.478
 

15.490 16.514 17.548 18.592 19.64
 

20.702 21.796 22.816 23.909 24.986
 

20.066 27.145 28.222 29.290
 

CRITICAL DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.0221 .0218 .0235 .0436 .0416
 

.0435 .0432
 .0427 .0422 .0416
 

.0411 .0405 .0401
 .0390 .0383
 

.0370 0369 .0364 .0357 0351
 
0347 .0342 .03-18 .0334 .0331
 

.0128 .0325 .0322 .0320
 

DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.4974 .5015 .4724 .0898
 0914
 
.0960 .1007 .1046 .1080
 110
 
.11 36 .1160 .1175 .1161 .115 3
 

.1147 .1142 :1111:77
 

.1137 .1139 .11114729 . 1111 .;
 

.1160 .1168 .1178 .1188
 

EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
4974 .5015 .4722 .0916 .0921
 

.0963 .1008 .1046 .1080 .1109
 

.1136 .1160 .1166 .1181 .1153
 

.1147 .1142 .1139 .1137 .1136
 

.1137 .1139 .1142 .1147 .1151
 

.1160 .1168 .1178 .1188
 

REVISED E
 
.527 .538 .551 .592 .592
 

.592 .592 .591 .591 .591
 

.591 .590 .590 .590 .590
 

.590 .590 .590 .590 .580
 

.589 .589 .589 .589 .589
 

.589 .589 .588 .588
 

REVISED C
 
4.02 4.50 5.03 5.84 o29
 
6.73 716 7.60 8.04 0.48
 

8.92 9.35 10.23 10.67
 

11.11 11.55 11.99 12.43 12.86
 

13.30 13.74 14.18 14.61 15.05
 

15.49 15.92 16.36 16.79
 

RADIUS OF CURVATURE (M)
 
999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 
999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 
999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (M)
 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.n000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

DEPTH (M)
 
2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 
2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 

2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 
2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 

2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 
2.470 2.470 2.470 2.470
 

TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE = TANALPHA
 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .000n
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ..0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

BED FLOW DEVIATION ANGLE = TANDELTA
 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

VELOCITY INCREMENT U (M/S)
 

-.578 -.537 -.496 -.454 -.413
 
-.372 -.331 -.289 -.248
 -.507
 

-.083 -.041 .000
 

.041 .083 .124 .165 .207
 
-.165 -.124
 

"99990 .r)(,)(1
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.24,3
 

.454
 

L.847 ..':',3,, ,.1.20 3.:6" .4: 

,.551 3..74 4 

4.256 4.07 4.51E 4.67" 4.
 

5.242 5.381
4.960 5.101
 

S-BED SHEAR :TRES (PA:
 

9.i44 11.087
 
17.209 19547 24.671
 

30.390 33.471 16.7(i5 4).086
 

47.294 51.121 55.09E, 59.223
 
72.084
67.921 72.493 77.214
 

92.271 97.587 103.053 108.66, 

2-SHEAR VELOCITY (M/::1
 

.1)880 ,,,,67 .10', ...',
 

.1312 .1-08 .1484
 

.174s .130 .1,1, _00_
 

.2175 .2_261 ._43.4 .2) _
 

..:03. .3124 .3_1,'
 

.00:1n4 .09194 .00046 '406

.000710 .0006)1
 .4444"V,,
 

.00031`, .0(10,7 .000158 .400070
 

-.0con7 -.0001r.,8
 

_.n004- -.00955.2
 2.099710
 

_.1101(121, 2.491104
-.000887 -.09904,3
 

USDUS/DS
 
.005413 .005519
 .005549 .00559:
 

.005185 .004912 .004563 .004139
 

.003062 .002410 .001683 000870
 
-.000955 -.001980 -.003093 -.004275
 

-.006867 -.008277 -.009763 -.011324
 
-.014674 -.016403 -.018(27 -.420288
 

S-WATER SURFACE SLOPE
 
-.000872 -.000948 -.001023 -.001097 -6011,
-.001239 -.001307 -.00117,, -.001440 ;
 

-.001586 -.001627 -.001888 -.001744 -.401'0"
 
-.001854 -.001007 -.091959 -.00:108
 

-.002103 -.002148 -.002191 -.904233
 

-.002312 -.004349 -.902385 -.092419
 

TRANSVERSE NEAN VELOCITY (10.1,
 

.000)) 0866 .1608 .2408
 

.3690 .4235 .4716 .5133
 

.5775 .6000 .8258
 

.8258 .6160 .6000
 

.4716 .4235
 

.2401,
 .1668 .0866 .or)oo 

REVISED ESTIMATE OF BED TOPOGRAPHY
 

N (M) DCOR/DN INTEGRAL CORRE,:TION(M) REV1SE 1,07-TH(M)
 

45.72 .0000 .0000 -1.998
 
42.45 -.0001 -.0026
 
39.19 -.0072 .0081 -1.098
 
35.92 -.0168 .0469 -1.850
 
32.88 -.0269 .1184 -1.788
 
29.39 -.0364 .2220 -1.684
 
26.13 -.0447 .3547 -1.552
 
22.86 -.0517 .5123 -1.394
 

19.59 -.0573 .0906 -1.216
 
16.33 -.0016 .8851
 

13.06 -.0647 1.0917 -.81; .458
 

9.80 -.0666 1.3004 -.600 .998
 

0.53 -.0676 1.5259 -.380 1.530
 

3.27 -.0675 1.7467 -.160
 
.00 -.0667 1.9601 .0"11
 

-3.27 -.0650 2.1814 .275 3.
 

-6.53 -.0627 2.3902 .484 3.,,,
 

-9.80 -.0598 2.5904 .684 4.1'
 
-13.06 -.0563 2.7802 4.82=
S74
 
-16.03 -.0523 2.9578 1.051
 

-19.50 -.0478 1.1211 1..215
 

-22.88 -.0430 3.2898 1.38)
 

-26.13 -.0377 3.4017 1.495
 

-29.39 -.0321 3.5159 :.610 8.446
 

-32.86 -.0282 0.0113 1.7115
 

-35.92 -.0201 3.6870 1.781
 

-39.19 -.0136 3.7421 1.836
 

-42.45 -.0069 3.7757 1,869
 

-45.72 .0000 3.7871 1.881 7. ))
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N(M)
 
45.72	 42.45 39.19
 

19.59
29.39	 26.13
 
3.27
13.06 9.80
 

-9.80 -H.06
 
-19.59 -22.86
 
-3.27	 -6.53
 

-29.13 -29.39
 

-35.92 -39.19
 -42.45	 -45.72
 

REVISED TANALPHA 
.0000 -.0003 -.0177 

.1 27o -.1415-.0898 -.1104
 

-.1598 -.1646
 -.1668
 

-.1477 -.1390
 
-.1061 _.(1931
 

-.1606	 -.1549
 
-.1181
 
-.0495 -.0335 .00'11
-.0170
 

REVISED TANDELTA
 
.0000 .1056 .1867
 .2489
 

.1314 .3570 .3744 .(351
 

.3904 .3864
 .3709 .382
 

.3190 .3210
 .3012
 
.1517
.1796
 

.0933 .0629
 

.2:21	 .2064
 
.0317 -.0001
 

TAN PHI
 

-.0001 .1051 .1567
 .1784
 

.1581	 .1452
 
.0855
 

.1792	 .1699
 
.0961
 

.0667 .0585 .0509 .0440
 

.0318
 

.1195	 .1074
 

.0265 .0217 .0173
 

.0095 .01)61 .0029
 .0001
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-IMMERSED WEIGHT (N/MS)
 

7.8227 9.7569 11.4938 2.6762
 

4.6854	 6.2664
 8.1295 10.3108
 

22.5335 26.1769
 

34.6282 39.5536
 
15.7480	 19.0682
 

44.9878 50.9631
 

64.6703 72.4705 80.9486 90.1408
 

110.8167 122.3814
 134.8283	 148.2273
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-VOLUME (M3/MS)
 
.0004833 .0006028
 .0007101 .0001653
 

.0002895 .0003871 .0005022 .0006370
 

.0009729 .0011780
 .0013921 .0016172
 

.0022393 .0024436
 .0027793 .0031485
 

.0039953 .0044772
 .0050010 .0055889
 

.0068462 .0075607
 .0083297	 .0091575
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-DRY MASS (KG/MS)
 
1.2807 1.5974
 1.8817 .4381
 

.7671 1.0259 1.3309 1.6881
 

2.5782 3.1218
 3.6891 4.2856
 

5.6692 6.4756 7.1652 8.3435
 

10.5876 11.8646 13.2526
 14.7575
 

20.0359	 22.0736 24.267-i
18.1425
 

N-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-VOLUME (M3/MS)
 
.0000000 .0000634
 .0001112 .0000295
 

.0000519 .0000658
 .0000925
.0000794
 

.0001163 .0001265 .0001337 .0001382
 

.0001427 .0001429 .0001415 .0001384
 

.0001272 .0001188
 .0001085 .0000961
 

.0000648 .0000458 .0000244 .0000005
 

45.72 DEPTH -2.239 M
VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN
 

Z(M) Z/D	 US(M/S) )JN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.560 .250 1.353 .000 .000
 

-1.119 .500 1.505 .000 .000
 

-1.679 .750 1.594 .000 .000
 

-2.239 1.000 1.658 .000 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 1N 42.45 DEPTH -2.245 M
 

Z(M) Z/D	 US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 

-.561 .250 1.485 .087 .000
 

-1.123 .500 1.653 .087 .000
 

-1.684 .750 1.751 .087 .000
 

-2.245 1.000 1.820 .087 .000
 

IN DEPTH
VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 19.19 -2.219 M
 

Z(M) Z/D	 us(M/S) uN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 

-.555 .250 1.618 .167 .000
 

-1.109 .500 1.800 .167 .000
 

-1.664 .750 1.907 .167
 .000
 

-2.219 1.000 1.983 .167 .000
 

.156,
 

)75' 

49
 

100.
 

.00C21(4
 

.0018t,.
 

.00553)
 

.00618i2
 

4.9409
 
9.4158
 

16.,,854
 

.0000392
 

.0001049
 
.0(7(11412
 

.0001rn
 
.0000816
 

1N 35.92 DEPTH -2.123 M
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.531 .250 1.750 .241 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER
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1.081 .500 1.948 .241 .000
 

-1.592 .750 2.063 .241
 .000
 

2.123 1.000 2.145 .211 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN 32.68 DEPTH -1.948 r
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.487 .250 1.883 .308 .000
 

-.973 .500 2.095 .308
 .000
 

1.480 .750 2.220 .308 .000
 

1.948 1.000 2.308 .300 00,
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 1N DEPTH M
 

2(M) Z/D HS(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/
 
-.423 .250 2.018 .380 .000
 

-.845 .500 2.24'1 .10, .000
 
-1.288 .750 2.176 .18,, .000
 

1.890 1.000 2.470 .000
 

-1.,0, r
VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 1N 2,.I, DEPTH
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M /S)
 
-.341 .250 2.148 .424 .000
 

-.881 .500 2.390 .424 .000
 

.423 .0011
 

-1.363 1.000 2.633 .423 .000
 
1.022 .750 2.532
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 10 22.80 DEPTH
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.243 .250 2.281 .472
 .000
 

-.487 .500 2.5.38 .472 .000
 

-.730 .750 2.888 .472 .000
 

-.973 1.000 2.795 .472 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 19.56 DEPTH -.53 0
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.133 .250 2.413 .515 .000
 

-.266 .500 2.685 .513 .000
 

-.400 .750 2.845 .513 .000
 

-.533 1.000 2.958 .513 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 16 DEPTH -.052
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
-.013 .250 2.548 .549 .000
 

-.026 .500 2.833 .549 .000
 

-.039 .750 3.001 .549 .000
 

-.052 1.000 3.120 .549 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 13.08 DEPTH .458 M
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
.114 .250 2.878 .577 .000
 

.229 .500 2.980 .578 .000
 

.343 .750 3.157 .578 .000
 

.458 1.000 3.283 .578 .D00
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 1N 9.80 DEPTH .988 M
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
.247 .250 2.811 .800 .000
 

.494 .500 3.128 .800 .000
 

.741 .750 3.313 .600 .000
 

.988 1.000 3.445 .600 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN 0.53 DEPTH 1.530 M
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
.383 .250 2.944 .616 .000
 

.765 .500 3.276 .816 .000
 

1.148 .750 3.470 .816 .000
 

1.530 1.000 3.608 .616 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 1N 3.27 DEPTH 2.078 M
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
.519 .250 3.078 .628 .000
 

1.038 .500 3.423 .626 .000
 

1.557 .750 3.626 .626 .000
 

2.078 1.000 3.770 .628 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 1N .00 DEPTH 2.818
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S)
 
.654 .250 3.209 .629 .000
 

1.309 .500 3.571 .629 .000
 

1.963 .750 3.782 .629 .000
 

2.618 1.000 3.932 .629 .000
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -.27 DEPTH 3.149 M
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Z(M) 
.787 

1.575 
2.362 
3.149 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
1.341 .62h .000 

3.718 .62o .000 

3.939 .620 .000 

4.095 .626 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -6.53 DEPTH 3.665 M 

Z(M) 

.916 
1.833 
2.749 
3.665 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) uN(M/S) IISEC(M/S) 
3.474 .616 .000 

3.866 .616 .000 

4.095 .616 .000 

4.257 .616 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN -9.80 DEPTH 4.160 M 

Z(M) 
1.040 
2.080 
3.120 
4.160 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.006 .600 .000 

4.013 .600 .000 

4.251 .600 .000 

4.420 .600 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -13.06 DEPTH 4.628 M 

Z(M) 
1.157 

2.314 
3.471 
4.628 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) IIN(M /S) USEC(M/S) 
3.739 .577 .000 

4.161 .578 .000 

4.407 .578 .000 

4.582 .578 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN -16.33 DEPTH 5.067 M 

Z(M) 
1.267 
2.533 
3.800 
5.067 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

!IS(M /S) UN(M /S) USEC(M /S) 

3.872 .548 .000 

4.308 .549 .000 

4.564 .549 .000 

4.745 .549 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -19.59 DEPTH 5.471 M 

Z(M) 

1.368 
2.735 
4.103 
5.471 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/5) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.004 .513 .000 

4.456 .513 .000 

4.720 .514 .000 

4.907 .514 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -22.86 DEPTH 5.838 M 

Z(M) 

1.459 
2.919 
4.378 
5.838 

Z/D 
.2.50 

.500 

.7.50 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.137 .471 .000 

4.603 .472 .000 

4.876 .472 .000 

5.070 .472 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUVBER IN -26.13 DEPTH 6.163 M 

Z(M) 
1.541 
3.082 
4.623 
6.163 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.269 .423 .000 

4.751 .424 .000 

5.032 .424 .000 

5.232 .424 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -29.39 DEPTH 9.446 M 

Z(M) 
1.611 
3.223 
4.834 
6.446 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.402 .369 .000 

4.898 .369 .000 

5.189 .369 .000 

5.395 .369 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -32.66 DEPTH 6.681 M 

Z(M) 
1.670 
3.341 
5.011 
6.681 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.534 .308 .000 

5.046 .308 .000 

5.345 .308 .000 

5.557 .308 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -35.92 DEPTH 9.868 M 

Z(M) 

1.717 
3.434 
5.151 
6.868 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.667 .240 .000 

5.193 .241 .000 

5.501 .241 .000 

5.720 .241 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -39.19 DEPTH 7.004 M 

Z(M) 

1.751 
3.502 
5.253 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.800 .167 .000 

5.341 .167 .000 

5.658 .167 .000 
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7.004 1.009 5.882 .107 .000
 

IN -42.45 DEPTH
VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER
 

Z(M) Z/D 1.12(m/S) UN(M/2) UsEC(M/S)
 
.000
1.772 .250 4.932 .080
 

3.544 .500 5.488 .087 .0011
 

5.315 .750 5.814 .087 .000
 

7.087 1.000 6.045 .087 .009
 

IN DEITH
VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) )'/51(M/S U3E,:(M5S)
 
.009
1.779 .250 5.065 .000
 

3.558 .500 5.636 .000 .000
 

5.337 .750 5.970 .0o0 .000
 

7.115 1.000 6.207 .000 .000
 

CROSS SECTION NUMBER
 

1'15.90M
 

CENTERLINE RADIUS' OF CURVATURE
 
CENTERLINE DEPTH
 

2-DISTANCE
 

1.59M
 

TRANSVERSE WATER SURFACE 3)'PERELEVA7ION
 .4 1513
 

.0142
A .0113 B
 

N (M)
 

45.72 42.45 39.19 15.92 32.66
 

22.86 16.3129.39 26.13 19.59
 
.1)0
13.06 9.80 8.53 3.27 

-3.27 -6.53 -9.80 -13.06 -16.31
 

-19.59 -22.86
 -26.13 -29.39 -32.66
 

-35.92 -39.19 -42.45 -45.72
 

INITIAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 
.0182772 .0172657 .0162810
 .0153291
 

.0118014 .5109914
 

.0094579 .0087343 .0080396 .0073730
 

.0061279 .0055483 .0049975
 

.0115077 .0126401
 

.0044755
 

.0035177 .0030821 .0023752 .0022971
 

.0016273 .0013358 .0010727 ..000858;
 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 

.0604587 .0578230 .0;51108 .0523639
 

.0468406
 .0186254
 

.0332973
 
.0440848 .0413439
 
.0307075 .0281817 .0257119
 

.0211017 .0188574 .0173565 .0159108
 

.0133227 .0121588 .0111111 .0101156
 

.0011457 .0010640
 .0008791 .00073:L.
 

SETTLING VELOCITY (M/S)
 

1.545 1.518 1.486 1.454 1.422
 

1.389 1.355 1.320 1.285 1.249
 

1.212 1.174 1.136 1.096 1.056
 
.938 .873
 

.841 .808 .776 .741 .683
 

.204 .165 .137 .113
 

1.014 .970 .906
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY (M/S)
 
.176 .173 .169 .166 .102
 

.158 .154 .151
 .146 .142
 

.138 .134 .129 .125 .120
 

.116 .111 .107 .103 .100
 

.096 .092 .088 .084 .078
 

.022 .019 .018 .017
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS (PA)
 
31.005 29.863 28.679 27.476 26.269
 

25.061 23.856 22.655 21.460 20.271
 

19.090 17.919 16.759 15.611 14.478
 
9.907
13.362 12.219 11.431 10.659
 

9.180	 8.482 7.821 7.138 0.058
 

.499 .375 .322 .288
 

CRITICAL DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.0317 .0119 .0321 .0324 .0327
 

.0331 .0334 .0139 .0343
 .0348
 

.0354 .0361 .0367 .0375 .0363
 

.0391 .0400 .0420
.0407 .0413
 

.0426 .0431 .0435 .0436 .0436
 

.0229 .0218 .0226 .0243
 

DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.1209 .1194 .1171
.1182 .1162
 

.1153 .1147 .1142
 .1138 .1156
 

.1136 .1138
 .1141 .1146 .1153
 

.1162 .1177 .1152 .1124 .1092
 

.0963 .0909
 

.4837 .5021 .4881 .4587
 

.1056 .1014	 .0908
 

EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 

,144,4,
 
.,110215
 
.00,73,4
 
.0«5?822
 
.ro1,476
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. 4 8 1 

REV1.382D E
 

.588 .588
 

.589
 

.58,
 

.5011
 

.547
 

REV1::ED 7
 

12.8s
 
11,.11:1 

4.80
 

RADVD: 4,AT1)RE 111'
 

275.04:0
 
259.3124 250.04,7
 
242.98,8 239.718:
 
220.0551
 
210.32,7 2(17.9010
 

193.9981 1,0.7,24
 . 4
 

WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (M'
 

-.0200 -.0428 -.6597 -.07,5
 

-.7102 -.7270 -.7419 -.70o7
 

-.7944 -.8112 -.8281 -.8449
 

-.878, -.8954
 (
 

-I.047n
 

DEPTH (M'
 

9.050 8 7.472 0.559
 

1 . 0 

2.513 L.I7 1.879
 

1.190 I. '24 .875 .740
 
.185
 

.227 .158
 

TRANSVERSE PED SLOPE - TANALRHA
 
.3730 .3129 .2001 .20
 

.2070 .1831 .1017 .1420
 

.1103 .0848 .0741
 

.0503 . ! '4 8 9 .0424 .0367
 

.0273 .5235 .0201 .11172
 

.0125 .1 100 .0090
 .11070
 

BE)) FLOW DEVIATION ANGLE = TANDELTA
 
-.6332 -.5041 -.5022 -.4402
 

-.3508 -.1104 -.2741 -.2417
 

-.1870 -.1841 -.1437 -.1258
 
-.0954 -.0829 -.0719 -.0023
 

-.0403 -.0398
 -.0341 -.0292
 

-.0212 -.0180 -.0152 -.0128
 

VELOCITY INCREMENT U (M/S)
 

.047 ...,1 .'',5'i, .50
 

.41, .-.71) .324
 

.185 .:30 .1 .040
 

-.040 -.Y92 -. 139 -.185
 

-.277 -.124 -.170 -.41,
 

-.509 -.555 -.001 -.047
 

VERTICALLY-AVERAGED S-VELC,7
 
5.618 5.460 5.102 5.145
 

4.829 4.072 4.514
 
- ,_.,
4.041 9-,83 :.,8
 

'..253 -:;.991, L.9i7 2.780
 

2.404 2.907 2.149 :.992
 

1.078 1.519 1.31;1 I.20
 

S-BED SHEAR STRESS (PA)
 
118.337 111.788 105.420
 
87.457 81.840 70.409 71.105
 
61.230 50.551 52.051 47.741
 

39.670 35.923 32.357 28(.(
 

22.770 19.955 17.121 14.873 12.011
 

10.530 8.047 0.945 5.429
 

S-SHEAR VELI-SITY (M/S)
 

.1440 .1343 .3247 .3,54
.
 

.2957 .2861 .2704 ... .:r-,71
 

.2475 .2378 .2282 .2185 .208'
 

.1992 .1805 .1799
 .1705
 

.1500 .1413 .1310 .1
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.1026 .0030 .0833 .0737
 

DU/DS
 
.001692 .001',71 .0n14,50 .00:329 .00120
 

.001088 .000967 .000H4, .000725 .000604
 

.00048..
 .000i63 .0,0242 .000121 .0000,"
 

-.000121 -.000242 -.0001,04
_.0o03o?
 

-.000725 -.00048
 -.0009,7	 _.001088
 
_.00169_2
-.001129	 -.001450 -.0n1571
 

USDU:3/DS
 
.03241; .029255 .02622;
 .023!25
 

.015404 .013024 .01077-;
 

.006662 .004802 .003071 .001471 .(70(10w)
 

.017914
 

- .003032 -.004583 -.11054,4
 

-.006095 -.006656 - .0(17087 -.007388 -.007;5)
 

-.007600 -.007511 -.007292
 

-.001341	 -.002551
 

-.006943
 

S-WATER SURFACE SLOPE
 
-.004801 -.004571 -.003984
-.004357 -.004161
 

-.003825 -.003685 -.003563 -.003459
 

-.003305 -.003253
 -.003218 -.003197 -.00?,191
 

-.003197 -.003213 -.003237 -.003265
 

-.003322 -.003341 -.003346
 -.003331	 -.00328
 

-.002915 -.002682
-.001211	 -.003089
 

TRANSVERSE MEAN VELOCITY (M/S:
 

.0000 .0025
 .0056	 .0091 .01=,7
 

.0190 .0253 .0327 .0415 .0517
 

.0638 .0773 .0932 .1113 .1310
 

.1551 .1809 .2398
.2092 -2719
 

.3045 .3358 .3631 .3819 .380
 

.1800
 .3099	 .1968 .0000
 

REVISED ESTIMATE OF BED TOPOGRAPHY
 

N (M) DC°R/DN INTEGRAL CORRECTION(M) REVISED DEPTH(M)
 
10.576
45.72 .0000 .0000 .096
 

42.45 .0002 -.0003 .098 9.310
 

39.19 .0004 -.0012 .095 8.179
 
.093 7.109
35.92 .0007 -.0029
 

32.66 .0011 -.0058 .090 6.266
 

29.39 .0016 -.0102 .086 5.401
 

26.13 .0023 -.0164 .079 4.743
 
.071 4.102
22.86 .0031 -.0252
 

19.59 .0042 -.0370 .059 3.5(1
 

16.33 .0055 -.0527 .043 3.023
 

13.08 .0071 -.0732 .023
 

9.80 .0091 -.0996 -.004 2.1).7
 

6.53 .0115 -.1331 -.037 1.809
 

3.27 .0143 -.1752 -.079 1.491
 

.00 .0176 -.2273 -.131 1.210
 

-3.27 .0213 -.2907 -.195
 
-6.53 .0254 -.3669
 -.271 .747
 

-9.80 .0296 -.4568 -.361 .560
 

-13.06 .0337 -.5600 -.484 .400
 

-16.33 .0374 -.6763 -.580
 .286
 

-.707
 

-22.86 .0415 -.9367 -.841
 
-19.59	 .0401 -.8031 .158
 

.071
 

-.977 .009
 

-29.39 .0418 -1.2090 -1.113
 
-28.13	 .0417 -1.0729
 

-.037
 

-32.66 .0452 -1.3494 -1.254
 -.009
 

-35.92 .0580 - 1.5137 -1.418
 -.095
 

-39.19 .0861 -1.7422 -1.646
 

-42.45 .1130 2.0639 -1.968 -.153
 

-45.72 .0000 -2.2802 -2.184 -.155
 

N (M)
 

35.92
45.72 42.45 39.19
 
19.59
29.39 26.13 22.86
 

13.06 9.80 6.53 3.27
 

-3.27 -8.53 -9.80 -13.0o
 

-19.59 -22.88
 -26.13 -29.39
 

-35.92 -39.19 -42.45 -45.72
 

REVISED TANALPHA
 
.4094 .3662 .3273 .2923
 

.2328 .2078 .1851
 .1649
 

.1032 .0915
.1308 .1163
 

.0530 .0448
 

.0296 .0227 .0165
 

.0708 .0817
 
.0110
 

.0080 .0095 .0091 -.0090
 

REVISED TANDELTA
 
-1.0430 -.9025 -.0097
-.7787
 

-.4892 -.4147 -.3489 -.290;
 

-.1914 -.1485 -.1089 -.0714
 

.0007
 .0372 .0751 .1152
 

.2533 .3036 .3520
 

.4105 .3847
 

.2043
 
.2722 -.0045
 

1'111 

.2009
 

117 

70
 

-.%H,
 

.1501
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-.0045 
.0(95 

.1208 
.2545 
.4299 

S-BEDLOAD TRA(51RORT RATE-IMMEPS 
172.9480 155.95:

109.8029 
54.0024 

(:):4719, 

BE(((RT 

1.41.1 

4.9519 
0.82: 

14 . 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSE RT =IATF-YOLME (1.('MS 
.0105847 0 R 5T; 

.,0559, 
oo 1 1 ,00.15291 

.onnr,19b 

_0005778 

S-BEDLOAI: 7P299(.5:01"ORT (8.4,787-115 

28.9145 
18.50(1 

8.84)1 
4.2124 
1.4279 1.0788 
1.7002 1.4109 

MA:1.. c." 

5-BEDLOAD TRA.((S5IRT (829,7F-Y ' 

-.00(7(01 
-.0005899 -.00,9450 
.0001010 .0091411 
.0()1920 .0P01.117 
.0001371 .PUYIISL 

.0002874 .009221011 

.0991057 

.0091915 

.000121, 

VELOCITY PROFILE(' SECTION NUMBER 25 45.72 DETTE (1 

2(M) 

2.544 
5.288 
7.992 

10.570 

.2/D 

.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

'C(M/S; -11(M.11 USEC(11/: 

5.285 -2.91 -2.015 
5.881 
0.250 .2.057 2.957 

0.478 2.804 2.804 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER. 25 42.45 DE-T6 

3(M) 

2.528 
4.055 
1(.93 
9.910 

2/D 
.250 
.500 
.7511 

1.000 

uS(M/S: UN(M/S 
5.187 
5.718 

.

,.0= 

(1-EC(M/s: 

VELOCITY PROFILE SEC71 ( NUMBER 25 2E91711 

Z(M) 
2.045 
4.090 
6.134 
8.179 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) 1r1A(M/S) USEC(M/S; 

4.989 -1.417 -1.422 

5.551 .141 

5.882 1.457 1.452 

8.114 1.085 1.970 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 25 DF778 

4(M) 

1.792 
3.584 

5.079 
7.109 

Z/D 
.250 

.50e 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S: U)9(MIS) USEC(M/S) 
4.84P ""9 
5.380 
5.700:. 1.211 

5 5.932 1.662 1.655 

VELOCITY PROFILE E:'TION lU UMBER 3N 

2(M) 

4.700 
0.260 

Z/D 
..50 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

0.7(M(2 

4. 

5.581 

-.,74 

111'1 . 

1.008 

VELOCITY PROFILES SE07TIO5 NUMBER 25 LEITH 5.451 r 

2(M) 

1.855 
2.730 
4.095 
5. 4 ol 

2/D 

.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

CS(M/S: 115(M17) USEC(M/S, 

4.544 
5.055 .101 .082 

5.355 .858 

5.559 57 1.149 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 25 20.1 DETTH 4.748 M 

2(M) 
1.180 
2.371 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

M1(M/2) 1)N(M /S) USEC(M/S) 

4.395 -.548 -.873 

4.891 .088 
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-3.557 

4.743 

.750 

1.000 

5.181 
5.387 

.712 

.9,2 

.687 

.93, 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN S2.8, DE:TH 

2(M) 

1.02o 
2.051 
3077 
4.102 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 
;750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S1 
4.247 -.518 -.550 
4.726 .080 .055 
5.006 .595 .562 

5.205 .799 .766 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 20 19.5 DEPTH .5-31 

2(M) 

.883 
1.76o 
2.348 
3.531 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

IS (MIS) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
4.099 -.40o -.447 

4.561 .08o .045 

4.8(1 .498 .450 
5.023 .034 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN DEPTH 

Z(M)
756 

1.511 

2.267 
3.023 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.00)) 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/));) 
3.950 -.309 -.(00 

4.396 .088 .010 

4.657 .419 .368 

4.841 .553 .501 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 13.0o DEPTH 

Z(M) 
.642 

1.285 

1.927 
2.570 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

(35(Mb) UN(MIS) USEC(M/S) 
3.802 -.224 -.287 

4.231 .092 .029 

4.482 .357 .293 

4.680 .484 .400 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 2N 9.80 DEPTH 2.167 M 

Z(M) 

.542 
1.083 
1.625 
2.167 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(MIS) USEC(M/13) 

3.654 -.150 -.227 
4.066 .100 .023 

4.307 .309 .232 

4.478 .393 .316 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 2N 6.53 DEPTH I.80 0 

2(M) 

.452 

.904 

1.357 
1.809 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(MJS) USEC(M/S) 
3.505 -.084 -.177 

3.901 .111 .018 

4.132 .274 .180 

4.290 .339 .240 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N (.27 DEPTH 1.491 M 

Z(M) 
.373 

.746 

1.118 
1.491 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 

1.000 

051M/) UN (M /S) USEC(M/S) 

3.357 -.024 -.136 
3.736 .125 .014 

3.957 .250 .138 

4.114 .300 .189 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 2N .00 DEPTH 1.210 M 

Z(M) 

.303 

.908 
1.210 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) 11N(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.209 .030 -.102 

3.571 .142 .010 

3.782 .236 .104 

3.932 .274 .142 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N -3.27 DEPTH .063 M 

Z(M) 

.241 

.482 

.722 

.983 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.060 .080 -.075 
3.406 .163 .008 

3.607 .231 .070 
3.751 .259 .104 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N -6.53 DEPTH .747 M 

Z(M) 

.187 

.373 

.560 

.747 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(MIS) usec(Mis). 
2.912 .128 -.053 

3.240 .186 .005 

3.433 .235 .054 

3.569 .255 .074 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 2N -9.80 DEPTH .560 M 

Z(M) 

.140 

.280 

.420 

.560 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(MIS) USEC(M/S) 
2.764 .173 -.037 

3.075 .213 .004 

3.258 .246 .037 

3.387 .280 .051 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 20 -13.06 DEPTH .400 M 
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.:(1P 

VEL: 0:71 PRCFILE: 2I: 

Z(Mi Z/D mf(M/S, UN(M (ISEIM0 

.200 .75, 2.009 
4.024 

.290 

.20L 

.01; 

.020 

VEL/:ZITY PROFILE: SECTION NUMBER 2N -: 

Z(M) 

.070 

.119 

Z/D 
.250 
.0,00 

'5, 

1.000 

2.,480 

m!M'f. 

.40I

.4IL 

U:(Ec(1102 

.00; 

.111' 

VEL00:NT I PR(,FILE: NuMFER 
.1 

Z(M) 
.019 

2ID 
.250 

1.000 

VELC:CITY PROFILE:: SECTDIC NUMBER 21. IFITH 

20.4) z/D 

.004 .500 2.250 .0,-, .000 

.009 1.000 L.479 ;b4 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES .DTI (N NuMBER 24 IE:ZH 

Z(M) 
-.000 
-.010 
-.027 
-.037 

Z/D 
.25) 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

111111M/:11, 

.1374 

2.095 

2.205 
:.:91.) 

uN(M/S) UCEC(M/:I. 
.1.9', .001 

.181 .000 

.-191 -.001 

.89 -.99: 

VELOCITY PROFILE SECTION NUMBER 2N -4 

Z (M) 

-.017 
_.034 

_.052 
_.03,0 

Z/D 
250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

'12 (M/)

1.725 

1.920 
2.11(4 

'71 (N'; 

.388 

.4811 

.784 

USEC(M/S: 
.0)2 
.000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTIC:M NUMBER 2N -4;.0. 

Z(M) 

-.024 
-.048 

-.071 
-.005 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

'02(M/S: MN(M/Z) USEC(M/b; 
1.577 .309 .002 

1.755 .366 .000 

1.859 

1.931 -.00 

VELOCITY PROFILE'S SECTIDN NUMBER 2N -40.1/ DEITH -0224 

Z(M) 
-.031 
-.0111 
2.092 

-.123 

Z/D 

500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) IIN(M/S) 
1.421 .312 

1.590 .Eiln 

1.684 .07 
1.751 .400 

II) EC(M.250 

.002 

.000 

-.004 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N -42.4' :13TH M 

Z(M) 

-.03R 
-.070, 

-.115 
-.151 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M)S) UN(M/Z) USECI(M/S. 
1.280 (0 

1.425 .197 .000 

1.509 .194 -.003 

1.599 .19; -.0) 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N -45.72 IE:TH 

Z(M) 

-.039 
-.077 
-.111

-.15 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

IAS(M/S) UN(M)(4) USEC(M/S: 
1.132 .1))0.-2 .002 

1.260 .000 .mm 
1.434 -.002 
1.487 -.004 -.004 

CROSS SECTION NUMBER 

S-DISTANCE 
CENTERLINE RADIUS OF 00RVATURE 
CENTERLINE DEPTH 

2494.75M 

2.47: 
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TRANSVERSE WATER SURFACE SUFERELEVATION
 
A .0127 8 .0074 

N(M) 
45.72 
29.39 
13.06 
-3.27 
-19.59 
-35.92 

42.45 
26.13 
9.80 
-6.53 

-22.86 
-39.19 

39.19 
22.86 
6.53 

-9.80 
-26.13 
-42.45 

35.92 
19.59 
3.27 

-13.05 
-29.39 
-45.72 

16.11 
.00 

-16.33 

INITIAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M) 
.0167837 .0159165 .0150723 
.0126778 .0119257 .0111965 

.0091470 .0085099 .0078957 

.0061912 .0056690 .0051699 

.0018104 .0034032 .0010191 

.0020046 .0017124 .00144',2 

.014251L 

.010490: 

.0073045 

.0046937 

.0011,7: 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M) 

.0565088 .0540678 .0516070 

.0442060 .0417542 .0'03200 

.0321900 .0298953 .0275545 

.0213373 .0192980 .0178267 

.0141158 .0130144 .0119929 

.0089271 .0014499 .0011511 

.0491384 

.0359098 

.025475'' 

.0165271 

.0110738 

.0009626 

SETTLING VELOCITY (WS) 
1.501 1.474 1.445 

1.357 1.326 1.294 

1.196 1.162 1.127 

1.019 .982 .948 

.861 .832 .803 

.595 .218 .177 

1.416 
1.262 
1.092 
.919 
.775 

.150 

1.387 
1.230 
1.055 
.891 
.742 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY (M/S) 

.171 .168 .155 .161 .153 

.155 .151 .148 .144 .140 

.135 .132 .129 .124 .120 

.116 .112 .108 .105 .102 

.098 .095 .092 .088 .085 

.079 .024 .020 .019 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS (PA) 

29.290 28.222 27.145 26.066 24.986 
23.909 22.836 21.756 20.702 19.543 
18.592 17.548 15.514 15.490 14.478 

13.480 12.521 11.580 10.985 10.304 

9.640 8.998 6.379 7.797 7.153 

5.299 .553 .407 .344 

CRITICAL DIMENSIONLESS RED SHEAR STRESS 
.0320 .0322 .0325 .0328 

.0334 .0338 .0342 .0347 

.0357 .0363 .0369 .0376 

.0390 .0401 .0405 .0411 

.0422 .0427 .0432 .0415 

.0436 .0235 .0218 .0221 

.0331 

.0351 
0383 

.0416 

.0436 

DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS 
.1188 .1178 .1168 .1160 

.1147 .1142 .1139 .1137 

.1137 .1139 .1142 .1147 

.1161 .1175 .1160 .1136 

.1080 .10430 .1007 .0960 

.0898 .4724 .5015 .4974 

.1153 

.1135 

.1153 

.1109 

.0914 

EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS 
.1188 .1178 .1158 .1150 .1153 
.1147 .1142 .1139 .1137 .1136 
.1137 .1139 .1142 .1147 .1153 
.1151 .1166 .1160 .1136 .1109 
.1080 .1046 .1008 .0963 .0923 
.0916 .4722 .5015 .4974 

REVISED E 
.588 

.589 

.590 

.590 
.591 

.592 

.588 

.589 

.590 

.590 

.591 

.551 

.589 

.589 

.590 

.590 

.592 

.538 

.589 

.589 

.590 

.591 

.592 

.527 

. 

.589 

.589 

.590 

.591 

.592 

REVISED C 
16.79 
14.61 

12.43 
10.23 

8.04 

5.84 

16.36 
14.18 
11.99 
9.79 
7.60 
5.03 

15.92 
13.74 

11.55 
9.35 

7.16 
4.50 

15.49 
13.30 
11.11 
8.92 

6.73 

4.02 

15.05 
12.86 
10.67 
8.48 
6.29 

RADIUS OF CURVATURE (M) 
999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

no,'" _,4
 

.010148
 

99'099.1000
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999990.0,01' 00,990.,000
 
099999.0000
 
999990.0000
 

,09990.0000
 
999999.0000
 .0000
 

WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (0:
 

235 -1.7235 -1.7235 -..7 
-1.7235 -1.723; 

1- .7135 -1.7235 
1.723; -1.7_ 

-1.723; -1.725; 
1.7235 -1.723; 

DEFTH (M.
 

L.470
 
1.470 
1.4'0 1.470 1.479 

1.47.1 
_1.470 .2.470 

TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE - TANALRHA
 
.0000 .0000
 .0100 .,,!0,
 

.0000 .0000 .0001 

.0090 .0000 .9 93 ,:. , , , , ,
)0 (I (1, .,000 i. 

.,100 .0001 .11,1111 .,0111 

.(1(700 .0000 .1110 

BED FLOW DEVIATION ANGLE = TANDELTA
 
.0000 .0000 .0000
 .111 ,(11 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 ,0111 
.0000 .110,111 .0,100 
.0010 1111 11 , ;1 ,1110 .0000. 
.00110 .11111111 

VELOCITY INCREMENT U (M/S)
 
.578 .637 .498 .454
 

.372 .331 .289 .248
 

.105 .124 .093 .041
 

-.041 -.083 -.:24 -.105
 

-.248 -.28'1 -.111
 

-.454 -.490 -.537
 -.L78
 

VERTICALLY-AVERAGED S-VELOCITY (M/S;
 
5.383 5.242 5.101 4.980
 

4.879 4.538 4.507 4.250
 
3.974 3.833 3.002 3.551
 

3.289 3.129 2.088 2.847
 
2.565 2.424 2.283 2.142
 

1.800 1.719 1.570 1.438
 

S-BED SHEAR STRESS (PA)
 
108.007 103.053 97.587 02.271
 

82.084 77.214 72.493 07.021
 

59.223 55.098 51.121 47.294
 

40.086 38.705 33.473 30.390
 

24.871 22.035 19.547 17.209
 
7.751
12.979 11.087 9.344
 

-SHEAR VELOCITY (M/,5) 
.3290 .3210 .3124 .3038 
.2865 .2779 .2692 

.2434 .2347 .2261 .117; 
.2002 .1830 .1743 

.1571 .1484 .1308 .1312 

.1139 .1053 .0987 .0880 

DU/ DS
 

-.001104 -.00102; -.000940 -.000807
 

-.000710 -.000631 -.000552 -.000473
 
-.00031; -.000217 -.000158 -.000079
 
.000079 .000158 .000237 .000315
 

.000473 .000;52 .000031 .000710
 

.000867 .000940 .001025 .001104
 

HSDHS/DS
 
-.020288 -.018327 -.010403 -.014074
 

-.011324 -.009763 -.008277 -.006867
 
-.004275 -.003093 -.001986 -.000955
 
.000879 .001683 .002410 .003062
 
.304139 .004583 .004912 .005185
 

.005503 .005549 .005510 .005413
 

S-WATER SURFACE SLOPE 
-.002410 -.002385 .002340 -.002312 

-.002233 -.002191 -.002148 -.002103 
-.002008 -.001959 -.001907 -.001854 

-.001744 .001088 -.00187 -.001568 
-.001440 -.001375 -.001307 -.001219 

-.001097 -.001023 -.010948 -.000872 

H.
 

,31
 

-.0003,4
 
.000000
 
.00(3394
 

.0007.-3
 

-.012901
 
-.0955.
 
.000,0,
 

.003038
 

.015381
 

-.00180,
 
-.001,-,4 
-.0011,,
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TRANSVERSE MEAN VELOCITY (11()
 

.0000 -..113, -.1608 -.240, -.108.,
 

-.1690 -.4215 -.4716 -.5:31 -.548,
 
_.5775 -.6000 -.0)60 7.6256
 
-.0256 -.6180 -.5775
-.6009 -.5486
 

-.5133 -.4716 -.4215 -.1690 -.108,
 
-.2408 -.1808 -.0800 .0000
 

REVISED ESTIMATE OF BED TOPOGRAPHY
 

N (PI) DCOR/DN INTEGRAL CORRECTION(M) REVISED DEPTH(M,
 
7.115
45.72 .0000 .0000 1.880
 

42.45 .0069 -.0113 1.889 7.087
 
7.004
19.19 .016 -.0449 1.816
 

15.92 .0200 -.0999 1.781 8.888
 

82.60 .0202 -.1750 1.705 6.681
 

2,.19 .0121 -.2710 1.609 6.445
 
-.3851 1.495 6.161
 

22.8, .0410 -.5170 1.381 5.818
 
18,59 .0478 -.8854 1.215 5.471
 

26.11 .0177
 

16.33 .0523 -.8291 1.051 5.067
 

1(.06	 .0561 -1.0066 .874 4.628
 

'.8.80 .0598 -1.1963 .684 4.160
 
6.51	 .0827 -1.1965 .484 3.665
 

.2-1 .0650 -1.6053 .27; 3.150
 

.00 .0667 -1.8206 .060 2.618
 

-i.27 .0875 -2.0400 -.180
 2.078
 

-6.53 .0070 -2.2808 -.380 1.530
 

-9.80 .0666 -2.4802 -.000 .989
 
-11.06 .0847 -2.6950 -.815 .458
 

-18.33 .0616 -2.9018 -1.021
 -.952
 

-19.59 .0573 -3.0981 -1.216 -.513
 

-22.86 .0517 -3.2744 -1.394 -.971
 

-26.13 .0447 -3.4321 -1.552 -1.362
 
-29.39 .0364 -3.5647 -1.884 -1.690
 
-32.86 .0269 -3.6883 -1.788 -1.946
 
-35.92 .0188 -3.7398 -1.859 -2.123
 
-39.19 .0072 -3.7787 -1.898 -2.219
 

-42.45 .0001 -3.7895 -1.909 -2.245
 

-45.72 .0000 -3.7871 -1.907 -2.239
 

N(M)
 
45.72 42.45 39.19 35.92
 

29.39 28.13 22.88 19.59
 

13.06 9.80	 9.27
 

-3.27 -6.53 -9.80 -13.06
 

-19.59 -22.86 -29.39

-231.13
 

-35.92 -39.19 -42.45 -45.72
 

REVISED TANALPHA
 
.0001 .0171 .0337 .0496
 

.0795 .0933 .1082 .1182
 

.1391 .1477 .1550 .1607
 

.1868 .1889 .1646 .1598
 

.1415 .1278 .1103 .0898
 

.0415 .0177 .0002 .0000
 

REVISED TANDELTA
 
-.0001 -.0319 -.0630 -.0934
 

-.1518 -.1797 -.2085 -.2322
 
-.2797 -.3013 -.3211 -.3391
 

-.3683 -.3790 -.3805 -.3904
 

-.3852 -.3745 -.3570 -.3315
 

-.2489 -.1868 -.1058
 .0000
 

TANPHI
 
.0001 -.0028 -.0059 -.0094
 

-.0172 -.0216 -.0285 -.0318
 
-.0439 -.0509 -.0584 -.0887
 
-.0855 -.0981 -.1075 -.1198
 
-.1453 -.1582 -.1700 -.1793
 
-.1785 -.1568 -.1052 -.0001
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-IMMERSED WEIGHT (N/MS)
 
148.2273 134.8283 122.3814 110.8187
 

90.1408 80.9486 72.4705 64.6703
 

50.9631 44.9878 39.5538 34.6282
 

28.1789 22.5335 19.0882 15.7488
 

10.3108 8.1295 8.2664 4.8854
 

2.6762 11.4938 9.7589 7.8227
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-VOLUME (141/MS)
 

.0091575 .0083297 .0075607
 .0068482
 

.00551189 .0050010 .0044772 .0039953
 

.0031485 .0027793
 .00244 38 .0021393
 

.0016172 .0013921 .0011780 .0099729
 

.0008370 .0005022 .0003871 .0002895
 

.0001653 .0007101 .0006028 .0004833
 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-DRY MASS (KG/MS)
 

1.;,
 
.361
 

.1647 

8 5 

-.,..
-.._196
 

-..)1 

-.9757
 

-.133
 

100.0839
 
57.5128
 
30.1798
 
12.8195
 
3.4548
 

3,41 
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14.7575 
5.3435 
4.2856 
1.61181 

.4351 

2L.07i6 

(.6,1 

N-BELLOAD TT_1C121OPT RATE-V, 
.0000005 -.0000234 

-.0000955 -.0001090 

-.0001393 -.0001413 
-.0,01183 
-.(L,00926 2.00,03,34 

-.0,10021,3 -.00,1113 

CITY PROFILE: :;ECTIoN 11NMBE), 

( 0 ) 

1.77, 
". 557 

:1/1.) 

.25, 

,75 

02 (0/2 

6.207 

)10 (y 

VELOCITY PROFILE: SECT),'N 

(11) 2/L) )5): 

5.315 
7.087 1.000 

5.48) 
5.814 
6.045 

-.08), 

-.056 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NuMBER DEPTH 

Z(M) 

1.751 
3.502 

5.253 
7.004 

Z/D 
.251' 
.500 
.750 
1.000 

1N3(M/1) NN(m/s, 
4.800 -.1,7 
5.341 -.167 
5.058 -.167 
5.882 -.106 

1 

nm 

.00, 

VELOCITY PROFILE SECTION NUME,E. T,PTH 

Z (M) 

1.717 
3.414 

5.151 

0.868 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

N)):(M/S) 
4.06
,.11)3 

5.501 

5.72n 

NN(M(:)., 

-.241 
-.241 

551EC(M.()), 

.00(1 

00 

VELO))(ITY PROFILE ,3ECT E,E1-TH 

1.070 
3.341 

5.011 
6.581 

.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

4.534 
5.046 
5.145 
5.557 

UN( 

-.305 
-.308 

-.305 

15(E)))) 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER (*11111' 6.44( 

Z(M) 

1.011 
3.223 
4.834 

6.445 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) NN(M/S, 
4.402 -.359 

4.898 -.369 
5.18,, -.359 

5.39(7) -.33 

.0(», 

.00, 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N 26.1' DEPTH 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) NN(M/S) USEC(M/[,),)
 

1.541 .250 4.259 -.424
 

3.082 .500 4.751 -.42,
 

4.523 .750 5.032 -. 
6.103 1.000 5.23.. -.4_ 

VELOCITY PROFILE:, SECTION NUMBER 2.8. DEPTH
 

Z(M) Z/D iN3,(M/S) 11.14:1(M
 

1.459 .250 4.137 -.472
 

2.919 .500 4.003 -.472 .000
 

4.378 .750 4.870 -.471 .,
 

5.538 1.000 ',.070 -.471
 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 3N DEPTH
 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S: USEC(M/:)).
 
1.308 .250 4.004 -.534 .000
 

2.735 .500 4.45s -.511 .000
 

4)103 .750 4.720 -.511 .,111;1
 

5.471 1.000 4.907 -.513 .100
 

VELOCITY PROFILE; ))ECTION NNMBER iN DEPTH
 

Z (MI Z/D 11.7)(M/S) UN(M/S) 11:1E,:(M(5))
 

1.21,7 .250 3.872 -.549 .000
 

2.533 .500 4.308 -.549 .000
 

1.800 .750 4.504 -.545 .000
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5.067 1.000 4.745 .1,00 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N 11.09 DEPTH 

Z(M) 

1.157 

2.314 
3.471 
4.628 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.739 -.570 .000 

4.101 -.577 .000 

4.407 -.577 .000 

4.582 -.577 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION M(MBER 3N 9.80 DEPTH 4.100 r 

Z(M) 
1.040 
2.080 

4.100 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M'S) USEC(M/S 
3.606 .000 

4.013 -.boo .000 

4.251 -.000 .000 

4.420 -.600 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N 0.53 DEPTH 

Z(M) 
.916 

1.833 
2.749 
3.605 

2/1) 

.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.474 -.616 .000 

3.866 -.010 .n0o 

4.095 -.016 .000 

4.257 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN 3.27 DEPTH .150 M 

Z(M) 
.787 

1.575 
2.362 
3.150 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.341 -.620 .000 

3.718 -.626 .000 
3.939 -.620 .000 

4.095 -.620 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER ON .00 DEPTH 2.01, !: 

2(M) 
.654 

1.309 
1.903 
2.018 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) uN(M/S) USEC(M/2) 
3.209 -.629 .000 

3.571 -.629 .000 

3.782 -.629 .000 

3.932 -.629 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -3.27 DEPTH 2.07o N 

Z(M) 
.519 

1.038 
1.557 
2.076 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M /S) 

3.076 -.626 .000 

3.423 -.026 .000 

3.626 -.626 .000 

3.770 -.626 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER ON -6.53 DEPTH 1.530 r 

Z(M) 

.383 

.765 

1.148 
1.530 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
2.944 -.610 .000 

3.276 -.016 .000 

3.470 -.616 .000 

3.608 -.616 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 3N -9.80 DEPTH .989 N 

Z(M) 

.247 

.494 

.741 

.989 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

VS(WS) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
2.811 -.600 .000 

3.128 -.000 .000 

3.313 -.600 .000 

3.445 -.1300 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 3N -13.00 DEPTH .458 M 

Z(M) 

.115 

.229 

.344 

.458 

Z/D 
.250 
.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
2.678 -.578 .000 

2.980 -.578 .000 

3.157 -.577 .000 

3.283 -.577 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER ON -10.33 DEPTH -.052 M 

Z(M) 

-.013 
-.026 
-.039 
-.052 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
2.540 -.549 .000 

2.833 -.549 .000 

3.001 -.549 .000 

3.120 -.549 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER ON -19.59 DEPTH -.533 

Z(M) 

-.133 
-.260 
-.399 
-.533 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
2.413 -.513 .000 

2.b85 -.513 .000 

2.845 -.513 .000 

2.958 -.513 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N -22.86 DEPTH -.973 M 

2(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(MIS) USEC(M/S) 



.24
 

V02,17172 PROFILES I 

Z(M) 
-.341 
-.081 

-1.022 
-1..092 

2/19 

.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

!!: (M,S 

2.148 
2.390 
2.12 

Y1I( 

-.42% 
-.424 
-.424 

VELOC'ITY PROFILES SECTION 

VEL0,7172 PROFILE: serT1,:11 

.259 
509 

IIS(M/S 

1.88 

VEL)sITy PROFILE f,ECTI 07!16E. 

SI/D 

.599 

.750 
1.000 

1.50 0/2) 

1.750 
1.948 
2.90% 
2.145 

110(11 2` 

-.241 
-.24: 

.01, 

.9,0 

VELOCITY PROFILE - SECTION NVTIFEA 

II(M) 

-.555 

-1.109 
-1.004 
-2.219 

2/D 
.250 

.500 

.751) 
1.000 

U:.(M/S: UNM! 2. 
1.010 -.10 

1.800 -.107 

1.907 -.1,7 
1.983 

.01,1 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION rWM5ER sN . -.TO 

Z(M) 
-.501 

-1.123 
-1.084 
-2.245 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

US(M/S) 
1.485 

1.751 
1.820 

-.08
-.087 

__'1 

VELOCir, PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 

Z(M) 
-.5o0 

-1.120 
-1.680 
-2.239 

Z/D 
.250 

.500 

.750 
1.000 

US(M/S) IJN(11S) 
1.353 

1.505 
1.594 
1.658 

SEDIMENT CONTINUITY EQUATION - _E'7TI0N IIMMBER
 

ti (M) DOS/DS DON/UN 

42.45 .00000681 -.00028401 

39.19 .00000011 -.00021550 
35.92 .00000003 -.00010247 
32.60 .00000540 -.00012132 
29.39 .00000489 -.00008958 

20.13 .00090413 -.00006527 

22.80 .00000378 -.00094681 
19.59 .0000032 -.00003293 
10.33 .00000209 -.00002201 

13.00 .00000215 -.00001502 
.00000100 -.00000950 

0.5?. .00000197 -.00000554 
.27 .1)00(101)54 -.00000273 
.09 .00000000 -.00099.7', 

-.00000055 .0000095: 

-0.5 -.0000011; .0001)9I19 

-9.80 -.00000175 .0090042' 

-13.00 -.00000241 .00000500 

-10.38 -.00000310 .0000050.: 

-1959 -.00000383 .00000010 

-22.80 -.00000401 .00000005 

-20.13 -.00000544 .00000070 

-29.39 -.00000032 .00000527 

-32.00 -.00000727 -.00003120 

-35.92 -.00000827 -.00002302 
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.00002,0
 
_.00000950 .000(H533
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APPENDIX B-3:
 

Input Data for the Bridge Computer Program
 

After Bar Scalping in Case 1
 



32, 4 
(1 

n 

.84,0.,1. 
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APPENDIX B-4:
 

Output for the Bridge Computer Program
 

After Bar Scalping in Case 1
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INITIAL PARAMETERS
 

CHANNEL WIDTH
 
CENTERLINE CHANNEL LENGTH IN ONE WAVELENGTH
 
MINIMUM CENTERLINE RADIUS OF CURVATURE
 
MEAN DEPTH
 
SINUOSITY
 
CENTERLINE WATER SURFACE SLOPE AT CROSSOVERS
 
CENTERLINE DEPTH-AVERAGED S-VELOCITY
 
CENTERLINE BED SHEAR STRESS IN S-DIRECTION
 
CENTERLINE SHEAR VELOCITY IN S- DIRECTION
 ..%444
 

DARCY-WEISBACH FRICTION FACTOR
 
FLUID DENSITY
 
SEDIMENT DENSITY
 
DYNAMIC GRAIN RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
 
STATIC GRAIN RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
 
KAMAN CONSTANT
 
P IN BEDLOAD TRANSPORT EQUATION
 
BIG B IN SUSPENSION CRITERIA
 
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
 
GRAIN SIZE CORRECTION
 
KSK
 
NUMBER OF CROSS-SECTIONS
 
S-DISTANCE BETWEEN CROSS-SECTIONS
 
NUMBER OF STATIONS IN A CROSS-SECTION
 
N-DISTANCE BETWEEN STATIONS
 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN A VERTICAL PROFILE OF VELOCITY
 
DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS IN A VERTICAL PROFILE, IC/D
 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO DETERMINE GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 M'.
 

.057 m/f,
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
PA::CALS
 

5047000.)
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

2
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
.b0, MIS
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 

.009 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 4.772 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .00b1101 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY .72
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .062 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 t.779 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .00996410 M
 

4
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
.845 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 

.007 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 PA2CALU
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 .920 *1/:
 

.105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 

10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .01544"9 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT. SHEAR VELOCITY
 .195 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 10.'1,94 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 :1
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER 7
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .01659993 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER 8
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .01654936 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .0165440 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER. 10
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 .950 .,,

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .10', M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 .0105442
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES - ITERATION NUMBER 11
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 950 M/,1 
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CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VEST
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRE::: AL.'
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUE ITERATION NUMBER.
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED 5HEA STREr
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 M
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELO:=TY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAF.
 L
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 . _
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS
 
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR S TRESS 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 . M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .105 M'S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS: PA.f.:CALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 . M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER .
.20
SETTLING VELOCITY
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 
CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 10.994 RASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE ,5441 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER.
 

SETTLING VELOCITY
 .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .10,, M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 10.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 4111 M
 

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUES ITERATION NUMBER
 
SETTLING VELOCITY
 .920 :1/2
 

.105 MP::
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS I,ASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 

. M
 

FINAL ESTIMATES OF CENTERLINE VALUE:;
 
SETTLING VELOCITY .920 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY
 .105 M/S
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS 15.994 PASCALS
 

MEAN GRAIN SIZE .,1654431 M
 

BIGA = TANDELTA'RO/DO -18.09
 

E COEFFICIENT .591
 

C = -BIGA'E 10.68
 

1
CROSS SECTION NUMBER
 

I-DISTANCE 1436.25M
 

CENTERLINE RADIUS OF CURVATURE 999999.00M
 
CENTERLINE DEPTH 2.82M
 
TRANSVERSE WATER SURFACE SUPERELEVATION .0000M
 

A .0124 B .0057
 

14 (M)
 

45.72 42.45 39.19 35.92 32.66
 

29.39 26.13 22.86 19.59
 
.00
 

-3.27 -6.53 -9.80 -13.06 -16.,
 
-19.59 -22.86 -26.13 -29.39 -32.66
 
-35.92 -39.19 -42.45 -45.72
 

13.06 9.80 6.53 3.27
 

INITIAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 
.0008765 .0010489 .0014403
.0012369 .0016593
 

.0018937 .0021436 .0026898
.0024089 .0029861
 

.0032979 .0036252 .0039680 .0043263 .0047000
 

.0050892 .0054939 .0059141 .0063498 .0068009
 

.0072676 .0077497 .0082473
 .0087604 .0092889
 

.0098330 .0103925 .0109675 .0115580
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FINAL ESTIMATE OF GRAIN SIZE (M)
 

.001148,
.0007549 .0008638 .0009908
 

.0112215
.0102417 .0106758
 

.0155232
 
.0089598
 

.0145456
 
.0219282
 

.0127388 .0136150
 
.0203050
 

.0308014
 
.0176067 .0187094
 

.0289405
 
.0405337
 

.0253391 .0271182
 

.0346213 .0365718 .0385439
 

SETTLING VELOCITY (M/S)
 

.117 .134 .154
 .177 .209
 

.780 .801
.696 .743 .761
 

.825 .848
 .872 .890 .920
 

.943 .967 .999
 1.030 Lobo
 
1.090 1.119 1.148 1.17b 1.204
 

1.284 1.310
1.231 1.258
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT SHEAR VELOCITY (M/S)
 
.017 .018 .019 .020
 .023
 

.089 .091
 

.094 .097 .099 .102 .105
 

.108 .110 .114 .117 .121
 

.124 .128 .131 .134
 

.079 .085 .087
 

.137
 

.149
.140 .143 .146
 

CRITICAL ENTRAINMENT BED SHEAR STRESS (PA)
 

.293 .318
 .352 .406 .516
 

7.534 7.902 8.346
6.287 7.177
 
9.886 10.434 10.994
8.835 9.351
 

13.773 14.595
11.564 12.143 12.961
 
17.110 17.962 18.820
15.425 16.264
 
21.424 22.300
19.683 20.552
 

CRITICAL DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.0240 .0228 .0220
 .0218 .0231
 

.0434 .0433 .0436 .0435 .0432
 

.0428 .0424 .0420 .0415
 .0411
 

.040b .0401 .0394 .0388 .0382
 

.0376 .0371 .0365 .0360 .0356
 

.0351 .0347
 .0343 .0340
 

DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.4644 .4857 .4994
 .5016 .4803
 

.0845 .0837 .0903 .0959 .1001
 

.1036 .1065
 .1091 .1115 .1136
 

.1158 .1152
.1156 .1175 .1165
 

.1147 .1143 .1140 .1138 .1116
 

.1136 .1137 .1138 .1141
 

EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS
 
.4644 .4857 .4994
 .5016 .4803
 

.0867 .0852 .0907 .0960 .1001
 

.1036 .1065 .1115
.1091 .1136
 

.1156 .1175 .1165
 .1158 .1152
 

.1147 .1143 .1140
 .1138 .1136
 

.1136 .1137 .1138
 .1141
 

REVISED E
 
.511 .520 .529
 .538 .549
 

.593 .593 .592 .592 .592
 

.591 .591 .591 .591 .591
 

.590 .590
.590 .590 .590
 
.590
.590 .590 .590 .590
 

.589
.589 .589 .589
 

REVISED C
 
3.99 4.44 4.91 5.38 5.90
 

6.80 7.24 7.67 8.10 8.53
 

9.39 9.82 10.25 10.68
8.96
 
11.97 12.84
11.11 11.54 12.40
 

14.13 14.99
13.27 13.70 14.56
 

15.42 15.85 16.28 16.71
 

Puunus OF CURVATURE (M)
 
999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

999999.0000 999999.0000
 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (M)
 
.0000 .0000 .0000
 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

DEPTH (M)
 

2.820 2.820
2.820 2.820 2.820
 
2.820 2.820
2.820 2.820 2.820
 

2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 

2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 

nn1391'
 

.011904 

.(116443 
c2 :0077 

,31)21964 

999999.0000
 
999999.0000
 
999999.0000
 
999999.000o
 
999999.0000 
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1114:81EP....)E EEC .,I,JFE = TN HA 
,0011 .0000 

'1,110 .001)0 .0111)0 
151110 .,5,1110 . 15)110 

BED FLOW DEVIATI(11.441(14,E = TANI'ELTA
 

-.0001 -. 051 -.00(11 -.'101
 
-.no 1051 -.1)001 -.5001
 

-. '001 -,110(11 -,v001
 
'1101 -.WW1 -,11,101 

-.1051 -.01101 -.0001 
- ,,)- 1`	 - '051 

VE124,117Y INCREMENT W/S)
 
-.528 -.487 -.44,
 
-.125 -.L84
 

-.041
 

.441 .081
 

.284
 

.487
 

ER1.112822:1-AVERAMEE L'-VEIL,,71TY (M/S)
 

1.54' 1.4,1 1.577
 

1.024	 2.019 2.155 2.L71
 
2.,17 2.711 2.4,
 

111 

: 1."--.'?7 17.41r, (.4 

.4 
41.11:	 44. )(1 

1'0.142 

-).))))4
 

SH1SEAR YEL(9MITY
 
.4824
 

.124,
 
.1512 .1744
51,74 

.1815 .188o .1,57 .2028
 

.2111 .2182
 
.273o
 

, 47,17 .111(17 if., .1)110,7 

_ . '4	 ..11042') . 0O..;k,F4 . 

.,)(P)12 .11000h1 
. 

-. 1,5154	 -..1(05245 -., 

E'.-.. E: . T 

-_. 
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-.384 .2921 -1.544 -1.533 

-.,,150 .4285 -1.407 -1.149 
-.,..)", .5844 -1.251 -.709 

-.0546 .7550 -1.080 

1.3. f55 -. ,598 1.1318 _.704 .835 

.80 -.0510 I. 1122 -.507 1.392 

5.5 -.0613 1.5291 -. 307 1. 

1,27 -.0509 1.7289 -.107 2.519 
.00 -.0598 1.9251 .090 1.975 

-3.27 -.0581 2.1188 .283 3.018 

-5.58 -.0558 2.3048 .469 4.143 

-9.80 -.0530 2.4825 .547 4.044 
-1 1 -.0498 2.,505 .815 5.118 

-15.13 -.0451 2.8072 .971 5.550 

-11.0 P -.0421 2.9514 1.115 5.955 

-22.i: -.0378 1.0819 1.245 9.334 

-25. : -.0331 1.1977 1.352 5.551 

-29.39 -.0282 3.2978 1.452 5.943 

-32.55 -.0230 1. 3814 1.54o 7.179 

-15.92 -.0175 1.4475 1.512 7.355 

-39.1' -.0119 1.4955 1.550 7.501 

-42.45 -.0050 3.5249 1.589 7.593 

-45.72 .0,300 3.5349 1 ,q9 7.511 

N(P:. 

45.7: 42.45 35.92 72.55 

9,9 25.13 22.85 19.59 15.33 

13.0o 9.80 h.53 3.27 .00 

-3.27 -9.8)) -13.04, -15.33 

-19.59 -22.85 -2h.13 -32.56 
-42.45 -45.72 

REVIED TANALPHA 
.0000 -.0139 -.0359 -.0022 -.0855 

_.1082 -.1258 -.1420 -.1539 -.1527 

-.1585 -.1720 -.1729 -.1717 -.1586 

-.1b37 -.1573 -.1494 -.1403 -.1300 

-.1:37 -.1054 -.0933 -.0793 -.0547 

-.0493 -.0334 -.0159 .0001 

01' TANDELTA 
.9Q00 .1(1(14 .1781 .2380 .2839 

.3183 . ;434 .:507 .3715 .3759 

.3-75 i741 .3571 .3443 

.32)2 .3120 .2720 .2497 

.1479 .1199 

)514 .0;10 

.071,9 .1157 .1328 .1374 

.1,,50 .1287 .1201 .1110 .1014 

..)920 15 -: ' .0744 .0553 .9589 

.0457 .''I'd .0345 .,(2), 

.0104 
.0048 '0_5 .2001 

LjAD TRANSPORT PATE-IMMERSED WEIGHT (14:MS) 

7.2710 5.0311 8.1412 9.7348 11.1829 

.:.1744 2.5580 1.5508 4.7558 b.0901 

-.,15 9.2904 11.2099 13.3702 15.7901 

1.4872 21.4785 24.24A 27.3142 10.6710 

-;.'i )3 38.3091 42.5252 47.2952 52.3402 

53.5213 0Q 9,03 70.0198 

-BE:LO.,J) TRANSPORT RATE-VOLUME (M)/MS) 

',;255 .0004097 .0005030 30(1.,)) II .00)38909 

.0091585 .000.00 .o002939 .11)))' (7o2 

.0005740 .00059_5 .0008289 .0009758 
.0014977 .0010875 .0018949 

. '212w,
L'S .90 (05 

.002,0,4 

.004 11 

.0029220 

.0047335 
.0032335 

00:: 02 TRANSPORT P,ATE-DRY MASS (pG/m;:.) 

1.0855 1.029 
.4204 .77SS .9970 

:..242S" 1.'12.10 2.1889 2.7,851 

4.4,1!4 5.0214 

7.'432 8.5590 
1(.4159 11.44 2 :2.540 

.0000798 .0000950 
lo o0204 00325 .0000382 

."00047b )000548 .0000574 

. 
Q1Q110,), .n000 '0(10582 .0000550 

,0511 .000495 .0000451 . )000 ir,e 

.w0018, .000,111 

20171 11 NUMBER 1N 11 

SSM/T,, HN(MiSI 
1.157 .:00 
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1.178 
- 1.71,8 

1.157 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

1.288 
1.184 

1.41F 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.nnn 

.331' 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN DEPTH 

TIM) 
-.585 
1.18" 

-1.754 
2.I(18 

TIN 
.250 

.500 
75n 

1.00(1 

IS 10/01) 

1.200 

1.40n 
1.493 
1.552 

UN(MIN) USEC(M/S, 
.07o .0o0 

.070 .onn 

.070 .0,1 

.170 .on9 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 39.19 DEPTH 

LW) 
-.7-4 
1.12 
1.082 

37,D 

.25n 

.500 

.750 
1.100 

(IS 10.')).) 

1.i75 
1.580 
1.021 
1.088 

(071(M/:. 

.15 

.135 
.1(5 

USEC(M,727 
.900 

.90o 

.o00 

5' EL7UITY PROFILES: SEUTI2N NUMBER 

II(M) 

-.524 
-1.77414 

-1.571 
2.15 

7/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 
1.000 

USIM/S: "N)M/' '5:3E1-UM'S 
1.484 .195 .:(nn 

1.851 .798 .00n 

1.749 .195 .o00 

1.81B .195 

55E1387CITY :R.HrILBS SECTION NUMBER IN 3.31.08 24120 

LIM) 

-1.7189 

2/D 

.750 
1.000 

USIM/S) UN(M/S) USECIM/S1 
1.592 .250 

1.772 .259 .o707 

.10, 
1,982 _:50 

7E1_88:ITU PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN 2 39 DEPTH -1.5., 

2.11( 2 18 

.25, 

.7511 

U:(M5S, 

1.701 

2.005 

U11(11/::: 

.2,', 

.2,1 

.L19 

usE(:(M/S 

.00U 
.dop 

PROFILES 2ECT:OD NUMBER ID _8313 -1.14

ZiE1 

.250 

.500 

_750 

1..17M 

11:71,M:S, 

1.610 
2.014 

2.1)4 
2.21B 

'N(11/17.I MSEUI,S5 
.3.41 .7109 

.7.17, .o00 

,.i4( .9on 

. (4) .000 

)R'/FILES SECTION NUMBER IN -8 10U70 

27M1 2'D U9IM/SI "N,M.: UsESIN.: 

1311,22 8EOT: UuMBEP 1D . 1.EI-71-1 3_2' 

'5: '. '2(11'. .. 

.2.258 .418 . 8.0 

1. 90, 2.4H5 .410 

:8,1,77"."1 LT: 0I1E4EP, 

2E7-1:1:11 NUMPET-( :11 

.25'7 2.245, .488 

7(9 2.752 

2P:1F:1,E: 252STIIU NUNBER ID 

"S,I.132 

- ',I,' 
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Z(M) 
.499 
.978 

1.4(57 

1.955 

2/I) 

.25)) 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

1)5 (39/; 

2.40: 
2.740 
2.90: 
3.015 

'IN (77/01 

.490 

.490 

.409 

.490 

USEC(M/S) 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECT:CV NUMBER IN 1.27 DEPTH 2.519 M 

Z(M) 

.9)0 

1.259 
1.989 
2.519 

2/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

U15(M/2' UN(M,S) USEC(M/S) 
2.571 .500 .000 

2.891 .507 .000 

3.031 .507 .000 

5.151 .5017 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN .00 DEPTH 3.075 M 

Z(M) 
.780 

1.537 
2.309 
3.075 

2/D 
.250 
.500 
.750 

1.000 

710 (M/5) IIN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 

2.980 .510 .000 

2.982 .510 .000 

3.159 .510 .000 

3.285, .510 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -11.27 DEPTH 3.618 M 

2(M) 

.005 
1 . 11i00 

2.714 
3.618 

2/D 
.250 
. c,00 
.750 
1.000 

IIS(M/SI 

2.785 
3.104 

3.288 
3.418 

1311(051) USEC(M/S) 

.507 .000 

.507 .000 

.507 .000 

.507 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER IN -9.53 DEPTH 4.143 M 

Z(M) 

1.039 
2.071 
3.107 
4.143 

Z/D 
.25)3 

.500 
750 

1.000 

US(M/S) UN(M/S) ))SEC(M/S) 
2.898 .49) .000 

1.225 499 .000 

1.416 .499 .000 

3.551 .499 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 1N -9.80 DEPTH 4.3,44 M 

Z(M) 

1.161 
2.322 
3.483 
4.944 

Z/D 
.2,50 
.500 

.750 
1.000 

MS (M/5) 

!..0)7 
3.146 

3.544 
3.14.15 

1114(11/5) 
.481) 
.48(5 

.489 

.480 

IISE0:(M/S) 

.00)) 

.0110 

.0)10 

.000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN -13.06 DEPTH 5.118 M 

2(11) 

1.279 
2.550 
3.838 

5.119 

:JD 
.25)) 

.500 
.750 

1.000 

US(M/5) NN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
3.115 .409 .000 

3.487 .408 .000 

3.672 .498 .000 

3.818 .499 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN -16.53 DEPTH 5.580 M 

1(71) 

55'0(0 

zip 

.r,00 

1.00, 

Nf,(miz 

1.24 

3.800 

3.951 

.445 

.445 

.44: 

.445 

1)540(34/Sj 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN DEPTH 

2(M) 

1.402 
2.083 
4.475 
5. 90), 

2/D 

.500 

.750 
1.009 

HS(M/S: '114(0,' 5) USEC(M/Z) 

1.113 .419 .000 
3,709 .419 .000 

3.929 .000 

4.085 .000 

VEL(I,CITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 10 -21.89 DEPTH 9.334 M 

O(M) 

1.534 
3.107 

4.751 
0.554 

2/11 

.250 

.500 

.7150 

1.000 

115 (71/5. 

3.442 

.83n 
4.057 
4.218 

c11I0.93) USEC(M/S) 

.382 .000 

.?,.: .300 

.352 .000 

.353 .000 

VEL,.,CITY PROFILES SEOTICN NUMBER In -28.13 DEPTH 0.661 M 

:7M) D '7' 31/.' .7.1;11. 2, 0SEC1M 9) 

(.5(0 _00 5. 151 .545 .000 

0.091 1.900 4.551 .544 .000 

VEL 'ITC PROFILE:, 2ECTIN NuMBER IN -29.19 DEPTH 9.943 M 

O'D uS(M52 u1111-152, 155 EC31-1-'2, 
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?, 

VEL,-_,IITY 

(M) 
1.79`1, 

S. 054 
7.179 

VEDIY.'ITY 

Z(M) 
I.041 

'10.5. ''1Sf 

: 

7 'f". 

7.',....'.
 

799
 

1.00o 4.40`.. 

:ECTIL.,N NUMBER 

:1 lIT M TAN (M/5) 
.25o 1.SoO .149 
.500 4.5,1
.75o 4.441 
1.000 4.o10
 

1 POEt 1.02 NUMBER 

Z/D 
3.77 .10r; 

.590 4. ?14 .195 

),10 4.77,1 . yr, 

PRC,FILET	 NUMBER 

= 11 11110 /::-: (14 1::;) 

I E.7 : NUMB EP, 

Z , D TIS (M/ 2-::; 'TN (M/::,) 

4. ,-,4 o7n 
.`,OO 4.',`,, .970
 

4.,,,., .071
 

1.00o ',.01F .171
 

ROE I LE.:
_ NUMBER 

Z/D ,N(M/f ) 

.250 4 ..)00 
4 ,i,77 .009 

.750 4 .,54 .000 

151 . 000 

'T uOMDEF 

DEFT!" 

4	 . 

II 

. : :-... .1.. -.
 

.. .
 '
 

.
 

:1-.,:,
 

DE'TH
 

1:] . DE1,714 

LISE,11M/:: 
.909
 
.90n
 

01 1 101 TO :! 

..... ,E1T!11 

TT:Ey.' (M.,,::, 

.190
 

.999
 

:11 -4' 

II ) 

.099 
9rw 

_ . 

. .
 

...
 

..
 
,

. '...'
 

= 
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22.o47 
18.180 
11.865 
10.419 
7.837 

.381, 

21.745 
17,302 

13.029 

''. 855 

7.451 

.,.49 

20.847 
1.491 
12.17b 
9.107 
7.091 

.490 

19.',53 

15.567 
11.580 
8.778 
5,584 
.284 

19.084 
14.712 
10.994 
8.280 
.483 

CRITICAL DIMENSPTVLESS BED SHEAF STRE:3S 
.0339 .0342 .0346 .0150 
.0359 .0364 .039 .0)75 

.037 .0394 .0401 .0408 

.0415 .0420 .0425 .0429 

.0435 .044 , .0432 .043, 

.0218 .0222 .0232 .0245 

.0354 

.0181 

.0411 

.1)43% 

.0227 

DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS 

.1142 .1139 .1137 .1136 

.1137 .1139 .1142 .1140 

.1158 .1164 .1176 .1157 

.1114 .1090 .1083 .1032 

.0950 .0892 .0822 .0928 

.501', 
4959 .4783 .4544 

.1136 

.1152 

.11-o4 

.0996 

.4864 

EFFECTIVE DIMENSIONLESS BED SHEAR STRESS 

.1142 .1139 .11(7 .1110 .1118 

.1137 .1119 .1142 .1148 .1152 

.1158 .1184 .1178 .1157 .1138 

.1114 .1090 .1063 .1012 .0996 

.0951 .0898 .0839 .0949 .4884 

.5023 .4959 .4783 .4544 

REVISED E 
.589 
.590 
.590 
.591 

.592 

.535 

.589 
590 

.590 

.591 

.592 

.589 

.590 

.590 

.591 

.593 

.5.17 

.589 

.590 

.590 

.591 

.592 

.507 

.589 

.590 

.591 

.592 
.546 

REVISED 
16.88 

14.o7 
12.45 

10.24 
8.03 
5.23 

16.44 

14.23 
12.01 

80 

.58 

4.75 

18.00 
11.78 

11.57 
9.46 

7.14 
4.18 

15.55 

13.14 
11.1: 
4.91 

o.89 
4.81 

15.11 

12.90 
10.88 
8.47 

RADIUS OF ,71IRVATURE 

275.8410 272.3753 

259.1124 258.0487 
242.9868 239.7181 

228.8553 223.3895 

210.3287 207.0810 

190.7124 

269.1098 
252.7811) 

238.4524 
220.1218 
203.7953 
187.4887 

265.8438 
249.5153 
213.18437 

218.8581 
200.5295 
184.2010 

262.5781 
248.2495 
229.9210 
213.5924 
197.2818 

WATER :;11RFAOE ELEVATION (M) 

-.1711' 

-.4209 -.4 .-26 -.4444 
-.47,,, 271)4 -.5011 

i974 

-.4541 -.4670 
-.52,6 
-.5854 

-.5971 -...424 

-...911 

-.6441 

DEPTH 

142744 

1.304 
.814 

cM' 

'.,17 

1.188 

4.:74 
2.141 

.438 

7.492 

1.847 
.001 

.14'' 

.42-4 

. 

= T.,41.:ALFHA 

.1848 .1030 
.984, 

.0484 .0419 
.9198 

.2,71 

.1434 

.07 

.0144 .":21 

FED FLOW DE%-,ATI N 0211217 = 7ANT,ELTA 
-.45__ 

1 -.'205 
-.0,89 
-.0173 -.1114, 

]81 

-.0284 

1NoP.EMENT 1 ,m(s) 
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'ALLY -AVE PA !El! -8-4484 :'174 )144 ) 

",.'?.00 

'..4:1r-, '..,!4.8 

?..'!»4. -..44. 

4.-840 

4.1:8 2.017 1.8-8 

4:-CED :114EAR /4TRE4)4:. 

78. ',74 71.4') '') 

,!7. 88 1 54.140 
41.4 i7 38.827 

),1, A

t-.") 

'!0.,.8,=, 

38.722 

47.577 
:3.02-3 

.. ._ 

44.4)t4 

48.4:1 

_7.1)44 2)1.5oi 2'7-44E0, 41.14:0 :t.»87
 
15.241 13.P14 11.4(.1
 

4.008
 7.1,84
 

-.HEAP tiE14):»'/I T? (PI/
 )
 

.4704 .4474
 

.4400 .44'4
 

.17q4
 
.1:L.. 

.14.5
 
'44 .0H71 ,078
 

.1()I4" 

.1)f)1)71, 
.000510 4(74) .000488 .00014H 

-.!)011'24! -.0002Y, -. 300510 

-40007,8 (100W)i -.00102: -.00114),) -. ' 

. J8114'4' .001041
 

.11'4844 .01881P . '148-4
 

.
 )144,.1)) .011'47 18,
 

.00:244: .8.8(3 nu
 

4. nn 14)))4 !40,),

,088 

-.008188 

/-444).7E4 7P.FA 4 1.):4E
 

002 ILL,
 
0`:_. -, 00200, - '1
 

TPA)1484EP.:1E P!E41 '/EL8 )': )))1/
 

44
 

P. :t4 ::174)73-1 'PPE =: 

.)), )4 4...301: 

.00!) -.00i,1 

.,0I 7 

.014)! -.)!1 74 . 4 
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N(M) 

45.72 42.45 39.19 35.92 32.60 

29.19 26.11 22.88 19.59 10.33 

13.08 9.80 6.51 3.27 .00 

-3.27 -9.90 -13.06 -18.33 

-19.59 -22.88 -28.H -29.39 

-39.19 -42.45 -45.72 

REVISED TANALPHA 
.4531 .4054 .3824 .3237 .2891 

.2580 .1301 .2051 .1827 .1827 

.144o .1284 .1136 .1002 .0877 

.0781 .0851 .0544 .0440 .0338 

.0233 .0130 .0030 -.0062 _.0134 

-.0172 -.0152 -.0041 .0191 

REVISED TANDELTA 
-1.1464 -.9936 -.8588 -.7399 -.6352 

-.5429 -.4614 -.3893 -.3253 -.2681 

-.2166 -.1697 -.1284 -.0856 -.0464 

-.0079 .0109 .0708 .1124 .1584 

.2027 .2508 .2992 .3441 .3789 

.3914 .360) .2489 -.0061 

TANPHI 
-.2452 -.1918 -.1459 

.0181 .0476 
-.0420 

.0660 
7.0159 

.0840 
.1073 
.1021 

.1210 

.2420 

.1411 
.2728 

.16'30 

. 3042 

.1869 

.3337 
.211 
.3562 

.3822 .3346 .2420 .0263 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-IMMERSED WEIGHT (N/MS) 

79.4081 72.3132 3,5,7003 59.5481 53.8358 

48.5430 43.6495 39.1357 34.9819 31.1893 

27.6791 24.4928 21.6566 18.5676 15,7901 

11.3057 11.0952 '3.1381 7.4121 5.8924 

4.5415 
9.2351 

3.3599 
7.6169 

2 . .1740 

8.1004 
2.4918 
4.7811 

10.7552 

S-BEI,LOA1) TRNJSP,:,R1' RATE-VOLUME 3M 3/141:1 

,49059 .0044075 .00405,0 .0036789 .003323'0 

.9029.9.0 .Q02096,7 .0024178 .0021612 .0019258 

.Q017100 

.0008220 
101 .Q01,,379 

.n995048 
.0011471 
.0004579 

.0009755 

.000;640 

.01»)280), .90014.7 .0001539 .0006645 

91,,4706 .000:77i .0002954 

TRANI,'.:RT PATE-1)J61' MA2,S (KG/MS) 

1 .0004 11.8389 10.7562 9.7490 8.138 
7.1462 6. 4 072 5.7271 5.1029 

4.51', 4.0099 4.5456 1.0399 2.5851 

_.1784 1.8165 1.49,1 1.2175 4647 

.74 .5501 .4080 1.7,08 

1.5119 1.2470 .9097 .7828 

N-BEDLOAD TRAN::4-,P.T RATE -V,LINE 

-.9,18599 )01-;72; 

109:930 
-.0007054 

-.3000141 
-.0004848 
.0000141 

..1,17048 881 .0000963 .00009,, 
:1000,17 001111920 .0000956 .0000776 

lI 20,7 . 100 1,--,74 
00004 4 0 

:010091i 
.00005)4
.0000078 

NUME,Er-: _N DEFTH :1.69, :1 

2)) 2'1% :11(9.72::) 

N'JTTEE'r:	 _N 12.25 :,EFTH :
 

.
 

4. -,,,	 .148 .14,
 

.488 1.4,4
 

VEL(,71TY PROP=;	 M
 

2.-41 1.254 1.24,, 

1.70H
 

PR:TILE: - NIrmsER 10588 -.-2) M
 



"4.306 

5.7,41 

.,1.21 

.750 
two 

4.o10 
4.,4?. 

1.055 

1.435 
1.047 

1.427 

P ROE I LEC OJECT ION NNMEER 2N :2."o lEFTS 

::(M) 

1.7.30 

11; 1) 

1. 'Oo 

141'4(M/11) 

.75):. 

4.227 
4.47171 

4.o55 

11/1(M/S) HSU:IN/CI 
-.844 -.85, 
.18'8 .1)1?,k 

.1,171(, 

1.2,4 1.1,2 

1.78ELOCI F ROF I LEE, - .3E,7171,".11 NUMBER 2)1 

7 1-1) 

814 

4.7.22 

7.00 

.75, 

1:1(11/1:: 

4.10: 

4. :4, 

4.518 

"Ii(N5C) 
--,4 85 

.,88 
743 

11:.4171111. 

-.711 
.,71 

.72o 

VELOCITY PROFILEC 

(71) 13f:(M5::: 

NIIMBER _N 2o.1 

-NINIC) 111411/C1 

4.214 
4.4811 .841 .818 

VElo%5 TY PROFILES 

4.523 

1 I' 
.250 

.500 

.75, 

FILE C 

SECTION NUMBER 1.114 22.8o 

US(M/S) NN(M/S) USEC(M/:::) 
4.40 -.454 -.483 
.4.554 .077 .048 
4."82 
4.244 .7,11 

4.11 Ii NNMBEF _I1 11.5) 

NNIN/S, '.4 II. 

4.451 -.458 -.404 
3.729 .,70 4,40 

.43, .402 

4.1,7 .585 .54, 

2E1 TH 

DEPTH 

E11N E 1 NCIM/C. 1117: 15IEC N. 5 

m, 

FRoF17-8, 

E'P 

.7' 

1.170 .4,, .444 

CUTIN NUMBER 211 13.,, 

NS(N/C: '1N(M'CI NCEC"N'CI 

4 J8L 

i.o18571 .417 

1,4471-1 _8E, :1 

pP, - CE ::71 _71 711.171.8EP EN t. 8 1E:T13 .. 71 

-'. 1126. 5E5'71,44 ,.:1171118EP 271 -.5: IETH : . 

11 C143 '15E .: 

.551 

75 1: 1:1718FF1 1' 

!!' (M/51 '71.1(N'S: ITCE'' 

'E17: 

. _ . 
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Z(M) Z/D uS(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(IL'f: 

.266 .250 2.508 .067 -.070 

.511 .500 2.850 .144 .007 

.7,7 .750 r;.027 .200 .071 

1116),3 1.000 3.144 .234 .097 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N 6.), DEPTH .833 M
 

Z(M)	 Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) uSEC(M/::;
 
.208 .250 2.456 .109 -.051
 

.416 .500 2.734 .165 .005
 

.624 .750 2.896 .211 .052
 

.833 1.001) 3.011 .2(0 .070
 

.037 M
VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 28 -3.80 DEPTH
 

Z(M) Z/D :IS(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M,S)
 

.159 .250 2.345 .149 -.031,
 

.319 .500 2.600 .188 .004
 

.470 .750 2.764 .221 .037
 

)637 1.000 2.874 .234 .050
 

f.Er2T1CN NUMBER IN -I .9H DEPTH .47 M
PROFILE:2
 

Z(M)	 2.D 02(P4/2) r04(M/S) USEc(M/f)
 

.119	 .250 2.2?.0 .187
 2.025
 

.238 .500 2.485 .214 .002
 

.358 .750 2.631 .237 .025
 

.477
 1.000	 2.730 .246 .034
 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 2N -16.33 DEPTH .350 M
 

2(M)	 Z/D 0S(M/S) UN(M /S) USEC(M/S!
 

.087	 .250
 2.121 .22) -.017
 

.175	 .500 .242 .002
 

.750 2.500 .257 .oI7
 

1.000	 .023 

3 .257 M
VELOCITY PROFILES /)EETIEN NUMBER IN -U.S' DEPTH
 

Z(M)	 Z/D NS(M/S) 0N(M/f) 1.1SEC(Mr2.
 

2.009 .258 -.011
 

.129 .500 2.238 .270 .001
 

.10-1 .750 2.488 .280 .011
 

.257 1.000 2.402 .284 .015
 

.004	 .250
 

VELOCITY PROFILE::: IECTION NUMBER 28 DEPTH .198 M
 

3(M)	 Z/D N[j(M/I;) UN(M/:) 715E,:(Mif
 

.050	 .250 1.897
 .289 2.908
 

.500 2.111 .297 .001
 

.149 .750 2.231' .304 .008
 

.1,8 1.11110 2.525 .807 .1(11
 

PROFILE/ NUMBER IN .13 DEPTH .172 M
 

/' 0N(M/:.:)
 

.314 -.,n8
 
211 Z/D
 

r-rr'rn
 

1. r87 "1 

Rr9F1LE: ,E7Ti ̂ N NUMBER 2N - PERTH 

l.;1) 

5)4 

.i3i 

.500 

.750 

1.000 

',2(M/2 

:.)62 

2.051 

.110(M/2) 

.132 

.130 

.343 

.345 

-.006 
.001 
.006 
.103 

VEL.917Y IR6901218:. )ECTION NUMBER 2N PERTH .210 11 

11(11) Z/D 1 

rrr7 :4(m/r. "r7F.C(M 

.210 

.750 
1.000 

1.730 
1.041 

.342 

.147 

.349 

.0.,_ ..T'i 0RoFIRF: :ECTI/59 NUMBER PE)TB 

Z/D 'J )Mr-') '71 (IT/ c:E; 

Rri,ir I LE: ECTI.Y4 NIIRIRE :3)78 

'2,M(S7 

1.40 

104))1(/) 

.2'31 

II2EL;(1 

-.0517 
.,1111 

.007 

.0,10 
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M:.ROFILES SE/710U NMMBER 214 -47.4 DEPTH 

2,141 2/41 1111,M/S, 1114 (M/ 15ET(M/r..1', 
-, (10,
 

.`,)0 1.
 

.750 1.445 .1110 .005
 

I 

1.000 1.555 .1141 .00 

YE1./14:172 PROFILES NUMBER 211 

2111) Zit/ 11131M/S1 731 (M/S) USE,: (M/S) 
1.114 

.414 .0514 .005 
1.000 1. 140 .n07 .007 

:3E1'1:71:31 3.11111BEP. 

237i.713M,1-D1111,7144.11,-E 

7P1MTEP.L1111E, 07 11 

7E7TEP.L:11E .TEPTH 
WATEP .111REAYE [1,10.:EP.ELEVAT 1 1P1 .7.013M, 

45.711 4.1.45 
25.14 22.45 19 . 

5.53 1.27 

22.05 -20.13 -20.39 
311.10 -45.712 

:131.T.4.L ESTIMATE OE 212E (M)
545,75 .51 5
 

.047,54 . 054147 .0077457

1:11"1",7'11 

005.014( .n0,0404,0 .0,47,010 
.1141,11 1111 y15811 

..'.L41)P5 
.001I)4 

. 1:4403 

17:1:55_ -177:11.4.7.E '1:-.71411 SI:1E 

"1.:1712:1,P.3 
.54 1 _ 4 

1.14 1,5,5 

.44.4
 

.7.7)
 
. .74 .117
 

E117117.4.1SnENT f HEAP. .'E1.7:! T1 113 5 
7 

.. .
 

11'
 
0.0 

. _ . . 

117: 1'1E11. 1114.3 . .3E'3 11EA7. .
 

. ; ' .
 

14_4 .54 

"1M:711. -SLE 5714E55 
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.1138 .1140 .1143 .1147 .1152 

.1158 .1185 .1175 .1158 .1138 

.1115 .1091 .1085 .103o .1001 

.096o .0907 .0852 .0887 .4803 

.501, .4994 .4857 .4644 

REVISED 
.589 .589 .589 .500 

.590 .500 .590 

.590 .590 

.591 .i91 .592 

.592 .593 

.538 .529 .520 .511 

REV).: 01)
 

16.7: 18.28 15.85 15.42 14.99
 

14.13 13.70 13.27 12.84
 

12.4 11.97 11.54 11.11 10.88
 

10..35 9.82 9.39 8.98 8.5:
 

8.1 7.07 7.24 8.80 5.90
 
4.91 4.44 3.99
 

RADI,5 OF OIRVATNRE LM)
 
99999'.3000 999999.0000 999949.0000 999999.0000
 
999994.:1000 099999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 
999999. 8,00 999999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

000 499999.0000 999999.0000 999999.0000
 

0990".0000 404499.0)9)0 9)))999.0000 999999.0000
 
94449... MOO 44494'.0000 -0,9,!.0000 999999.0000
 

WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (M)
 
1.053 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 

1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 

1.053" -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 

1.053: -1.05:3 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 
1.0501 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 

1.053: -1.0533 -1.0533 -1.0533
 

DEPTH (M)
 
2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 

2.821 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 
2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 

2.829 2.820 2.82n 2.820
 
2.821) 2.820 2.820 2.820 2.820
 
2.82, 2.820 2.820 2.820
 

TRANSVERSE BED sLOPE TANALPHA
 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.000,, .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0009 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.900' .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0nun
 

.9000 .0000 .0000 .0000
 

BED ELOW DEVIAT1(N P,5ILE = TANDELTA
 
-.9001 -.0001 -.0001 -.0001
 

_.,00. 2.,,001 -.0001 -.0001
-.0001
 
2.0001 -.0,011 -.0001
 2.0001
 

2.00,. -.0001 -.0001 -.0001
 

-.000)
 

VEL, ):71 INCREMENT II	 391! 31) 
.4E.7 .446 .406 
.294 .243 

.1,2 .122 381 .1141 .0011 

-.381 -.182 -.243 

-.284 -%05 -.400 
-.44.- -.487 -.588
 

VEST: :ALLY-AVERAGED s-VELOUTY 3M/I,)
 
4.48- 4. 152 4.238 4.120 4.005
 

3'774 3.542 3.4_7
 
140
1 . , :
) 3.195 2.084 2.5140
 

2.77' , 2.91, 2.502 2.388
 
2.15'. 2.009 1.424 1.808
 

1.481 1.348 1.200
 

2-BE: SHEAR :1:TRE22.
 

74.9-. 74.010 "3.884 00.142
 

58.72' 51.08 5,.178 47.955 44.0
 

41.):2 38.292 35.571 12.,51 .30.4
 

1
28.01: 25.891 21.472 . 35, 10.
 

10.5'4
17.415 15.567 1'.878 12.281
 

.24'2
 

.2"11 
I -

.124"
 

999999.0000
 
999999.0000
 
999999.0000
 
999999.0000
 
999999.0000
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2.,1010:-.0007, -.000707
 
_.000429 

-.0001H4 -.00012?. -.000001
-.,100 -.000491
 

;1;11
.0m)(1,41 .000123 .000184
 

. 000 .00(1421 .000491 .110.07,yz
 
.000051..0007-1,0 .000'797
 

:121,71 D2
 
2.01:1,27 -.000884 -.008601
 

-.900:15 -.005274 -.004474
 
-.000518 .,1111111,1,1

-.002114 -.001075 -.001070
 
.000915 .001311
 .001,,44
 

.00:2',0 .002494	 .002089 IlL 04
 
.00:057
 

21.1RFA"E 2LCTE
 
_1014,1
 

-.0,:4-- -.001":58 -.0013:2
 

-.001.113 -.00117,,
 -.001111 -.0011,0
 
_.000942
 

-.040774
 

-.000i,1)2 -.009557 -.000512
 
-.001016
 

'12021 ,'EL. IT', (M/L.)
 

-.07)12
 
-.4447
 

-.4004
 
-.4447
 

0.1=ATE F BED T,T)P1),,;P:AE1-1Y
 

11 '11, 7 1c.4,.P1 INTEGRAL ,1(..RRE,71(41(M) REV111E1 

.0000 .00011
 

42.47	 .00,40 -.0090 1.(,0
 

.0110 -.(V)2
 
-.0872
 

1.W0,
 
1.4,42
 

. ,L
 

.04,1 -.7274 .72
 
.04,S -.8841
 

o47 4.144
 

-1.22°,3
 

.5,1
 

4.: 10 

4 '4
 

.:" 

.-4 

http:1c.4,.P1
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.0001 -.0022 -.0047 -.0074 -.0103 

-.0155 -.1)170 -.0,08 -.0250 -.0295 

-.0344 -.0398 -.045), -.0520 -.0589 

-.06.5 -.(1744 -.0810 -.0920 -.1015 

-.1111 -.123)4 -.1288 -.1352 -.1376 
-.1329 -.1158 -.0770 -.0001 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-IMMERSED WEIGHT (N/MS)
 
76.6198 69.8963 63.6211 57.7757 52.3402 

47.2962 42.8252 38.3091 34.3302 30.,710 

27.3142 24.2430 21.4785 18.4872 15.7901 

P-3702 11.2099 9.2904 7.5913 6.0901 

4.7568 3.5,08 2.5680 2.1744 11.1829 

9.7348 8.1412 6.6311 5.2710 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-VOLrME (M3/MS) 

.0047356 .0043182 .0019305 .00 `.)0,94 .0032398 

.0029220 .002.314 .00256.7 .0021209 .0018949 

.0016875 .0014977 .0013269 .0011421 .000.1755 

.000860 _0006925 .0005740 .0004690 .000173,2 

.0002939 .0002200 .0001588 .03)01343 .3)0()69(),:) 

.0006014 .6005030 .(3004097 .0003256 

S-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT 133213 (KG/MS) 

12.5439 11.4432 10.4159 9.4589 8.5690 
7.7432 785 6.2718 5.0204 5.1214 

4.4718 . 9690 3.5164 3.0267 2.5851 

2.1889 1.8152 1.5210 1.2428 .3970 

.7788 .5810 .42(14 .3560 1.93na 

1.5938 1. 1329 1.0856 .8629 

N-BEDLOAD TRANSPORT RATE-VOIZME (M3/MS) 
.0000003 -.0090096 -.0000184 -.0000264 -.0000334 

-.0000395 -.0000448 -.0000493 -.0000529 -.0000559 

-.0000581 -.0000596 -.0000605 -.0000594 -.0000574 

-.0000548 -.0000515 -.0000476 -.0000432 -.0000382 

-.0000326 -.0000265 -.0000204 -.0000182 -.0000950 

-.0000799 -.0000582 -.0000315 .0000000 

VELOCITY PROFILES - SECTION NUMBER 3N 45.72 DEPTH 7.611 M 

Z (M) Z/D NS(M/S) UN(M/S) USE':-(M/S) 

1.903 .250 4.203 .00,3 .000 

.500 .00, 
54 .100 

7.611 1.'100 
151 

VELOCITY PROFILEf - SECTION NUMBER 1N 42.45 DEPTH 7. M 

Z(M) Z/D )ISM/S, 11:-.:EC(M/S) 

1.8.6 .250 4.094 -.07! .100 

.500 4.55, _.070 .1;00 

5..87 .750 4.826 -.070 .jon 

7.585 1.000 ',.018 

VELOCITY PROFILE - SECTI(.,N NUMBER iN 39.19 DEPTH 7.500 M 

:(M) uN(11. 7200(14/S) 

1.75 _250 3...85 -.11, .100 

3.750 .500 
75n 

4.4)5 
4..98 

-.135 
.100 

1..,00 4.884 .,00 

VELcd:ITY PROFILE: 314 i5.32 DEPTH 

:(m) 11/11 117 (m/s) 

1.841 .25,: 1.077 .300 

L14 -.1 

5.324 .750 4.570 .10(3 

1.00H 4.51 -.1,5 ,11h1 

vELL.,,f1TY - NuMBER IN 1.2.... DEPTH 7.17 M 

2(1D .7/1: 'IC(M/fil -ZEC:(MiS 

.500 4.19 -.25., .100 

5.Y84 .750 4.44) -.24', .000 

7.1'8 1.,00 4..19 -.24 

VEL.-ITy PROFILE:: - NuMBEP. (N DEPTH M 

4.495
 

:(M, "NtM
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n.00l 1.:110 4.351 -.34 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER ,M DEPTH 

2(0) MS(0/2) N0(M/S) USE.:11M3:4, 

1.584 3.442 -.382 .00n 
IN, 

4.751 4157 -.382 .0°0 

0. 34 4.218 -.38:: .000 

VELOCITY PROF:LES SECTION NUMBER 311 :E1 TO 

I(M) :.14(NiS) M4'4EOiM.34L 

1.402 3.3'31; -.41s .000 

3.70" -.410 .00° 

4.475 -.410 .1110 

5."o0 1. '3 4.085 -.410 .000 

VELOCITY PRCFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N 143.33 DEPTH 

ZMI) 
1.390 
2.780 
4.170 

..:50 

. 

11111(Mr21 UN(M/S) 

3.224 -.445 
3.586 -.445 
3.00 
3.351 -.445 

USEC(M/S) 
.000 
.000 
.800 

.000 

'EL ''')TS' PP:F:LES OECTION NMMBER 3N 14.043 DEPTH 5.118 

:114; 

2.55" 
3.838 
8.110 I. o1L 

m(M/s) 111(M.3:3) 

4.115 -.448 
3.4437 -.4,38 

4,72 
3.818 -.448 

USEC(M/S) 
.1)00 
.000 

.000 

.000 

VELOCITY PROF:LES :1ECTION NUMBER N (.8) 204TH 4.,(4; 

21M) 

2.422 

01,41 

: 

544 

i.L00 

10.4(M/S1 UN(M/C) 
3."07 -.48, 
4 346 4 ',y4, 

-.48, 
3.85 -.48o 

USE5'(M3:'41 

.000 
ow) 

.00" 

.500 

7EL(WITY PROF:LE:3 .4ECTION NUMBER 1:2PTR 

:IM) 

1.407 

4.14./ 

IL; (0/2) 

2.898 
3.225 

3.41O 
i.551 

11113:4) 75EC(M3: 
-.4'40 .000 

-.4,, .01111 

VELOCITY PR.:4:1E1 'ECTICN NUMBER IN DEPTH 

:(M) 

.14 

Ii):: 10/2) (INN/.11) USEC(M/J1 
.,p)0 

3.104 -.5°7 .1,00 

R F.LB LECT:8 NUMBER 3N '0 1"E:TH 

7.L11 u3cBC'Ll, 

:L .TY 1.0. LEOT::N P0070 

18) : 131D.L. c11,11.0) 101E, (m 

LP:R=RD: OECT:ON NUMBER '11 

: '1:(1M/D uN1115f YEC 

.01.' TI :RoF:LE: f"4051,17. NUMBER 

1:,M1 

L.354 -.48o 

.. 44 
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.209 .250 2.245 -.468 

.417 .500 2.498 -.468 1000 

.626 .750 2.646 -.468 .000 

.835 1.000 2.752 -.468 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN -16.3: DEPTH .293 M 

Z(M) 2/D us(m/s) uN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 

.073 .250 2.136 -.445 ,000 

.147 .500 2.377 -.445 .000 

.220 .750 2.918 -.445 .000 

.293 1.000 2.618 -.445 .0() 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3,1 -19.59 DEPTH -.225 M 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
.250 2.028 -.416 .000 

-.112 .500 2.26 -.416 .000 

-.169 .750 2.390 -.416 .0011 

-.225 1.000 2.485 -.416 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 3N -22.86 DEPTH -.709 M 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 

-.177 .250 1.519 -.382 .000 

-.;54 .500 2.13F -.382 .000 

-.532 .750 2.262 -.382 .000 

-.709 1.000 2.552 -.382 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 1N -26.13 DEPTH -1.148 M 

Z(M) Z/D uS(M/S) UN(M/S) USEC(M/S) 
-.287 .250 1.810 -.343 .000 

-.574 .500 2.014 -.343 .000 

-.861 .750 2.114 -.343 .000 

-1.148 1.000 2.218 -.343 .000 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER 15 -29.3'1 DEPTH -1.53; M 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) 11SEC,M/S) 
-.383 .250 1.701 -.299 .000 

-.7,7 .500 1.898 -.29) .ono 

.7'20 2.005 -.210 .000 

1.000 .1.095 .000 

VEL,'.)CITY PROFILEL, SECTION NUMBER ON -,2.66 DEPTH -1.852 II 

Z(M) Z/D US(M/S) UN(M/S) HSEC(M/S) 
-.463 .250 1.592 -.250 .000 

.500 1.772 -.250 .000 

1.18q .750 1.977 -.250 .000 

1.000 1.552 -.2'1.. .'wo 

VELOCITY PROFILE:: f,ECT1ON NUMBER IN DEPTH -2.095 M 

Z 01) Z/D S,M/S) 
5o 1.484 -.11'5 

-1.048 .500 1.851 -.105 

-1.571 .750 1.749 -.185 

1.000 1.818 -.185 .10(1 

VELOCITY PROFILES SECTION NUMBER IN --3',.19 DEPTH -2.257 M 

2/D US(M/I.:) UN(M/::,) USEC(I/15) 

-.564 

1.128 

.250 

.50o 
1.375 -.135 .000 

1.50o -.Iv': .noo 
.7'10 1.621 -.115 .000 

1.000 1.685 -.135 .loo 

;'RO,FILES SECTION NUMBER 3N -42.45 DEPTH -2.138 M 

,M) 2,1) :;:]:(m/s) uN(M/S) USE.:(M/S) 

35 .25,, 1.266 -.070 .ono 

,.400 _,070 

-.070 
1.:100 -.070 

Po N NUMBER DEPTH -2.197 M 

2/1, 

.250 1.157 .000 

.500 1.299 . 000 

.750 1.164 . 01)(1 

.9011 

rONTINu:TY Ec'AT1.N 111'1,1BEP,
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.poomnoo -.30010597 

.09099208 -.00008092 
2.66 .30000233 -.0000,124 

.30000256 -.00004566 
.00000232 -.00003339 
.30000204 -.00002484 
.0000017o -.00001788 

10.31 .00000148 -.00001202 

13.00 .00000120 -.00000670 

3.80 .00000093 .00000583 
.53 .00000004 -.00000330 
5.27 .30000033 -.000(10133 

.3000000n -.00000006 

-5.27 -.30000043 .30030068 

-.00000066 .00000157 
-.0000011 .00000212 

11.30 -..9000011-, .0)103)1250 

-.00000171 .00000307 

-13.5 -.30000239 .,)00:10354 

-.3000024', .9602o384 

-.30300:,?2 .30000107 

-.00000334 -.00002870 
_.,(100031,1 -.00002312 
-.00000)67 .00001315 
-.0000042 .00001844 

-.69005,1 .0000=33)' 
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APPENDIX C:
 

Hydrologic Data of the Chetco River near Brookings in 1981, 1982 and 1989,
 

and Hydrologic Data of the South Santiam River at Waterloo in 1994
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APPENDIX C-1:
 

Hydrologic Data of the Chetco River near Brookings in 1981
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APPENDIX C-2:
 

Hydrologic Data of the Chetco River near Brookings in 1982
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APPENDIX C-3:
 

Hydrologic Data of the Chetco River near Brookings in 1989
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CHETCO RIVER BASIN
 

CHETCO RIVER NEAR BROOKINGS, OR
 

sec.12, 7.40 S., R.13 W., Curry County, Hydrologic Unit
 
14400000
 

LOCATION.--Lat 42'07'25', long 124'11'10', In SE 1/4
 0.5 ml upstream from Elk Creek, 6.0 ml northeast of
 
17100312, on right bans 16 ft upstream from bridge,
 
Brookings, and at mile 10.7.
 

DRAINAGE AREA.--271 m13.
 

PERIOD OF RECORD.--October 1969 to current year.
 
Elevation of gage is 50 ft, from topographic map.


GAGE.--Water-stage recorder and crest-stage gage.
 
No regulation or diversion upstream from station.
Records good.
 

Several measurements of water temperature made during the year.
 

ft3/a, 115.71 in/yr, 1,673,000 acre-ft/yr.
 

REMARKS.--No estimated daily discharges.
 

AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--20 years, 2,309
 

65,800 ft3/2 Jan. 16, 1971, gage height, 27.45 ft; minimum
 
EXTREMES FOR PERIOD OF RECORD.--Maximum discharge,
 

discharge, 42 ft3/s Oct. 14, 1987.
 

22, 1964, reached a stage of 32.25 ft, from high -eater mark on
 
EXTREMES OUTSIDE PERIOD OF RECORD.--flood of Dec.
 

bridge pier, discharge, 85,400 W/s, from racing curve extended above 45,000 ft /s.
 

than base discharge of 20,300 ft'is and maximum (4):

EXTREMES FOR CURRENT YEAR.--Peak discharges greater
 

Gage height

Discharge Gage 

Time 1=1"
 iftl
Date

Date Time
 

15.22
0600 25.100
Jan. 10

Nov. 22 1500 39,800 19.75 23.500 14.63
 

(al '19.93 Mar. 5 1730
 
Nov. 22 1500
 

Minimum discharge, 60 ft3/s Oct. 28-30.
 

(al From crest-stage gage.
 

1988 TO SEPTEMBER :999
 

MEAN VALUES
 
DISCHARGE. CUBIC FEET PER SECOND, WATER YEAR OCTOBER
 

DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL SEPAUG 

1 

2 

1 
5 

74 
72 
71 
73 
81 

79 
1010 
2570 
1530 
1040 

3410 
2760 
2300 
1940 
1680 

4040 
3160 
2760 
2750 
3310 

2040 
1810 
1630 
1450 
1290 

2010 
2580 
2310 
2160 
11100 

4640 
6410 
6020 
4710 
3770 

1070 
971 
897 
853 
796 

721 
662 
614 
568 
537 

386 
323 
293 
275 
258 

157 
154 
147 
142 
137 

93 
86 
84 
82 
81 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

83 
79 
76 
75 
72 

2610 
1250 
1090 
1000 
2450 

1600 
1390 
1240 
1100 
995 

3000 
2550 
2650 
6580 
17600 

1290 
1110 
1040 
987 
963 

15900 
8450 
5620 
7140 
9180 

3100 
2670 
2370 
2110 
1890 

749 
700 
664 
627 
603 

518 
492 
470 
449 
429 

247 
234 
226 
218 
213 

132 
129 
127 
126 
123 

80 
77 
76 
75 
73 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

70 
70 
71 
78 
79 

1950 
2350 
4490 
6270 
5510 

892 
808 
742 
675 
621 

8430 
5610 
4630 
3840 
5290 

936 
910 
882 
846 
814 

10200 
10000 
11600 
7920 
5980 

1670 
1520 
1390 
1280 
1180 

566 
540 
520 
497 
480 

410 
401 
389 
384 
406 

208 
203 
202 
197 
192 

120 
116 
113 
110 
106 

74 
74 
72 
70 
68 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

76 
73 
71 
69 
69 

5840 
7790 
4780 
3340 
2950 

574 
534 
500 
626 
927 

6440 
5840 
4750 
4090 
3700 

936 
1450 
2120 
3810 
2790 

6230 
6450 
11800 
8610 
5730 

1080 
987 
925 
864 
862 

458 
439 
456 
438 
410 

381 
354 
338 
329 
319 

191 
208 
202 
191 
186 

103 
100 
99 
98 
97 

67 
70 
81 
84 
79 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

67 
67 
65 
64 
63 

7060 
30200 
19500 
10300 
10400 

2090 
4150 
3670 
3290 
2670 

3740 
5020 
383C 
3110 
2640 

2430 
5490 
6430 
4810 
3720 

6150 
5260 
4100 
4130 
11700 

826 
1040 
1270 
1190 
1570 

398 
419 
984 
2130 
1900 

309 
297 
286 
272 
266 

179 
170 
164 
161 
158 

94 
103 
123 
118 
105 

76 
72 
71 
69 
68 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

62 
62 
61 
60 
62 
64 

8210 
6320 
8440 
5760 
4360 
--

2150 
1960 
1740 
1620 
4900 
5740 

2330 
2140 
1990 
1840 
1990 
2090 

3010 
2540 
2220 
--
--
--

7460 
5770 
7200 
5940 
4720 
4860 

1890 
1620 
1420 
1280 
1180 
-

1410 
1170 
1060 
997 
880 
794 

265 
256 
251 
315 
490 
--

156 
157 
152 
150 
149 
147 

99 
96 
94 
91 
94 
95 

71 
73 
74 
79 
90 

--

TOTAL 
MEAN 
MAX 
MIN 
AC-FT 
COON 
IN. 

2179 
70.3 

83 
60 

4320 
.26 
.30 

170449 
5682 
30200 

79 
338100 

21.0 
23.40 

59294 
1913 
5740 
500 

117600 
7.06 
8.14 

131740 
4250 
17600 
1840 

261300 
15.7 
18.08 

59654 
2130 
6430 
814 

118300 
7.86 
'8.19 

218260 
7041 
15900 
2010 

432900 
26.0 
29.96 

62734 
2091 
6410 
826 

124400 
7.72 
0.61 

24884 
803 
2130 
398 

49360 
2.96 
3.42 

12178 
406 
721 
251 

24160 
1.50 
1.67 

6396 
206 
386 
147 

12690 
.76 
.88 

3548 
114 
157 
91 

7040 
.42 
.49 

2291 
76.4 

93 
67 

4540 
.28 
.31 

CAL YR 1988 
WTR YR 1989 

TOTAL 589493 
TOTAL 75360' 

MEAN 1611 
MEAN 2065 

MAX 30200 
MAX 30200 

KIN 60 
MIN 60 

AC-FT 1169000 
AC-FT 1495000 

CFSN 5.94 
CFSM 7.62 

IN. 
IN. 

80.92 
103.45 
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APPENDIX C-4:
 

Hydrologic Data of the South Santiam River at Waterloo in 1994
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APPENDIX D: 

D: Shear Stress Calculations for the South Santiam River,
 
East Fork River and Rhone River
 



Table D-1. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on June 10, 1995 

distance width depth observation 
depth 

point 
velocity 

mean 
velocity 

area discharge relative 
shear stress 

area of 
relative s.s. 

relative 
shear stress 

wetted 
perimeter 

(ft) 
0.0 

(ft) 
1.00 

(ft) 
0.00 

(ft/s) 
0.00 

(ft/s) 
0.00 

(ft') 
0.00 

(cfs) 
0.00 

(1/sec) 
0.00 

(ft/sec) 
0.00 

(lbift2) 
0.00 

(ft) 
0.00 

2.0 1.50 0.75 0.6 2.59 2.59 1.13 2.91 8.63 12.95 0.41 2.14 

3.0 1.35 1.00 0.6 2.90 2.90 1.35 3.92 7.25 9.79 0.31 1.03 

4.7 1.50 2.40 0.8 2.32 3.60 10.09 4.83 7.25 0.23 2.20 

0.6 2.53 2.80 
0.2 3.83 

6.0 1.65 2.65 0.8 1.86 4.37 14.33 3.51 5.79 0.18 1.32 

0.6 3.55 3.28 
0.4 4.05 
0.2 4.15 

8.0 2.00 2.35 0.8 2.91 4.70 19.22 6.19 12.38 0.39 2.02 

0.6 4.31 4.09 
0.4 4.58 
0.2 4.83 
0.1 4.64 

10.0 2.00 2.20 0.8 2.52 4.40 18.00 5.73 11.45 0.37 2.01 

0.6 4.34 4.09 
0.4 5.02 
0.2 5.16 
0.1 5.90 

12.0 2.00 2.00 0.8 3.47 4.00 18.40 8.68 17.35 0.55 2.01 

0.6 4.77 4.60 
0.4 5.18 
0.2 5.39 
0.1 5.39 

14.0 2.00 1.75 0.8 3.63 3.50 16.32 10.37 20.74 0.66 2.02 

0.6 4.77 4.66 
0.4 5.18 



Table D-1. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on June 10, 1995 (Continued) 

distance 

(ft) 

width 

(ft) 

depth 

(ft) 

observation 
depth 

point 
velocity 

(ft/s) 

mean 
velocity 

(ft/s) 

area 

(ft') 

discharge 

WO 

relative 
shear stress 

area of 
relative 

shear stress 

relative 
shear stress 

(1b/ft2) 

wetted 
perimeter 

(ft) 

0.2 5.48 
0.1 6.16 

16.0 2.00 1.70 0.8 3.72 3.40 15.78 10.94 21.88 0.70 2.00 

0.6 4.77 4.64 
0.4 5.30 
0.2 5.30 

18.0 2.00 1.55 0.8 2.72 3.10 12.60 8.77 17.55 0.56 2.01 

0.6 4.24 4.07 
0.4 5.18 
0.2 5.06 

20.0 2.00 1.65 0.8 3.39 3.30 13.99 10.27 20.55 0.65 2.00 

0.6 4.34 4.24 
0.4 4.77 
0.2 4.89 
0.1 4.77 

22.0 2.00 1.60 0.8 3.04 3.20 13.13 9.50 19.00 0.61 2.00 

0.6 4.24 4.10 
0.4 4.85 
0.2 4.89 

24.0 2.00 1.55 0.8 2.97 3.10 12.77 9.58 19.16 0.61 2.00 

0.6 4.34 4.12 
0.4 4.66 
0.2 4.83 

26.0 2.00 1.50 0.8 2.33 3.00 10.82 7.77 15.53 0.50 2.00 

0.6 3.72 3.61 
0.4 4.55 
0.2 4.66 

28.0 2.00 1.60 0.6 3.72 3.72 3.20 11.90 5.81 11.63 0.37 2.00 



------------s 1 1 1II ' .- v. ..., , I '' -1.1 I II ' -01 4 

distance width d 1 th observation 11 int mean area dischar e relative area of relative wetted 

d I th veloci veloci shear stress relative shear stress IMMEME
MGEMMOIMMCMI MMIllraMMONIIMEM shear stress ))

30.0 2.00 1.80 0.8 2.48 3.60 12.44 6.89 13.78 0.44 2.01 

0.6 3.55 3.46 
0.4 4.14 
0.2 4.24 

32.0 2.00 1.70 0.8 2.33 3.40 11.53 6.85 13.71 0.44 2.00 

0.6 3.39 3.39 
0.4 4.14 
0.2 4.45 

34.0 2.00 1.60 0.8 2.62 3.20 11.46 8.19 16.38 0.52 2.00 
0.6 3.63 3.58 
0.4 4.04 
0.2 4.45 

36.0 2.00 1.60 0.8 2.18 3.20 9.88 6.81 13.63 0.43 2.00 
0.6 3.11 3.09 
0.4 3.72 
0.2 3.95 

38.0 2.00 1.55 0.8 1.79 3.10 9.05 5.77 11.55 0.37 2.00 
0.6 3.04 2.92 
0.2 3.81 

40.0 2.00 1.65 0.8 2.53 3.30 10.03 7.67 15.33 0.49 2.00 
0.6 3.04 3.04 
0.4 3.32 
0.2 3.55 

42.0 2.00 1.50 0.8 1.75 3.00 8.03 5.83 11.67 0.37 2.01 
0.6 2.78 2.68 
0.2 3.39 

44.0 2.00 1.50 0.8 1.83 3.00 7.37 6.10 12.20 0.39 2.00 
0.6 2.33 2.46 



Table D-1. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on June 10, 1995 (Continued) 

distance width depth observation point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 

depth velocity velocity shear stress relative shear stress perimeter 

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) shear stress (1b/f12) (ft) 

0.2 3.34 
46.0 2.00 1.30 0.8 1.41 2.60 6.23 5.42 10.85 0.35 2.01 

0.6 2.53 2.40 
0.2 3.11 
0.6 2.78 2.61 
0.2 2.90 

50.0 2.00 0.70 0.6 1.47 1.47 1.40 2.06 5.25 10.50 0.33 2.03 

52.0 2.50 0.30 0.6 0.36 0.36 0.75 0.27 3.00 7.50 0.24 2.04 

55.0 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.01 



Table D-2. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on August 3, 1995 

distance width depth observation point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 

depth velocity velocity shear stress relative s.s. shear stress perimeter 
(ft) 

0 
(ft) 

0.75 
(ft) 

0.00 0.00 
(ft/s) 

0.00 
(ft/s) 

0.00 
(ft2) 

0.00 
(cis) 

0.00 
(1/sec) 

0.00 
(ft/sec) 

0.00 
(1b/ft2) 

0.00 
(ft) 

0.00 

1.5 1.25 0.60 0.60 1.23 1.23 0.75 0.92 5.13 6.41 0.16 1.62 

2.5 1.00 0.75 0.60 1.66 1.66 0.75 1.25 5.53 5.53 0.14 1.01 

3.5 1.00 0.75 0.60 2.33 2.33 0.75 1.75 7.77 7.77 0.19 1.00 

4.5 1.00 2.00 0.80 1.48 2.16 2.00 4.32 3.70 3.70 0.09 1.60 

0.20 2.84 
5.5 1.50 2.12 0.80 2.38 2.86 3.18 9.09 5.61 8.42 0.21 1.01 

0.60 2.90 
0.20 3.25 

7.5 2.00 2.22 0.80 2.13 3.07 4.44 13.63 4.80 9.59 0.23 2.00 
0.60 3.18 
0.20 3.79 

9.5 2.00 2.00 0.80 2.71 3.54 4.00 14.14 6.78 13.55 0.33 2.01 

0.60 3.63 
0.20 4.17 

11.5 2.00 1.82 0.80 2.33 3.51 3.64 12.78 6.40 12.80 0.31 2.01 

0.60 3.63 
0.20 4.45 

13.5 2.00 1.76 0.80 2.33 3.58 3.52 12.60 6.62 13.24 0.32 2.00 

0.60 3.72 
0.20 4.55 

15.5 2.00 1.60 0.80 2.71 3.81 3.20 12.19 8.47 16.94 0.41 2.01 

0.60 4.04 
0.20 4.45 

17.5 2.00 1.50 0.80 2.90 3.67 3.00 11.02 9.67 19.33 0.47 2.00 
0.60 3.72 
0.20 4.35 

19.5 2.00 1.50 0.80 2.11 3.30 3.00 9.89 7.03 14.07 0.34 2.00 



Table D-2. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on August 3, 1995 (Continued) 

distance width depth observation point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 
depth velocity velocity shear stress relative s.s. shear stress perimeter 

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) (ft=) (cfs) (1/sec) (ft/sec) (lb/ft2) (ft) 
0.60 3.47 
0.20 4.14 

21.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 2.48 3.39 2.80 9.49 8.86 17.71 0.43 2.00 
0.60 3.47 
0.20 4.14 

23.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 2.23 3.30 2.80 9.25 7.96 15.93 0.39 2.00 
0.60 3.47 
0.20 4.04 

25.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 1.87 2.87 2.80 8.04 6.68 13.36 0.33 2.00 
0.60 2.83 
0.20 3.95 

27.5 2.00 1.35 0.80 2.28 3.16 2.70 8.53 8.44 16.89 0.41 2.00 
0.20 4.04 

29.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 2.53 3.20 2.80 8.96 9.04 18.07 0.44 2.00 
0.20 3.87 

31.5 2.00 1.50 0.80 1.47 2.60 3.00 7.79 4.90 9.80 0.24 2.00 
0.20 3.72 

33.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 2.28 3.00 2.80 8.40 8.14 16.29 0.40 2.00 
0.20 3.72 

35.5 2.00 1.40 0.80 2.11 2.83 2.80 7.92 7.54 15.07 0.37 2.00 
0.20 3.55 

37.5 2.00 1.24 0.80 1.87 2.49 2.48 6.18 7.54 15.08 0.37 2.01 
0.20 3.11 

39.5 2.00 1.20 0.80 1.99 2.45 2.40 5.87 8.29 16.58 0.41 2.00 
0.20 2.90 

41.5 2.00 1.20 0.80 1.95 2.43 2.40 5.82 8.13 16.25 0.40 2.00 
0.20 2.90 

43.5 2.00 1.15 0.80 1.60 2.08 2.30 4.79 6.96 13.91 0.34 2.00 



Table D-2. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 1 on August 3, 1995 (Continued) 

distance width depth observation point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 

depth velocity velocity shear stress relative s.s. shear stress perimeter 

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/s) (ft/s) (rt2) (cfs) (1/sec) (ft/sec) (lbift2) (ft) 

0.20 2.65 
45.5 2.00 1.00 0.60 2.13 2.09 2.00 4.17 5.33 10.65 0.26 2.01 

47.5 2.00 0.85 0.60 1.47 1.43 1.70 2.42 4.32 8.65 0.21 2.01 

49.5 2.00 0.63 0.60 1.47 1.38 1.26 1.74 5.83 11.67 0.29 2.01 

51.5 2.00 0.40 0.50 0.72 0.66 0.80 0.53 3.60 7.20 0.18 2.01 

53.5 1.90 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.01 

55.3 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.81 



Table D-3. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 2 on June 12, 1995 

distance 

(ft) 
0.0 
1.0 

2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

width 

(ft) 
0.50 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

depth 

(ft) 
0.00 
0.55 
0.45 
1.10 
2.10 

observation 
depth 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

point 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
0.00 
0.35 
0.58 
0.67 
1.94 

mean 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
0.00 
0.35 
0.58 
0.67 
1.94 

area 

on 
0.00 
0.55 
0.45 
1.10 
2.10 

discharge 

(cfs) 
0.00 
0.19 
0.26 
0.74 
4.07 

relative 
shear stress 

(1/sec) 
0.00 
1.59 
3.22 
1.52 
2.31 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(ft/sec) 
0.00 
1.59 
3.22 
1.52 
2.31 

relative 
shear stress 

(lb/ft=) 
0.00 
0.07 
0.14 
0.06 
0.10 

wetted 
perimeter 

(ft) 
0.00 
1.14 
1.00 
1.19 
1.41 

0.2 2.18 
0.1 1.91 

5.0 1.00 2.80 0.6 1.11 1.11 2.80 3.11 0.99 0.99 0.04 1.22 

0.4 2.50 
0.2 2.26 
0.1 2.10 

6.0 1.00 2.70 0.8 0.74 2.70 5.86 1.37 1.37 0.06 1.00 

0.6 2.38 2.17 
0.4 2.71 
0.2 3.18 

7.0 3.75 3.50 0.6 2.43 2.43 13.13 31.89 1.74 6.51 0.27 1.28 

0.4 3.11 
0.2 3.71 
0.1 3.91 

13.5 
18.0 
20.0 

5.50 
3.25 
2.00 

5.70 
4.30 
4.00 

0.6 
0.6 
0.8 

3.45 
3.10 
2.48 

3.45 
3.10 

31.35 
13.98 
8.00 

108.16 
43.32 
22.40 

1.51 
1.80 
3.10 

8.32 
5.86 
6.20 

0.35 
0.25 
0.26 

6.86 
4.71 
2.02 

0.6 2.97 2.80 
0.4 2.97 
0.2 2.78 
0.1 2.59 

22.0 2.00 3.70 0.8 1.99 7.40 18.50 2.69 5.38 0.23 2.02 

0.6 2.71 2.50 



Table D-3. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 2 on June 12, 1995 (Continued) 

distance width depth observation point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 

(ft) (ft) (ft) 
depth velocity 

(ft/s) 
velocity 

(ft/s) (ft2) (cfs) 
shear stress 

(1/sec) 
relative s.s. 

(ft/sec) 
shear stress 

(lb/ft2) 

perimeter 

(ft) 
0.4 2.71 
0.2 2.59 

24.0 2.00 3.30 0.8 2.07 6.60 16.14 3.14 6.27 0.26 2.04 

0.6 2.59 2.45 
0.4 2.59 
0.2 2.53 

26.0 2.00 3.00 0.8 2.13 6.00 13.16 3.55 7.10 0.30 2.02 

0.6 2.18 2.19 
0.4 2.28 
0.2 2.28 

28.0 2.00 2.70 0.8 1.69 5.40 10.71 3.13 6.26 0.26 2.02 

0.6 2.03 1.98 
0.4 2.18 
0.2 2.18 

30.0 2.00 2.25 0.8 1.54 4.50 8.31 3.42 6.84 0.29 2.05 

0.6 1.87 1.85 
0.4 2.03 
0.2 2.11 

32.0 2.00 2.05 0.8 1.50 4.10 7.21 3.66 7.32 0.31 2.01 

0.6 1.79 1.76 
0.2 1.95 

34.0 2.00 1.55 0.8 1.07 1.38 3.10 4.28 3.45 6.90 0.29 2.06 

0.2 1.69 
36.0 2.00 1.05 0.8 0.90 1.23 2.10 2.58 4.29 8.57 0.36 2.06 

0.2 1.56 
38.0 2.25 0.65 0.6 0.65 0.65 1.46 0.95 2.50 5.63 0.24 2.04 

40.5 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.58 



Table D-4. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 2 on July 31, 1995 

distance 

(ft) 
0 

width 

(ft) 
1.00 

depth 

(ft) 
0.00 

observation 
depth 

point 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
0.00 

mean 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
0.00 

area 

(ft2) 
0.00 

discharge 

(cfs) 
0.00 

relative 
shear stress 

(1/sec) 
0.00 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(ft/sec) 
0.00 

relative 
shear stress 

(1b/ft2) 

0.00 

wetted 
perimeter 

(ft) 
0.00 

1 

2 1.50 
0.70 
1.00 0.80 1.07 1.02 1.50 1.52 5.35 8.03 0.21 2.24 

0.20 0.96 
3 1.50 1.10 0.80 1.64 1.95 1.65 3.22 7.45 11.18 0.29 1.00 

0.20 2.26 

4 

5 2.00 
1.80 
3.40 0.80 1.19 2.05 6.80 13.91 1.75 3.50 0.09 3.05 

7 2.00 4.20 
0.20 
0.80 

2.90 
1.13 2.18 8.40 18.27 1.35 2.69 0.07 2.15 

0.20 3.22 

9 2.00 5.00 0.80 2.33 2.90 10.00 29.00 2.33 4.66 0.12 2.15 

0.20 3.47 

11 

13 

15 

2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

5.30 
4.30 
4.70 

0.60 
0.60 
0.80 

2.9 
2.8 

2.67 

2.90 
2.80 
2.69 

10.60 
8.60 
9.40 

30.74 
24.08 
25.24 

1.37 
1.63 
2.84 

2.74 
3.26 
5.68 

0.07 
0.09 
0.15 

2.02 
2.24 
2.04 

0.20 2.70 

17 2.00 4.40 0.80 2.38 2.41 8.80 21.16 2.70 5.41 0.14 2.02 

0.20 2.43 

19 2.00 3.85 0.80 1.87 2.18 7.70 16.77 2.43 4.86 0.13 2.07 

0.60 2.29 
0.20 2.26 

21 2.00 3.55 0.80 1.64 1.97 7.10 14.00 2.31 4.62 0.12 2.02 

0.60 2.04 
0.20 2.17 

23 2.00 3.20 0.80 1.70 1.89 6.40 12.11 2.66 5.31 0.14 2.03 

0.60 1.99 
0.20 1.89 



Table D-4. Relative shear stresses at South Santiam River Transect 2 on July 31, 1995 (Continued) 

distance 

(ft) 
25 

width 

(11) 

2.00 

depth 

(ft) 
2.90 

observation 
depth 

0.80 

point 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
1.56 

mean 
velocity 

(ft/s) 
1.79 

area 

(ft=) 

5.80 

discharge 

WO 
10.35 

relative 
shear stress 

(1/sec) 
2.69 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(ft/sec) 
5.38 

relative 
shear stress 

(lb /ft2) 

0.14 

wetted 
perimeter 

(ft) 
2.02 

0.60 1.99 
0.20 1.60 

27 2.00 2.45 0.80 1.41 1.60 4.90 7.82 2.88 5.76 0.15 2.05 

0.60 1.65 
0.20 1.67 

29 2.00 2.05 0.80 1.21 1.34 4.10 5.49 2.95 5.90 0.16 2.04 

0.60 1.38 
0.20 1.39 

31 2.00 1.70 0.80 0.83 1.04 3.40 3.53 2.44 4.88 0.13 2.03 

0.60 1.12 
0.20 1.08 

33 2.00 1.30 0.80 0.59 0.75 2.60 1.95 2.27 4.54 0.12 2.04 

0.20 0.91 

35 2.00 0.75 0.60 0.58 0.58 1.50 0.87 1.93 3.87 0.10 2.07 

37 1.50 0.40 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.38 3.94 5.91 0.16 2.03 

38 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.08 



Table D-5. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 0421 on May 23, 1979 

distance w.s.e. elevation d A P R g S t 
(m) (m) (M) (M) (M2) (m) (m) (Wm') (m/m) (N/m2) 

0 6.63 7.46 
1 6.63 6.77 

1.2 6.63 6.63 0.00 
2 6.63 5.72 0.91 0.36 1.21 0.30 9810 0.00022 0.66 

3 6.63 5.28 1.35 1.13 1.09 1.03 9810 0.00022 2.27 

4 6.62 5.26 1.36 1.35 1.00 1.35 9810 0.00022 2.98 

5 6.62 5.28 1.34 1.35 1.00 1.35 9810 0.00022 2.97 

6 6.62 5.24 1.38 1.36 1.00 1.36 9810 0.00022 2.99 

7 6.61 5.21 1.40 1.39 1.00 1.39 9810 0.00022 3.06 

8 6.61 5.33 1.28 1.34 1.01 1.33 9810 0.00022 2.93 

9 6.61 5.63 0.98 1.13 1.04 1.08 9810 0.00022 2.38 

10 6.61 5.81 0.80 0.89 1.02 0.87 9810 0.00022 1.92 

11 6.60 5.88 0.72 0.76 1.00 0.76 9810 0.00022 1.67 

12 6.60 5.91 0.69 0.71 1.00 0.71 9810 0.00022 1.56 

13 6.60 5.85 0.75 0.72 1.00 0.72 9810 0.00022 1.58 

14 6.60 5.85 0.75 0.75 1.00 0.75 9810 0.00022 1.64 

15 6.59 5.78 0.81 0.78 1.00 0.78 9810 0.00022 1.71 

16 6.59 5.85 0.74 0.78 1.00 0.77 9810 0.00022 1.71 

17 6.59 5.88 0.71 0.72 1.00 0.72 9810 0.00022 1.59 

18 6.59 5.95 0.64 0.67 1.00 0.67 9810 0.00022 1.47 

19 6.58 5.98 0.60 0.62 1.00 0.62 9810 0.00022 1.36 

20 6.58 6.03 0.55 0.58 1.00 0.58 9810 0.00022 1.27 

21 6.58 5.85 0.73 0.64 1.02 0.63 9810 0.00022 1.38 

22 6.57 6.02 0.55 0.64 1.01 0.63 9810 0.00022 1.39 

23 6.57 5.98 0.59 0.57 1.00 0.57 9810 0.00022 1.26 

24 6.57 5.97 0.60 0.60 1.00 0.60 9810 0.00022 1.31 

25 6.57 5.83 0.74 0.67 1.01 0.66 9810 0.00022 1.46 

26 6.56 5.77 0.79 0.77 1.00 0.76 9810 0.00022 1.68 

27 6.56 5.89 0.67 0.73 1.01 0.73 9810 0.00022 1.60 



Table D-5. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 0421 on May 23, 1979 (Continued) 

distance w.s.e. elevation d A P R g S T 

(m) (m) (m) (m) (n2) (m) (m) (Nine) (mom) (Nine) 
27.4 6.56 6.56 0.001 0.13 0.78 0.17 9810 0.00022 0.38 



Table D-6. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 1662 on May 23, 1979 

distance w.s.e. elevation d A P R y S t 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m') (M) (m) (NW) (M/M) (NW) 

0 7.6 7.44 0.16 
1 7.6 7.37 0.23 0.19 1.00 0.19 9810 0.00006 0.12 

2 7.6 7.42 0.18 0.21 1.00 0.20 9810 0.00006 0.12 

3 7.6 7.22 0.38 0.28 1.02 0.27 9810 0.00006 0.17 

4 7.6 7.3 0.3 0.34 1.00 0.34 9810 0.00006 0.21 

5 7.6 7.48 0.12 0.21 1.02 0.21 9810 0.00006 0.13 

6 7.6 7.39 0.21 0.17 1.00 0.16 9810 0.00006 0.10 

7 7.6 6.71 0.89 0.55 1.21 0.45 9810 0.00006 0.28 

8 7.6 6.81 0.79 0.84 1.00 0.84 9810 0.00006 0.51 

9 7.6 6.65 0.95 0.87 1.01 0.86 9810 0.00006 0.52 

10 7.6 6.41 1.19 1.07 1.03 1.04 9810 0.00006 0.63 

11 7.6 6.18 1.42 1.31 1.03 1.27 9810 0.00006 0.77 

12 7.6 6.07 1.53 1.48 1.01 1.47 9810 0.00006 0.89 

13 7.6 5.85 1.75 1.64 1.02 1.60 9810 0.00006 0.97 

14 7.6 5.66 1.94 1.85 1.02 1.81 9810 0.00006 1.10 

15 7.6 5.65 1.95 1.95 1.00 1.94 9810 0.00006 1.18 

16 7.6 5.56 2.04 2.00 1.00 1.99 9810 0.00006 1.20 

17 7.6 5.55 2.05 2.05 1.00 2.04 9810 0.00006 1.24 

18 7.6 5.74 1.86 1.96 1.02 1.92 9810 0.00006 1.16 

19 7.6 5.75 1.85 1.86 1.00 1.85 9810 0.00006 1.12 

20 7.6 5.8 1.8 1.83 1.00 1.82 9810 0.00006 1.10 

21 7.6 5.86 1.74 1.77 1.00 1.77 9810 0.00006 1.07 

22 7.6 6.02 1.58 1.66 1.01 1.64 9810 0.00006 0.99 

23 7.6 6.3 1.3 1.44 1.04 1.39 9810 0.00006 0.84 

24 7.6 6.95 0.65 0.98 1.19 0.82 9810 0.00006 0.50 

24.4 7.6 7.6 0 0.13 0.76 0.17 9810 0.00006 0.10 

25 7.6 7.58 



Table D-7. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 2510 on May 23, 1979 

distance w.s.e. 

(m) (m) 
0 8.22 
1 8.22 

1.1 8.22 
2 8.22 
3 8.22 
4 8.22 
5 8.22 
6 8.22 
7 8.22 
8 8.22 
9 8.22 

10 8.22 
11 8.22 
12 8.22 
13 8.22 
14 8.22 
15 8.22 
16 8.22 
17 8.22 
18 8.22 
19 8.22 
20 8.22 
21 8.22 
22 8.22 
23 8.22 
24 8.22 
25 8.22 
26 8.22 

27.1 8.22 

elevation d A P R 

(m) (m) (m2) (m) (m) 
8.28 

8.2 
8.22 0 
8.08 0.14 0.06 0.91 0.07 
7.94 0.28 0.21 1.01 0.21 

7.94 0.28 0.28 1.00 0.28 
7.91 0.31 0.30 1.00 0.29 

7.91 0.31 0.31 1.00 0.31 

7.95 0.27 0.29 1.00 0.29 
7.86 0.36 0.32 1.00 0.31 

7.78 0.44 0.40 1.00 0.40 
7.77 0.45 0.45 1.00 0.44 
7.59 0.63 0.54 1.02 0.53 

7.47 0.75 0.69 1.01 0.69 
7.16 1.06 0.91 1.05 0.86 
7.04 1.18 1.12 1.01 1.11 

6.82 1.4 1.29 1.02 1.26 

6.87 1.35 1.38 1.00 1.37 

6.78 1.44 1.40 1.00 1.39 

6.64 1.58 1.51 1.01 1.50 

6.65 1.57 1.58 1.00 1.57 

6.69 1.53 1.55 1.00 1.55 

6.72 1.5 1.52 1.00 1.51 

6.72 1.5 1.50 1.00 1.50 

6.71 1.51 1.51 1.00 1.50 

7.54 0.68 1.10 1.30 0.84 
7.8 0.42 0.55 1.03 0.53 

7.98 0.24 0.33 1.02 0.32 
8.22 0 0.13 1.13 0.12 

Y 

(INT/m2) 

9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 
9810
 

S z 

(m/m) (1`l /m') 

0.00026 0.18 
0.00026 0.54 
0.00026 0.73 
0.00026 0.76 
0.00026 0.80 
0.00026 0.75 
0.00026 0.81 
0.00026 1.03 
0.00026 1.15 
0.00026 1.38 
0.00026 1.78 
0.00026 2.24 
0.00026 2.88 
0.00026 3.27 
0.00026 3.56 
0.00026 3.60 
0.00026 3.88 
0.00026 4.09 
0.00026 4.02 
0.00026 3.93 
0.00026 3.89 
0.00026 3.90 
0.00026 2.19 
0.00026 1.38 
0.00026 0.84 
0.00026 0.30 
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Table D-8. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 2874 on May 23, 1979 

distance w.s.e. 
(m) (M) 

4 8.42 
4.9 8.42 

8.42 
6 8.42 
7 8.42 
8 8.42 
9 8.42 

8.42 
11 8.42 
12 8.42 
13 8.42 
14 8.42 

8.42 
16 8.42 
17 8.42 
18 8.42 
19 8.42 

8.42 
21 8.42 
22 8.42 
23 8.42 
24 8.42 

8.42 
26 8.42 
27 8.42 
28 8.42 
29 8.42 

8.42 
31 8.42 

elevation d A P R 
(m')(M) (m) (M) (m) 

8.8 
8.42 0 

0.028.38 0.04 0.00 0.11 

8.02 0.4 0.22 1.06 0.21 

7.8 0.62 0.51 1.02 0.50 

7.61 0.81 0.72 1.02 0.70 

7.32 1.1 0.96 1.04 0.92 

7.22 1.2 1.15 1.00 1.14 

7.06 1.36 1.28 1.01 1.26 

6.97 1.45 1.41 1.00 1.40 

6.97 1.45 1.45 1.00 1.45 

6.89 1.53 1.49 1.00 1.49 

6.95 1.47 1.50 1.00 1.50 
1.486.92 1.5 1.49 1.00 

7.09 1.33 1.42 1.01 1.39 

7.17 1.25 1.29 1.00 1.29 

7.37 1.05 1.15 1.02 1.13 

7.5 0.92 0.99 1.01 0.98 

7.62 0.8 0.86 1.01 0.85 
0.857.52 0.9 0.85 1.00 

7.69 0.73 0.82 1.01 0.80 

7.77 0.65 0.69 1.00 0.69 

7.81 0.61 0.63 1.00 0.63 

7.87 0.55 0.58 1.00 0.58 

7.87 0.55 0.55 1.00 0.55 

7.82 0.6 0.58 1.00 0.57 
7.92 0.5 0.55 1.00 0.55 

7.87 0.55 0.53 1.00 0.52 

7.88 0.54 0.55 1.00 0.54 

Y 

(Wm') 

9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 
9810 

S t 
(m/m) (Wm') 

0.00016 0.03 
0.00016 0.33 
0.00016 0.79 
0.00016 1.11 

0.00016 1.45 

0.00016 1.81 

0.00016 2.00 
0.00016 2.21 
0.00016 2.29 
0.00016 2.35 
0.00016 2.37 
0.00016 2.35 
0.00016 2.21 
0.00016 2.03 
0.00016 1.78 
0.00016 1.54 
0.00016 1.35 

0.00016 1.34 

0.00016 1.27 

0.00016 1.09 
0.00016 1.00 
0.00016 0.92 
0.00016 0.87 
0.00016 0.91 
0.00016 0.87 
0.00016 0.83 
0.00016 0.86 



Table D-8. Actual shear stresses at East Fork River Transect 2874 on May 23, 1979 (Continued) 

distance w.s.e. elevation d A P R Y 

(m) (m) (m) (m) (M2) (M) (m) (isi/m3) 

32 8.42 7.82 0.6 0.57 1.00 0.57 9810 

33 8.42 7.89 0.53 0.57 1.00 0.56 9810 

34 8.42 8 0.42 0.48 1.01 0.47 9810 

35 8.42 8.24 0.18 0.30 1.03 0.29 9810 

36 8.42 8.18 0.24 0.21 1.00 0.21 9810 

37 8.42 8.24 0.18 0.21 1.00 0.21 9810 

38 8.42 8.19 0.23 0.21 1.00 0.20 9810 

S t 
(m/m) (Mini) 
0.00016 0.90 
0.00016 0.89 
0.00016 0.75 
0.00016 0.46 
0.00016 0.33 
0.00016 0.33 
0.00016 0.32 
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Table D-9. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 137,500 on Nov. 16, 1992 

distance width depth observed observed point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 

(m) 
0 

(m) 
5 

(m) 
0.00 

depth 
(m) 

0.00 

depth 

0.00 

velocity 
(m/s) 

0.000 

velocity 
(m/s) 

0.00 
(m2) 

0.00 
(m2/s) 

0.00 

s. s. 
(1/sec) 

0.00 

relative s.s. 
(m/sec) 

0.00 

shear stress 
(N/m2) 

0.00 

perimeter 
(m) 

0.00 

10 6.55 6.35 0.97 1.431 2.91 65.50 190.74 7.15 71.55 350.73 7.56 

6.10 0.93 1.345 

5.50 0.84 1.810 
4.00 0.61 2.912 
2.00 0.31 2.998 
0.40 0.06 2.706 

10 7.10 6.90 0.97 0.328 2.93 71.00 207.99 1.64 16.40 80.39 9.98 

6.70 0.94 1.138 
6.00 0.85 2.309 
3.00 0.42 3.240 
1.50 0.21 3.550 
0.40 0.06 3.309 

10 6.15 5.90 0.96 1.017 2.61 61.50 160.55 4.07 40.68 199.41 9.95 

5.50 0.89 1.844 
4.00 0.65 2.843 
3.00 0.49 2.861 
2.00 0.33 2.912 
0.40 0.07 3.309 

10 4.50 4.30 0.96 1.689 2.49 45.00 111.86 8.44 84.45 413.97 9.86 

4.00 0.89 2.137 
3.00 0.67 2.464 
2.00 0.44 2.861 
1.00 0.22 2.878 
0.40 0.09 2.930 

10 3.75 3.55 0.95 1.551 2.43 37.50 90.96 7.75 77.55 380.14 9.97 
3.30 0.88 1.603 
2.50 0.67 2.688 



Table D-9. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 137,500 on Nov. 16, 1992 (Continued) 

distance 

(m) 

width 

(m) 

depth 

(m) 

observed 
depth 
(m) 

1.90 

observed 
depth 

0.51 

point 
velocity 

(m/s) 
2.447 

mean 
velocity 

(m/s) 

area 

(m2) 

discharge 

(m3/s) 

relative 
s. s. 

(1/sec) 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(m/sec) 

relative 
shear stress 

(Nino 

wetted 
perimeter 

(m) 

0.90 0.24 2.723 

60 10 2.95 
0.40 
2.75 

0.11 
0.93 

2.861 
1.603 2.48 29.50 73.08 8.01 80.15 392.89 9.97 

2.50 0.85 2.154 
2.00 0.68 2.361 

1.50 0.51 2.447 
1.00 0.34 2.430 

70 10 2.60 
0.40 
2.40 

0.14 
0.92 

3.033 
2.085 2.44 26.00 63.51 10.43 104.25 511.03 9.99 

2.10 0.81 2.275 
1.80 0.69 2.361 

1.30 0.50 2.499 
0.70 0.27 2.895 

80 10 2.20 
0.40 
2.00 

0.15 
0.91 

2.774 
0.793 2.05 22.00 45.02 3.97 39.65 194.36 9.99 

1.80 0.82 0.759 
1.50 0.68 2.309 

1.00 0.45 2.826 
0.60 0.27 2.809 

90 10 1.95 

0.40 
1.75 

0.18 
0.90 

3.257 
1.431 2.41 19.50 47.05 7.16 71.55 350.73 10.00 

1.55 0.79 1.948 

1.20 0.62 2.396 
0.60 0.31 2.723 

100 9 1.85 

0.40 
1.70 

0.21 
0.92 

2.912 
1.620 2.34 16.65 38.88 10.80 97.20 476.47 10.00 

1.50 0.81 2.103 



Table D-9. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 137,500 on Nov. 16, 1992 (Continued) 

distance 

(m) 

width 

(m) 

depth 

(m) 

observed 
depth 
(m) 

1.20 

observed 
depth 

0.65 

point 
velocity 

(m/s) 
2.240 

mean 
velocity 

(m/s) 

area 

(m2) 

discharge 

(m'/s) 

relative 
s. s. 

(1/sec) 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(m/sec) 

relative 
shear stress 

(Wm') 

wetted 
perimeter 

(m) 

0.60 0.32 2.723 

108 9.5 1.80 
0.40 
1.60 

0.22 
0.89 

2.757 
1.035 2.49 17.10 42.66 5.18 49.16 240.99 8.00 

1.40 0.78 1.327 

1.00 0.56 2.809 
0.70 0.39 2.568 

119 11 1.35 

0.40 
1.15 

0.22 
0.85 

3.033 
1.793 2.37 14.85 35.26 8.96 98.61 483.40 10.99 

1.00 0.74 2.172 
0.70 0.52 2.413 

130 7.5 0.80 
0.40 
0.60 

0.30 
0.75 

2.499 
0.811 0.97 6.00 5.80 4.06 30.41 149.08 10.99 

0.50 0.63 0.966 

134 
142 

6 
4 

0.35 
0.00 

0.40 
0.20 
0.00 

0.50 
0.57 
0.00 

1.689 
1.724 
0.000 

1.73 
0.00 

2.10 
0.00 

3.63 
0.00 

11.49 
0.00 

68.96 
0.00 

338.04 
0.00 

3.97 
7.99 



Table D-10. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 141,600 on Nov. 16, 1992 

distance 

(m) 
0 

width 

(m) 
0 

depth 

(m) 
0.00 

observation 
depth 
(m) 

0.00 

observation 
depth 

0.00 

point 
velocity 
(m/s) 

0.000 

mean 
velocity 
(m/s) 

0.00 

area 

(m2) 

0.00 

discharge 

(m'/s) 
0.00 

relative 
s. s. 

(1/sec) 
0.00 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(m/sec) 
0.00 

relative 
shear stress 

(Wm') 
0.00 

wetted 
perimeter 

(m) 
0.00 

6 8 3.15 2.95 0.94 1.638 2.44 25.20 61.45 8.19 65.52 227.70 5.11 

2.80 0.89 1.758 
2.50 0.79 2.137 
1.50 0.48 2.602 
0.80 0.25 2.740 
0.20 0.06 2.551 

16 11 2.15 2.00 0.93 1.224 1.77 23.65 41.89 8.16 89.76 311.93 9.95 

1.80 0.84 1.414 
1.50 0.70 1.672 
1.00 0.47 1.999 
0.50 0.23 2.327 
0.20 0.09 2.344 

28 10 1.10 0.96 0.87 1.207 1.67 11.00 18.39 8.62 86.21 299.61 11.95 

0.80 0.73 1.569 
0.50 0.45 1.844 
0.20 0.18 2.137 

36 9 0.85 0.68 0.80 1.052 1.37 7.65 10.48 6.19 55.69 193.55 8.00 

0.60 0.71 1.172 
0.40 0.47 1.448 
0.20 0.24 1.689 

46 10 0.62 0.47 0.76 1.396 1.46 6.20 9.03 9.31 93.07 323.43 10.00 

0.40 0.65 1.482 

0.30 0.48 1.534 
0.20 0.32 1.465 

56 12.5 0.62 0.47 0.76 0.897 1.08 7.75 8.35 5.98 74.75 259.77 10.00 

0.40 0.65 0.966 
0.20 0.32 1.482 



Table D-10. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 141,600 on Nov. 16, 1992 (Continued) 

distance 

(m) 
71 

width 

(m) 
14 

depth 

(m) 
0.50 

observation 
depth 
(m) 

0.35 

observation 
depth 

0.70 

point 
velocity 
(m/s) 

0.897 

mean 
velocity 
(m/s) 

1.12 

area 

(m2) 
7.00 

discharge 

(ms/s) 
7.85 

relative 
s. s. 

(1/sec) 
5.98 

area of 
relative s.s. 

(m/sec) 
83.72 

relative 
shear stress 

(N/m2) 
290.94 

wetted 
perimeter 

(m) 
15.00 

0.30 0.60 1.121 

0.20 0.40 1.259 

84 39 0.62 0.40 0.65 1.172 1.17 24.18 28.34 5.33 207.76 722.02 13.00 

0.30 0.48 0.897 

149 51 0.67 
0.20 
0.50 

0.32 
0.75 

1.224 
1.207 1.47 34.17 50.06 7.10 362.10 1258.37 65.00 

0.40 0.60 1.465 

186 27 0.83 
0.20 
0.60 

0.30 
0.72 

1.8% 
1.362 1.41 22.41 31.69 5.92 159.89 555.64 37.00 

0.50 0.60 1.414 
0.35 0.42 1.689 

0.20 0.24 1.689 

203 18 0.90 0.75 0.83 0.880 1.40 16.20 22.69 5.87 105.60 366.98 17.00 

0.60 0.67 1.431 

0.40 0.44 1.724 
0.20 0.22 1.861 

222 16.5 1.60 1.40 0.88 0.397 1.26 26.40 33.22 1.99 32.75 113.82 18.99 

1.30 0.81 0.587 
1.10 0.69 1.241 

0.60 0.38 1.706 

0.20 0.13 1.965 

236 17 2.30 2.05 0.89 0.449 1.49 39.10 58.30 1.80 30.53 106.11 13.98 

1.95 0.85 0.862 
1.50 0.65 1.603 

1.00 0.43 1.793 

0.20 0.09 1.896 

256 18 3.20 3.00 0.94 1.121 1.97 57.60 113.67 5.61 100.89 350.61 19.98 
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2.80 
0.88 

1.810 

2.20 
0.69 

1.827 

1.20 
0.38 

2.240 

0.70 
0.22 

2.430 

0.20 
0.06 

2.309 

0.94 
1.293 

2.54 
61.50 

156.33 
5.62 

84.33
272 

15 
4.10 

3.87 
3.70 

0.90 
1.689 

3.20 
0.78 

2.275 

2.00 
0.49 

2.654 

1.00 
0.24 

2.809 

0.20 
0.05 

2.809 

12 
4.50 

4.30 
0.96 

1.586 
2.52 

54.00 
135.89 

7.93 
95.16

286 
4.10 

0.91 
1.844 

3.50 
0.78 

2.172 

2.20 
0.49 

2.723 

1.10 
0.24 

2.861 

0.20 
0.04 

2.843 

296 
10 

4.60 
4.40 

0.96 
1.827 

2.61 
46.00 

120.08 
9.14 

91.35 

4.20 
0.91 

1.879 

3.50 
0.76 

2.378 

2.20 
0.48 

2.774 

1.10 
0.24 

2.843 

0.20 
0.04 

2.361 

4.40 
0.96 

1.741 
2.47 

46.00 
113.76 

8.71 
87.05

306 
10 

4.60 
4.20 

0.91 
1.913 

3.50 
0.76 

2.103 

2.20 
0.48 

2.499 

1.10 
0.24 

2.843 



Table D-10. Relative shear stresses at Rhone River Transect 141,600 on Nov. 16, 1992 (Continued) 

distance width depth observation 
depth 

(m) (m) (in) (m) 
0.20 

316 9 4.65 4.50 
4.35 
3.50 
2.20 
1.10 
0.20 

324 6 4.10 3.90 
3.70 
3.00 
2.00 
1.00 
0.20 

328 3.5 2.95 2.80 
2.60 
2.00 
1.00 
0.50 
0.20 

331 1.5 0.00 0.00 

observation 
depth 

0.04 
0.97 
0.94 
0.75 
0.47 
0.24 
0.04 
0.95 
0.90 
0.73 
0.49 
0.24 
0.05 
0.95 
0.88 
0.68 
0.34 
0.17 
0.07 
0.00 

point mean area discharge relative area of relative wetted 
velocity velocity s. s. relative s.s. shear stress perimeter 
(m/s) (m/s) (m2) (m2/s) (1/sec) (m/sec) (N/m2) (m) 

2.723 
1.896 2.20 41.85 91.97 12.64 113.76 395.34 10.00 

1.620 
1.879 
2.154 
2.516 
2.551 
1.293 2.02 24.60 49.61 6.47 38.79 134.80 7.98 

1.276 
1.534 
2.120 
2.499 
1.569 
0.983 0.99 10.33 10.20 6.55 22.94 79.71 .3.83 
0.983 
1.035 
0.966 
0.897 
0.656 
0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 




